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Abstract
My thesis is that the corporate governance of state owners of enterprises affects
development in emerging economies. The research consists of three sequential studies,
investigating state owners’ potential effects on elite, economic, and political development.
The studies are motivated by limited research focused on state owners, within
administrations, relative to either their political regime masters or to the enterprises they
own. Despite prevalent state ownership in emerging economies and new state owners
including sovereign wealth funds, limited academic research leaves international policy
organisation views to be empirically tested. I examine variation in the corporate governance
of state owners: how ownership evolves, how ownership relates to enterprise executive
politicisation, and how politicisation relates to enterprise performance trends. The thesis
builds on literature in political economy, post-communist politics, and corporate governance.
The first empirical chapter studies state ownership evolution, in emerging economies
representing around half of emerging economy land, population, GDP, and stock markets.
The results show initial agency, as ownership changes from traditional ‘decentralised’ sector
ministries to either fragmented ‘dual’ ownership by varied state owners or to ‘central’
ownership largely under one body. However, this initial agency is followed by structure: no
further ownership category changes. The main dual or central owner is led by someone,
whose authority is found to evolve and in opposite ways, depending on whether ownership
became dual or central. Therefore, initial agency leads via path-dependent structured
evolution to distinct owner-authority equilibria. These distinct governance equilibria have
potential political development consequences.
The second empirical chapter investigates in depth two of the emerging economy cases,
those with the most similar systems except for different governance equilibria, to compare
their state-owned enterprise executive politicisation. Based on biographical analysis of
supervisory board chair and management board CEO ‘executives’, it finds a significantly
different prevalence of political ties. Weak governance exposes enterprises to principal-agent
problems via politicisation, to which strong governance offers a collective action solution.
Such divergent executive politicisation has potential social development consequences.
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The third empirical chapter questions literature relating executive political ties to
enterprise performance, where nonmarket strategy literature sees ties as resources while
political economy often sees ties as corruption. In one case, enterprises whose executives
have evident political ties, ‘political executives’, appear to perform as well as enterprises led
by ‘technocrats’. However, this is due to reverse causality: high performing enterprises
appoint more political executives, while low performers appoint more technocrats,
suggesting patronage versus challenges. Once in office, technocrats are associated with
positive and political executives with negative performance trends. Politicisation is negative
for performance while performance is positive for politicisation. Divergent performance
trends have potential economic development consequences.
The three studies each contribute individually to associated literature, in political
economy, post-communist politics, and corporate governance. Together, they answer the
research question via a causality chain: governance evolves to distinct equilibria; associated
with significantly different executive politicisation; associated with significantly different
enterprise performance trends. The final chapter discusses how these findings may inform
views of development in emerging economies. One path helps lock in non-development:
fragmented owners led with weak authority, high executive politicisation in what New
Institutional Economics describes as a limited access order, and political ties appearing to be
a resource as nonmarket strategy literature suggests but in fact impacting performance
trends. Despite nondevelopment, it is a viable regime survival strategy, based on maximising
rents. I argue that the other path – central owners led with stronger authority, a more open
access order for enterprise executives, and stronger enterprise performance trends – is an
alternative regime survival strategy based on popularity and elite expectations, and is a policy
for state ownership more conducive to elite, economic, and political development.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 State owners in emerging economies
Research often focuses on developed economies and management studies often focus on
private enterprises. However, most people live in emerging economies and state capitalism
is reviving interest in state-owned enterprises. Who owns these enterprises? Political
economy tends to focus on the political regimes that often act as though they are the state,
rather than its current managers. Management research tends to focus on the enterprises.
The de jure state owners themselves are neglected in literature and left to international policy
organisations to guide (World Bank, 2014; OECD, 2015a). This study aims to fill the gap, with
new theoretical and empirical studies of state owners of enterprises in emerging economies.
State owners can affect the development of emerging economies in important ways, and
yet are significantly under-researched. They fall below political regimes, the focus of political
economy, and stand above enterprises, the focus of corporate governance, so are potential
intermediaries. Owners are also a little-studied factor in post-communist politics. State
owners may be neglected for good reason if the governance of state owners does not vary, if
its variation does not affect executive politicisation, or if politicisation does not affect
enterprise performance. Otherwise, neglect is an omission and calls for interdisciplinary
research.
Emerging economies are also neglected relative to developed economies, despite
covering more land, being home to more people, and increasingly providing much of the
world economy and its financial markets. For this study to have broad application, I select
emerging economies from across the world: one each from North America, South America,
the Middle East, Africa, Eastern Europe, Central Asia, East Asia, South Asia, and South-East
Asia. In each region, case selection is based on a simple average of their share of global
emerging economy land, population, purchasing power parity gross domestic product, and
stock market index. Nine cases - Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Russia,
South Africa and Turkey - account for around half of emerging economies on these measures.
I study state owner governance in these cases for the first stage of the causal argument, then
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compare executive politicisation and enterprise performance trends in the two most similar
systems (except for the governance of their state owners) in the second and third stages.

1.2 Research objectives and question
How does the governance of state owners of enterprises affect development in emerging
economies? While there are theoretical reasons to expect that ownership institutions matter,
the field remains under-theorized and empirically under-researched. This project aims to
remedy that oversight by studying a chain of causality from governance evolution, via
executive politicisation, to enterprise performance trends. My research objectives are to
contribute to the related political economy, post-communist politics, and corporate
governance literature, and to empirically challenge international policy organization reports,
via theoretical and empirical study of the corporate governance of state owners. My interest
is in three aspects of development: elite, economic, and political. The research question is:
‘How does the corporate governance of state owners of enterprises
affect development in emerging economies?’
The causal argument chain has three stages, each with an empirical study. First, the
corporate governance of state owners varies, as initial agency leads via path-dependent
structure to distinct equilibria, with consequences for political development. Second, in my
otherwise most similar systems, state ownership variation is associated with significantly
different executive politicisation, with consequences for social development. Third, executive
political ties can appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource due to reverse causality, though
political ties actually negatively affect enterprise performance trends, with consequences for
economic development.
The state of the field is disciplinary rather than interdisciplinary. Political economy, postcommunist politics, and management literatures take an interest in how institutions evolve
to affect survival strategies in political regimes, in corruption in society, and in political ties
and enterprise performance in the economy. I situate my contribution at the intersection of
these literatures, in regime rents-versus-development politics, in a domain important to an
elite social group, in emerging economies. The literatures are disjointed. I review relevant
literature, develop an interdisciplinary theory and methods, then conduct empirical study to
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investigate a chain of causality from institutional evolution, through elite social group
politicisation, via enterprise performance trend economic impacts, to discuss political policy.
Douglas North (North et al., 2005) and others in the New Institutional Economics (NIE)
tradition seek to understand the transition from the natural state of limited access orders, to
more open access orders. The distinct governance equilibria may contribute a partial answer.
I study agency and structure in the evolution of state ownership governance, from traditional
ownership by sector ministries to fragmented or centralised ownership structures, also
considering evolution of the authority of state owner leaders. I identify an under-researched
institution, state ownership governance, and associate it with more limited versus open
access orders: prevalent political ties limit access, while more technocrats suggest openness.
Political economy is also interested in principal-agent and collective action problems.
Some authors, including Anna Persson et al. (2013), challenge whether anti-corruption efforts
suffer more from principal-agent problems, assuming incorruptible regime principals, or from
lack of collective action solutions among the principals. This study contributes insights from a
major domain especially vulnerable to corruption: state-owned enterprises. Having studied
how distinct governance equilibria come about, I compare case studies of my most similar
systems except for their distinct state ownership governance. In one, state owners are often
disintermediated: regime principals can bypass the state and executives often have political
ties. In the other, more effective owners intermediate to facilitate regime collective action,
and more executives are technocrats. I contribute empirical cases of collective action failure
versus success, theorise how state ownership affects the enterprise executive elite social
group and discuss how its politicisation may more broadly affect social development.
Corporate governance, a prominent field of study in management, includes nonmarket
strategy literature addressing political ties. However, in contrast to political economy
concerns with corruption, nonmarket strategy literature can see political ties as a resource
(Peng et al., 2003; Hillman, 2005). Executives with political ties in their biographies appearing
to perform as well as those without may help explain equivocal findings and elusive links in
nonmarket strategy reviews (Mellahi et al., 2016). However, nonmarket strategy literature
identifies reverse causality risk as a limitation, as enterprise performance may affect
executive appointments and dismissals, calling for research. Adapting a formal model method
to mitigate reverse causality risk by studying executives in office year-on-year, the research
associates political ties negatively with performance trends. This contributes evidence in an
15

important domain, state-owned enterprises, and encourages a view of political ties as more
corruption risk than nonmarket strategy resource.
Henry Hale (2014) and other post-communist politics authors investigate regime survival.
My chain of causality leads to a rents-versus-development trade-off, not relying on regime
altruism but rather as viable alternative regime survival strategies. I discuss a limited access
order case, with disintermediated state ownership, providing ample opportunity for rents via
prevalent political ties, at a cost in enterprise performance trends. A false impression that
political executives perform as well as technocrats may bolster a view of political ties as a
resource, providing a protective roof, ‘krisha’ in Russian, in the political network ‘systema’
(Ledeneva, 2013), legitimising politicisation. I compare this case with an alternative postcommunist case, where a central state owner led with superior authority intermediates more,
providing fewer political tie rents but with executive depoliticisation associated with stronger
enterprise performance trends. Isomorphism in the broader economy may magnify the effect
on economic development. I present state owner intermediation as an alternative regime
survival strategy, binding the elite to the regime less via rents but more via what Hale
describes as the self-fulfilling prophecy of expectations, based on popularity via development.
It is important that we understand these issues better. Although research often focuses
more on developed economies, emerging economies cover most of the world’s land and
population and increasingly its economy and financial markets. While management studies
focus more on private enterprises, state-owned enterprises are not disappearing through
privatisation, liberalisation, and competition but remain prominent and supported under
state capitalism. State owners fall in a neglected gap between regime political economy and
enterprise management, a gap that international policy organisations fill with reports that
may be normative and should be tested by interdisciplinary research. My empirical findings
are new. The study contributes to our understanding of political regime survival strategies,
anti-corruption strategies and the transition to more open access order societies, and political
tie economics and so to political economy, post-communist politics, and corporate
governance literature.
The causal argument is therefore a three-stage chain, each with its own empirical study.
The corporate governance of state owners varies. Governance changes from traditional
ownership by sector ministries inconsistently, to many other outcomes. It then evolves, via
path-dependent structure, to distinct governance equilibria. In my otherwise most similar
16

systems, state ownership variation is associated with significantly different executive
politicisation, with consequences for social development. These executive political ties
appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource due to reverse causality but political ties impact
performance trends, with consequences for economic development. The distinct equilibria
trade off rents-for-development, with consequences for political development.
The findings tell us much that we did not know about state owner evolution, equilibria
and development politics; executive politicisation and opening society; and political ties as
resources versus corruption and economic progress. These combine to answer my research
question: the corporate governance of state owners of enterprises affects development in
emerging economies and in ways not previously researched or as advised by international
organisations.

1.3 Theory framework and constructs
The study is framed as a constructed hierarchy. At the top is the regime, whose varied
politicians have individual and collective interests. In the middle is the state, including state
owners that range from ministries to federal agencies to sovereign wealth funds. Below are
state-owned enterprises, often including national oil, power, airline, and telecom companies,
and sometimes state-owned banks. My interest is in the vertical principal-agent problems and
horizontal collective actions solutions in this hierarchy.
Agency issues arise as the regime’s ultimate authority (such as the president or the prime
minister) presides over the regime but has many interests and limited attention and political
capital. Governance of state-owned enterprises is delegated to other actors – sector ministers
or other state-owner leaders, and then down to executives in the enterprises – with their own
interests and agendas and asymmetric information about enterprise performance. Agent
actions may be contrary to the interest of principal actors above them in the hierarchy,
especially if political ties bypass the state owners, with executives seeing their de facto
principal as regime politicians more than de jure state-owner leaders. State-owned
enterprises, often protected from competition and the threat of bankruptcy, may be
especially vulnerable to corruption, exacerbated by such agency problems.
Study of the de jure hierarchy suggests a three-layer model: regime, owners, enterprises.
Study of political ties in nonmarket strategy literature suggests a more parsimonious two17

layer model: regime politicians and enterprise executives, omitting state-owner leaders.
Whether a three- or a two-layer model better describes governance is an empirical question
that I examine through comparative case study using a most similar systems method. A model
allowing both is theoretically prior.
First, I find that the governance of state owners of enterprises evolves towards distinct
equilibria. Second, from the nine economies in this first stage of the study, I select the two
most similar systems (except for their governance of state owners), for a comparative case
study of their executive politicisation. I find significantly different proportions of executives
with evident political ties, as categorised via biographical analysis. Finally, I associate this
politicisation with how enterprises appear to perform and how politicisation actually affects
enterprise performance trends.
These concepts – regime, owners, and enterprises with their politicians, leaders, and
executives – relate to the phenomenon of the governance of state owners. State-owned
enterprises suffer agency problems if the enterprises are owned by the state and their
executives should answer to their state owner, but their agendas are shaped by political ties.
Political ties bypass the state owner and directly connect executives to regime politicians.
Regime politicians may collectively benefit from development but individually benefit from
political ties through patronage rents. Why sacrifice your rents for the common good if your
politician colleagues do not? State owners may provide a collective action solution. An
effective state owner, appointing most enterprise executives, could achieve sufficient
common good from development to persuade regime politicians to support it as an
institution. To be effective it may need to centralise ownership and to be led with sufficient
de facto authority to enforce its de jure rights.
This is my thesis. Ineffective state owners can be a viable regime survival strategy based
on rents directly attracting elites and, as such, ineffectiveness is a stable equilibrium. Effective
state owners can also be a viable regime survival strategy: effectiveness is thus also a stable
equilibrium. Other governance configurations maximise neither rents nor development and
so are unstable. In sum, distinct governance equilibria support alternative regime survival
strategies.
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1.4 Research design and hypotheses
My research design empirically tests three hypotheses, replicating the order of the proposed
causal argument: the corporate governance of state owners varies as initial agency leads via
subsequent structure to distinct equilibria; in my otherwise most similar systems, state
ownership variation is associated with significantly different executive politicisation; and
executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource due to reverse causality
but political ties actually negatively impact enterprise performance trends.
The first is interested in how ownership governance evolves. All my cases begin with
extended periods of what international policy organisations describe (OECD 2005b, 2015a;
World Bank 2014) as ‘decentralised’ ownership, with sector ministries owning enterprises in
their sector. All but one of the nine cases, Mexico, has changed from traditional decentralised
ownership to either ‘dual’ or ‘central’ ownership.
The reports classify ownership as central in countries with one clear owner of most
prominent state-owned enterprises. For example, the State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the State Council (SASAC) owns most of China’s prominent
state-owned enterprises, the main exception being the leading banks. Dual implies more
shared ownership. South Africa’s Department of State Enterprises owns many but not most
state-owned enterprises, for example, and Turkey’s Directorate of State-Owned Enterprises
owns most state-owned enterprises, but sector ministries appoint most enterprise board
members – two cases of shared ‘dual’ ownership.
Ownership is my first governance construct. Authority is the second. I base authority on
the leader of the main state owner, if there is one. Decentralised ownership does not have a
main state owner, as ownership is divided among sector ministries, each with its own
minister. Dual and central ownership have a main state owner, which has a leader to
categorise. If its leader is a deputy minister or below, then I categorise leadership as ‘inferior’
to ministers. For example, Russia’s Federal Agency for State Property Management,
Rosimushchestvo, is led by a deputy minister, so I classify it as led with inferior authority. If its
leader is a cabinet minister, then I categorise authority as ‘equivalent’ to ministers. For
example, Indonesia’s Ministry of State Owned Enterprises is led by a cabinet minister. If the
main owner is led by a deputy prime minister or above, then I categorise authority as
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‘superior’. For example, Samruk-Kazyna is led by Kazakhstan’s prime minister and so is led
with superior authority.
I base categories on authority relative to ministers, as ministers are an important level in
the regime and as sector ministers may be especially interested in enterprises in their sector.
They may contend de facto ownership with the leader of the main state owner (except in
decentralised ownership where there is no main owner). As there is no main owner, I do not
define authority for decentralised ownership. Therefore, the categorisation produces a
taxonomy with seven feasible governance configurations of ownership and authority:
1.

decentralised (which has no authority category)

2.

dual-inferior

3.

dual-equivalent

4.

dual-superior

5.

central-inferior

6.

central-equivalent

7.

central-superior

The first task is to establish how these owner-authority configurations evolve by applying
the configurational Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) method to my emerging economy
cases. All but one case changed from decentralised ownership to other configurations, then
evolved further. My first hypothesis is that ending traditional decentralised ownership
requires strong actors, so leads inconsistently to a free range of outcomes, whereas
subsequent evolution displays path-dependent structure, leading to distinct equilibria that
either minimise or maximise the ability of the state owner to intermediate between the
regime and enterprises.
First hypothesis: Governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to other
configurations, whereas governance evolves within dual ownership to inferior
authority and within central ownership to greater authority
This first hypothesis can be disproved if decentralised ownership changes to a consistent
outcome, indicating structure. International policy organisations aim for this empirical result,
guiding regimes to reform decentralised to central ownership (OECD, 2015a). The hypothesis
can also be disproved if subsequent evolution lacks the expected structure, leading nowhere
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in particular, to just one equilibrium, or to unexpected equilibria. Then initial agency would
be interesting but determine little about development.
Structure could take two forms: circular paths, or paths ending at consistent equilibria.
Circular paths could destabilise the course of development, and so be theoretically
interesting. However, I find only one, very inconsistent circular path. While I discuss that brief
incident, my focus is on the consistent equilibria (of which there could be zero, one or more).
Zero consistent equilibria would be theoretically interesting but of limited value for
policymaking. Governance would be a constant swirl, with state ownership never settling on
a form of governance. Policy might push state ownership towards a governance outcome for
a time, but it would be an inconsistent equilibrium, temporary in nature.
One consistent equilibrium would be the unique endpoint, to which governance of state
owners evolves. One endpoint could result from successful international policy organisation
guidance, or just indicate the outcome regimes find optimal. This would also be theoretically
interesting, but a given for policy, an invariant institution in the state background.
Distinct equilibria are more interesting for policy, provided that they affect political
development or are associated with factors affecting social and economic development, the
subjects of my second and third hypotheses. I see distinct equilibria as the most interesting
finding for theory and for policymaking.
The second study in the chain of causality is interested in how the governance of owners
is associated with executive politicisation, tested through a most similar systems comparative
case study. No two emerging economies are identical (even except for the governance of state
owners), making most similar systems the best possible empirical approximation to Mill’s
(1898) method of difference. I take the distinct governance equilibria from the first study as
the independent variable for the second study, to extend the causality chain, and a measure
of executive politicisation as the dependent variable.
Ideally, the cases compared would have polar opposite owner-authority governance
configurations. In practice, since decentralised ownership does not have authority defined,
the most opposite owner-authority configurations could be dual-inferior versus centralsuperior or dual-superior versus central-inferior. I find the former pair to be consistent,
indeed immutable equilibria, and the latter pair to be inconsistent equilibria, making dualinferior versus central-superior governance configurations ideal for a comparative case study.
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Governance of state owners could affect social development via state-owned enterprise
executive politicisation. Many emerging economies have prominent state-owned enterprises
and their top executives form an elite social group. Their politicisation may also have broader
social effects via isomorphism if other firms appoint executives with similar backgrounds.
I assess which systems are the most similar by considering a broad definition of distance:
cultural, administrative, geographic, and economic (Ghemawat, 2001). Two stand out as the
most similar on this definition: Russia and Kazakhstan. Greene (2014), based in part on
Weinthal and Luong (2001), describes them as ideal laboratories for a comparative case study.
Russia and Kazakhstan also differ in their governance of state owners. Their governance
configurations are the distinct equilibria from my first study, dual-inferior and centralsuperior. I consider them to be the most similar systems except for their distinct and
theoretically interesting state owner governance.
Nonmarket strategy literature is interested in political ties, though views are equivocal
as to whether they are a resource for enterprise performance or more of an agency concern
(Mellahi et al., 2016). Politicisation is not directly observable so, consistent with extant
literature (Hillman, 2005), I operationalise politicisation via executive biographical analysis. I
categorise enterprise executives as ‘political executives’ if their biographies provide evidence
of senior roles in government, as in some developed market political ties studies, but also
evidence of a close family relationship to senior politicians or working closely with now senior
politicians in former roles. I find all three relationships.
Executives who have not achieved their position via political ties, a form of social capital,
would need other forms of human capital, such as technical expertise, to attain sought-after
positions. I categorise as ‘technocrats’ any executives not classified as political executives. My
dependent variable is the proportion of enterprise executives who are categorised as political
executives. As categorisation is binary, this is one minus the proportion categorised as
technocrats.
International policy organisation reports suggest that regime politicians may focus their
scarce attention on the most strategic sectors and their prominent enterprises (OECD, 2015a;
World Bank, 2014). Upper echelon theory (Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Hambrick, 2007) says
that enterprise executives affect strategy and performance. These reports and literature
encourage biographical analysis to focus on executives at prominent enterprises in strategic
sectors. The sectors I chose as strategic for Russia and Kazakhstan are oil and gas; energy and
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mining; transport and communication; and banks. To mitigate the risk of sector bias, I pair
enterprises in the two cases.
All but one of the selected enterprises has two boards: supervisory and management.
The heads of both boards are usually titled chairman, so I refer to the head of the supervisory
board as ‘chair’ and management board as ‘CEO’ to differentiate them and avoid confusion.
Chairs are de jure above the CEOs, as supervisory boards are above the management boards.
However, the CEO and their management board manage each enterprise. Based on interviews
and observation, either the chair or the CEO may be the more influential and their relative
power may vary with the office holder and over time. This encourages considering both. I
term the chair and CEO together as the ‘executives’ and make their politicisation the second
study dependent variable.
Based on these definitions of most similar systems (based on cultural, administrative,
geographic, and economic distance), governance variation (owner-authority configuration),
and enterprise executive politicisation (proportion of political executives), I propose a second
hypothesis.
Second hypothesis: State ownership governance varies even in similar systems, with
more executive politicisation under dual-inferior than under central-superior
governance
Testing the second hypothesis requires analysing executives in the most similar systems
except for their state ownership governance. The second hypothesis can be disproved if
executive politicisation is found to be insignificantly different, evaluated using standard
statistical analysis or, more interestingly, if politicisation is greater under central-superior
governance. Otherwise, it associates state ownership variation with a factor I discuss as
indicating a more limited access order of mainly political executives versus open access order
of mainly technocrats.
This study supports a discussion of how state owner governance affects social
development directly in the elite social group of prominent state-owned enterprise
executives and may, via isomorphism, affect broader social groups lower in their enterprises,
at less prominent state-owned enterprises, and at private firms. New Institutional Economics
is interested in ‘explaining the transition from natural states to open access orders’ (North et.
al., 2005, p7). I aim to contribute by combining the first study of how distinct governance
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equilibria evolve with this second study associating the resulting equilibria with significantly
different executive politicisation.
Nonmarket strategy literature is interested in the potential economic effects of political
ties (Mellahi et al., 2016), extending the chain of causality and so the subject of my third
hypothesis. The third and final study is therefore interested in economic consequences. It
completes the causal chain by taking the dependent variable of the second hypothesis,
politicisation, as its independent variable. Nonmarket strategy literature investigates how
political ties are associated with measures of enterprise performance. As literature reviews
find equivocal results (Mellahi et al., 2016), a hypothesis could be made for the positive,
neutral, or negative association of politicisation with performance.
According to Buckley and Reuter (2019), studying Russian regional administrations,
‘principals may want to reward both political and economic competence, but we have no
reason to assume that economic competence and political effectiveness are traits that are
positively correlated.’ I present the third hypothesis as politicisation impacting performance,
consistent with political economy literature and international policy organisation reports,
though contrary to a nonmarket strategy resource-based view (RBV) or resource dependence
theory (RDT) view of political ties. I propose that neutral or positive views may result not from
forward causality (executives affecting performance) but reverse causality (performance
affecting executives: whether political executives or technocrats are appointed and are kept
in office). Therefore, I propose one view of appearances, affected by reverse causality, and a
different view of forward causality in which political ties negatively impact performance
trends.
Third hypothesis: Executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource
when governance is weak and so reverse causality is strong, but political ties
negatively impact enterprise performance trends
Simply adding another empirical case, in the setting of state-owned enterprises in
emerging economies, could contribute to the nonmarket strategy literature but it would still
remain equivocal. This research aims to make a further contribution by investigating why
studies may have found causal links to be elusive. Two limitations identified in the literature
are cross-sectional study (suggesting association but not causal direction) and the risk of
reverse causality (if enterprise performance affects the prevalence of executive political ties).
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I test the hypothesis in two ways. First, by comparing the average performance level for
enterprises with political executives to those with technocrats, operationalising performance
as EBITDA margin (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation, divided by
sales). I have two purposes: to apply much the same methods as current literature to new
cases, state-owned enterprises in Russia and Kazakhstan; and to support discussion of how
politicisation appears to be associated with performance and therefore may be legitimised.
Second, I formally model performance trends (rather than levels), to mitigate cross-sectional
and reverse causality limitations identified in literature, with politicisation based on all
executives versus restricted to executives in office year-on-year. The method aims to better
reflect forward causality (executives affecting performance) by holding executives constant
and studying performance trends, mitigating reverse causality (performance affecting
executives) by excluding data where executives were dismissed, and others appointed.
The method reduces data in two ways. Year-on-year changes will be one fewer than the
number of years for which data are collected, compensated for by collecting one more year
of data. The method also excludes data where executives changed. The proportion excluded
depends on executive turnover but (as there is some turnover) some data are excluded. Also,
the proportion of executives classified as political executives was significantly different
between the cases and turnover by executive category also varied between cases. The result
is that one case provided more political executive data and the other more technocrats data.
Combining data from the two cases provides a larger and more balanced data set, with many
political executives and many technocrats in office year-on-year. This is useful to test whether
executives affect performance and so whether governance, via executives, indirectly affects
performance. It does not test whether governance directly affects performance. However,
country is stepwise excluded as a control variable, supporting a view based on interviews that
owners tend to be small organisations that lack capacity to manage enterprises directly,
acting via enterprise executives, encouraging combining cases to measure indirect effects.
These tests support a view of indirect effects: governance affecting politicisation,
politicisation affecting performance. The full chain is that initial agency leads via structure to
distinct governance equilibria, which affect politicisation, which affects performance trends.
Although I rely on literature, reports, interviews, and other sources to frame hypotheses,
the data are archival. Emerging economy case selection is based on land, population, GDP,
and stock market indices from data providers. The sources for case selection are the World
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Bank for land area, population, and gross domestic product and MSCI Inc. for its Emerging
Markets Index.
Table 1: Case selection
Region

Case

Land area

Population

GDP PPP

Stock market

Average

S America

Brazil

8.5%

3.3%

4.8%

7.4%

6.0%

East Asia

China

9.6%

21.9%

29.4%

27.0%

22.0%

South Asia

India

3.0%

20.9%

12.0%

8.5%

11.1%

SE Asia

Indonesia

1.8%

4.1%

4.3%

2.7%

3.2%

Central Asia

Kazakhstan

2.8%

0.3%

0.7%

0.0%

0.9%

N America

Mexico

2.0%

2.0%

3.3%

3.7%

2.8%

E Europe

Russia

16.7%

2.3%

5.4%

3.7%

7.0%

Africa

South Africa

1.2%

0.9%

1.1%

7.1%

2.6%

Middle East

Turkey

0.8%

1.3%

2.3%

1.2%

1.4%

9 cases

46.4%

56.9%

63.3%

61.3%

57.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Emerging nations

Source: World Bank data for 2014, MSCI EM Index for March 2016

Historical information about past state owners and their leaders are in the public record,
sourced from contemporary and later empirical literature, with some categorisation from
international policy organisation reports, verified by other sources. Some state owners also
provide an official history. I found two grey periods, when dual owners in India and Brazil
were below ministry level in the state administration and their leaders are not in the public
record. However, although the number of such leaders is unknown, governance was clearly
dual-inferior, reinforcing my conclusion that dual-inferior governance is a consistent
equilibrium. Their recent leaders are identifiable and have inferior authority.
For Russia and Kazakhstan, selecting oil and gas, energy and mining, transport and
communications, and banks as strategic sectors may be uncontentious given their reliance on
natural resources, their geography, and their financial systems. I mitigate sector bias risk by
matching enterprises across cases, with the same mix of oil companies, energy firms, etc.
I take executives for each enterprise for each year from annual reports and categorise
them as political executives or otherwise as technocrats based on biographical analysis, with
biographies generally being provided by the enterprises or found from other archival sources.
I only re-categorised one executive, from technocrat to political executive, where official
biographies omitted security service employment that had brought the executive into close
association with a top-level politician.
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I base enterprise performance on annual reports and published financial statements.
Operationalising performance as EBITDA mitigates problems with interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation. Margins help compare enterprises of varied scale. Trends reduce risk
factors varying between enterprises, such as scale, but not varying much between sequential
years. Few enterprises report margins, but EBITDA margin can be calculated from reported
EBIT, depreciation and amortisation, and revenue.

1.5 Research findings and contributions
Theorists of political economy will gain from the first study identifying inconsistent agency in
governance institution changes from decentralised ownership, followed by path-dependent
structure in evolutions within dual and within central ownership categories, in the tradition
of New Institutional Economics.
Students of political economy (and especially of post-communist politics given the
heritage of my most similar systems) will be interested to know of collective action solutions,
with intermediating state owners appointing mostly technocrats, to mitigate principal-agent
problem risks of prevalent political ties among executives. I find variation in governance to be
associated with significant differences in executive politicisation. This adds to our
understanding of the importance of collective action solutions to corruption (Persson et al.,
2013), with an institutional equilibrium solution. Regime politicians may individually prefer to
appoint political executives for their own patronage, yet collectively support an institution
that restricts their freedom to do so, provided that it also restricts most of their regime
politician peers. I propose that the owner needs to be sufficiently centralised to de jure make
most executive appointments and be led with sufficient authority to de facto exercise this
right for the collective action solution to be credible, find support, and be stable. While anticorruption drives and other short-term initiatives may be effective for a while, I discuss state
owners as an institution for sustained social development. I find that state ownership
governance does vary. Qualitative Comparative Analysis shows agency in inconsistent change
from decentralised ownership, but then structure leads to distinct governance equilibria.
Scholars of corporate governance will learn from finding political ties negatively
associated with enterprise performance trends, contrary to the resource-based view and
resource dependence theory lenses often applied in nonmarket strategy studies. Some other
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literatures also see political ties as resources to buffer enterprises from state and other
predation – providing a roof (krisha in Russian) and bridge between enterprises and state
systems (Ledeneva, 2013). Yet, political ties risk rent seeking and a ‘regime is often faced with
a stark choice: reappoint ofﬁcials with political skills or reappoint ofﬁcials capable of achieving
economic performance targets’ (Buckley and Reuter, 2019, p244). The finding that negative
impacts of politicisation on performance can be obscured by reverse causality, performance
affecting politicisation, may explain why ‘the nature of the link remains elusive’ and so the
‘equivocal relationship between nonmarket strategy and performance’ (Mellahi et al., 2016,
p147). Reverse causality distortions may legitimise politicisation at state-owned enterprises
and so help legitimise private firm oligarchs. I propose that state owners, via executive
politicisation, affect economic development (at their enterprises and potentially in the
broader economy).
State owners appear neglected, at the intersection of these three areas of literature, and
so benefit from an interdisciplinary study. I discuss these findings and how the causal chain
answers my research question, encouraging a view that the corporate governance of state
owners affects elite, economic, and political development in emerging economies. The first
study identifies distinct consistent governance equilibria, that the second associates with
social development, and the third with economic development. I propose that these reflect
alternative regime survival strategies, based on rents-versus-development. State owners that
are often bypassed, with most executives appointed with political ties, may provide more
rents to attract elites. State owners that are more effective intermediaries, with most
executives classified as technocrats, may provide more development popularity, encouraging
elites to rally around the regime through self-fulfilling expectations of its survival (Hale, 2014).
My research contributes a view of regime survival strategies of interest in political
economy, of social group politicisation of interest in post-communist studies, and of political
ties and economic performance of interest in corporate governance. The chain of causality
offers an interdisciplinary contribution to our understanding of development.
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Chapter 2: Literature
Buchanan’s (1986, section I) Nobel prize lecture paraphrased Wicksell, a precursor of public
choice theory, favouring structure over pure agency in policymaking: ‘Economists should
cease proffering policy advice as if they were employed by a benevolent despot, and they
should look to the structure within which political decisions are made’. This motivates a focus
on structure (with path-dependency) and the deficiencies of purely agentic approaches (with
free choice among outcomes). It also makes a link between academic research and policy.
This research builds on literature in the political economy, post-communist politics, and
corporate governance fields. It constructs an interdisciplinary theoretical framework to
contribute to our knowledge and understanding of how states govern the enterprises they
own, how such governance affects politicisation of state-owned enterprises, and how such
politicisation affects enterprise performance. This, in turn, aims to contribute to our
understanding of elite, economic, and political development in emerging economies.
This literature review targets the problem at hand, the chain of causality from state
owner governance (and political development), via enterprise executives (and elite social
development), to the effect of political ties on enterprise performance (and economic
development). It offers a critical analysis of related literature, principally in political economy,
post-communist politics, and corporate governance. International policy organisation reports
fill some gaps in the literature but may be normative and subject to empirical testing. I focus
on what these literatures (and reports) tell us about the phenomena under investigation,
what they leave unresolved, and how this thesis aims to advance each of the literatures.

Key terms
This is an interdisciplinary study, and terminology from one field or from policy reports may
be new or unfamiliar in other fields. I therefore begin by defining key terms, to facilitate
understanding, that are then used in the literature review and throughout my thesis.
State owners are rather neglected in academic literature and state ownership needs to
be categorised for qualitative comparative analysis (QCA). I align my ownership categories
with international policy organisations, in particular the OECD (2012). The World Bank (2014)
also relies on OECD definitions. The OECD (2005b, 2015a) provides insightful guidelines for
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state ownership and ad-hoc regional reviews (2005a, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016a), in
which it categorises ownership as decentralised, dual, or central.
Decentralised ownership is traditional, with each sector ministry owning enterprises in
its sector. For example, a Ministry of Transport and Communications could own the national
airline and telecoms operator. Some emerging economies keep ownership decentralised.
Others introduce new owners that cut across industry sectors by putting ownership of
prominent state-owned enterprises under the Ministry of Economy, adding a general Ministry
of State Ownership, or creating new holding companies or special vehicles such as a sovereign
wealth fund. However, ownership can still be fragmented, with no clear owner of most
prominent enterprises – termed dual ownership, or be concentrated, with most enterprises
under a single owner – termed central ownership.
International policy organisations recognise that state-owned enterprise boards should
have the ‘necessary authority, competencies, and objectivity to carry out their functions’
(OECD, 2015, p26) but do not categorise authority. I focus on the authority of the leader of
the main state owner, such as the deputy minister leader of Russia’s Federal Agency of State
Property Management, or the prime minister leader of Kazakhstan’s Samruk-Kazyna
sovereign wealth fund, and the leader’s authority relative to ministers, who may well contest
enterprise executive appointments.
Table 2: Governance key terms
Decentralised ownership

Traditional ownership by sector ministries

Dual ownership

No single owner of most prominent state-owned enterprises

Central ownership

A single owner of most prominent state-owned enterprises

Inferior authority

Main state owner leader is a deputy minister or below

Equivalent authority

Main state owner leader is a cabinet minister or equivalent

Superior authority

Main state owner leader is a deputy prime minister or above

When ownership is decentralised, there is no main state owner with a leader, so no
authority category. Otherwise, when ownership is dual or is central, I categorise authority as
inferior if below ministers (deputy minister or below), equivalent if similar to ministers (for
example a cabinet minister), and superior if above ministers (deputy prime minister or above).
Most leaders are categorised based on their formal authority, from their position as a deputy
minister, minister, deputy prime minister, etc. but I consider informal authority where there
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is sufficient empirical evidence to place leaders in a different category, for example if
biographical records show the leader was a minister but subsequently became prime minister
(as Morarji Desai did in India).
This taxonomy results in seven possible governance configurations: decentralised (no
authority category), dual-inferior, dual-equivalent, dual-superior, central-inferior, centralequivalent, and central-superior.
Figure 1: Seven governance configurations
Ownership
Decentralised

Dual

Central

Dual-Superior

Central-Superior

Dual-Equivalent

Central-Equivalent

Dual-Inferior

Central-Inferior

Authority
Superior
Equivalent

Decentralised

Inferior

My first hypothesis addresses, based on these configurations, how governance changes
from traditional decentralised ownership, then evolves.
The second set of key terms used throughout this thesis focuses on state-owned
enterprises. Almost all of the enterprises in my comparative case study have two boards: a
supervisory board, whose head I term the chair regardless of actual title and gender; and
under it a management board, whose head I likewise term the CEO. For concision, I call the
chair and CEO together the executives. The chair and the CEO may influence their boards and
deeper within enterprises via coercive, mimetic, or normative isomorphism (Dimaggio and
Powell, 1983) but my study and definitions are based only on the chair and CEO. I categorise
these two executives heuristically via biographic analysis as either political executives, if they
have evident political ties, or otherwise as technocrats.
Table 3: Executive key terms
Chair

The head of the supervisory board

CEO

The head of the management board

Executives

The chair and the CEO

Political executives

Executives with evident political ties in their biographies

Technocrats

Executives without evident political ties in their biographies

Politicisation

The proportion of executives categorised as political executives
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Archived biographies are generally available for such executives (though secret service
careers may be excluded). I define politicisation (of a set of selected state-owned enterprises)
to be the proportion of executives categorised as political executives. I describe a high
proportion of political executives as politicised and conversely a high proportion of
technocrats as depoliticised.

2.1 Governance and political development
Political economy and related literatures are interested, inter alia, in political regimes in
emerging economies. How regimes govern economies may be moderated by intermediary
institutions, a particular focus of New Institutional Economics (NIE). However, political
economy literatures including NIE rather neglect state owners, motivating my first question:
how does state owner governance arise? Economic sociology provides an approach to such
questions, encouraging us to contrast agency (free choice leading to variation) with social
structure (limiting choice). While neither agency nor structure can be directly observed, they
can be evidenced by inconsistent versus consistent outcomes. Varieties of Capitalism (VoC)
literature suggests institutions are not mono-dimensional but configurations. Inefficient
configurations are unstable, directing change towards more efficient equilibria endpoints.
VoC focuses on developed economy capitalism but its insights can be applied to emerging
economies and to state capitalism.
Together, these literatures inform my first study, into state owners (as potential
intermediaries between regimes and enterprises): how their governance changes via
inconsistent agency and/or via structure, to efficient equilibria, with consequences for
political development. Filling this gap in political economy literatures provides a basis to
further study the effects of these as varieties of state capitalism, with consequences for social
and economic development.
A regime governs a state, which in turn owns various enterprises. My research question
directs me to focus on how regimes govern state owners of enterprises and how their
governance affects development in emerging economies. That state owners are so neglected
in the literature may reflect a presumption of their invariance or impotence, leading to a
model with just two layers: the regime and its enterprises, omitting state owners. Yet a model
with or without state owners as a middle layer between regimes and enterprises is
theoretically prior.
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Political economy, like any discipline, has unresolved issues. One is not understanding
state owners, through neglect that may or may not be justified. My study of the political
economy of state ownership is motivated by this lack of analytical focus on state owners. The
gap would be justified if the governance of state owners does not vary, for example if regimes
routinely follow World Bank (2014) advice and OECD (2015a) guidelines. It would also be
justified if governance varies but does not affect enterprise politicisation, as regime members
routinely bypass impotent owners to directly appoint executives with political ties. Thirdly,
the gap would be justified if such politicisation is irrelevant, as it insignificantly affects
enterprise performance. Invariance, impotence, and irrelevance should not be presumed. The
gap is potentially problematic and so my research questions how state owners of enterprises
affect elite, economic, and political development in emerging economies.
Why do some emerging economies remain natural states, based on limited access orders
and ample rents but limited development while others become open access orders?
According to North et al. (2005), ‘political scientists and economists have failed to develop a
theory of the state adequate to answering these questions.’ Political economy can
overemphasise or downplay voluntary agency, seeing actors as socially embedded and
focusing on social structures. Attempts to integrate voluntarist and structural approaches can
rely on structure until exhausting it as an explanation, introducing agency only at critical
junctures, resembling punctuated evolution in biology. One political economy limitation,
however justified, may therefore be its intense focus on discovering underlying structure.
While socially driven structure is everywhere, so is agency. Agency need not be a last resort
to explain otherwise unresolved issues, left after structure has been exhausted, but rather be
a subject of research, explaining variation in otherwise path-dependent evolution.
I contribute to our understanding of neglected state owners, studying how their
governance changes with inconsistent agency from traditional ministerial ownership and then
evolves with path-dependent structure to distinct equilibria. State owners in these equilibria
may or may not be an effective middle layer, between regimes and enterprises. I propose that
distinct equilibria represent regime survival strategies, trading off rents-for-development,
affecting political development in emerging economies. This contributes an example of
integrating agency and structure.
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2.1.1 Structure in state ownership evolution
Political economy and related literatures tell us much about emerging economy development.
Although the role of state owners as an institution affecting development is rather neglected,
New Institutional Economics (NIE) puts institutions at the heart of political economy study.
Economic sociology provides insights that help us to study how institutions (such as state
owners) change through agency or are guided by social structure. Varieties of Capitalism
(VoC) literature offers a developed market parallel of how fundamental differences
(presented as configurations) in national political economies condition social well-being and
economic performance – tying together elite, economic, and political development. These
literatures (NIE, economic sociology, VoC) speak to my first question: how does the
governance of state ownership change then evolve? The literatures do not directly answer
my question (perhaps authors see state owners as invariant, impotent, or irrelevant though
these are empirical questions), but they do tell us much about political economy institutions,
and about agency and structure as institutions change and then evolve towards distinct
equilibria.
New Institutional Economics was not the first literature to recognise that institutions
matter but it is emphatic in this belief. The NIE sees institutions as endogenous, to be studied
and explained, rather than exogenous givens and so as foci rather than mere background,
with an emphasis not on institutional homogeneity but on their variation (Richter, 2015). NIE
builds upon early work including by Coase (1937, 1960) and Alchian, Buchanan, Tullock, Olson
(1965), and Williamson – who coined the term New Institutional Economics (Williamson,
1975). Within the NIE, however, it is Nobel-prize winning author Douglas North and his coauthors who I feel speak most directly to my question of political development in emerging
economies.
North et al. (2005) discuss what they call the natural state, and the political economy of
non-development. They describe sweeping changes in human society from hunters and
gatherers to agriculture and the first states. Since 1700, nearly all primitive societies were
wiped out by modern technology and civilisation, with two ideal-type equilibria. The natural
state ‘limits access to positions of power’ (p2). Limited access orders, based on personal ties,
contrast with more open access orders where access does not depend on a ‘political
relationship to those in power’ (p6). The authors are interested in why most states fail to
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develop. They argue that, as ‘the state’s foremost task is securing its own survival’ (p3),
natural states use rents created by limited entry to secure elite support, sacrificing
development. They see change from natural states with limited access to open access, said to
sustain economic development, as ‘from the world of privileges and personal exchange to
one of rights and impersonal exchange’ (p6). They call for research to explain transitions from
limited to open access orders. Natural states dominated history. The need to remain in power
via rents is inconsistent with open access as moves towards opening risk regime survival. The
authors conclude that the ‘natural state is an equilibrium political structure … stable and
difficult to change’ (p28) so it is wishful thinking to call such states developing. The authors
tell us much about a dichotomy of limited versus open access orders, trading off rents-fordevelopment, but leave unresolved how to transition to open access: the most important
question in economic history in their view.
One barrier to transition can be the winners from partial reform. Hellman (1998) explains
that it is not the powerless losers from incomplete reform that block further reform but rather
the empowered winners. They risk losing their rents via fuller reforms and have the power as
well as the incentive to block reform. In the same vein, NIE authors Acemoglu et al. (2005)
explain partial-reform equilibria as being locked, but by the political rather than the economic
winners from partial reform. They explain how, if full reform provided economic benefits to
society and if the winners from partial reform were able to reallocate sufficient aggregate
benefit to themselves, they would have no reason to block full reform. However, if they
became unable to reallocate sufficient benefits, they would block reform. For Acemoglu et
al., therefore, questions of political winners losing power to redistribute are more important
than questions of economic winners losing rents. Either explanation, economic or political
winners (or an equivalent social-winners argument) could explain why partial reform in which
rents are high may be an equilibrium – despite impacting elite, economic, and political
development.
Such barriers to change, whether economic or political, are rooted in social structures.
Economic sociology contrasts this social structure constraint with agency, where the free will
of actors is more evident. Granovetter (1985) argues that analysis of social structure is key to
‘understanding how existing institutions arrive at their present state’ (p505). Rational choice
is best understood as embedded in social structure, though he has less to say about what
circumstances lead to social-structure characteristics and so about ‘sources of economic and
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political change’ (p506). Evans (1995) discusses states and industrial transformation and gives
the primary role in variation among states to structure as his ‘starting premise is that
variations in involvement depend on variations in the states themselves’ (p11). Internal
structures vary and create different capacities for action and roles the state can play.
Conditions and competences determine outcomes: ‘Outcomes depend on whether the roles
fit the context and on how well they are executed’ (ibid). Outcomes are divided into two ideal
types, predatory and developmental states. Predatory states extract at the expense of
society, impacting development, while developmental states preside over industrial
transformation. Evans connects development to state structural characteristics. In predatory
states, in which personal ties are the source of cohesion, ‘individual maximisation takes
precedence over the pursuit of collective goals’ (p12). Developmental states, in contrast, are
closer to Weberian bureaucracy, with selective and meritocratic recruitment, embedded in
the state through robust internal structures, able to transcend collective action problems,
which Evans describes via something of an oxymoron: embedded autonomy.
Hall and Soskice (2001) provide a compelling explanation of structure and equilibria in
their study of Varieties of Capitalism (VoC). They propose that equilibria represent
configurations of factors that fit efficiently together. Changing any one factor would reduce
efficiency while change to another efficient equilibrium would require changing many factors.
Structure is evidenced in a tendency for polarization, with economies whose institutions are
impure in terms of ideal types (and hence inefficient) diverging towards ideal endpoints with
homogeneous arrangements (and greater efficiency).
Aguilera and Jackson (2003) study diversity in corporate governance to develop the VoC
model, inspired by actor-centred institutionalism, to bridge the gap between over-socialised
institutional theory and under-socialised agency theory. They propose a three-layer model to
study interactions, in their case capital, management, and workers. Aguilera and Jackson
suggest (p459) that ‘conjunctural causation is common in comparative research where
diversity emanates from multiple factors’, citing Ragin (2000), as institutions are contingent
on other institutional domains and complementarities. Complementarities allow lock-in
effects to limit change. They suggest that understanding the ‘configuration of institutions and
their complementary and conflictual effects on corporate governance remains an important
research agenda’ (p462). This is my approach.
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Deeg (2005) also sees the VoC emphasis on complementarity, as the force organizing
institutional configurations, limiting institutional change in his study of path-dependence.
A political economy strength is that applying economics to politics can explain structure.
NIE emphasises that institutions matter and suggests transition from limited to more open
access orders supports development. Economic sociology guides us to consider social
structure that leads institutions to evolve to equilibria, and suggests predatory states based
on personal ties impede development while developmental states rely on meritocracy and
embedded autonomy. VoC suggests a configurational approach and that impure (inefficient)
configurations are unstable and evolve towards polar opposite pure (efficient) endpoints.
However, structural explanations (in NIE, economic sociology, VoC and other applications of
economics to politics) leave inconsistency unexplained – yet political economy is interested,
inter alia, in the inconsistent origins of state institution variation. I therefore turn to agency.

2.1.2 Agency in state ownership variation
To answer my research question, I first need to understand variation in state ownership as a
potential factor in elite, economic, and political development in emerging economies. That
my question seems unresolved (despite relevant NIE, economic sociology, and VoC literature)
could reflect political economy presumption that state owners are invariant (or impotent or
irrelevant) background factors. However, international policy organisations (OECD 2010,
2012, 2013, 2014, 2016a) identify state ownership variation.
Indeed, in NIE, North et al. (2005) describe the natural state as an equilibrium that is
hard, not impossible, to change, and call for research into how open access orders arise.
Economic sociology contrasts structure (limiting variation) with agency (a cause of variation).
Streeck (2005, p32) recognises the origin of variation as a gap in VoC scholarship: ‘Little is said
in standard VoC theory about the historical development of the two polar types’ and so critics
of VoC ’urge a shift of focus from static comparativism to a generally more dynamic
perspective on firms and institutions’ (p33). How do common traditions begin to diverge and
embark on separate paths toward limited or open access orders (North et al., 2005) as the
predatory or developmental states (Evans, 1995) that I consider varieties of state capitalism?
This study aims to fill the gaps.
I see two main gaps. The first is in the range of institutions well researched in political
economy, with state owners neglected, perhaps presuming owners are invariant or impotent
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or irrelevant, so favouring a parsimonious two-level regime-enterprises model without
owners intermediating. The second gap regards agency. A deep interest in structure is
understandable as authors such as North and Evans seek to explain political development.
That agents exist is undeniable and accepted at the micro foundation level, but agency can
also affect the institutional level. A critical analysis of political economy literature could be
that by focusing on explanatory theory it appears averse to resorting to inexplicable agency,
a failure to theorise the failure of structure to explain. One strategy would be to accept agency
but to contrast when to expect inconsistent outcomes (due to agency) with when to expect
consistent, path-dependent outcomes (due to structure).
Granovetter (1985) explains why both agency and structure should be considered but
argues for compromise rather than such a contrast. He criticises at one extreme classical and
neoclassical economics as under-socialised as it ‘assumes rational, self-interested behaviour
affected minimally by social relations’ (p481). At the other extreme, he criticises oversocialised arguments that behaviour and institutions are too constrained by social relations
to be construed as independent. Rather than distinguish between situations exhibiting agency
and exhibiting structure, evidenced by inconsistent versus consistent outcomes, he concludes
with a compromise in which ‘most behaviour is closely embedded in networks of
interpersonal relations’ (p504), avoiding rather than explaining less- and more-socialised
outcomes.
North (1990) focuses on social structure to explain change in economic history, seeing
regimes as analogous to firms, with similar growth goals and survival constraints. He does
discuss agency in NIE, but in the context of transaction costs, for example the historic use of
kin networks to mitigate agency problems in long-distance trade. When discussing agency and
governance together, however, he focuses on how governance affects agency, limiting
‘problems of agency in hierarchical organisations’(p101), rather than conversely on how
agency affects governance.
Evans (1995) does allow a role for agency in change, as structures confer only potential
and action is needed. However, when discussing agents of change (such as South Korean
President Park), Evans indicates action would not have been possible without ‘some powerful
additional basis for cohesion in the upper ranks of the state’ (p53). His agents act within social
structure.
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Mahoney and Snyder (1999) argue that regime change studies were dominated by
structural approaches, then voluntarist (agent focused) approaches ‘which emphasized the
choices and strategies of the key actors’ (p3), while the next stage should synthesise the two
approaches. Yet advocates of integration say little about empirical approaches and integrated
theories. Voluntarists emphasise the short term, ignoring how social structures condition the
possible. Structural approaches emphasise the long term, excluding how actors transform
structures. The authors describe how voluntarists do not assume absence of structure, but
change occurs when structure weakens. They describe five analysis levels, ‘macro-structural,
domestic-structural, institutional, social group, and leadership’ (p9), varying focus from highlevel structure down to agency. State bureaucracy is put in the middle category, suggesting
change via agency and structure. One integration strategy is said to rely on structure until it
exhausts its explanatory power, then to introduce agency for the inexplicable residual. A
second strategy is to accept agency at certain critical junctures, whenever institutions are not
‘pre-determined by antecedent structural factors’ (p16), followed by path-dependent
structure with enduring effects. This corresponds to punctuated equilibrium in evolutionary
biology. However, focus on when weak structure frees actors to shape change encourages
‘structural explanations of the origins of junctures’ (p18), a return to structure. A third
strategy is eclectic, recognising structural causes and agent causers, rejecting systematic
explanations and parsimony, as: ‘qualitative studies of regime change that rely on the
correlational causal model have lacked a method for adjudicating among the multiple
variables that co-vary with regime outcomes’ (p23).
Hall and Thelen (2009) respond to criticism of Hall and Soskice’s Varieties of Capitalism
focus on static equilibria by considering dynamics of institutional change. Institutional change
is ‘driven by the shifting strategies of several sets of important actors’ with different interests
(p13). The authors mention key reforming actors (Thatcher and Schroder). However, their
three routes to institutional change downplay individual agency, giving roles to change from
above (via coalition politics), from within (if sufficient defectors withdraw support), and from
below (reinterpreting institutions). Their language such as ‘Denmark has …’ and ‘France has
…’ (p21) personifies economies rather than actors. They expect change to be incremental,
based on mutual adjustment by relevant actors, resulting in medium- to long-run
transformation.
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A critical analysis of NIE interest in institutional change (such as from limited to open
access orders), suggests room for agency initiating variation then structure directing
subsequent change to new equilibria. Economic sociology has a clear interest in agency versus
structure, which could be more applied to questions of predatory versus developmental
states. Varieties of Capitalism explains well divergence from impure configurations to more
efficient endpoint equilibria but could benefit from examining initial variation. In summary, I
find much written in political economy of relevance to development in emerging economies,
and some speaks especially to my research question. However, the literatures appear to
neglect state owners and (perhaps averse to inexplicable, inconsistent agency) have less to
say about how traditions are broken and hence have less to say about initial variation than
about social structure and subsequent path-dependent evolution to ideal-type equilibria.

2.1.3 Advancing political economy state ownership literature
This thesis advances literature in political economy in two ways. One is uncovering new facts
about the governance process, telling us something important about forces shaping state
owners that are usually overlooked (perhaps presuming their invariance, impotence, or
irrelevance). Through qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) of cases representing about half
of emerging economies, I identify how strong traditions of sector ministry ownership are
broken (finding inconsistent outcomes). I then identify how governance evolves to new
equilibria, maximising rents or development, which I describe as varieties of state capitalism.
Second, this helps us learn something of how the world works via this neglected institution. I
challenge international policy organisation suggestions of gradual centralisation (World Bank,
2014) and help fill a gap in political economy and related literatures regarding predatory (rentbased) versus developmental states (Evans, 1995) via a factor in how open access orders arise
(North et al., 2005).
This knowledge of state ownership governance and contribution to our understanding of
the origin of limited versus open access orders is presented as a model, with three layers
(regime, owners, enterprises) collapsing to just two (regimes and enterprises) if owners are
invariant (or impotent or irrelevant) but not presuming invariance. A three-or two-level model
is theoretically prior to presuming just two levels and is empirically supported.
I also contribute to economic sociology literature integrating agency and structure.
Authors discuss institutional change as resembling punctuated evolution (Mahoney and
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Snyder, 1999) without explaining when to expect punctuation versus when to expect
evolution. I theorise and test a hypothesis in which strong traditions (decentralised ministerial
ownership) require strong (and rare) agency to break, and so exhibit inconsistent outcomes.
Then weakly supported governance configurations (for example dual-superior) require weak
(and more common) agency, and so exhibit path-dependent structured change, until they
reach governance configurations (for example dual-inferior) that are strongly supported as
regime survival strategies. These equilibria become new traditions, as sufficiently strong
agency to break them is rare. If they were to change, we should expect outcomes to again be
inconsistent. I do not downplay the role of agency or structure. Rather I integrate and explain
when to expect each: strong traditions changed by strong agents display inconsistent
outcomes while weak traditions changed by weaker agents display structure.
I answer calls for research into the origins of open access orders and developmental
states. These contribute a first link to my overall research question of how the corporate
governance of state owners of enterprises affect elite, economic, and political development
in emerging economies.

2.2 Governance and elite social development
While political economy literature often neglects state owners, the issue of how general
owners and enterprise executives relate to one another – including how such relations affect
executive characteristics and hence elite social development – is addressed in a broad set of
literatures on agency theory and its principal-agent problem of agents acting in self-interest.
Much post-communist politics literature sees agency as a problem for corruption, to which
state-owned enterprises may be especially prone given weak bankruptcy and competitive
threats. Executives may act in self-interest or the interests of regime patrons, rather than
serving the enterprise, state, and society. However, of equivalent interest to us here is the
literature on collective action theory, which focuses on how public goods can be provided
despite such self-interests, especially where authors focus on the root causes of corruption.
Post-communist politics literature has a strong body of comparative case studies and
ample opportunities for most similar systems comparisons among disintegrated former
communist states and blocks. Given the subsequent development of many post-communist
societies, the literature takes a keen interest in principal-agent problems. Standard
prescriptions of incentives, monitoring, and sanctioning are not supported by regime patrons,
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if they extract rents via politically tied enterprise executives in limited access orders that
hamper social development. Authors see a chain of principals and agents, fealty to de jure
principals yet loyalty to de facto patrons, and the state as an absentee owner. Informal
networks have steep barriers to entry. If regime survival depends on loyalty of elites, based
on rents and actual acquaintance in a power vertical, principals can choose agents for political
more than for economic competence.
One post-communist literature limitation may be that it focuses on agents, as principalagent problem theory does, yet politics literature should not presume incorruptible
principals. Collective action theory offers ways to counter principal-agent problems. Some
post-communist politics authors recognise principal-agent problems and seek collective
action solutions, with mixed success. For example, voucher privatisation tried to achieve
collective employee participation as shareholders. Conversely, Russian oligarchs famed for
self-interest, can act collectively via the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. Oligarchs
preserved their assets by collectively agreeing to step back from politics, with a notable
exception demonstrating the enforceability of the rule. Regimes discourage contentious
collective action by citizens, seen in the colour revolutions, but regime members can support
collective solutions to avert or mitigate crises when they individually lack incentives to
contribute. Elite networks include horizontal collaborative as well as vertical patron-client
relations. Yet despite these examples of horizontal collection action, anti-corruption reforms
tend to focus on vertical principal-agent problems via monitoring, incentives, and sanctions
rather than horizontal principal-principal collective action solutions via intra-elite
expectations and assurances. This calls for research on how societies can escape social traps
via high-quality institutions.
Regime survival based on popularity, driving elite expectations, can be an alternative to
a rents-based survival strategy. I contribute a comparative case study in post-communist
fragments of the former Soviet Union, adding to knowledge of how state owner institutions
succeed or fail to offer a collective action solution to mitigate principal-agent problems. State
owner governance can drive more open versus limited access orders, affecting elite social
development. Upper echelon theory and coercive, mimetic, and normative isomorphism
suggest that depoliticising executive positions has deeper and broader effects on social
development. This provides the middle link in my chain of causality from governance, via
politicisation, to performance.
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2.2.1 Post-communist state ownership principal-agent problems
Post-communist politics literature tells us much of interest to my second question of how
state ownership affects enterprise politicisation, including much about principal-agent
problems in emerging economies. Principal-agent relationships are of great interest in the
literature, for example Hale (2005, p137-138) sees Russia’s President Putin wield ‘a high
degree of informal power based on widespread patron-client relationships at the intersection
of the state and the economy’. Realism became a key feature of post-communist political
discourse after the failure of many post-communist states to transition as many hoped in the
1990s. As Hale (2005, p134) puts it, ‘less sanguine approaches to postcommunist regime
change were coming to predominate’. Although some ‘scholars began to speculate about a
new democratic ascendancy’ (ibid) with the colour revolutions, principal-agent problems still
affect social development in post-communist countries and are a fertile area for further
research.
Prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union, authors who were to go on to contribute to
post-communist politics literature studied principal-agent problems in developed economies.
Estrin and Pérotin (1991) relate ownership and enterprise performance and describe
principal-agent models as a familiar approach to questions of organisation, as ‘different
regimes of ownership, involving different agents, informational structures and incentives,
may result in different behaviour regardless of the owners’ objectives’ (p57). With state
ownership, they see a ‘chain of principals and agents where the objectives are determined
politically’ (p69). They conclude by analysing solutions to principal-agent problems:
information, sanctions, monitoring, and elite backgrounds: ‘The information and sanctions
available to policy-makers conditions the potential effectiveness of monitoring whether goals
are clear and depends on market structure, the training of elites, presence of private
shareholders, etc.’ (p69).
Post-communist politics literature is interested in communist politics as its historic
administrative context. Gleason (1991), studying fealty and loyalty in informal authority
structures in Communist Soviet Asia, finds agency problems: ‘Formal lines of authority seem
to be in place. Yet all the while there is widespread corruption’ (p625). Monitoring is difficult
as official fealty is offered but loyalty may be to other local patrons and impenetrable. Gleason
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saw regional officials as ‘an intermediary of the centre’ (p621), powerful in their own domains
but ‘collectively of no importance’ (p614).
Filatotchev et al. (1996, p89) describe how ‘state ownership created a control problem
because the government, as an absentee owner, failed to monitor management adequately.’
Filatotchev et al. (2000) use an agency perspective to study how corporate governance affects
executive willingness to restructure in the adverse economic and social environments of postcommunist Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus. They find the need to change does not fully explain
restructuring, which also depends on incentives to change, reflected in agency theory. They
advocate further research into ownership, executives, and strategies.
Ledeneva (2013) questions whether Russia can modernise given its system of power
networks and informal governance. She identifies patron-client networks, with loyalty as ‘the
value in Putin’s systema’ (p52). Patrons appoint clients for competence and loyalty.
Appointments are often based on political ties: clients are already yours, svoi in Russian,
based on principal-agent rewards and penalties plus networks ‘for making svoi people remain
loyal’ (p53). Her ideal types of network are often hierarchical: an inner circle defined by ties
with the leader; useful friends in patron-client relationships; core contacts prioritising loyalty
over professionalism; and mediated contacts who benefit from affiliation to power networks.
Each relies on informal governance: informal incentives, affiliations, agendas, and signals.
Networks are very limited access orders, with steep entry barriers but relative safety once in.
Hale (2014) studies Eurasian regime dynamics in comparative perspective. Historically,
the Russian Empire Tsar, as an individual, did not face collective action problems. Nobles
could have exercised power over the Tsar via collective action, but this was risky as they
competed for influence and exposed rivals’ attempts at collective action. Hale considers that
modern ‘patronalism is a social equilibrium whereby individuals organize their political and
economic pursuits more around personalized exchange of concrete rewards and
punishments’ (p61), a patron-client situation with monitoring, incentives, and sanctions to
manage agency problems. Political ties are more pertinent than ideology or other
categorizations and individuals ‘understand politics as an arena of personal wealth
redistribution’ (ibid). Hale recognises that patrons need access to valuable resources to
reward clients, power of enforcement to punish disloyalty, and capacity to monitor to know
who to reward and punish, in a ‘principal-agent problem, whereby one cannot assume that
agents who get orders share the same interests in obeying those orders as do the “principals”
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who gave them’ (p31). Regime survival depends on loyalty of elites, based not only on rents
that would also be available to a rival or successor, but also to political networks based on
actual acquaintance, monitoring, incentives, and sanctions. Power is hierarchical, referred to
in Russia as a vertikal. Regimes may not survive if the incumbent is an unpopular lame duck,
as Russia’s Yeltsin became. While in good health he faced down the Duma in 1993 but
unpopular and in ill health was almost toppled in the 1996 elections, which he bought with
increased rents for oligarchs, and was too ill and in his final term as 2000 approached. His
single-pyramid vertical frayed and a competing-pyramid formed around Moscow Mayor Yury
Luzhkov, who gained support as expectations shifted. Yeltsin appointed Putin as acting
president, handing him access to rents, but it was ‘Putin’s dramatic rise in public support that
resolved the resulting crisis in the Kremlin’s favor’ (p267). Putin acted to restore political
closure. Hale’s narrative suggests alternative regime survival strategies, based directly on
rents and indirectly on elite expectations.
Principals may prefer to appoint competent agents but have to choose among
competences. Buckley and Reuter (2019) advise that principals may reward both political and
economic competence but see no reason to assume political and economic competence traits
positively correlate. If, as the authors suggest, agents often achieve one but not the other
task, then principals must choose: ‘a competitive authoritarian regime is often faced with a
stark choice: reappoint ofﬁcials with political skills or reappoint ofﬁcials capable of achieving
economic performance targets’ (p244). Political competence may win, as ‘strong economic
performance contributes to regime stability, but appointing ofﬁcials who can help the regime
win elections is a more direct way of ensuring political survival than is promoting long-run
economic growth’ (ibid). The choice is between direct political competence or economic
competence indirectly contributing to regime survival via popularity. Faced with short-term
political risks, it can be hard to commit to long-run development.

2.2.2 Post-communist social development collective action solutions
A focus in post-communist politics literature on principal-agent problems can leave the search
for solutions unresolved. However, some post-communist politics and related literatures do
discuss collective action, while leaving a gap regarding state owners as a potential collective
action solution to mitigate principal-agent problems.
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Filatotchev et al. (1996) describe voucher privatisation as a collective action solution, as
employees can then participate in decisions and impose collective monitoring of management
of privatised firms. However, ‘management can face severe difficulties in persuading
employees to act in a manner which maximizes the longer-term shareholder value’ (p91), as
employees favour maintaining employment and higher wages, a conflict of interests. The
authors find that employees, despite collectively being the main owners of privatised
enterprises, constrained management in relatively few cases.
Guriev and Rachinsky (2005) provide an example of collective action in Russian business,
though among oligarchs rather than within the state. Oligarchs (p145) are said ‘to form a small
group with many common interests and substantial economic resources’, helping collective
action while clearly maintaining self-interest. In 2000, they ‘took over the Russian Union of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP)’ (ibid), from mid-size manufacturers, to make it a big
business collective lobbying vehicle. Despite oligarch self-interests, including in redistribution
to themselves, the RSPP then supported collective reforms including ‘… competent judiciary,
reform of bureaucracy, reform of natural monopolies, Russia’s accession to the World Trade
Organisation, …’ (ibid). Rather than deal with oligarchs individually, Putin made a collective
bargain for them to pay tax, keep out of politics, and in return keep their property – however
obtained. Collective action needs to be credible and enforceable, demonstrated by the arrest
and exiling of leading oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovskiy in 2003 and expropriation of his assets.
Weakening oligarchs relative to state bureaucrats, however, left a problem for Putin to limit
rent seeking by the bureaucracy.
Collective action requires overcoming individual self-interest and can help explain why
regimes are rarely challenged by aggrieved citizens, yet sometimes are. Tucker (2007) studies
collective action problems in post-communist colour revolutions. While most aggrieved
citizens do not seek redress in daily life, due to high individual costs and low chance of success,
‘protests occurring following electoral fraud can greatly lower the perceived costs to any
individual of participating in a challenge against the regime’ (p536) via collective action and
increase the chance of collective success. Indeed, Tarrow (2011) considers the ‘irreducible act
that lies at the base of all social movements, protests, rebellions, riots, strike waves, and
revolutions is contentious collective action’ (p7). He distinguishes between uncontentious
collective action, in institutions and constituted groups, and contentious collective action by
people lacking access. Tarrow applies the classic views of Olson (1965), who named collective
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action, that organisers must constrain members or provide selective incentives. In very small
groups, individual self-interest and collective interest may be closely associated but otherwise
organisers need ‘a sufficient interest in its collective good to take on its leadership’ (p23).
Kalyuzhnova and Nygaard (2009) compare case studies of Russia and Kazakhstan during
the global financial crisis. The financial sector had helped fuel growth in both countries (since
the Russian crisis of 1998). Credit expansion to 2007 aligned bank self-interest and collective
economic development goals. However, bank self-preservation in the global financial crisis
reduced bank credit. Vnesheconombank (VEB) acted as a collective action solution on behalf
of the whole regime, offering corporate debt financing and stock and bond buybacks.
Kazakhstan’s state owner, sovereign wealth fund Samruk was merged in 2008 with
development fund Kazyna, Kazakhstan’s equivalent of VEB. Samruk-Kazyna received
government funds (in part from Russia’s VEB) destined for the financial sector, real estate,
SMEs, agriculture, and infrastructure. In both cases, the state could no longer rely on overindebted banks, which acted in self-interest to call in loans, but financed a collective solution.
The authors argue that state-owned investment vehicles add market imperfections if noneconomic considerations direct their investments, a principal-agent problem, yet
governments still provided funding as a collective solution to self-interested bank contraction.
VEB acted as a lender while Samruk-Kazyna was a state owner and a temporary lender, a
difference not discussed but with consequences for this thesis. Indeed, Samruk-Kazyna’s
intervention included bail outs that left it a major owner of formerly private banks, until
reprivatized, whereas Russia’s leading banks were already state owned.
While Ledeneva (2013) analyses patron-client relationships as vertical, her analysis of
networks provides a horizontal collective action solution to defection: ‘non-hierarchical
negotiation processes that take place within power networks’ (p53).
Persson et al. (2013) write within political economy literature but their study of why
anticorruption reforms fail applies to post-communist politics. The authors see reforms
usually focusing on principal-agent problems. Despite agency problems existing, reform
remedies fail, due to taking incorruptibility of principals for granted. The authors see a
theoretical misconception as rather than being a vertical principal-agent problem, thoroughly
corrupt societies more resemble a horizontal collective action problem among principals,
requiring radically different solutions. Rewards from corruption are individual but risks
depend on how many peers are expected to be corrupt. Monitoring and punishments are
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ineffective without incentives to enforce them. The authors call for ‘increased understanding
of the sources of the failure of contemporary reforms when it comes to actually curbing
corruption’ (p454). In particular, they expect a multiple-equilibrium coordination problem,
depending on how many peers are expected to be corrupt. Their argument is not based on
individual morals, their study finding that most actors condemn corruption and understand
the collective benefits of reduced corruption yet cannot trust most other actors to refrain.
Actors understand the consequences for society but expect corruption in others and see
short-term benefits from also engaging in corruption. Everyone would prefer collective
compliance but would require assurance to comply themselves. The societal effect can be
broad as behaviours of elites serve as heuristics for others. They conclude that ‘it appears to
be a coordination problem, where the equilibrium that emerges depends on shared
expectations about others’ behaviour’ (p 463). They suggest that what is needed is a change
from a limited access order to ‘an equilibrium characterised by the opposite’, (p465) open
access based on more than individual monitoring and sanctions but also shared expectations.
They call for research to answer how to change, how societies break out of social traps such
as corruption, based on institutional variation. Yet how institutions change has received
surprisingly little social scientist attention. Finding out more about high-quality institution
origins is ‘one of the most important tasks for future research’ (p466).
Hale (2014) considers presidents, as individuals, to be more powerful than other elites in
part due to not facing a collective action problem. Yet ‘the patronal presidency is an
institutionalised focal point for determining elite expectations and thus directing elite
collective action’ (p83). Presidents almost always direct elite collective action to support the
regime. Conversely, presidents need to prevent collective opposition. While Hale describes
vertical patronal solutions to agency problems, he also describes informal coalitions whose
collective strength depends on who else joins, which depends on ‘which side these individuals
expect other individuals to support’ (p61). He describes a self-fulfilling prophecy since
someone becomes powerful if, for whatever reason, they are expected to be powerful.
Conversely, someone expected to lose power does so.
Hale’s collective action is not based on imagined communities of nation, ethnicity,
ideology, occupation, or class but on extended networks of actual acquaintance maintained
by personal interaction. While patrons establish a power vertikal, collaborative networks can
be horizontal, albeit managed by a patron. Networks act in members’ collective interest as
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well as the individual interest of the patron. Regime survival can depend on rents directly
attracting elites or on expectations of regime survival based on popularity. If the former, elites
manage elections to support the regime. If the latter, elections signal to elites that the regime
will survive, so they rally round, and it does. Presidents are vulnerable to being ousted early
if they are unpopular lame ducks, expected to leave office due to respecting term limits, ill
health, or other factors and also if they are not popular enough to be expected to choose
their own successor, who could then punish disloyalty. All presidents become lame ducks
eventually, even if term limits are brushed aside, due to age. However, if popular they can
remain in office until selecting their successor: ‘When a sitting incumbent is so popular that
whomever he endorses would almost certainly win even a free and fair election … rivals have
incentive to avoid a hopeless rebellion …’ (p91). It is not elections that determine the winner,
but popularity and expectations that bind elites, who help ensure the inevitability of election
results rather than opposing.
For Hale, Kazakhstan provides a classic case where sustained popularity and (at least in
2014) no signs of stepping down led to tight elite coordination around a single pyramid. The
Majlis eliminated term limits for the first president, Nazarbayev. He consolidated control of
assets under close associates, relatives, and ‘Samruk-Kazyna, which controlled huge shares of
the country’s economy’ (p250). That Nazarbayev was able to select his successor, then
position his daughter as constitutionally next in line, is consistent with Hale’s view of regime
survival based on popularity and elite expectations.
While a critical analysis of post-communist politics literature suggests an excessive focus
on principal-agent problems, a strand studying collective action solutions exists within postcommunist politics (and broader political economy), the principles and insights of which can
be applied to study the phenomenon of state owners and unresolved questions of how their
governance can act as a collective action solution to depoliticise state-owned enterprises.

2.2.3 Advancing post-communist politics state ownership literature
Given many challenges, including corruption, in post-communist economies it may be natural
for post-communist politics literature to focus more on principal-agent problems than on
collective action solutions. However, a strength of the literature is its realism. It recognises
the fallibility of actors, principals and agents alike, and the collective interest of regimes
(including in regime survival) as well as the self-interest of regime members. Collective action
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solutions should not be ruled out and suit the field’s pragmatism well. Comparative case study
allows post-communist politics to contrast cases exposed to principal-agent problems, with
and without potential collective action solutions (here in the form of state ownership
variation).
Post-communist politics literature tells us much about principal-agent problems but calls
for research into collective action solutions. This thesis advances the literature via
comparative case study, set in post-communist polities, which tempt regime members to
patronise state-owned enterprise via political ties to client executives. I compare state
ownership governance equilibria (found to have high and low proportions of such political
executives), adding to knowledge of effective collective action solutions.
The social trap of a limited access order can be broken out of by creating an institution
combining de jure ownership with de facto authority. This addresses my criticism of much
post-communist politics literature, its pessimism, not by proposing that regimes become
altruistic or that regime members forgo self-interest but by calling on its realism. I add to
knowledge of how regimes can enhance elite social development by acting in their collective
interest in regime survival.

2.3 Political ties and economic development
In addition to the political economy and post-communist politics literatures addressed above,
the issue of how executives and enterprises relate to one another – including how such
relations affect both enterprise performance and hence economic outcomes – is addressed
in a broad set of literatures on corporate governance. Of primary interest to us here is the
literature on what is referred to as nonmarket strategy, which focuses, inter alia, on the
impact of managerial political ties. Much of the literature on political ties sees such ties as
positive resources, bridging enterprises and the state – within an approach referred to as the
Resource Based View (RBV). Another subset of literature argues that political ties serve as a
roof over enterprises, protecting them from state and non-state predation – within an
approach referred to as Resource Dependence Theory (RDT). However, some authors see
political ties as equivocal or even negative for enterprise performance. If this prevailing
direction (political ties affect performance) is considered forward causality, a few authors
study reverse causality – how performance affects the prevalence of political ties.
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Within corporate governance literature, the nonmarket strategies strand complements
rather than contradicts market strategy literature by studying corporate social responsibility
and corporate political activity. Corporate political activity focuses on causality, including how
political ties affect performance. Much political ties literature applies the Resource Based
View (RBV) lens, seeing ties as positive resources to bridge between enterprises and the state,
or applies Resource Dependence Theory (RDT), with ties acting as a roof over enterprises to
protect them from state and other predation (Zheng et al., 2015). However, while RBV and
RDT theories are well established in management literature, surveys can find the association
of political ties with firm performance equivocal and links to be elusive (Mellahi et al., 2016).
An unresolved challenge is to disentangle forward causality, political ties affecting
enterprise performance, from reverse causality, performance affecting who executives are.
Some cross-sectional studies recognise a limitation to association rather than causation.
Others explain insignificant results by questioning their own methodology, recognising but
not mitigating reverse causality, or the impact of institutional factors. Some studies rely on
perceptual measures, such as share prices, naturally vulnerable to misperceptions due to
reverse causality. Nonmarket strategy literature aims to say much about forward causality
but tends to leave studying recruitment to other disciplines, leaving causation unresolved.
I apply formal models to mitigate reverse causality risk, with their main findings robust
to four definitions of enterprise politicisation, to contribute to nonmarket strategy literature
by separating forward from reverse causality. I offer a methodology that improves model-fit,
adding to knowledge of political ties and performance, with economic development
implications. This completes my chain of causality from governance, via politicisation, to
performance. It thereby supports a discussion of the how the corporate governance of state
owners of enterprises in emerging economies affects elite, economic, and political
development.

2.3.1 Political ties and enterprise performance (forward causality)
Political ties and related literatures tell us much about the phenomenon of political ties as a
resource to manage institutional and societal contexts, to improve enterprise performance,
often through Resource Based View (RBV) and Resource Dependence Theory (RDT) lenses
(Zheng et al., 2015; Mellahi et al., 2016). Political ties literature also provides empirical studies
associating ties with performance in varied contexts (Peng and Luo, 2000; Fisman, 2001; Peng
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et al., 2003; Hillman, 2005; Goldman et al., 2009; Okhmatovskiy, 2010; Hadani and Shuler,
2013). The literature extensively studies how political ties affect enterprise performance and
provides some research into how enterprise performance affects political ties. Both are
directly relevant to my study of how state-owned enterprise executives affect and are
affected by enterprise performance, and therefore how factors affecting executive
politicisation affect economic development in emerging economies.
Nonmarket strategy is especially interested in managerial backgrounds and experience.
Peng and Luo (2000) build upon upper echelon theory (Hambrick and Mason, 1984), in which
‘executives' experiences, values, and personalities greatly influence their interpretations of
the situations they face and, in turn, affect their choices’ (Hambrick, 2007, p334). Peng and
Luo (2000) rely on the causal inference of hierarchy, as executives affect performance down
through their firms. While most research takes place in Western economies, these authors
are interested in transition economies, including former Soviet republics and China where
market supporting institutions and rule of law are weak, as then political ties might ‘embody
more useful social capital’ (Peng and Luo, 2000, p486). In addition to upper echelon theory,
the authors apply social network theory and local concepts of interpersonal ties and favours,
blat in Russia and guanxi in China, and the theory of institutional voids (Khanna and Palepu,
1997). Peng and Luo were early advocates of political ties being positively associated with
firm performance, as ties are a ‘valuable, unique, and intangible resource that is difficult to
replicate’ (p488). These are close to the criteria for a Resource Based View of firm advantage
(Barney, 1991).
Studies often rely on the causal inference of time. Fisman (2001) compares archival share
price performance of politically tied enterprises over periods in which media reported health
issues for the president of Indonesia. He finds politically tied enterprise share prices fell more
than the local stock market, ‘implying that well-connected firms will suffer more, relative to
less-connected firms, in reaction to a more serious rumor’ (p1096). Similarly, Goldman et al.
(2009) find positive abnormal stock price movements for firms appointing executives with
political ties and firms tied to the winning presidential party in a two-party system (the US).
Not all studies expect or find positive associations. Peng et al. (2003, p348) study political
ties and enterprise performance in Russia but find ‘evidence offers little support for the
hypothesis’ that outside board members and new managers positively affect performance (at
privatised firms). Outside board members and new managers, in the role of my technocrats,
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were expected to reduce agency concerns and hence improve performance. Equivocal results
led the authors to question whether agency theory applies in transition economies, there
were methodological problems, or Russian institutions needed to be accounted for.
Resource Dependence Theory (RDT), formalised by Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), reflects
earlier open systems views of organisations. Like RBV, RDT suggests a positive relationship
between political ties and enterprise performance, albeit focused on dependence on external
organisations including government. Hillman (2005) applies RDT and hypothesises (p469) that
‘[p]oliticians on the board of directors are positively associated with firm financial
performance’. Her study uses market-to-book ratios, based on replacement value of assets
(which, if available, should improve on book value of assets affected by ad hoc revaluation
and impairment). Her study measures return on sales in preference to return on assets,
despite ROA being more commonly used, to provide a less biased measure across firms with
varying asset intensity. However, her hypothesis receives mixed support based on accounting
performance (ROA or ROS) and is only supported on market-to-book perceptual measures.
Not all studies of political ties and performance apply RBV or RDT. Okhmatovskiy (2010)
applies a more neutral political embeddedness perspective to ‘consider both advantages and
constraints associated with ties to the government’ (p1021). He finds Russian banks with
direct ties to government have no significant difference in profitability, despite nonmarket
strategies to affect policy and to access valuable state resources, from those without ties.
Some studies even find cumulative political investments are ‘significantly and negatively
related to market valuation and return on sales’ (Hadani and Shuler, 2013, p166) based on
longitudinal study to identify causality rather than cross-sectional study focus on association
(Hillman, 2005). The authors explain that while many believe political activities improve the
bottom line, this is not consistently borne out by empirical studies.
Doh et al. (2012) note that nonmarket strategy has become established as a research
field, but scholars approach it with varied institutional and strategic perspectives. They
recommend studies be interdisciplinary, consider different schools of thought, and expect the
increasing importance of emerging economies to give institutional perspectives an increased
relevance to nonmarket scholarship.
Mellahi et al. (2016) review what nonmarket strategy literature tells us about the
phenomenon of political ties and enterprise performance. Most studies apply RBV or RDT,
though ‘[f]ortunately, some recent studies have started adopting multiple theoretical
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perspectives’ (p144) to move towards a more comprehensive understanding. Most empirical
studies positively associate nonmarket strategies with performance though over one-third
did not and more than half focusing on corporate political activity did not. Therefore, ‘the
nature of the link remains elusive’ and results ‘… add weight to the verdict over the years on
the equivocal relationship between nonmarket strategy and performance’ (p147).
Nonmarket strategy and related literature therefore tells us that executive character
affects strategy via hierarchy, political ties embody social capital as a resource to bridge to
the state and to buffer from it, weakening ties are negative for share prices, politicisation can
affect share prices more than accounting measures, ties can have advantages and be
constraints, institutions may affect findings and reverse causality obscure findings. Reviewers
conclude that links are elusive and political tie and performance relationships are equivocal.

2.3.2 Enterprise performance and political ties (reverse causality)
Nonmarket strategy literature leaves unresolved whether ties are a positive resource, as often
presumed in theory but empirically not consistently found (Mellahi et al., 2016). Conversely,
ties may be an impediment to economic development, as much political economy literature
suggests (Evans, 1995; North et al., 2005). Or effects may depend on context studied, as
suggested in post-communist politics (Hale, 2014) and some nonmarket strategy literature
(Peng and Luo, 2003). Mellahi et al. (2016, p143) see the need to ‘develop a multi-theoretical
framework for improving our understanding of the effects of nonmarket strategy on
organizational performance’, given an ‘equivocal relationship between nonmarket strategy
and performance’ (ibid, p147), in both forward and reverse directions.
Nonmarket strategy often neglects reverse causality, performance affecting political ties,
despite identifying it as a risk and limitation. This calls into question whether results are due
to forward or reverse causality and may explain the equivocal results and elusive links in
nonmarket strategy literature. This weakness may derive from an excessive focus in
management literature on the resource-based view and resource dependence theory.
Peng and Luo (2000) found a positive association between political ties and performance.
However, their study of private and state-owned firms, of varying sizes, found effects weaker
at state-owned and large firms, limiting the scope of their findings. Of particular relevance to
my thesis, the authors recognise that ‘[t]he first limitation of this study is that we did not
assess the possible effect of firm performance on managerial ties. The relationship we
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focused on may not be causal’ (p499). Forward and/or reverse causality may drive
association. In the absence of archival data, their study depended on self-reported measures,
so their second limitation was that ‘we relied primarily on perceptual measures’ (ibid). They
advise that ‘obtaining performance measures from archival sources … may improve the rigor
of the results in future studies’ (ibid).
Fisman (2001) used archival sources and could rely on the causal inference of time via an
event study of share price falls when media reported that the president was ill. However,
share prices are perceptual, implying only that investors expect performance to be affected.
Furthermore, he compares political executives before and after an event weakening their ties,
rather than executives with and without evident political ties. Finally, he does not suggest ties
improve performance, net of rent-seeking, as ‘well-connected firms may not earn higher
profits, even if they are earning tremendous political rents, because of the resources they
may be required to devote to rent-seeking activities’ (p1095). Political ties weakening being
a negative is uncontroversial in financial markets and hence to be expected in share prices.
Peng et al. (2003) acknowledge reverse causality as poor performance may lead to
appointing outside board members (analogous to my technocrats). Their method overlaps
periods in which executives were appointed and performance change was measured. Poor
performance before outsiders arrive, leading to outsider appointments, could obscure
performance improvement once in office. Their study therefore does not necessarily show
how executives affected performance but rather the net effect of prior performance on
executives and then new executives on performance. They call for future research to
introduce institutional factors with direct or moderating effects and suggest a ‘strong case
here for longitudinal surveys’ (Peng et al. 2003, p358). They see their refuting theories as an
opportunity for future researchers to ‘make larger contributions by focusing on corporate
governance in transition economies, since currently we know so little about them’ (ibid). I
contribute in this way, comparing their Russia setting with similar Kazakhstan, introducing
state owner institutions moderating executive appointments and dismissals, and developing
methods to separate forward from reverse causality.
Hillman (2005) explains that market measures may show positive association while
accounting measures do not support her hypothesis, as the former represent future
expectations. While this may well explain why current politicians do not much affect current
accounting measures, it leaves a question whether current politicisation is correlated with
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past politicisation and, if so, why past politicisation does not much affect current accounting
measures. Even long-term benefits show up in profit and loss statements eventually. Hillman
notes that her study being cross-sectional ‘limits the ability to discern causality’ so does not
‘test a causal relationship between politicians on the board and firm performance’ as a
reverse causality ‘argument could be made that ex-politicians choose to only join the boards
of well performing firms’ (p477).
Okhmatovskiy (2010) sees a tradition of research into state versus private owners but
calls for research within state ownership: ‘To better understand performance implications of
state ownership, researchers need to distinguish between different forms of state ownership:
ownership by ministries, by state investment funds and asset management companies, by
state enterprises, etc.’ (p1021). He suggests state ownership is unlikely to disappear, despite
its faults, so research should shift from state versus private to ‘interventions in corporate
governance associated with different forms of state ownership’ (p1022) to test whether some
arrangements preserve state control while minimising negative effects.
Hadani and Schuler (2013) perform a longitudinal study over ten years of board members
categorised via biographical analysis and enterprise performance based on return on sales.
They describe their negative relationship between politicisation and performance as a largely
unexpected result. However, rather than challenge prior literature for presuming that political
ties are more resource than concern, for cross-sectional study limitations, for overlapping
politicisation and performance periods, for self-reported rather than archival data, or for
results based on weakened ties rather than on political executives versus technocrats, they
refute their own findings in favour of past studies as they do ‘not believe these literatures
support outright a direct negative relationship’ (p176).
The review of nonmarket strategy literature by Mellahi et al. (2016, p143) concludes ‘by
outlining a research agenda for future theoretical and empirical studies on the impact of
nonmarket strategy on organizational outcomes.’ They see an overreliance on single
theoretical lenses and propose ‘a theoretical foundation for future research on the
nonmarket strategy-performance link by integrating institutional theory, stakeholder theory,
RDT, RBV, and agency theory’ (pp 167-168).
While nonmarket strategy often recognises reverse causality as a risk and limitation but
leaves it unresolved, other literatures focus more on performance effects on appointments
and dismissals. In political economy, interest in meritocratic recruitment goes back to
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Weberian bureaucracy (Evans, 1995). Interest continues in post-communist politics, Buckley
and Reuter (2019, p239) considering that the ‘study of political appointments has long been
central to the study of autocracy’ and policy outcomes.
Nonmarket strategy literature leaves unresolved how to mitigate reverse causality, how
political ties affect prominent state-owned enterprises rather than small private firms,
whether archival sources improve rigor, whether ties as resources are positive net of rentseeking impacts, how institutions via politicisation affect performance, and whether ties only
appear to be a resource (and so affect share prices when ties weaken) while not helping
accounting measures. Some authors even find that politicisation negatively affects
performance, despite positive association in much nonmarket strategy literature, yet do not
challenge the resource-based presumption in the literature. Reviewers call for research to not
rely on a single lens, such as ties as resources, but to integrate institutional theories. Theory
and methodology improvements are called for.

2.3.3 Advancing political ties literature
It may be natural from an RBV or RDT perspective to view political ties as a positive resource,
for enterprises to bridge to and buffer from the state. However, a strength of the nonmarket
strategy literature is its rigour. It often applies formal econometric models. Reverse causality
is identified in the literature, so models should mitigate it rather than risk performance
affecting appointments and dismissals, reverse obscuring forward causality and hence leading
to equivocal or even contrary results. Formal models offer the opportunity to explicitly
separate forward from reverse causality. The opportunity should be taken.
Literature tells us much but leaves much unresolved. This thesis advances corporate
governance literature by adding to knowledge of nonmarket strategies related to political ties
and enterprise performance. It answers the call for research focused not only on small private
firms but on prominent state-owned enterprises. It integrates an institutional view to address
reverse causality identified but not mitigated in empirical studies. Rather than strong versus
weakened political ties, it compares executives with and without evident political ties.
I study performance trends (as well as cross-sectional performance levels) to better
establish causality (rather than just association). I compare emerging economies, where stateowned enterprises are prevalent, rather than developed economies that are the locus of
much nonmarket strategy research. I rely on accounting measures for rigour, rather than self57

reported performance or share prices that may reflect perceptions. My study separates out
how enterprise performance affects politicisation, obscuring how politicisation affects
performance, aiming to help clarify the elusive links and equivocal findings in the literature.
Answering calls for research challenges extant literature, adding to our understanding of
nonmarket strategy. These address my three main criticisms of political ties literature:
viewing ties only through a resource-based theoretical lens blinds some studies to the clear
agency concerns expressed in other literatures; identifying reverse causality as a risk and
limitation but not developing methods to separate forward from reverse causality; and
empirical focus on Western interests in private firms especially in US markets – though this is
changing with emerging economy growth and renewed interest in state capitalism. This study
of politicisation affecting performance, separated from performance affecting politicisation,
completes my chain of causality and so helps answer my overall research question.
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Chapter 3: Theory and hypotheses
This chapter provides a more detailed clarification of the key concepts of agency and structure
in state ownership governance evolution; of principal-agent problems between owners and
political executives and collective action solutions to depoliticise enterprises via technocrats;
and of ‘forward’ causality when politicisation affects enterprise performance and ‘reverse’
causality when performance affects politicisation.
Second, it systematically develops the causal hypothesis, as a chain of causality with
three interlinked hypotheses, and how they will be tested via methods suited to each link in
the chain. The first hypothesis concerns inconsistent agency when breaking strong traditions,
followed by path-dependent structure towards new equilibria. The hypothesis is tested via
qualitative comparative analysis. The second hypothesis reflects a view that equilibria
optimise rents or development, with bypassing state owners made easy or hard, not
moderate, forging two varieties of state capitalism. It is tested via comparative case study.
The third hypothesis suggests political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource but
due to performance affecting executives, reverse causality, as political ties among executives
in office negatively affect performance trends. It is tested via econometric analysis.
Third, I discuss the basis for causal inference in this thesis, taking measures to establish
the direction of causality in these relationships and control for endogeneity via: sequential
time for agency and structure in governance evolution, hierarchy for principal-agent problems
and collective action solutions, and comparison of model fitness for econometric analysis. I
arrived at my argument through critical analysis of literature, what it tells us about the state
ownership phenomenon under investigation and what it leaves unresolved; through
exploratory research including interviews in the field; and through questioning current
international policy guidelines. From the literature review, authors who particularly inform
my argument include North et al. (2005) for limited versus open access orders; Persson et al.
(2013) for corruption principal-agent problems and collective action solutions; Peng et al.
(2003) for the questioning of political ties and agency theory, methods, institutions and
reverse causality; and Mellahi et al. (2016) for the questioning of management studies
orthodoxy that sees political ties as a resource. The OECD (2005b, 2015a) and World Bank
(2014) provide thorough if normative policy guidelines to test theoretically and empirically.
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This thesis aims to establish a chain of causality, from agency and structure in governance
changes, via principal agent problems and collective action solutions to executive
politicisation, to enterprise performance – affecting elite, economic, and political
development in emerging economies. Hancké (2009, p67) advises that ‘studies will go down
the causal chain, reconstructing the steps in the chain’ then demonstrate ‘at particular critical
junctures, the decisions or choices that were made confirmed or disconfirmed the basic
mechanisms that the argument is exploring’. This chapter therefore considers the key
concepts, the causal hypothesis, and the causal inference basis link-by-link. My argument is
that the whole chain reflects alternate regime survival strategies. The alternate strategies are
based on rents (directly attracting elites) versus development (with resultant popularity
indirectly binding elites via self-fulfilling expectations of regime survival (Hale, 2014)).

3.1 Agency and structure as governance changes
The first link in my chain explores how the governance of state owners changes. All my cases
begin with ownership by sector ministries, traditional decentralised ownership. I propose that
changing traditions, including decentralised ownership, is difficult – otherwise they would not
last long enough to be traditions. Difficult changes require strong agents. Strong agents are
more able to overcome structural pressures to exert their own free will. Decentralised
ownership should rarely change but when it does the strong agents should achieve varied
outcomes. Then, when the tradition has already been broken, further change may be easier,
require less strong agents, and be more frequent but with more structured outcomes.
Agency versus structure is a broad theme in social sciences. The specific application here
is to state owners and how their governance changes. My proposition is that change should
have inconsistent outcomes when agency needs to be strong to break traditions. Agency need
not be so strong after traditions are already broken, so structure should be more apparent,
with consistent outcomes and path dependency.

3.1.1 Key concepts of agency and structure
The key concepts for my first hypothesis are therefore agency and structure. Agency is the
ability to act autonomously, to make free choices, such as freely choosing how states own
enterprises. Alternatively, prevailing structure can limit choices, making how ownership
evolves path-dependent.
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Both agency and structural forces coexist, and neither can be directly observed, so my
first hypothesis is about which appears stronger, as evidenced by conditions and outcomes.
Institutional changes could reflect the free will of actors, i.e. agency, if the condition changed
from (such as decentralised ownership) does not predetermine the outcome changed to (such
as dual ownership or more specifically the dual-inferior configuration). Inconsistent outcomes
would support a view of agency prevailing over structure. Otherwise, consistent outcomes
would support a view of structure prevailing over agency. Agency versus structure is the
concept and inconsistent versus consistent outcomes is the evidence.
Institutions that are traditional, or strongly suit the regime, should rarely change if strong
agents are necessary and rare, but then change to inconstant outcomes. By contrast,
institutions lacking tradition or regime support should be easier to change and less stable if
moderate agents are sufficient and common, and so change with path-dependent structure
to more consistent, path-dependent outcomes. Strong institutions should change rarely but
with apparent agency, as strong resistance filters out weak agents, while weak institutions
should change often and with path-dependent structure until governance again finds regime
support and settles.

3.1.2 Causal hypothesis for governance change
My causal argument for governance change comes in two parts, representing the first step
and subsequent evolution from one tradition to another, or rather others. The first step
begins with a conundrum. Nobel Prize winning economist Douglas North and co-authors state
that ‘In a real sense, the problem of explaining the transition from natural states to open
access orders is the most important question in economic history’ (North et al, 2005, p7). How
can such an important question be left unanswered? One reply is free will.
The authors suggest that the natural state with limited entry, for all its faults, is a solution
to the problem of social order and so ‘As an equilibrium, it is stable and difficult to change’
(p28). If difficult, though not impossible, to change then breaking a strong tradition requires
a sufficiently strong agent. Strong agents may be strong enough to exhibit agency, ‘which
emphasizes the choices and strategies of the key actors involved in processes of regime
transition’ (Mahoney & Snyder, 1999). I expect inconsistent outcomes when strong traditions
change, due to the need for strong agents. Insufficiently strong agents are filtered out of the
data by the decentralised ownership tradition remaining unbroken.
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Once traditions are broken, and governance has changed from decentralised ownership
to other configurations, further change may be easier. The new configurations combine de
jure ownership (dual or central) with de facto authority (inferior, equivalent, superior),
making governance an owner-authority configuration. In their study of Varieties of Capitalism
(VoC), Hall and Soskice (2001) discuss two types of capitalist systems, resulting from
configurations of institutions that fit well and stably together. They explain why these two,
rather than other configurations, tend to be found: ‘Rather than convergence, the tendency
is for polarization: for countries with impure combinations of institutions to move from their
position somewhere between the two “ideal” types to either of its two endpoints where
institutional arrangements are homogeneous and, therefore, more efficient’ (p27).
Eight of my nine cases eventually changed from decentralised ownership, albeit taking
fifty years (from 1957 in India to 2006 in Kazakhstan; Mexico is still decentralised). If
decentralised ownership happened to change directly to an ideal type, where ownership and
authority fit well and stably together, then governance could immediately be at an
equilibrium (with no further change in governance configuration). However, I find only one
case (Brazil) in which governance changed from decentralised to another configuration (dualinferior) then did not evolve. None of my cases changed directly from decentralised to what I
consider to be the opposite configuration (central-superior).
Other owner-authority configurations could be considered impure combinations of
institutions. For example, ownership could be de jure centralised, but inferior authority limits
the ability to exercise broad rights. Authority could be superior, but dual ownership limits the
scope to exercise de facto authority.
Despite these detractions, decentralised ownership could, due to strong agency,
temporarily change to such an impure combination of institutions. Then a varieties of state
capitalism corollary of the VoC (Hall and Soskice, 2001) argument would be for polarization
through governance evolution (from impure combinations towards ideal types where
governance is more efficient). For example, India changed from decentralised to dual
ownership in 1957, but with a superior authority leader (so to dual-superior governance,
which I consider an impure combination). It then quickly evolved to dual-equivalent, and
again to dual-inferior (one of my ideal types), where it has remained since 1961.
If efficiency is not measured by what is socially or economically desirable, but rather as
increasing regime survival expectations, then regimes may survive by rents directly attracting
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elites or by elites rallying around the regime due to self-fulfilling expectations of its survival
based on popularity (Hale, 2014). If one ideal type maximises rents and another maximises
development, they may seem to be optimal regime survival strategies and other inefficient
configurations may seem sub-optimal and be unstable. Sub-optimal configurations lacking
regime support should be easy to change. Strong agents would not be required, and change
can exhibit structure, with path-dependent directions of change based on increasing returns
(Pierson, 2000) in terms of regime survival.
In the language of economics, the best regime survival strategy is the global maximum.
However, more than one configuration can be a local maximum, if it is better than its
neighbours. For example, dual-inferior governance may be better for regime survival than
dual-equivalent or than central-inferior (even if worse than central-superior). Equilibria need
only be local maxima, changes to ownership or to authority (but not to both simultaneously)
leading to worse outcomes. Changing one category at a time would require going through a
valley of transition to higher hills (Przeworski, 1991).
Getting from a local maximum to the global maximum would require risking change in
either one radical step or more steps. For example, central-superior could be the global
maximum while dual-inferior was a local but not the global maximum (or vice versa). Then a
regime could risk change in one radical step, or risk losing rents before gaining development
(or vice versa) via say central-inferior – so may just stay at the local maximum.
The World Bank (2014) advises that ownership can be gradually centralised. However,
gradual reform may be blocked. Hellman (1998) describes how empowered economic
winners from partial reform, rather than powerless losers, block full reforms that would erode
their rents. Acemoglu et al. (2005) suggest that if full reform enhanced economic
development for society but not all in it, the politically powerful could reallocate enough of
the extra economic returns to themselves to be among the winners. The powerful should then
only block reforms that disempower them, preventing them from reallocating enough,
leaving them as losers. For these authors, questions of political winners and losers are more
pertinent than economic winners and losers. Either way, reform may be blocked if it reduces
rents, forgoing elite, economic, and political development.
Governance change from decentralised to fragmented dual ownership may do little to
disturb the natural state’s limited access order (North et al., 2005) or rent-based patronal
politics (Hale, 2014). Governance would then evolve within dual ownership to weaken
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authority, limit access, and increase rents. Conversely, governance would evolve within
central ownership to strengthen authority, open access, and increase development
popularity. Both would increase regime survival expectations.
When configurations of institutions fit well, governance evolution reaches its endpoints
(Hall and Soskice, 2001). Hall and Soskice do not discuss regime survival and may not be
fundamentally interested in it for developed economy varieties of capitalism. However, in
emerging economies, if ‘the state’s foremost task is securing its own survival’ (North et al.,
2005, p3), survival expectations may strongly influence varieties of state capitalism. State
owners and their leaders change from time to time, but I propose that governance
configurations that promote regime survival do not. The endpoint equilibria are at least local
maxima for regime survival and so are stable varieties of state capitalism.
These arguments imply two stages of governance change. First, from decentralised
ownership to other governance configurations, breaking strong traditions, requiring strong
agency, resulting in inconsistent outcomes. Second, governance evolves to equilibria. These
changes do not break strong traditions and improve regime survival chances, so require less
agency and are path-dependent. Ownership remains dual (partial reform) or central (full
reform). Within dual ownership, authority weakens, limiting access, increasing rents, to a
weak-as-possible (dual-inferior) partial-reform equilibrium. Within central ownership,
authority strengthens, access opens, popular development increases, to strong (centralequivalent or central-superior) full-reform equilibria. This is my first hypothesis:
First hypothesis: Governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to other
configurations, whereas governance evolves within dual ownership to inferior
authority and within central ownership to greater authority

3.1.3 Causal inference of time
This first link in the chain relies on the causal inference of time. All my cases started with long
periods of decentralised ownership, to the present day in the case of Mexico, so I consider
decentralised ownership traditional. The process then draws two sequential conclusions
regarding causal connections: governance changes from decentralised ownership to other
configurations, then authority evolves within dual ownership or within central ownership in
opposite directions.
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For the first clause of the first hypothesis, decentralised ownership is traditional, so not
caused by subsequent configurations. An exception would be if governance looped round,
returning to decentralised. No cases are found in this study of governance returning to
decentralised ownership. It is theoretically possible, so cases could offer interesting further
study if found. There may be a strong constituency (especially among sector ministers) to
preserve decentralised ownership, making it hard to change, but the lack or cases resuming
decentralised ownership suggests it does not maximise regime survival expectations, through
rents or development. Decentralised governance may be strongly traditional but only
moderately effective. Sector ministers, with de jure ownership and de facto authority, would
be well positioned to extract rents but also be accountable for sector performance. A sector
minister with a few enterprises could contribute to collective development by refraining from
extracting sector rents but less than a state owner of most enterprises, and development
popularity would be shared by the regime collectively while the individual minister forgoes
sector rents. Decentralised ownership precedes other configurations and is not found to
reoccur, so for the first clause the time sequence is from decentralised to other
configurations, not vice versa.
For the second clause, governance could feasibly evolve according to a multi-step plan,
interim steps depending on later goals. For example, the World Bank (2014, p74) advises that
‘For countries where centralization is not feasible in the short term, measures can be taken
to improve existing ownership arrangements and put them on a path toward greater
effectiveness and gradual centralization.’ If this advice were followed, governance would
change from decentralised (traditional ownership by sector ministries) to dual ownership (no
single owner of most prominent state-owned enterprises) as an interim step, then to central
ownership (a single owner of most prominent state-owned enterprises). Otherwise, if each
stage is independent, then the causal inference of time is strong.
International policy organisation views (such as expressed by the World Bank or OECD)
may be normative and subjected to empirical testing. No cases are found in this study of
gradual centralisation from decentralised via dual to central. Furthermore, the in-depth case
studies offer no empirical evidence to support a view of interim steps towards later goals.
Steps appear to be taken one at a time, rather than as a plan. For example, the first case to
change from decentralised ownership, India, changed to dual-superior governance under
Morarji Desai, a minister and future prime minister. Empirical literature (Mascarenhas, 1968)
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shows Desai as influential, advocating ending decentralised ownership and succeeding.
Nothing in the literature suggests he intended governance to weaken. Rather, it suggests
Desai wanted stronger governance but was thwarted and ownership became dual. Authority
then weakened (when he moved to fill a sudden vacancy as finance minister) to equivalent,
then to inferior. Sequential time is often the basis of causal inference and, contrary to the
World Bank’s (2014) suggestion, no evidence is found to support a view other than that each
step is sequential.

3.2 Principal-agent problems and collective action solutions
The second link in my chain starts where the first ended, with governance at distinct
equilibria, seen as representing at least local maxima for regime survival strategies, based on
rents versus popular development. My principal-agent problem argument is that enterprise
executive agents acting not in the interests of state owners (and society), but rather acting in
self-interest or the interests of regime patrons, is not a bug in the system but a feature.
Regimes may prioritise survival and rely on rents to attract elites (Hale, 2014) in a kind of
predatory state (Evans, 1995) and limited access order (North et al., 2005). Markus (2012,
p247) sees threats to firms of expropriation by bureaucrats as ‘the norm in weak states, which
exhibit severe principal-agent problems within the state bureaucracy’.
My collective action solution is an effective state owner, finding regime support provided
that it credibly acts in the regime’s collective interest. Replacing most political executives with
technocrats, changing elite social development and enhancing economic development, losing
rents but instead achieving development-based popularity, could bind elites through
expectations of regime survival (Hale, 2014).
To credibly deliver the collective goal, the owner should own as many enterprises as
possible (central ownership) and be led with enough authority (equivalent or preferably
superior) to deter regime members from usually bypassing it to appoint executives with
political ties. Dual ownership, with no single owner of most prominent state-owned
enterprises, would have less scope to promote development. Inferior authority may be too
easy to bypass. The collective action solution should find support only if effective, evidenced
by a high proportion of technocrats (low proportion of political executives). Otherwise there
would be little incentive for regime members to forgo rent opportunities, and force peers to
do likewise, by supporting an institution that delivered little collective benefit.
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3.2.1 Key concepts of principal-agent problems and collective action solutions
The key concepts for my second hypothesis are principal-agent problems and collective action
solutions. Principal-agent problems arise when there is a conflict of interest between a
principal, such as the state owner, and their agent, such as a state-owned enterprise. Conflicts
of interest are prevalent even in private firms, and state-owned enterprises often face fewer
constraints from threats of bankruptcy and competition. Problems may be exacerbated if
agents feel independent of their de jure state-owner principals, for example if executives can
rely on political ties that bypass the state owner to connect directly with regime members.
Principal-agent problems may also be compounded by multiple layers of principals and
agents. For example, regime members could directly appoint, monitor, and sanction
(including dismissing) enterprise executives. However, the regime could alternatively
collectively act as the principal for a state owner, and the state owner could act as a principal
for the enterprises. The more parsimonious regime-enterprise model involves two layers and
one principal-agent relationship, while the intermediated regime-owner-enterprise model
involves three layers and two principal-agent relationships.
Regime members could individually favour directly appointing and dismissing executives,
bypassing state owners, but may then do so via political ties, making political ties prevalent.
Executives with political ties may have fewer principal-agent problems, but their de facto
principal would be the individual regime member, not the de jure state owner, and executive
actions may include rent extraction for themselves and as clients for their patron.
The ultimate authority in a regime, such as a president, may have collective goals for the
regime – including regime survival – and be motivated to appoint mainly technocrats if these
delivered development, development was popular, and popularity bound elites. However, the
ultimate authority will have many demands for attention and political capital, from regime
management, through international relations, to elite, economic, and political development.
An ultimate authority may be able to do almost anything but not everything, allocating limited
attention and political capital to each challenge and otherwise delegating to regime members.
Regime members, if not convinced to act in collective interest, act in self-interest.
In this arrangement, state owners do own enterprises de jure but are bypassed de facto,
leading to prevalent executives with political ties. The regime may tolerate weak owners, or
even, in a regime survival strategy based on rents, undermine them to facilitate rent seeking.
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State owners would be a mere legal façade and can be safely ignored in models of elite,
economic, and political development.
The alternative is to impose an effective state owner between regime and enterprises,
adding a layer and a relationship. While this creates two principal-agent problems – does the
state owner act well as an agent and as a principal of enterprise agents? – it also offers a
collective action solution. Regime members support the state owner if it delivers their
collective interest. The state owner acts in the collective interest of the regime to secure
support. Collective interest in regime survival, by elites rallying round a popular regime,
encourages the appointment of technocrats in a more open access order for social
development, and technocrats deliver stronger enterprise performance trends for economic
development.

3.2.2 Causal hypothesis of weak versus strong intermediation
My first hypothesis expects endpoint equilibria to find support as regime survival strategies.
The second extends the chain of causality, from governance to politicisation. It suggests weak
governance should be associated with a high proportion of political executives and strong
governance with a low proportion, and hence more technocrats.
Principal-agent problems may be accentuated by multiple levels of principals and their
agents, and by weak authority. The OECD (2015a, p12) suggests that corporate governance
difficulties derive from ‘a complex chain of agents’ including regimes, owners, and executives,
so ‘without clearly and easily identifiable, or with remote, principals; parties have intrinsic
conflicts of interest’ that lead to decisions not in the interests of enterprises and the public.
The World Bank (2014) particularly warns that owners without authority may be passive, with
little power over executives, especially when enterprises are strategic: ‘Backed by higher-level
political principals, SOE managers of such companies can have their own political clout, and
together with their political allies, can treat ownership entities as adversaries rather than
allies’ (p95). Without political backing ‘an ownership entity may make slow progress as it
confronts opposition from vested interests’ (ibid).
Why would regimes arrange the corporate governance of state owners of enterprise with
multiple levels and/or weak authority? For Persson et al. (2013, p449), ‘contemporary
anticorruption reforms are based on a conceptualization of corruption as a principal–agent
problem, [while] in thoroughly corrupt settings, corruption rather resembles a collective
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action problem.’ Their argument is not to deny principal-agent problems, but rather to
suggest that standard solutions, including closer monitoring and legal sanctions, depend on
incorruptible principals. In thoroughly corrupt settings, incentives for principals to monitor
and sanction agents are weak and individual self-interest rewards exceed risks. Why give up
your patronage if there is much to gain, little risk, and if few peers forgo rents?
Persson et al. (2013, p650) suggest that ‘As a collective action problem, systemic
corruption reveals radically different characteristics than predicted by principal–agent theory.
As such, it also demands radically different solutions.’ They expect a multiple-equilibrium
coordination problem, where actions of rational actors depend on the expected actions of
other actors. While actors may see development gains from collective action, they do not
trust others to refrain from rent seeking. How can trust be built? The authors call for research
(p466): ‘Given the devastating economic, political, and social impact of corrupt systems of
rule, one of the most important tasks for future research is hence to ﬁnd out more about the
origins of high-quality institutions.’ They suggest the solution lies in signals that formal control
mechanisms are not a mere façade.
My proposition is that regimes may not even want to solve the principal-agent problem
of executives not acting in the interests of the state as owner. North et al. (2005, p3) argue
that ‘the state’s foremost task is securing its own survival.’ If weak governance allows regime
members to appoint themselves, their allies, or clients with political ties as executives then
rents may attract elites and directly promote regime survival in a patronal patronage political
system (Hale, 2014). Governance may change from decentralised but still facilitate a limited
access order in a natural state (North et al., 2005). I propose fragmented dual ownership and
inferior authority as weak governance categories and so dual-inferior as an especially weak
governance configuration and see it as optimal for politicisation, rents, and a regime survival
strategy based on directly attracting elites.
Alternatively, as Persson et al. (2016) suggest, regimes could address rent seeking via a
collective action solution that signals state owners are not a mere façade but are effective. As
collective action relies on trust to be self-fulfilling, the signal needs to be credible. I propose
central ownership and superior authority as strong governance categories and so centralsuperior as an especially strong governance configuration. I see it as optimal for collective
action, depoliticization, and development, encouraging elites to rally around the popular
regime in a self-fulfilling prophecy of its survival (Hale, 2014). If central-superior governance
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accentuates the regime survival risk of competing pyramids of power (with one owner of most
enterprises, led by someone with superior authority seen as a potential threat), then centralequivalent may instead optimise regime survival expectations, but central-superior
governance would still optimise depoliticization and development.
My proposition is that there are two regime survival strategies, trading off rents-fordevelopment popularity, perhaps moderated by competing pyramid risk. These optimise for
rents by allowing principal-agent problems to flourish or offer a collective action solution,
through credible signalling as Persson et al. (2013) suggest. In terms of politicisation, the polar
opposites of dual-inferior versus central-superior governance would maximise or minimise
executive political ties. Testing this association of governance with politicisation via a most
similar systems comparative case study would require governance to vary even in similar
systems. My second hypothesis is therefore:
Second hypothesis: State ownership governance varies even in similar systems, with
more executive politicisation under dual-inferior than under central-superior
governance

3.2.3 Causal inference of hierarchy
While causal inference for the first hypothesis relies on sequential time, the second
hypothesis is tested at a point in time and must rely on another method of causal inference.
The first clause of the second hypothesis is that governance varies even in similar systems.
My two most similar systems based on culture, administration, geography, and economy
distances (Ghemawat, 2001) are Russia and Kazakhstan. They have respectively dual-inferior
versus central-superior governance, despite their being otherwise the most similar systems,
which I argue is a result of the inconsistent agency and then path-dependent structure
assessed in the first link in the chain of causality.
The causal inference relied upon for the second hypothesis is based on hierarchy. The
state owns enterprises. While they have some influence, enterprises do not own states. State
owners have at least de jure rights to appoint the supervisory board and its chair, and the
supervisory board then has the de jure right to appoint the management board and its CEO.
If regime members bypass the state owner, then the equivalent hierarchy argument is that
regime members are principals and executives their agents.
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Although two-way influence seems inevitable, with executives not totally passive and
powerless, this may form a positive feedback loop. Weak governance with more executive
politicisation may lead political executives to encourage weak governance as the system that
favours them. Conversely, strong governance with more technocrats may lead technocrats to
encourage strong governance as the system that favours them. It seems unlikely that political
executives would favour strong governance with high dismissal rates for political executives,
or that technocrats would favour weak governance with high dismissal rates for technocrats.
Governance that tilted executive politicisation one way or the other may be tilted further,
reinforcing a view of polarisation.
The World Bank (2014, p77) advises that ‘Without sufficient authority or powers,
advisory or coordinating bodies may be ignored by ministries and SOEs.’ Although there have
been cases of executives promoted to lead their enterprise’s owner, for example in China with
the brief leadership of central owner SASAC by former oil executive Jiang Jiemin, hierarchy
suggests that effective owners appoint enterprise executives. Ineffective state owners may
be de jure above state-owned enterprises, but de facto bypassed.
My proposition is that the regime, owners, and enterprises can be represented as three
hierarchical levels if the state owner is an effective intermediary or, as literature often
presumes, owners may be bypassed and the model collapses to two levels with the regime
directly above enterprises. Either relies on the causal inference of hierarchy, differing on
whether regime members or an effective state owner is de facto above enterprises, making
most appointments and dismissals. I assess how governance affects politicisation and find
that appointment politicisation and dismissal rates vary with governance cases. The
discussion suggests why a regime may find it in its collective interest to support an
intermediating institution of effective state ownership and why it may not.

3.3 Enterprise politicisation and performance trends
3.3.1 Key concepts of forward and reverse causality
The key concepts for my third hypothesis are forward causality and reverse causality.
Executives may affect enterprise performance trends, which I label ‘forward’ causality in line
with much nonmarket strategy literature focus on this direction. For example, Peng and Luo
(2000) assess whether ties are beneficial for performance but they ‘did not assess the possible
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effects of firm performance on managerial ties’ (p499). Labelling effects of performance on
executives as ‘reverse’ causality is also based on nonmarket strategy literature: Mellahi et al.
(2016, p161) discuss how ‘agency studies support a reverse causality between nonmarket
strategy and performance: High profits allow managers to invest in nonmarket strategies
(rather than nonmarket strategies leading to positive financial performance).’ Both directions
are causality. Reverse is simply a shorthand for when the direction is from performance to
politicisation.
Much political economy literature interested in rent seeking expects political ties to
affect performance negatively. This would suggest forward causality and a negative effect of
politicisation on performance trends while political executives are in office. Even if this
negative forward causality view is justified, however, empirical studies might find no
association or even positive association if reverse causality has the opposite sign and is as
strong or stronger.
For example, if a political executive used political ties to secure appointment to a plum
position in an already high-performing enterprise, then the immediate effect would be to find
political ties to be associated with high-performing enterprises. If the political executive did
extract rents, undermining enterprise performance trends, then the reverse causality benefit
would erode, and studies would then find weaker or no association between political ties and
performance levels. If the political executive continued to extract rents, and performance fell
to low levels, then studies would find a negative association – until the political executive was
dismissed for performance and replaced by a technocrat to turn the enterprise back around.
Then the technocrat would begin with low performance, albeit caused by the former
political executive, and technocrats would be negatively associated with performance. The
cycle could continue, with the technocrat depoliticising the enterprise, leading to a positive
performance trend. As performance levels improved, studies would no longer find a negative
association, but rather a neutral or eventually positive association between technocrats and
performance levels – until the technocrat was dismissed, making way for a political executive
leveraging political ties to be appointed to a plum position at the again high-performing
enterprise. The cycle would start again.
This cycle is stylised but may not be atypical. A study of multiple enterprises over multiple
years could observe them at varied stages in the cycle, with random deviations from it. The
underlying pattern would be political executives negatively impacting performance trends
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while in office, as rent seeking suggests, but reverse causality tending to see political
executives appointed to already high-performing enterprises and technocrats to already lowperforming enterprises. The observed outcome would be a tug-of-war between negative
forward causality and positive reverse causality. I propose that forward causality is negative,
but governance affects the strength of reverse causality (via executive appointments and
dismissals) and hence the observed outcome.

3.3.2 Causal hypothesis of political ties as resources or corruption
The first and second hypotheses together posited that governance evolves to distinct
equilibria associated with significantly different politicisation. However, this leaves the
question of whether politicisation is a resource or a curse. Political ties may be a resource to
bridge from the enterprise to the state or to buffer the enterprise from the state and other
predators. This is argued under a Resource Based View (RBV) or Resource Dependence Theory
(RDT) in nonmarket strategy literature, though Mellahi et al. (2016) find links to be elusive
and empirical findings equivocal. The authors call for interdisciplinary studies to combine
nonmarket strategy with other literatures. Political economy and related literature, in
contrast, can see political ties limiting development (Ledeneva, 2013), and prefer technocrats,
within the system yet autonomous (Evans, 1995), in more open access orders (North et al.,
2005). Regime members may want both political and economic competence among
executives but there is no reason to assume correlation between these traits (Buckley and
Reuter, 2019).
Some nonmarket strategy studies identify reverse causality risks (Peng and Luo, 2000)
and recognise not mitigating reverse causality as a limitation. Cross-sectional studies, finding
political ties seem a resource (Hillman, 2005), recognise that association does not
demonstrate causality. My proposition is that political executives prefer to be appointed to
already high-performing enterprises, plum positions with greater patronage opportunities,
while enterprises with low performance are more likely to see technocrats appointed to turn
them around. Indeed, Peng et al. (2003) suggest that poor firm performance leads to new
board members to facilitate restructuring.
For empirical research, reverse causality poses a problem. Political ties could be a
nonmarket strategy resource (as suggested in literature focusing on the RBV and RDT).
However, political ties could merely appear to be a resource because political executives are
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appointed to already high-performing enterprises. Cross-sectional studies, and any other
studies that do not mitigate reverse causality risk, would not distinguish between forward
and reverse causality.
Conversely, technocrats may improve enterprise performance while in office, and so be
found at high-performing enterprises. However, if they are dismissed from high-performing
enterprises and replaced by political executives, then these political executives would be
found in their place and associated with high performance. If technocrats were then
appointed to low-performing enterprises to turn them around, that is where many
technocrats would be found. Studies would need to mitigate reverse causality to distinguish
between the forward causality effects of executives on enterprise performance trends while
in office and the reverse causality effects of appointments and dismissals.
My first hypothesis proposes how governance changes and then evolves to distinct
equilibria. My second hypothesis is that distinct equilibria are associated with significantly
different politicisation, the executive population being driven by appointment and dismissals.
My third hypothesis extends the chain of causality in two ways. First, it suggests the effects
of reverse causality. Politicised appointments and dismissals depend on governance and may,
under weak governance, make reverse causality obscure forward causality.
Where governance is sufficiently weak for state owners to be easy to bypass, I propose
that executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource, but only due to
strong reverse causality, performance affecting executive appointments and dismissals and
therefore performance levels by executive category. Appearances may have important
implications for political executive legitimacy at prominent state-owned enterprises and, via
isomorphism (Dimaggio and Powell, 1983), more broadly legitimise politicising elite social
development at other state-owned enterprises and even legitimise private firm oligarchs.
Where governance is sufficiently strong for state owners to be hard to bypass, I propose
that reverse causality is weakened to the point where forward causality dominates and is
visible. Politicisation negatively affects performance trends in both cases, but where
governance is strong the effect of performance on politicisation is too weak to obscure the
effect of politicisation on performance. Strong governance, weak reverse causality, and hence
negative forward causality being visible may promote embedded autonomy of technocrats,
in the system yet independent (Evans, 1995), and a more open access order (North et al.,
2005) in state-owned enterprises and in the broader economy via isomorphism.
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I propose that political ties negatively impact enterprise performance trends, under weak
and strong governance, as much political economy literature would suggest, but that political
ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource under weak governance, as some nonmarket
strategy finds, when reverse causality is strong enough to obscure forward causality. My
proposition is that forward causality is negative and reverse causality positive, but the
strength of reverse causality depends on the weakness of governance. The contradictory
literatures can thereby be explained, and an interdisciplinary hypothesis proposed.
Third hypothesis: Executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource
when governance is weak and so reverse causality is strong, but political ties
negatively impact enterprise performance trends

3.3.3 Causal inference of model fit
The third hypothesis is tested via formal models that explicitly compare model fit for four
pairs of models. The pairs are of the same enterprises but restrict data in the even number in
each pair to mitigate reverse causality risk. To test for robustness, I apply four definitions of
politicisation based on whether the chair, the CEO, chair and CEO, chair or CEO is classified as
a political executive. For all four definitions, even-number models have a higher F-statistic
than their odd-number pair. Model fit therefore supports a view that reverse causality,
performance affecting politicisation, can partly or fully obscure forward causality and should
be mitigated, improving model fit.
I find politicisation negatively affects performance trends in models that mitigate reverse
causality risk. Models identifying but not mitigating reverse causality can find that results are
insignificant or even that politicians on the board appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource
(Peng et al., 2003; Hillman, 2005). Peng et al. (2003) ask whether their method or institutions
could account for their insignificant findings. Reviews of political ties literature can find ‘the
nature of the link remains elusive’ and an ‘equivocal relationship between nonmarket
strategy and performance’ (Mellahi et al., 2016, p147). This may be due to reverse causality.
I assess appointment and dismissal effects on performance levels, such as political
executives being appointed to already high-performing enterprises, perhaps as patronage,
while technocrats are appointed to low-performing enterprises to turn them around. I
illustrate how strong reverse causality fully obscures forward causality in dual-inferior
governance Russia, while not fully obscuring forward causality in central-superior governance
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Kazakhstan. Method and institutions may indeed account for insignificant findings, as Peng et
al. (2003) suspected, as their method does not mitigate reverse causality and Russia has weak
governance institutions. While causality works both ways, my aim is to mitigate reverse
causality through improved methodology, by limiting data to where the relevant executive
was in office year-on-year, aiming to disentangle the effect of politicisation on performance.

3.4 Theory conclusion
This chapter aims to clarify key concepts, starting with agency versus structure in state
ownership governance change (agency reflected in inconsistent outcomes when traditional
decentralised ownership ends, structure in subsequent path-dependent evolution to new
governance equilibria that represent optimal regime survival strategies). The second concept
is principal-agent problems between state owners and enterprise executives (who may act in
regime patron interest or self-interest rather than state and society interests) and collective
action solutions (if the state owner credibly acts for the regime, trading rents-fordevelopment, through central ownership and sufficient authority). The third concept is
forward causality (political executives affecting performance, negatively) versus reverse
causality (performance affecting executives, strongly when governance is weak). My theory
chapter leads to three linked causal hypotheses:
First hypothesis: Governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to other
configurations, whereas governance evolves within dual ownership to inferior
authority and within central ownership to greater authority
Second hypothesis: State ownership governance varies even in similar systems, with
more executive politicisation under dual-inferior than under central-superior
governance
Third hypothesis: Executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource
when governance is weak and so reverse causality is strong, but political ties
negatively impact enterprise performance trends
They are tested respectively via qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), comparative
case study using a most similar systems design, and formal econometric models. Their bases
of causal inference are sequential time, hierarchy, and model fit.
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Chapter 4: Methods
This study employs a mixed methods design to answer three different questions in the chain
of causality from governance evolution via executive politicization to enterprise performance.
The choice of research methods reflects the nature of each question and its data. Hancké
(2009, p35) advises that ‘statistics is, as a data-handling technique, especially good at dealing
with research questions of a certain type, while so-called qualitative research (or
‘configurational’ research) appears better at handling other kinds of questions’. I employ
three methods: qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) for the first hypothesis, comparative
case study for the second, and econometric analysis for the third.

4.1 Agency and structure as governance changes
4.1.1 Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
Qualitative comparative analysis is a method developed by Charles Ragin as a case-oriented
comparative method (Ragin, 1987). Kogut and Ragin (2006, p44) describe how the QCA
‘method is applied to data provided by two independent lines of study (i.e. rule of law and
governance and varieties of capitalism)’. These are directly relevant to this study of the rule
of law and governance in emerging economies and varieties of state capitalism.
The QCA method is designed for in-depth study of small- to medium-N cases and their
categorisation and analysis (Hancké, 2009). It differs from other comparative methods, such
as most similar systems comparative case study, by applying Boolean algebra to assess
necessary and sufficient conditions for outcomes. As Hancké (2009, p77) describes, ‘this
technique treats cases as consistent configurations of dimensions rather than as collections
of independent variables and then sees how combinations of these dimensions add to the
outcome’.
Cases are reconstructed as configurations of dimensions. Here the dimensions are de jure
ownership (decentralised, dual, or central) and de facto authority (inferior, equivalent, or
superior). Decentralised ownership is traditional ownership by sector ministries, otherwise
dual ownership is where there is no single owner of most prominent state-owned enterprises
and central ownership is where there is a single owner of most prominent state-owned
entewrprises. For dual and central ownership, there is a main owner and the main owner has
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a leader, whose authority is categorised as inferior if a deputy minister or below, equivalent
if a cabinet minister or equivalent, and superior if a deputy prime minister or above. Authority
is based on formal authority unless evidence of informal authority supports a different
category, for example if a minister went on to become prime minister.
Decentralised has no main owner, and thus no main owner leader to have de facto
authority, so there are not nine but only seven governance configurations: decentralised,
dual-inferior, dual-equivalent, dual-superior, central-inferior, central-equivalent, and centralsuperior (see figure 1). Each time an owner or its leader changes, a governance changes from
a condition to an outcome. The outcome can be the same as or different from the condition.
For example, when Sir Richard Evans (a foreign businessman reporting to Kazakhstan’s
minister of economy) was replaced by Prime Minister Massimov as leader of the central state
owner, governance changed from central-inferior to central-superior. Governance then
remained central-superior each time a new prime minister took over leading the central state
owner.
Consistency values are then determined to see whether a condition is considered
sufficient for an outcome. In QCA, (Ragin, 2006, p3) a ‘simple, straightforward measure of the
consistency … is the proportion of cases with a given cause or combination of causes that also
display the outcome’. If a condition always led to one outcome then consistency would be 1,
if never then 0, and if sometimes then a value between 0 and 1. For example, where the
governance condition is dual-inferior, the only outcome found is also dual-inferior, so the
consistency value for dual-inferior to dual-inferior is 1. By contrast, when the condition is
decentralised ownership, central-superior is never found to be the outcome, so the
consistency value for decentralised to central-superior is 0 (an ‘empty row’ in the ‘truth table’
of outcomes).
The real world is not always so deterministic. For many conditions, there is a range of
outcomes and consistency values vary between 0 and 1. However, according to Schneider and
Wagemann (2010, p10), ‘No consistency values lower than 0.75 should be accepted’ as
consistent as, according to Ragin (2006, p3), ‘With observed consistency scores below 0.75, it
becomes increasingly difficult on substantive grounds to maintain that a subset relation
exists’. For each condition therefore, an outcome is termed ‘consistent’ when the consistency
value is at least 0.75, and ‘inconsistent’ when the consistency value is below 0.75 (and termed
‘empty’ when the value is 0, the limit of inconsistency).
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Table 4: QCA key terms
Configuration

Condition

One of seven governance states (decentralised, dual-inferior,
dual-equivalent, dual-superior, central-inferior, centralequivalent, central-superior)
The configuration changed from (e.g. from decentralised …)

Outcome

The configuration changed to (e.g. … to dual-superior)

Equilibrium

Consistent

Outcome consistently equals condition (e.g. from dual-inferior
to dual-inferior is consistent)
The proportion of cases with a given condition that also
display the outcome (e.g. given decentralised as the condition,
the proportion changing to the central-superior outcome is 0)
Consistency value ≥0.75

Inconsistent

Consistency value <0.75

Empty

Consistency value = 0

Agency

Where there is no consistent outcome

Structure

Where there is a consistent outcome

Consistency value

Schneider and Wagemann (2010) provide a set of standards of good practice in QCA,
including the above definition of consistency. Their standards include that researchers should
be familiar with cases before, during, and after conducting QCA, and so the empirical chapter
includes in-depth study of each case, leading to sequencing and coding (here of its governance
configurations). They advise to keep the number of conditions to a moderate level (here the
seven configurations), to aid the drawing of causal inference when data is limited. Conditions
and outcomes need to be conceptualised based on prior theoretical knowledge and empirical
insights (here de jure ownership complemented by de facto authority). They advise to use
appropriate computer software, and the hypothesis is tested via QCA empirical research
software developed by Cronqvist (2003, 2016).
In summary of their methodological advice, Schneider and Wagemann (2010, p16) advise
that,
Similar to any other data analysis technique in the social sciences, the task for
researchers using QCA consists in spelling out the causal link (or causal mechanism)
between the condition and an outcome in a narrative fashion. … Often times, detailed
discussions of cases are very useful when trying to make sense of the empirical results
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and to induce theoretical meaning. In particular, such in-depth analyses of a few cases
are likely to bring to the fore the causal relevance of the time dimension in understanding
social phenomena.
The empirical chapter includes detailed discussions of cases, with in-depth analysis of nine
cases representing about half of emerging economies (based on land, population, economy,
and stock markets), with the causal relevance of the time dimension. The authors recommend
that raw data be published, and the empirical chapter includes tables for each case and
summary tables of all cases, along with the truth tables.

4.1.2 Application of QCA to test for agency and structure
This study tests for agency versus structure via qualitative comparative analysis. I consider
agency to be where a condition has no consistent outcome. For example, when decentralised
ownership changes, it does not change to a consistent governance configuration (or even
category). Otherwise, I see structure where a condition does have a consistent outcome. For
example, once governance becomes dual-inferior, the main owner and/or its leader can
change but governance always remains dual-inferior. The outcome is consistent and indicates
structure: dual-inferior governance is an immutable equilibrium.
QCA is suited to small to medium-N cases, studied in depth. This study is of nine cases
collectively representing about half of emerging economies based on four criteria (land,
population, economy, stock market index). The first case (India) changed from traditional
decentralised ownership in 1957 and I code all the changes from decentralised ownership,
and then their subsequent governance evolution over 220 years in total between the eight
cases where decentralised ownership ended (it has not ended in Mexico). The study has two
sections, corresponding to the two clauses in the first hypothesis: studying changes from
traditional decentralised ownership to the other six configurations, then subsequent
governance evolution. For example, governance in initially India changed from decentralised
to dual-superior in 1957. Then it subsequently evolved from dual-superior to dual-equivalent
in 1958, from dual-equivalent to dual-inferior in 1961, then has remained dual-inferior since
1961 despite the main owner and its leader changing many times.
The first clause of the first hypothesis is that Governance changes inconsistently from
decentralised to other configurations. Analysis is based on the data for changes from
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decentralised ownership to the other six configurations to determine whether there is or is
not a consistent outcome, defined to be where the consistency value is ≥0.75.
The study assesses whether there is a consistent outcome, the owner-authority
configuration changed to, indicating structure in both ownership and authority dimensions
simultaneously. I also test a more parsimonious model based on changing to an ownership or
authority category (rather than an owner-authority configuration) as a consistent ownership
(dual, central) or authority (inferior, equivalent, superior) outcome would indicate some
structure (if only in one dimension). This is a more stringent test, as a consistent ownerauthority configuration implies consistent ownership and authority categories, whereas a
consistent ownership or authority category does not imply a consistent configuration. The
hypothesis is supported if there is no consistent outcome configuration, and robust if there is
not even a consistent outcome category.
The second clause of the first hypothesis is that governance evolves within dual
ownership to inferior authority and within central ownership to greater authority. Analysis is
based on the remaining data, after governance first changed from decentralised to the other
six configurations. For example, the second change in India (in 1958) and all subsequent
changes of main owner and/or its leader are included. Having assessed changes from
traditional decentralised ownership as the first condition, I assess changes from the other two
ownership categories (dual and central), the three authority categories (inferior, equivalent,
and superior), and the six owner-authority configurations (dual-inferior, etc.).
For governance to evolve within dual ownership, the whole dual ownership category
should be a consistent equilibrium. Ownership would become stuck at dual, not progressing
to central as the World Bank (2014) advises, for example if blocked by powerful economic
(Hellman, 1998) or political winners (Acemoglu et al, 2005) from partial-reform.
For dual ownership to be a partial-reform equilibrium with inferior authority, dualsuperior and dual-equivalent configurations should be inconsistent equilibria, often changing,
while dual-inferior should be a consistent equilibrium. Ownership would remain dual, while
authority weakens until governance settles at dual-inferior.
For governance to evolve within central ownership, central ownership should also be a
consistent equilibrium (not regressing to decentralised or dual). For central ownership to have
equilibria with greater authority, central-inferior should be an inconsistent equilibrium while
central-equivalent and central-superior should be consistent equilibria.
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I include central-equivalent as well as central-superior in the hypothesis despite
expecting central-superior state owners to be the strongest intermediaries, to optimally
depoliticise enterprises, to promote development, and to maximise regime popularity. A
superior authority leader of a central owner may (de facto and de jure) control so much
patronage as to pose a competing pyramid risk to regime survival (Hale, 2014). Competing
pyramid risk may or may not be worth taking for extra development. I propose that evolving
from central-inferior to central-equivalent governance improves regime survival expectations
but see reasons to be ambiguous about whether evolving to central-superior further improves
expectations. I propose that ownership remains central while authority strengthens until
governance settles at central-equivalent or central-superior.
QCA requires in-depth analysis of cases to provide reliable coding. The empirical study
section therefore consists of nine in-depth studies, each resulting in a table of state owners
and their leaders with: country, date, owner, leader and their title, an ownership category
(decentralised, dual, central) and, unless ownership is decentralised, an authority category
(inferior, equivalent, superior). The owner category and (unless ownership is decentralised)
authority category combine to form one of seven governance configurations (see figure 1).
QCA analyses necessary and sufficient conditions for outcomes and so the results of the
empirical study are summarised into a table of conditions (governance changed from) and
outcomes (governance changed to).
Once the data were coded for analysis, Tosmana QCA software (Cronqvist, 2016) was
applied to 12 conditions. Analysis could be carried out in any order. My hypothesis begins
with decentralised (labelled QCA1), then dual (QCA2), and then central (QCA3) ownership.
For robustness, I also test authority categories (inferior, equivalent, superior as QCA4-6),
though not hypothesising a consistent outcome. To study how governance evolves after
changing from decentralised ownership, I analyse the other six configurations: dual-inferior,
dual-equivalent, dual-superior, central-inferior, central-equivalent, and central-superior
(QCA7-12).
QCA1 was run twice: once including many ministry/minster changes during traditional
decentralised ownership and the rare changes, and once restricted to the rare changes from
decentralised to the other six configurations to test the first clause of the first hypothesis.
QCA software results in a truth table for each condition, showing consistency values for
each outcome. For each condition, consistency values add up to exactly 1 but individual
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outcomes can have any consistency value from zero (never the outcome, empty) and other
inconsistent values (<0.75), through to consistent values (≥0.75) including one (always the
outcome). Truth tables display raw consistency values and whether each outcome is empty,
inconsistent, or consistent. Illustrating how governance changes and equilibria where
governance settles can aid interpretation. Illustrations for the first and second clauses
combine to illustrate the whole of the first hypothesis.
Although data are analysed by governance from and to, not by country or date, cases can
also be illustrated as a timeline. The timeline shows when traditional decentralised ownership
ended (or in the case of Mexico that it still persists), what governance initially changed to,
then how governance subsequently evolved. While QCA does not presuppose a governance
effectiveness order, the timeline places central-superior top and dual-inferior bottom, in
keeping with my theory.
The timeline shows that governance diverged, settling at either weak (dual-inferior or
dual-equivalent) or strong (central-equivalent and central-superior) governance, moderate
(dual-superior and central-inferior) governance becoming a gap. The moderate governance
gap was temporarily filled, but no cases settled in it. The timeline helps interpret QCA findings:
governance changes inconsistently from decentralised ownership to many (if not quite all)
other configurations, then evolves with path-dependent structure to weak or to strong
governance (but not to moderately effective) configurations.
The findings were also used to predict governance evolution since 2017.

4.2 Principal agent problems and collective action solutions
Even in the otherwise most similar systems, the corporate governance of state owners of
enterprises may moderate the balance between individual self-interest versus collective
goals, for example by affecting confidence in whether others will forgo self-interested action
rather than risk being caught (Ostrom, 2014). The method for the second empirical chapter
tests the second hypothesis through comparative case study of the two systems from the nine
emerging economies that are the most similar except for their state ownership governance
being as different as possible.
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4.2.1 Most similar systems
Comparative case study can apply a most similar systems methodology as a practical
approximation to the theoretical perfection of comparing identical cases except for the
subject of interest. Ragin and Sonnett (2005, p1) advise that, ‘To support an argument
emphasizing combinations of causal conditions, it is necessary for researchers to compare
cases that are closely matched with each other. The ideal comparison is between pairs of
cases that differ on only one causal condition’. However, they note the difficulty in matching
empirical cases due to the ‘limited diversity of empirical social phenomena’ (ibid). A practical
problem is that no two countries are the same except for the subject of interest. The best
practicable study is of the most similar systems except for being different in their governance
of state owners. The first empirical chapter studies governance evolution in nine emerging
economies and the subsequent empirical chapters select the two systems from among them
that are most similar, except for having different governance, to extend the chain of causality.
Ghemawat (2001) advises not to focus only on the geographic dimension of distance but
rather to consider four dimensions: cultural, administrative, geographic, and economic.
Although his article aims to advise businesses on market entry risks, rather than assess most
similar systems, his CAGE mnemonic is used by other authors.
Distance is only one factor but a good starting point. Distance can be measured between
countries. Of the nine emerging economies, China shares a border with India, Kazakhstan, and
Russia; Russia also shares a border with Kazakhstan; and China with India. However, these are
large countries. A better measure of geographic distance than minimum distance between
any point in the country may be the distance between capitals – as political, culture,
administration, and economic centres.
Table 5: Distance between capital cities (km)
Brazil
China
India
Brasilia Beijing
N. Delhi
Km
Beijing
16,931
New Delhi
14,234
3,779
Jakarta
16,313
5,216
5,005
Astana
13,400
3,650
2,252
Mexico City
6,836
12,457
14,657
Moscow
11,176
5,793
4,342
Pretoria
7,889
11,661
7,992
Istanbul
10,093
7,055
4,550
Source: distancecalculator.globefeed.com

Indonesia
Jakarta

Kazakhstan
Astana

Mexico
Mex. City

Russia
Moscow

S. Africa
Pretoria

9,453
16,840
9,309
8,573
9,453

12,111
2,274
9,540
3,411

10,718
14,599
11,416

9,106
1,756

7,422
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The closest capitals are Istanbul and Moscow, despite Turkey and Russia lacking a shared
border. They are followed by short distances from New Delhi to Astana (recently renamed
Nursultan in honour of Kazakhstan’s now retired first president) and Astana to Moscow. The
capitals that are furthest apart, on almost opposite sides of the globe, are Brasilia and Beijing
or Jakarta and Mexico City. The closest are only 10-13 percent of the distance between the
furthest capitals. The most similar systems based only on distance between capitals are
Russia-Turkey, closely followed by India-Kazakhstan and Kazakhstan-Russia (in bold).
Table 6: Distance between capital cities (% of Brasilia-Beijing)
Geographic
Distance
Beijing
New Delhi
Jakarta
Astana
Mexico City
Moscow
Pretoria
Istanbul

Brasilia
100
84
96
79
40
66
47
60

Beijing

New
Delhi

Jakarta

Astana

Mexico
City

Moscow

Pretoria

22
31
22
74
34
69
42

30
13
87
26
47
27

56
99
55
51
56

72
13
56
20

63
86
67

54
10

44

A second factor considered in political economy is stage of development. One common
indicator is gross domestic product (GDP) per capita. While a useful measure for international
trade, stage of development is often compared after adjusting GDP to purchasing power
parity (PPP), accounting for the cost of a basket of goods in each country relative to a
reference country such as the United States, reflecting differences in cost of living.
Table 7: PPP GDP per capita (2017)
PPP GDP /capita
(International USD)
Turkey
27,916
Kazakhstan
26,410
Russia
25,947
Mexico
18,149
China
16,807
Brazil
15,488
South Africa
13,498
Indonesia
12,284
India
7,056

Index
(Turkey = 100)
100
95
93
65
60
55
48
44
25

Source: World Bank

The closest economies, in terms of PPP GDP/capita, are Kazakhstan-Russia (and both are
natural resource economies), followed by close economic distances between China-Brazil,
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Mexico-China, South Africa-Indonesia, and Turkey-Kazakhstan (in bold). The furthest apart
based on PPP GDP/capita are Turkey-India, followed by Kazakhstan-India and Russia-India.
The PPP GDP/capita difference between the closest economies (Kazakhstan-Russia) is only
about 2 percent of the furthest (Turkey-India).
Table 8: Economic distance (% of Turkey-India PPP GDP/capita 2017)
Economic
Distance
China
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
Turkey

Brazil

China

India

Indonesia

Kazakhstan

Mexico

Russia

6
40
15
52
13
50
10
60

47
22
46
6
44
16
53

25
93
53
91
31
100

68
28
65
6
75

40
2
62
7

37
22
47

60
9

South
Africa

69

Political freedom is a third factor in political economy. Freedom can depend on both
political rights and civil liberties. One frequently cited indicator is Freedom House’s aggregate
score, with a range of 0-100. According to this measure, Brazil and South Africa are most free
(both scoring 78), closely followed by India (on 77), while China has the least political freedom
(with an aggregate score of just 14).
Table 9: Freedom House Aggregate Score (2017)
Freedom House Aggregate Score
Brazil
78
South Africa
78
India
77
Indonesia
64
Mexico
62
Turkey
32
Kazakhstan
22
Russia
20
China
14

Source: Freedom House

Based on difference in Freedom House aggregate scores, the most similar systems for
political freedom are Brazil-South Africa with the same score, India having almost the same,
while Indonesia-Mexico score similarly to each other, as do Kazakhstan-Russia (in bold).
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Table 10: Political distance (% of Brazil-China difference)
Political
Distance
China
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
Turkey

Brazil

China

India

Indonesia

Kazakhstan

Mexico

Russia

100
2
22
88
25
91
0
72

98
78
13
75
9
100
28

20
86
23
89
2
70

66
3
69
22
50

63
3
88
16

66
25
47

91
19

South
Africa

72

A fourth factor is culture. Culture may be harder to define than geography, economy, or
even politics but Hofstede (2001) produced a much-cited multi-factor index of cultural
factors: power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long term
orientation, and indulgence. Hofstede Insights produces indices on a range of 0-100 for each
factor for many countries, including all the selected economies except Kazakhstan, for which
I estimate scores (which may be less consistent but do not change the most similar systems).
Table 11: Cultural dimensions (Hofstede Insights score or estimate)
Power
Distance
Individualism Masculinity
Brazil
69
38
49
China
80
20
66
India
77
48
56
Indonesia
78
14
46
Kazakhstan
83
25
56
Mexico
81
30
69
Russia
93
39
36
South Africa
49
65
63
Turkey
66
37
45
Source: hofstede-insights.com except Kazakhstan

Uncertainty
Avoidance
76
30
40
48
85
82
95
49
85

Long Term
Orientation
44
87
51
62
70
24
81
34
46

Indulgence
59
24
26
38
27
97
20
63
49

Based on average absolute differences in cultural dimension score on the six cultural
factors, the most similar systems for culture are Brazil-Turkey. The next most similar cultures
are Russia-Kazakhstan and India-Indonesia (in bold). The most distant cultures according to
this measure are Russia-South Africa.
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Table 12: Cultural distance (% of Russia-South Africa difference)
Cultural
Distance
China
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
Turkey

Brazil

China

India

Indonesia

Kazakhstan

Mexico

Russia

73
43
44
43
45
57
44
12

38
36
40
87
59
82
74

33
41
75
59
49
46

35
75
57
64
44

59
31
80
36

86
64
52

100
49

South
Africa

54

To reflect culture, administration, geography, and economy (CAGE) distance dimensions,
I average differences based on indexed culture, political freedom, capital distances, and PPP
GDP per capita. Based upon this analysis, the most similar systems are Russia-Kazakhstan,
followed by Kazakhstan-Turkey, Russia-Turkey, Brazil-South Africa, and Brazil-Mexico (bold).
Table 13: Distance (average of culture, politics, geography, economy)
Distance
China
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
Turkey

Brazil

China

India

Indonesia

Kazakhstan

Mexico

Russia

70
42
44
66
31
66
25
51

51
42
30
61
37
67
49

27
58
60
66
32
61

56
51
62
36
56

58
12
71
20

63
49
53

76
22

South
Africa

60

The most similar systems method also requires difference in the subject of interest,
governance, which rules out for study any pair with the same governance configuration.
Mexico is unique among my cases in still being decentralised. South Africa is differentiated in
being my only dual-equivalent governance case, though others share either its dual
ownership or equivalent authority. Brazil, India, Russia, and Turkey all have dual-inferior
governance and any pair among them would be unsuited to evaluating effects of governance.
China and Indonesia have central-equivalent governance, so also make an unsuitable pair,
and some other cases share either their central ownership (Kazakhstan) or equivalent
authority (South Africa). Kazakhstan is my only case with central-equivalent governance.
Excluding pairs with the same governance configuration leaves twenty-nine (of thirty-six)
pairs. Russia-Kazakhstan remain the most similar systems, followed by Kazakhstan-Turkey,
but third most similar Russia-Turkey is excluded as having the same dual-inferior governance.
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Table 14: Distance excluding same governance configuration
Brazil
Distance
China
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
Turkey

China

India

Indonesia

Kazakhstan

Mexico

Russia

56
51
62
36
56

58
12
71
20

63
49
53

76

South
Africa

70
51
44
66
31
25

30
61
37
67
49

27
58
60
32

60

Stricter exclusion, of pairs with the same ownership or authority category, would leave
twenty-one pairs, excluding fourth most similar Brazil-South Africa for having dual ownership.
The most similar systems that do not have the same ownership or the same authority are
Russia-Kazakhstan, followed by Kazakhstan-Turkey, followed more distantly by Brazil-Mexico.
Table 15: Distance excluding same ownership or authority category
Brazil
Distance
China
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
Turkey

China

India

Indonesia

Kazakhstan

Mexico

51
62

58
12
71
20

63
49
53

Russia

South
Africa

70
51
44
66
31

61
37
49

27
58
60

56

In conclusion, the most similar systems based on this analysis are Russia-Kazakhstan.
That they are so close may be unsurprising, as two fragments of the former Soviet Union,
leaving shared cultural and administrative legacies, as well as being similarly natural resourcerich, and sharing a long border. Indeed, Weinthal and Luong (2001) compare state ownership
of natural resources in Russia and Kazakhstan, Kalyuzhnova and Nygaard (2009, 2011)
compare state-owned financial intermediaries and special vehicles of state intervention in
Russia and Kazakhstan, and Greene (2014, p74) advises to compare Russia with ‘near identical
initial condition’ resource-rich ‘Central Asian Soviet successor states’. Russia-Kazakhstan are
the most similar systems from among cases studied in the first stage of my causal argument
and have different governance configurations (and even categories), dual-inferior versus
central-superior, making them the optimal pair for comparative case study.
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4.2.2 Comparative case study
The study follows a process (Eisenhardt, 1989) summarised into three stages: beginning with
exploratory study of the phenomena, progressing with descriptive study of governance, and
concluding with explanatory research associating governance with significantly different
executive politicisation.
Exploratory research included case selection, of emerging economies and enterprises.
Prominent state-owned enterprises in strategic sectors were selected to potentially attract
high-level regime attention and were paired in the two cases to mitigate sector bias risk. Their
state and non-state owners were identified, and ownership percentages calculated. Their
executives, the supervisory board chair and management board CEO, were identified for the
period 2009-2017 and categorised heuristically via biographical analysis as either political
executives, with evident political ties, or otherwise as technocrats (Hafsi and Koenig, 1988).
The exploratory research therefore provided the data to test both clauses of the second
hypothesis: to verify whether State ownership governance varies even in similar systems, and
whether there is significantly more executive politicisation under dual-inferior than under
central-superior governance.
Both cases had changed from traditional decentralised ownership by sector ministries.
The descriptive study therefore categorised the structure of ownership as dual if fragmented,
with no single owner of most selected state-owned enterprises, or central if concentrated by
a single owner of most enterprises (OECD, 2012). The ownership organisation charts and
tables contrast fragmented, disorganised dual ownership in Russia with concentrated central
ownership in Kazakhstan.
The main state owners (federal agency Rosimushchestvo in Russia and sovereign wealth
fund Samruk-Kazyna in Kazakhstan) were identified and authority categorised as inferior if led
by a deputy minister or below (as in Russia), equivalent if at cabinet minister level, or superior
if a deputy prime minister or above (as in Kazakhstan). Exploratory research therefore verified
ownership and authority categorisation in the most similar systems via state owner and
enterprise-level investigation, addressing the first clause of the second hypothesis, that
governance varies even in similar systems.
Although not directly used for authority categorisation, the supervisory board of the
main state owner in Kazakhstan (Samruk-Kazyna) was described, along with the remarkably
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similar supervisory board of Russia’s main state lender (Vnesheconombank). Each is led by its
prime minister and has an influential board. This differentiated Samruk-Kazyna and lender
Vnesheconombank (VEB) from Russia’s main state owner, Rosimushchestvo – with its deputy
minister leader and far less influential supervisory board.
The explanatory research focuses on executive politicisation. Each of the eleven paired
enterprises in each country had a supervisory board chair and management board CEO in
each year from 2009 to 2017 (except Atomenergoprom with a unitary board director general
performing both roles). The exploratory research had categorised them as either political
executives or otherwise as technocrats. The explanatory research contrasts the political
executive proportions in the dual-inferior governance case of Russia versus the most similar
system except central-superior governance case of Kazakhstan.
As ownership is fragmented in Russia, the political executive proportion for enterprises
under Rosimushchestvo versus under other state owners was also compared. This showed
whether the other state owners explained the high proportion of political executives in Russia
or whether Rosimushchestvo-owned enterprises had many political executives.
The explanatory research further aimed to help explain the significantly different
proportions of political executives found in the comparative case study via a population
analysis, with appointments playing the role of births, dismissals as deaths, and tenure as life
expectancy. Enterprises would be more politicised if more political executives (rather than
technocrats) are appointed and if dismissal rates are low for political executives and high for
technocrats. The equilibrium proportions of political executives for the combined case and
for each case were calculated from their appointment proportions and dismissal rates.
I test the difference between the political executive proportions in the most similar
systems except for their governance via binomial analysis. The proportion of observations
categorised as political executives partly reflects clustering. Average tenure is over four years
and executives in office in multiple years appear as multiple observations. Some executives
also appear as multiple observations as they changed between chair and CEO roles or
between enterprises. The 396 executive observations are of 93 individual executives. I
therefore test the 93 individuals as well as all 396 observations for difference in politicisation.
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4.3 Separating forward and reverse causality
4.3.1 Political ties and performance
My final set of key terms concerns enterprise performance and econometric analysis. The
dependent variable is based on a measure popular in financial market research, EBITDA, the
acronym for Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation, also used in
academic research to construct models of firms (Brenes et al., 2016). To compare enterprises
with different scales and asset intensity (Hillman, 2005), EBITDA is divided by annual sales to
get the EBITDA margin. The study is first of the annual EBITDA margin performance levels.
Performance trend is how EBITDA margin changes year-on-year.
Many corporate governance authors study how managers affect performance, I describe
this as ‘forward’ causality, though some authors study effects of performance on managers,
which is ‘reverse’ causality. For example, technocrats improving performance trend is forward
causality while high-performing enterprises attracting more political executive appointments
is an example of reverse causality.
Table 16: Performance key terms
EBITDA

Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation

EBITDA margin

EBITDA divided by sales

Performance level

EBITDA margin in a year

Performance trend

EBITDA margin change year-on-year

Forward causality

The effect of executives on performance

Reverse causality

The effect of performance on executives

The third hypothesis concerns whether executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket
strategy resource when governance is weak and so reverse causality is strong, as in fact
political ties negatively impact enterprise performance trends.
The method for the first clause of the third hypothesis is deliberately simple, intending
only to illustrate how politicisation is associated with performance (with no attempt to
establish causality), to suggest perceptions and to critically discuss association-based
literature. This first study associates executive politicisation and enterprise performance
levels in the same two systems (Russia and Kazakhstan), which are most similar except for
their governance (dual-inferior versus central-superior) being as different as possible. The
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association is between politicisation of executives, the chair and the CEO, and average
performance levels for eleven paired enterprises in each of Russia and Kazakhstan over eight
years from 2010 to 2017. Performance data were 99% available (174 of 176 enterprise-years)
and all executive biographies were available, with 348 observations.
Average performance levels for Russia and Kazakhstan, and for the combined case, were
calculated by executive category. Means, standard deviations, and correlations (N=348) are
reported, as is basic enterprise information: employees, sales, EBITDA, and EBITDA margin.
Employee, sales, and EBITDA reflect Russia’s larger population, but average EBITDA margin
was 24.5 percent in Russia and 24.6 percent in Kazakhstan.
The study illustrates performance levels for 2010-2017 by executive category by country,
to critically analyse political ties literature methodologies (and later to discuss political
executive legitimization based on perceptions). My hypothesis suggests that politicisation
negatively affects performance trends, but that margins should converge where governance
is weak (as reverse causality is strong) while margins should diverge where governance is
strong (as reverse causality is weak). Finding that performance levels converge may give the
impression that political ties are a resource, of similar use to enterprises as technocratic
expertise. However, finding that performance levels can also diverge (with higher margins at
enterprises with technocrats) would question whether reverse causality is always strong
enough to obscure forward causality. The forward versus reverse causality question cannot
be addressed by association (Hillman, 2005) and so is the focus of my econometric analysis.

4.3.2 Econometric analysis
The second part of the study is where forward and reverse causality are formally evaluated.
The econometric analysis has eight model specifications and compares their model fitness (Fstatistic). The eight models have four politicisation definitions for robustness, each with a pair
of models based on all executives versus restricted to executives in office year-on-year
(aiming to mitigate reverse causality risk).
The independent variable is enterprise politicisation. The four politicisation definitions
are based on who is categorised as a political executive. The first pair of models is based
purely on the supervisory board chair. The second pair is based on the management board
CEO. The third pair is the intersection of these definitions, based on the chair and CEO both
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being categorised as political executives. The final pair is the union of these definitions, based
on either the chair or the CEO being categorised as a political executive. Enterprises are
otherwise considered depoliticised, so based on categorising as a technocrat the chair, the
CEO, the chair or CEO, and the chair and CEO. These definitions are exclusive and exhaustive:
every enterprise is either considered politicised or depoliticised, not both.
Each definition has a pair of models. Odd-number models make no attempt to mitigate
reverse causality, being based on all executives. Even-number models do attempt to mitigate
reverse causality, by excluding enterprises where the relevant executive was dismissed and a
replacement appointed, which may have been affected by performance. For example,
political executives may prefer to be appointed to high-performing enterprises while
technocrats might be appointed to turn around low performances. If performance levels
affect appointments and dismissals, then this reverse causality might obscure forward
causality of executives in office affecting performance. Even-number models therefore only
include enterprises where the relevant executives remained in office year-on-year.
Otherwise, the method is adapted from Peng et al. (2003), who studied similar
phenomena in Russia, one of my most similar systems. The authors based their study after
the beginning of privatisation. This study is based on 2010 to 2017 data, after governance
reached its current equilibria in Russia and in Kazakhstan. In the absence of archival data, the
authors relied on surveys of self-reported performance, as Buck et al. (1998) and Filatotchev
et al. (1996, 2000) had before them, whereas by 2010 there were almost complete archival
records of executive biographies and enterprise financial data. Therefore, while Peng et al.
(2003) asked respondents to categorise financial performance and applied ordered probit
models to analyse responses, here performance trend is based on archival data and is a
continuous variable analysed via ordinary least squares.
The dependent variable is year-on-year EBITDA margin change. For robustness, I also test
the best fit model with two alternate dependent variables: operating cash flow before
interest and tax (OCFBIT) margin change, and operating cash flow (OCF) margin change. I find
similar results, if less significant given inherent volatility in these measures due to working
capital changes (in OCFBIT and OCF) and interest and tax changes (in OCF). My focus on
performance trend is operationalised via EBITDA margin change.
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Country and year control variables were stepwise excluded from each model. Country
stepwise exclusion supports a view of a chain of causality from governance via politicisation
to performance over a more parsimonious model in which country governance directly affects
performance. Year stepwise exclusion supports a view that effects did not significantly
depend on year during the period. Sector was also a potential control (though enterprises
were paired to mitigate the risk that sector bias would interact with governance). Testing the
best fit model found each sector is stepwise excluded (sector controls reduced model fit).
Regression analysis via ordinary least squares provides point estimates, standard errors
(adjusted for clustering and heteroskedasticity), significance estimates, and F-statistics for
overall model fitness. The models test whether point estimate signs are robust to the four
enterprise politicisation definitions. Model fitness also informs a view of which definition best
describes enterprise politicisation effects. Model pairs test whether even models (restricted
to enterprises with executives in office year-on-year) fit better, supporting a view that reverse
causality can obscure forward causality (models fit better when reverse causality is
mitigated), so method can and should be adapted to mitigate reverse causality (even-number
models).
I further study how reverse causality obscures performance trends. The two impacts are
where appointments (to high- or low-performing enterprises) raise or lower performance
levels and conversely where dismissals (from high- or low-performing enterprises) lower or
raise performance levels. As these impacts depend on governance, Peng et al. (2003, p348)
seem justified in wondering ‘whether there are institutional factors in Russia’s transition
economy that need to be accounted for’ and questioning ‘whether there are methodological
problems’ that led the authors’ findings to not be significant. Governance affects
appointments and dismissals, leading to reverse causality, and methodology problems can be
mitigated by restricting enterprises to where executives were in office year-on-year. Negative
point estimates would encourage a view that political ties lead to principal-agent problems
and a significantly higher proportion of technocrats in the central-superior case, as
hypothesised, would support a view that strong governance offers a collective action solution.
The final part of the method estimates ceteris paribus effects, necessarily based on a set
of assumptions. First, annual trends are cumulative, and policy is assumed to be sustained for
seven years (as in this study of 2010-2017). Second, switching policy (from dual-inferior to
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central-superior and vice versa) is assumed to switch politicisation. Third, performance tends
(for politicised versus depoliticised enterprises) are in the range suggested by the two bestfitting models (based on the chair and on chair and CEO). Fourth, governance affects only the
selected enterprises. Changing assumptions would change the estimate, for example if
governance affects other state-owned enterprises or state-owned enterprise politicisation
affects private firms via isomorphism then the estimate would increase. The ceteris paribus
extrapolation of potential policy effects is presented as a share of gross domestic product.
The aim is to inform a view of how the corporate governance of state owners of enterprises
affects economic development directly and to inform the final chapter discussion of how
governance could affect regime survival strategies that trade off rents for development.

4.4 Methods conclusion
This chapter defines seven governance configurations, key terms for qualitative comparative
analysis (QCA) including condition (changed from) and outcome (changed to), consistency
(proportion of cases for a condition having a particular outcome, ≥0.75 considered consistent)
and equilibria (outcome consistently equals condition). Based on these definitions, agency is
considered to be where there is no consistent outcome, versus structure where there is. QCA
is applied to each category (decentralised, dual, central ownership; inferior, equivalent,
superior authority) and each owner-authority configuration (dual-inferior, dual-equivalent,
dual-superior, central-inferior, central-equivalent, central-superior) to establish whether
governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to other configurations then evolves
with the hypothesised path-dependent structure to new equilibria.
The chapter then determines which of the nine cases are the most similar systems
(except for their state owner governance), selecting Russia versus Kazakhstan for comparative
case study as most similar and with opposite owner-authority configurations. The case study
method follows exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory stages, ending with binomial
analysis (robust to clustering) to test whether executive politicisation is higher under dualinferior than under central-superior governance.
Thirdly, the method aims to explain how reverse causality (performance affecting
executives) can make political ties appear to be resources in nonmarket strategy literature. It
then sets out formal econometric models, paired to leave/mitigate reverse causality, for four
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definitions of enterprise politicisation, aiming to establish forward causality (how executives
affect performance).
The mixed methods design is therefore used to answer three different questions. The
choice of research methods suits the question: QCA for governance configuration changes,
comparative case study for how governance effects politicisation, and formal models to
disentangle forward and reverse causality. These three combine to form a chain and support
discussion of the research question of how the corporate governance of state owners of
enterprises affects elite, economic, and political development in emerging economies.
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Chapter 5: Governance evolution
‘Due to the complexity of broader field settings, one needs to develop more configural
approaches to the study of factors that enhance or detract from the emergence and
robustness of self-organized efforts’ – Ostrom (2009, p409)

5.1 Introduction
Do actors act inconsistently as free agents, or consistently within socially determined
structure when states reform from traditional decentralised ownership under sector
ministries to other owner-authority configurations? Does subsequent governance evolution
reflect inconsistent agency or consistent structure? Is evolution path-dependent? Agency
versus structure is the main debate in this chapter (with principal-agent problems versus
collective action solutions in the next chapter and forward versus reverse causality in the next
but one empirical chapter).
This chapter answers the question of how governance of state owners of enterprises
changes in emerging economies. My goal is to study agency versus structure in state
ownership governance changes. The agency versus structure debate in social sciences is one
of autonomy versus socialisation. Based on empirical literature, I categorise governance as
owner-authority configurations, to analyse governance changes via qualitative comparative
analysis (QCA) that uses Boolean algebra to assess necessary and sufficient conditions for
outcomes. I find inconsistent outcomes in changes from traditional ownership by sector
ministries to dual or centralised ownership and to varied authority categories for state owner
leaders. However, I then find path-dependent structure in further evolution, with ownership
locked in either dual or central ownership and authority evolution depending on ownership.
By assessing necessary and sufficient conditions for outcomes to be found, QCA is well
suited to agency-versus-structure analysis. I consider agency to be where a condition (such as
decentralised ownership) has no consistent outcome configuration (such as to central owners
led with inferior authority) or even consistent outcome category (such as central ownership).
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Rather, agency is evidenced by multiple, inconsistent outcomes. Otherwise, I consider a
consistent outcome as evidence of structure.
This empirical chapter relates to the subsequent two empirical chapters by being the first
of three steps in a chain of causality: state ownership evolves to distinct equilibria, associated
in the next chapter with executive politicisation, in turn associated in the next but one chapter
with enterprise performance trends. The final chapter discusses.
The analytical purpose of starting with a larger set of cases here is to represent emerging
economies. I aim to select cases necessary to represent emerging economies and sufficient
for medium-N study via qualitative comparative analysis. The economies studied are from
each region that has emerging economies. The nine collectively represent about half of
emerging economies by land, population, economy, and stock markets. The empirical section
of this chapter explores and codes the cases.
We know that state ownership does not always remain decentralised as some economies
still have decentralised ownership while many others have fragmented dual or central
ownership (World Bank 2014; OECD, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016a). However, we know little
about how ownership evolves and less about the authority of the leaders of state owners,
who may affect how effective state owners are as intermediaries between the political regime
and state-owned enterprises.
State ownership may be neglected as an institution in political economy, post-communist
politics, and corporate governance literature for good reason. Governance was traditionally
decentralised, under sector ministries, and could change with either inconsistent agency or
more consistent structure. If it changes from traditional decentralised ownership with
inconsistent agency, then it may be an interesting policy instrument, but if it changes with
structure it may less amenable to policy initiatives. Once governance becomes dual or central,
it may then evolve with further agency or structure. If it evolves with agency, then any policy
making may have only short-term consequences. If it evolves with consistent structure, then
policy may have path-dependent long-term consequences and be of more interest in
development theory and in policy.
Literature and international policy organisation reports provide some contradictory
research and guidelines. The OECD (2015a, p18) provides a clear ownership category
preference order favouring central over dual (over unmentioned decentralised): ‘The exercise
of ownership rights should be centralised in a single ownership entity, or, if this is not possible,
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carried out by a co-ordinating body.’ It goes on to say that an owner entity ‘should have the
capacity and competencies to effectively carry out its duties’ which might encourage
authority and make its first-choice configuration central ownership led with authority
superior to ministers (central-superior governance).
The World Bank (2014, pg74), suggests that reform can progress gradually, from
decentralised via dual to central ownership: ‘For countries where centralization is not feasible
in the short term, measures can be taken to improve existing ownership arrangements and
put them on a path toward greater effectiveness and gradual centralization.’ Based on this
toolkit, reforms could be from decentralised to central or, if not immediately feasible, then
from decentralised to dual to central.
However, partial reform authors warn that gradual change may stall. Hellman (1998,
p223) warns that the ‘political dilemma of economic reform is not how to sustain reform in
the net losers in the short term but how to advance reform in the face of efforts by the net
winners to preserve the market distortions that produced their gains in the short term.’ This
would suggest that governance could progress from decentralised to dual but no further if
dual suits the regime, for example if the regime relies on rents and dual ownership facilitates
rents. Acemoglu et al. (2005) also expect to find partial-reform equilibria but look to political
gains more than economic gains as barriers to fuller reforms, as political powers could
redistribute economic gains to themselves. They (p463) ‘emphasized that a theory of why
different countries have different economic institutions must be based on politics, on the
structure of political power, and the nature of political institutions.’

5.2 Theory: agency versus structure
My impetus for this chapter is that after long periods of traditional decentralised ownership
by sector ministries, there should be a contrast between initial agency and subsequent
structure in the evolution of governance of state ownership in emerging economies.
Decentralised ownership is traditional, and traditions are traditions precisely because
they are difficult to change. Traditions do change, occasionally, but require sufficiently strong
agents. The drama of ending decentralised ownership may therefore display agency. Agency
would be indicated by inconsistent outcomes, while a consistent outcome would indicate
structure. My supposition is therefore that when regimes shift from decentralised to some
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other governance configuration, there should be considerable agency – the capacity for the
sufficiently strong agent to act independently and to make their own choices freely.
Exceptional agents may be required to break traditional decentralised ownership, yet
further evolution may be more mundane. Ownership may become stuck, as the partial reform
authors suggest, and not progress through gradual centralisation as the World Bank (2014)
suggests, especially if authority weakens to make governance especially conducive to rent
seeking. Conversely, central ownership may also be a stable equilibrium, reflecting fuller
reform, especially if authority strengthens to make governance especially conducive to
development. Other outcomes that are neither optimal for rents nor development may be
unstable.
My supposition is that after agency in changes from decentralised ownership, structure
takes over. Further evolution is path-dependent, governance evolving towards opposite
owner-authority configuration equilibria. These opposite equilibria present contrasting cases
for comparative case study and econometric analysis in the next two chapters.

5.3 Research Hypothesis
My analysis in this chapter comprises two parts: firstly, changes from traditional decentralised
ownership by sector ministries to one of six owner-authority configurations, and secondly,
evolution within either dual or central ownership categories. I distinguish between these
changes from decentralised ownership and all subsequent changes within dual and within
central for several reasons. After long periods of decentralised state ownership (to the
present day in Mexico and many other emerging economies), breaking traditions may be
exceptional. As decentralised ownership is traditional, there may be a high barrier to change,
maintained by tradition and by sector ministries that own enterprises and their ministers who
form a potential coalition in the regime against reform. However, while change from
decentralised ownership may require sufficient agency to overcome tradition, it does happen,
as evidenced by the existence of dual and central ownership around the world (World Bank
2014; OECD, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016a).
For example, in 1957 India was the first of my nine countries to shift from decentralised
ownership. India inherited traditional decentralised ownership at independence from Britain.
Its first central body for state ownership was a committee (Mascarenhas, 1968). The
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committee was instigated and initially led by Morarji Desai, who had the formal authority of
minister for commerce and industry but greater informal authority, going on to be prime
minister of India. I classify his authority as superior. Desai was able to institute India’s ‘first
attempt at having a central body for public enterprises’ but another influential politician
opposed full centralisation that would create ‘almost a parallel “Industrial Government”’
(Mascarenhas, 1968, p 247). I classify ownership as dual. Opposition to political rivals creating
a pyramid of power is not new and continues to this day (Hale, 2014). Governance changed
in 1957 from decentralised ownership, to the dual-superior owner-authority configuration.
The partial reform authors suggest that there are barriers to gradual reform progressing.
An economist’s view of the reform process may be that there are usually short-term costs of
reform for long-term benefits and the transitional costs in the short term make ‘politicians in
democratic systems … understandably reluctant to undertake radical economic reforms’
(Hellman, 1998, p 203). Hellman describes Adam Przeworski’s metaphor of a daunting valley
of transition to reach the higher hills of full reform. I have much sympathy for this view, and
it is a factor in my final chapter discussion. Politicians in any emerging economy, democratic
or not, may be unwilling to risk short-term regime survival for uncertain development
benefits. However, Hellman’s main point is not to dispute transition costs but to dispute that
transition losers block fuller reform. In his post-communist transition countries, he contends
that losers lack power to block reform and that winners from partial reform block full reforms
that would erode their rents from partial reform.
Acemoglu et al. (2005, p387), discussing institutions as a cause of long-term growth,
agree that ‘groups with greater economic might typically possess greater de facto political
power’ and ‘strive to change political institutions in order to increase their de jure political
power in future’. Institutions are seen as endogenous, determined by society or a segment of
it. Economic winners from partial reform may want to stall reforms causing losses for
themselves, despite aggregate benefits, but groups with political power could make or allow
change and then redistribute benefits to themselves unless they also lost the political power
to do so, and so ‘problems of political losers therefore seem much more important than
problems of economic losers’ (ibid, p435). Economic and political institutions can persist for
long periods but do sometimes change. The authors suggest that most models with ‘multiple
equilibria fail to provide explanations ... for how some societies manage to get into good
equilibria while others do not’ (p399). Research (p463) has ‘not provided convincing
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explanations for why countries differ in their equilibrium set of institutions,’ which ‘must be
based on politics, on the structure of political power, and the nature of political institutions.’
The hypothesis addressed in this chapter reflects the fact that change from traditional
decentralised ownership is conditional on exceptional agents and expects to find considerable
agency, reflected in inconsistent outcomes, in changes from decentralised to dual or central
ownership. I then expect partial-reform and full-reform equilibria, reflected in consistent dual
and consistent central ownership, without gradual centralisation. However, I expect authority
to evolve to fit better with ownership: within dual ownership, towards the dual-inferior
configuration, which is easy to disintermediate for rents, and within central ownership,
toward configurations with stronger intermediation for development. I expect other
configurations to neither be optimal for rents nor development but rather to lead to
contention between politicians seeking to disintermediate state owners and state owners
seeking to intermediate between politicians and enterprises. The other configurations would
then be unstable, and therefore inconsistent or empty equilibria.
First hypothesis: Governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to other
configurations, whereas governance evolves within dual ownership to inferior
authority and within central ownership to greater authority

5.4 Method for Qualitative Comparative Analysis
5.4.1 Benefits of QCA
Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), developed by Charles Ragin (1987), can be ‘best
thought of as a method that formalizes Mill’s methods of difference and similarity over more
than just a handful of cases’ (Hancké, 2009, p62), for example in medium-N comparative
politics (Berg-Schlosser & De Meur, 1994). The method applies Boolean logic to help
understand the necessary and sufficient conditions for an outcome.
Hancké (p77) advises that it is suitable for ‘medium-number comparisons (between, say,
5 and 30).’ He recommends it for social scientists to systematize their material and then to
generalize from it. It is said to be useful when outcomes are configurational, rather than linear
and so not suitable for regression. Cases then retain their integrity as configurations rather
than their factors being analysed separately as variables. It therefore ‘forces you to look at
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the world with different eyes’ (p 82), to think about conditions and outcomes, about necessity
and sufficiency.
Qualitative comparative analysis, as a configurational comparative method, differs from
regression analytic methods in three key aspects (Thiem et al., 2016). The underlying algebraic
system is Boolean rather than linear, associated hypothesis class is implication rather than
covariation, and the concept of causal complexity is conjunction rather than interaction. Since
the hypothesis class is implication, QCA is interested in necessity, equivalence, and sufficiency
(rather than covariation interest in negativity, independence, and positivity). Necessity is
when one condition is required for an outcome to be found, equivalence if and only if
condition and outcome are found together, and sufficiency when the condition is found to
have one outcome. QCA is a research method suited to my question about how governance
evolves, given that my coding is categorical and configurational.

5.4.2 Criticisms of QCA
Qualitative comparative analysis is an increasingly well-established research methodology.
QCA has value as a logical method to analyse observations of categorical variables. As with
any methodology, however, there are criticisms of QCA.
In its original crisp-set qualitative comparative analysis (csQCA) form, variables are
limited to being dichotomous, making researchers convert any continuous variables via what
may be seen as arbitrary divisions (whereas fuzz-set qualitative comparative analysis, fsQCA,
allows continuous variables, limited to a range of 0 to 1). csQCA is a deterministic rather than
a statistical, probabilistic technique as any categorisation loses information, not considering
the relative strength of the independent variable. And while advocating QCA as ‘potentially a
very powerful research strategy’ for social and political research, Hancké (2009, pp82-83),
warns that it is not an easy option, the Boolean algebra being relatively simple but that
‘getting to the point where you can put a ‘1’ or a ‘0’ for a particular case in a truth table may
take a lot of reading, interview, and archival work to reconstruct how the case has evolved.’
These criticisms may have been especially valid when qualitative comparative analysis
was first developed. They have been progressively addressed. csQCA is designed to apply to
multiple dichotomies. Therefore, one solution for more than two (here three) categories is to
covert each multichotomy into multiple dichotomies. For example, I categorise authority as a
trichotomy: inferior, equivalent, superior.
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Multichotomy requires coding other than 0 and 1, for example a trichotomy could be
coded 0, 1, 2. However, trichotomies can be rephrased as two dichotomies: superior or not,
equivalent or not. Multiple dichotomies can be coded with multiple 0s and 1s. For example,
inferior is not superior and not equivalent, so 00. Superior is superior but not equivalent, so
10. Equivalent is not superior but is equivalent, so 01. Authority cannot be superior and
equivalent, so no cases would be coded 11. Each owner trichotomy and each authority
trichotomy would have two codes and so each owner-authority configuration would have
four codes, for example 0000 for dual-inferior.
Another solution to the dichotomy limitation is fuzzy-set qualitative comparative
analysis, fsQCA. In fsQCA, cases are coded anywhere in the range of 0 to 1, for example 0.5.
My authority trichotomy might have been coded inferior = 0.0, equivalent = 0.5, and superior
= 1.0. My owner trichotomy might have been coded decentralised = 0.0, dual = 0.5, and
central = 1.0. Each owner-authority configuration would then have only two codes (dualequivalent would be 0.5,0.5).
Which QCA variant is more suitable depends on the research question. The OECD (2015a)
guidelines for state ownership express a preference order for ownership: central, then dual,
then decentralized. This could encourage applying fsQCA, for example with decentralised as
0, dual as some intermediate value between 0 and 1, and central as 1, though where the OECD
would place dual in the 0 to 1 range is unclear. However, while OECD guidelines are intended
to apply worldwide, OECD members are largely developed economies, which tend to have
stronger rule of law. The OECD is both a research organisation and a policy actor and its
guidelines should be subject to empirical testing. This research aims to add to knowledge of
state ownership governance in emerging economies, including regarding preference order,
and therefore I select the more neutral csQCA over the presumed ordering needed for fsQCA.
Hug (2013) criticises QCA as justifiable to test deterministic hypotheses, given error-free
measures, but few theories yield deterministic hypotheses and few studies offer error-free
measures. The real world is indeed imperfect, though it is also imperfect for regressions,
which also suffer outliers and measurement errors. QCA adapted to real world imperfection
through consistency values, defined for each condition to be the proportion of each outcome
found. In a deterministic world, each condition would have one and only one outcome, so all
consistency values would be 1 for one outcome (always found) and 0 for all other outcomes
(never found). In the statistical, probabilistic real world, consistency values vary between 0.00
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and 1.00, though according to Schneider & Wagemann (2010), values lower than 0.75 should
not be accepted. In line with the literature, I label outcomes with consistency values lower
than 0.75 as inconsistent and values of 0.75 or higher as consistent. If an outcome is never
found (consistency 0.00), it is labelled as empty, as it forms an empty row in a QCA truth table.
Measurement error is a problem for all research. Following Hancké’s (2009) advice for
thorough empirical research, I dedicate most of this chapter to empirical study of the nine
cases, based on reading, interviews, and archival work to reconstruct how the nine cases
evolved and to code each change. For each case, I describe the course of state ownership and
related reforms and how governance evolved, resulting in a table of data for qualitative
comparative analysis.

5.4.3 Coding of QCA
I use a standard QCA software programme, TOSMANA (Cronqvist, 2016), to analyse the data
produced from empirical study. For each case, for each main state owner or main owner
leader change (with or without governance change), I code governance with four binary digits.
These reflect dichotomous answers to four questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is ownership decentralised (1) or not (0)?
Is ownership central (1) or not (0)?
Is authority superior (1) or not (0)?
Is authority equivalent (1) or not (0)?

Answers to these four binary questions can be written in the form 0000. There are sixteen
binary four-digit numbers, but I only use seven (for seven configurations). The other four-digit
numbers are unused, as decentralised has no authority category, ownership cannot be
decentralised and central, and authority cannot be superior and equivalent.
Table 17: Governance four-digit binary coding for TOSMANA analysis
Governance

Decentralised?

Central?

Superior?

Equivalent?

Coding

Decentralised

1

0

0

0

1000

Dual-Inferior

0

0

0

0

0000

Dual-Equivalent

0

0

0

1

0001

Dual-Superior

0

0

1

0

0010

Central-Inferior

0

1

0

0

0100

Central-Equivalent

0

1

0

1

0101

Central-Superior

0

1

1

0

0110
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When governance changes, with a state owner and/or owner leader change, it has a from
code and a to code. These can be the same, if the owner and/or leader change does not
change the governance configuration. For example, if a central owner changed leader from
having the old prime minister to a new prime minister governance remains central-superior
(coded from 0110 to 0110). Each change therefore has a four-digit from code and four-digit
to code, making an eight-digit (one byte) from-to code, for example 01100110 if governance
remains central-superior. I describe such owner/leader changes without governance changes
as equilibria. The diagonal in the table below represents the seven potential equilibria.
Table 18: Governance eight-digit from-to codes
Dual-

Dual-

Dual-

Central-

Central-

Central-

To \ From

Decentralised

Inferior

Equivalent

Superior

Inferior

Equivalent

Superior

Decentralised

10001000

00001000

00011000

00101000

01001000

01011000

01101000

Dual-Inferior

10000000

00000000

00010000

00100000

01000000

01010000

01100000

Dual-Equivalent

10000001

00000001

00010001

00100001

01000001

01010001

01100001

Dual-Superior

10000010

00000010

00010010

00100010

01000010

01010010

01100010

Central-Inferior

10000100

00000100

00010100

00100100

01000100

01010100

01100100

Central-Equivalent

10000101

00000101

00010101

00100101

01000101

01010101

01100101

Central-Superior

10000110

00000110

00010110

00100110

01000110

01010110

01100110

This process converts the two trichotomies of decentralised/dual/central ownership and
inferior/equivalent/superior authority, for governance changed from and to (which can be
the same or different) into an eight-digit (one byte) from-to code. There is a byte of data for
each of sixty-nine changes categorised in my empirical study. Once the data were coded, I
applied TOSMANA software (QCA1 to QCA12) to analyse the twelve category or configuration
conditions for outcome consistency.
The first hypothesis begins with governance changes from decentralised to other
configurations. This is tested through analysis of changes from decentralised ownership: with
decentralised as condition but not outcome. QCA1 analysed the data for changes from
traditional decentralised ownership: first including the many changes from decentralised to
decentralised ownership that predate reforms, then excluding decentralised to decentralised
changes to assess reforms that ended decentralised ownership (in each case except Mexico
that remains decentralised). If this QCA1 run found inconsistent outcomes, it would support
my hypothesis of agency in changes from decentralised ownership, whereas consistent
outcomes would be more indicative of structure.
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The first hypothesis continues with governance evolving via structure within dual
ownership and within central ownership. This is tested through analysis of all changes from
dual ownership (QCA2) and from central ownership (QCA3). The hypothesis that dual and
central ownership are equilibria would be supported if QCA2 and QCA3 find consistent
equilibria category outcomes (ownership consistently from dual to dual and consistently from
central to central) and refuted if they find inconsistent outcomes (ownership often changes).
For robustness, I also analyse changes from each authority category (QCA4-6): from
inferior, equivalent, and superior authority. These are not part of my hypothesis but could
have provided insights if structure were found. The hypothesis is that authority depends on
ownership, so QCA4-6 should find inconsistent outcomes.
The hypothesis is that governance evolves via structure within dual ownership to inferior
authority and within central ownership to greater authority. This is tested by further
TOSMANA analysis, QCA7-12, for each owner-authority configuration condition. There is no
further test for decentralised, as it does not have an authority category (so QCA1 is its test).
There is a test for each of the other six configurations: dual-inferior, dual-equivalent, dualsuperior, central-inferior, central-equivalent, and central-superior.
I theorise that dual ownership helps maximise rents, as regime politicians seeking to
appoint enterprise executives with political ties find fragmented state owners easy to bypass.
Bypassing state owners is made easier by weak authority, so authority tends to weaken under
dual ownership. Dual-inferior governance may then find political support as an institution
(discussed in my final chapter as a regime survival strategy based on rents) and so be stable,
despite consequences for development. The hypothesis is supported if dual-inferior is found
(QCA7) to be a consistent equilibrium (owners and/or leaders come and go but governance
remains dual-inferior) while dual ownership with stronger authority (dual-equivalent and
dual-superior) are inconsistent equilibria (QCA8-9).
Conversely, I theorise that central ownership leads to more effective state owners,
especially if wide de jure ownership is made credible by strong de facto authority, so authority
strengthens under central ownership. The hypothesis is supported if central-inferior is
(QCA10) inconsistent, authority tending to strengthen, but central-equivalent and especially
central-superior (QCA11-12) are consistent. These configurations are hard to bypass and so
make intermediaries credible. They may also find political support, as a regime survival
strategy based on development, so also be stable despite limiting rents.
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5.5 Empirical study
This empirical study is required to provide the data for qualitative comparative analysis. More
generally, it also provides empirical evidence and insights into state ownership to inform my
later discussion of the corporate governance of state ownership of enterprises in emerging
economies and political development.
Following Hancké’s (2009) advice for QCA data gathering, this detailed section reviews
empirical literature and information, leading to a summary table for each of the nine cases.
The literature often discusses ownership of all state-owned enterprises in each country. My
interest lies primarily in the state owners of prominent enterprises, for their relevance to
elite, economic, and political development. The literature provides when/what/who
information: in particular time information, what the main owner was, and who was its leader
(formal title or informal indication). Based on this information, each table categorises
ownership (decentralised, dual, or central) and, for dual or central owners, leader authority
(inferior, equivalent, or superior).
Combining these last two columns of each table creates my data, a governance taxonomy
with seven feasible configurations: decentralised (which has no authority category); dualinferior; dual-equivalent; dual-superior; central-inferior; central-equivalent; and centralsuperior (see figure 1).

5.5.1 India
India had decentralised ownership until 1957, when Morarji Desai made the country’s first
attempt at creating a state owner. His attempt was opposed and resulted in a dual ownership
compromise. Desai quickly moved on and up within government, in opposition, and back into
government as prime minister. His successor was a minister with more normal informal
authority and hence career path. State ownership then slipped to lower levels within
government. It is now a department, led by an Indian administrative service officer, two levels
below a cabinet minister.
India gained independence from Britain in 1947, entered a formative period for
government and the economy (Malenbaum, 1956), and inherited traditional decentralised
state ownership. Although India’s governance change from decentralised ownership in 1957
predates the start of the official history of the current Department of Public Enterprises in
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1965, there is a contemporary source for the period. Mascarenhas (1968), a research officer
at the Indian Institute of Public Administration, was well placed to observe and record the
new administrative system that cut across sector ministries.
His report states that although suggestions for coordinated multi-sector administration
began as early in India’s independence period as 1951, a Projects Coordination Committee
was only finally set up in 1957 and was India’s ‘first attempt at having a central body for public
enterprises’ (Mascarenhas, 1968, p247). It was India’s change from decentralised ownership
to another governance configuration and the earliest such change among my nine cases.
The Projects Coordination Committee ‘comprised of Chairmen and Managing Directors
of all public enterprises’ (ibid, p247) and was itself championed and chaired by a senior Indian
politician, Morarji Desai. Although Desai at the time was minister for commerce and industry,
his informal authority was far greater than that of most fellow ministers. He was to go on to
become finance minister, deputy prime minister, and finally, on his third attempt, the prime
minister of India. Given this evidence of informal authority, I categorise his authority as
superior to ministers.
Desai had, however, a long-running rivalry with another senior Indian politician, Krishna
Menon. Mascarenhas describes how the Krishna Menon Committee did not object to the
Projects Coordination Committee but had serious misgivings if it became ‘almost a parallel
“Industrial Government”’ (ibid, p247). Although the Projects Coordination Committee was
India’s first body for state-owned enterprises coordinating across sectors and was led with
Desai’s formal and informal authority, such opposition kept a strong role for sector ministries.
I therefore categorise India’s change in 1957 as being from decentralised ownership to dual
ownership led with superior authority, and so governance as having changed from
decentralised to the dual-superior configuration.
A scandal brought down Finance Minister Krishnamachari in 1958 (Pandey, 1976), and
when Desai moved from commerce and industry to head the finance ministry, he was
succeeded in industry by Nityanand Kanungo (LokSabha, 2016). Kanungo took over the
Projects Coordination Committee, which remained a form of dual ownership.
However, while Desai was able to convert his informal authority progressively to superior
formal authority, eventually as prime minister, Kanungo’s career moved horizontally, as he
moved from industry to Aviation and then became governor of Gujarat. There is no need to
adjust Kanungo’s formal authority as a minister for unusual informal authority, so I categorise
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his authority as equivalent to that of ministers, and governance under the committee led by
Kanungo as dual-equivalent. Dual ownership led with superior authority had not lasted long,
quickly changing from dual-superior to dual-equivalent.
The Projects Coordination Committee did not meet after 1961, but a Projects
Coordination Cell continued in the Ministry of Industry, became known as the Projects
Coordination Division, and then led to a Bureau of Public Enterprises in the Finance Ministry
(Mascarenhas, 1968). The Cell, Division, and Bureau were under the Ministry of Industry or
Ministry of Finance and coordinated across sectors, working with sector ministries, and so
remained dual ownership. Their various unrecorded leaders though were a level or more
below their ministries’ minister, so they were led with inferior authority. I categorise their
governance as having weakened from dual-equivalent to dual-inferior then remained for long
periods as dual-inferior (since 1961).
The Bureau of Public Enterprises was within the Ministry of Finance but still ‘not
supposed to be a controlling agency in the traditional sense, but an agency to guide and advise
all public enterprises’ (Mascarenhas, 1968, p248), so still dual ownership. The Bureau was
briefly transferred from the Ministry of Finance to the Cabinet Secretariat in 1966 but
returned to the Ministry of Finance six months later. Finance was then led by Morarji Desai,
who had converted his informal authority into formal authority as deputy prime minister, but
he did not lead the Bureau as he had the Committee. Rather the Bureau of Public Enterprises’
director general (DG) reported to the secretary for the Department of Expenditure, who
reported to Desai (Trivedi, 1985). Authority was two levels below minister, so is categorised
as inferior.
Trivedi considered the Bureau ineffective as ‘it does not attract very talented and highly
trained professionals, which in turn leads to the perpetuation of its ineffectiveness’ (Trivedi,
1985, p97). His recommendation was to return the Bureau of Public Enterprises to the Cabinet
Secretariat and to have its director general report to the prime minister. Had its leader been
a direct report of the prime minister, authority might have increased, but Trivedi’s proposal
was not followed and is an unexplored counterfactual. Dual-inferior governance perpetuated.
The Bureau of Public Enterprises instead transferred back to Industry in 1985. Its official
history records its upgrade to become the Department of Public Enterprises in 1990 (DPE,
2015), but still below ministry level. The OECD still classifies India’s ownership as dual (OECD,
2016a). The DPE (2016) states that its director general is an Indian Administrative Service (IAS)
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officer with secretary rank, reporting to the minister of state (deputy minister) for Heavy
Industry and Public Enterprises, who reports to the union (cabinet) minister for Heavy
Industry and Public Enterprises. The Department of Public Enterprises director general is one
level below minister of state, two levels below union minister, and so has inferior authority.
In summary, based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in India as
decentralised from independence; then dual-superior as the Projects Coordination
Committee under future prime minister Desai; then dual-equivalent as the Committee but
under Minister Kanungo; and dual-inferior as a Cell, Division, Bureau, and Department under
various leaders to the recent and current Indian Administrative Service officers with secretary
rank. Based on this empirical literature, I categorise governance in India as changing from
decentralised to the dual-superior governance configuration in 1957, then as evolving within
dual ownership many times while authority weakened, to dual-equivalent and then to dualinferior – where governance remains since 1961 despite many changes of owner and leader.
Table 19: State owners and their leaders in India
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

India

Pre-1957

Sector ministries

India

1957

Project Coord. Cttee

Morarji Desai

Future PM

Dual

Superior

India

1958

Project Coord. Cttee

Nityanand Kanungo

Minister

Dual

Equivalent

India

1961

Project Coord. Cell

Unknown

Unknown

Dual

Inferior

India

Since 1961

Various

Various

Various

Dual

Inferior

India

2015

Dep. Public Enterprises

Ameising Luikham

IAS Officer

Dual

Inferior

India

2016

Dep. Public Enterprises

Seema Bahuguna

IAS Officer

Dual

Inferior

Various sector ministers

Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

5.5.2 Brazil
Ownership was decentralised until 1979. State ownership in Brazil had been under sector
ministers: ‘the system of control that emerged in Brazil through the mid-1970s involved,
primarily, control by a sectorial ministry’ (Trebat, 1983, p110). Economic growth had been
strong and state-owned enterprises played an important role in the early 1970s Brazilian
miracle (DEST, 2015). Decentralised ownership had been intended to ensure fast execution,
but enterprises responded to ministries, which preferred larger firms with more jobs than
efficient firms achieving development goals, and the federal government did not even count
its enterprises until the 1979 ‘creation of the Secretary for SOE control, known as SEST’
(Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2014b, p12). The ‘public enterprises had escaped meaningful control
by the executive branch of government’ (Trebat, 1983, p113) until ‘the Department of Control
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of State Enterprises (SEST, later DEST), [was] created … in the structure of the Presidency of
the Republic, linked to the Department of Planning (SEPLAN)’ (DEST, 2015, pp1-2).
This change from decentralised ownership reflected state-owned enterprise growth and
contemporary events. With ‘the rapid and significant increase in the number of state
enterprises, together with the end of vigorous economic growth cycle, marked by the 2nd oil
crisis and the crash of the New York Stock Exchange in 1979, the creation of a central body
was necessary to coordinate and monitor their performance in order to guarantee the quality
of investment’ (DEST, 2015, p1). SEST was created ‘as the central organ of the subsystem [of]
control capabilities and state-owned enterprises expenditures within the system [of] Federal
Planning’ (ibid, p1-2). However, the system was dual, with sector ministers also represented
on boards, and Brazil still features ‘co-ordination mechanisms, fitting more closely with a dual
model involving both sectoral ministry representation on the board of directors and shared
central co-ordination’ (OECD, 2013, p3). Ownership changed from decentralised to dual.
Antônio Delfim Netto, an architect of Brazil’s 1970s economic miracle decade (Ames,
1990), acted to shift governance from decentralised ownership just as the miracle ended with
the second oil shock of 1979. According to Ames (1990), despite Brazil having a military
government, many observers considered Delfim Netto a leading civilian presidential
candidate, at least at the end of 1979 and beginning of 1980 – though he failed. Had Delfim
Netto led SEST, he would have been categorised as having superior authority.
However, SEST was instead led with inferior authority. Nelson Mortada was an economist
before being appointed as the first secretary of the Department of Control of State
Enterprises (SEST) in 1979, during the 1979-1985 military rule presidency of João Figueiredo:
‘Throughout the Figueiredo government, SEST experienced a period of relative stability
headed by a single secretary, economist Nelson Mortada’ (DEST, 2015, p2). According to
Trebat (1983, p112), ‘SEST would only be successful in curbing politically powerful state
enterprises if it enjoyed powerful political backing of its own. Planning Minister Delfim Netto,
the dominant figure in recent Brazilian policy making, moved to provide this support,
emphasizing his backing for the historic control effort by appointing Nelson Mortada, a highly
regarded top aide of Delfim, to be the first secretary of SEST.’ Mortada might have benefited
considerably from informal authority by association but his patron – Delfim Netto – proved
to be at the peak of his career. According to Ames (1990, p199), while Delfim Netto appeared
to be a presidential candidate in 1979, ‘In the debacle of 1982-84, it was difficult to find
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Brazilians who could recall that Delfim Netto had once been “presidenciável”’. Governance
had changed from decentralised to dual-inferior under SEST led by Mortada.
After military rule ended, under civilian president José Sarney (1985-1990), policy
changed with ‘the first steps to privatization [of] state-owned enterprises as a way to clean
up public expenditure … [and] SEST was transferred from SEPLAN in the Presidency to the
Ministry of Finance, through Decree No. 94159 of March 31, 1987’ (DEST, 2015, p2). President
Sarney transferred SEST back to SEPLAN in October 1988 (DEST, 2015). Governance remained
shared and below ministries, dual-inferior.
In 1990, the National Reconstruction Party’s Fernando Collor became the first directly
elected president since military rule. Brazil was gripped by hyperinflation (World Bank, 2016)
and Collor put privatisation on his agenda. According to Rabelo and Vasconcelos (2002, p13),
‘the debt crisis of the 1980s overburdened these state-owned firms and rendered them
dysfunctional’. Collor abolished SEPLAN and SEST’s technical team was moved down to a
lower level: Control of State Enterprises (CET), in the Union Budget Department, in the
National Planning Secretariat, in the Economy, Finance and Planning Ministry (DEST, 2015).
The owner changed from SEST to CET, but governance remained dual-inferior.
In December 1992, the PMDB regained the presidency, under Itamar Franco. Though
privatisation continued, coordination of state enterprises was assigned to a Department of
Planning and Evaluation – under a recreated SEPLAN (DEST, 2015). The owner was therefore
re-elevated – albeit from under a Department to again be a Department under a ministry, still
dual-inferior governance.
In 1995, Fernando Henrique Cardoso of the Brazilian Social Democracy Party succeeded
Franco. Cardoso instigated state reforms, including turning SEPLAN into the Ministry of
Planning and Budget (MPO) in 1995 and Ministry of Budget and Management (MOG) in 1999.
‘On the same date [1st January 1999], the SEST was transformed into the Department of
Coordination and Control of State Enterprises (DEST), pursuant to Decree No. 2923, becoming
linked to the Executive Secretary of MOG’, (DEST, 2015, p3) which later that year became the
Ministry of Planning, Budget, and Management (MP) that exists today. SEST became DEST but
remained below ministries. This is the current (2017) situation: the director of DEST reports
to an executive secretary, who reports to the Minister of Planning, Budget, and Management.
In 2003, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva changed government policy to include the creation of
new state-owned enterprises. He expanded DEST’s role: ‘DEST has expanded its operations
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beyond the control of revenue and state enterprises expenditures, to also act as a promoter
of good management practices and reference in corporate governance in the public sector’
(DEST, 2015, p3). The governance role was reflected in a 2009 renaming to the Departamento
de Coordenação e Governança das Empresas Estatais, the Department of Coordination and
Governance of State Enterprises. This is its current role and title, still a dual model albeit with
more enterprises to coordinate and a broader coordination role. The emphasis followed,
perhaps not coincidentally, International Monetary Fund assistance during the Global
Financial Crisis. In a subsequent presentation to the OECD Global Network on Privatisation
and Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises, DEST describes shared control of 119
enterprises by the Ministry of Planning (which DEST is under), Ministry of Finance, sector
ministries, and Presidential Staff Office (Pontes, 2010).
Lula served two full four-year terms and remained popular, so when his constitutional
limit was reached in 2011 he was able to usher in as his successor his chief of staff, Dilma
Rousseff, as would be expected by Hale (2014, p304): ‘patronal presidents who became
widely expected to leave office but did not suffer low popularity tended to be successful in
their attempts to install hand-picked “heirs” in office to succeed them.’ Although far less
popular, Rousseff was not a lame duck in her first term and was re-elected in 2015 as ‘those
patronal presidents who were never widely expected to leave the presidency during a specific
upcoming election also tended to be successful in resisting attempts to overthrow them’
(Hale, 2014, p304). However, with a weakening economy and national oil company Petrobras
– the largest state-owned enterprise – engulfed in political corruption investigations,
politicians in general and Rousseff as a former Petrobras director lost further popularity. In
her second and constitutionally final term – making her a lame duck, the second of Hale’s
criteria for presidential ousters – Rousseff was impeached in 2016. A new government formed
in May 2016 under President Michel Temer (who was himself threatened with impeachment).
Director of DEST from 2008-2010 and again since 2011, Murilo Francisco Barella is also
executive secretary of the Interministerial Corporate Governance Committee and a member
of the National Board of Pension Funds. His career was as an economics professor, economist,
and municipal institute director. Barella then became director of the DEST for two years,
briefly secretary of complementary Welfare Policies at the Social Welfare Ministry, an advisor
to the executive secretary of the Ministry of Planning, Budget and Management, then
returned to be the director of DEST in 2011. The director reports to the ministry’s executive
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secretary, Francisco Gaetani, who reports to the planning minister, so the dual owner leader
(Barella) has authority two levels below his minister. The state ownership function is divided
among ministries, the: Ministry of Planning (for corporate governance, appointing one board
member, fixing board remuneration); Ministry of Finance (representing the state at
shareholder meetings); and sector ministries (setting out the board, giving orientation to
investment strategy). It is a dual ownership model, with DEST led by a director two levels
below minister.
In summary, Brazil changed from decentralised ownership to dual-inferior governance in
1979. It has since changed owner and/or owner leader many times under many governments,
always within dual ownership, through various co-ordinating agencies: the Department of
Control of State Enterprises (SEST) – under SEPLAN, Finance, then SEPLAN again; Control of
State Enterprises (CET) – under the Union Budget Department; a Department of Planning and
Evaluation – under a recreated SEPLAN, renamed MPO, MOG, and now MP; and now as the
Department of Coordination and Governance of State Enterprises (DEST). Authority has
remained inferior to ministers, since Nelson Mortada in 1979-85, via various other
department, sub-department, and again department heads, to current DEST director Murilo
Francisco Barella, who is two levels below his minister. Governance remains dual-inferior.
Based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in Brazil as changing from
decentralised to the dual-inferior governance configuration in 1979, then as changing owner
and/or leader many times while remaining always dual-inferior.
Table 20: State owners and their leaders in Brazil
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

Brazil

Pre-1979

Sector ministries

Brazil

1979

SEST

Nelson Mortada

Secretary

Dual

Inferior

Brazil

1985

Various

Various

Various

Dual

Inferior

Brazil

2011

DEST

Murilo Barella

Director

Dual

Inferior

Various sector ministers

Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

5.5.3 Turkey
Ownership in Turkey was decentralised until 1983. Applying a taxonomy developed by
Nordlinger (1977), Tachau and Heper categorise military governments in Turkey: with a
political and economic crisis, labour unrest and deadlock over appointing a new president,
the 1980 coup led to a ‘guardian regime’ to ‘remove corrupt and squabbling politicians,
revamp the machinery of government, and redistribute more political power and economic
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rewards’ (Tachau and Heper, 1983, p28). This led to constitutional change; a stronger role for
the military; stronger presidency – won by coup leader, General Evren; preference for ‘a
regime in which two centrist parties compete in a “responsible” fashion for the right to
govern’; and ‘emphasizing the role of the state in the economy’ (ibid, p32).
Ownership changed from decentralised to dual in 1983. Majority rule returned with the
1983 election victory of Turgut Özal’s Motherland Party. Özal became prime minister, formed
a civilian government and appointed Ekrem Pakdemirli to be his first undersecretary of
treasury and foreign trade (1983-1986). It was a new and powerful position. 1983 Decree 188
formed the Undersecretariat of Treasury and Foreign Trade from the Treasury Directorate,
moved it to directly under the prime minister, took International Economic Cooperation from
the former Ministry of Finance and Foreign Trade, and took Standardization from the Ministry
of Commerce. However, ownership rights were shared. On state-owned enterprises, ‘Özal
stressed the Government’s belief that the State should not compete with the citizens [private
sector] and should aid free enterprise, and divest itself of investments that were neither
economic nor productive’ but, as described by Özel (2014, p75), there was ‘substantial interagency rivalry’ with ‘agencies established as virtual ‘allies’ of reforming governments.’
The first undersecretary had superior authority. Ekrem Pakdemirli was a leading
Motherland Party member in the Grand National Assembly and close friend of Turgut Özal,
Motherland Party chairman, prime minister 1983-1989, and president 1989-1993. According
to Shaked and Dishon (1986, p714), ‘Special importance in this structure was granted to the
new Under-Secretariat for the Treasury and Foreign Trade headed by Ekrem Pakdemirli’
though cabinet colleagues protested that ‘too much power was concentrated in the hands of
Pakdemirli’ (ibid, p715), who had authority in economic matters, enhanced by closeness to
Özal. Pakdemirli is classified as having superior authority.
State owner leadership switched to deputy prime minister Erdem and back to Pakdemirli.
Pakdemirli had such a broad remit – including over state-owned enterprises – that it brought
cabinet conflict, leading to a successful court case, ‘which declared the powers awarded to
the Under-Secretariat null and void and transferred them to the Deputy Prime Minister [Kaya
Erdem]’ (Shaked and Dishon, p715). However, ‘In June 1984 the Government decided to
reissue Pakdemirli’s decisions’ (ibid, p715). Özal had backed his ally, Pakdemirli, against his
own deputy prime minister and finance minister. Leadership changed twice in quick
succession, though authority remained superior.
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Dual ownership was firmly established in law in 1984. Decrees reorganized ministries and
state-owned enterprises ‘and the 32 laws governing their operation were replaced by a single
law’ (Shaked and Dishon, p715). The Turkish Public Administration Annual (Đlkorkor, 2011)
explains that the Undersecretariat of Treasury performs the share ownership function on
behalf of the state. However, its Article 6 requires a six-person board in which the chair plus
four directors are proposed by the minister concerned (sector minister) and only one by the
minister of the Undersecretariat of the Treasury (Gazette, 1984) – giving ownership and one
director to the Undersecretariat but board control to sector ministers, dual ownership.
Undersecretary Ibrahim Çanakci (2014, p1) recognized various ‘stakeholders of the SOE
system - especially the Ministry of Development, Ministry of Finance, Presidency of
Privatization Administration and line ministries’, urging them to ‘continue our efforts on
placing SOEs within a framework that is compatible with international corporate governance
principles’, referring as ‘the first concrete study conducted in this field’ to the OECD
Guidelines on Corporate Governance (2015a).
Authority weakened after Pakdemirli’s second time as state owner leader. I categorise
the five undersecretaries of treasury and foreign trade from 1986 to 1994 as having
equivalent authority (lacking Pakdemirli’s closeness to the prime minister and with more
horizontal careers). Central Bank chairman Yavuz Canevi succeeded Pakdemirli as
undersecretary when Özal was still prime minister. Canevi left to be in business, as managing
director of Bank Indosuez Generale Euro Turk and to chair Türk Ekonomi Bankası. When
President Evren stepped down, Özal took his place. Namik Kemal Kılıç served as
undersecretary while Özal was president (and Pakdemirli deputy prime minister). The
Motherland Party, no longer led by Özal, was defeated in the 1991 general election by its rival,
the True Path party, led by Süleman Demirel. Kılıç became an independent consultant. The
next undersecretary, Tevfik Altinok, served Prime Minister Demirel and his rival, President
Özal, in the sort of divided-executive constitutional arrangement that can lead to contention
(Hale, 2014). Altinok came from private industry and returned to Koc Holdings as a board
member in 1993. Acting undersecretary Kemal Kabataş replaced Altinok, with Osman Unsal
as vice-undersecretary. Unsal then became the final undersecretary of treasury and foreign
trade, on an acting basis for all but his last few weeks. All five had authority equivalent to
ministers.
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The political and economic situation was about to change. Özal died in office and Demirel
stepped up from prime minister to president. However, a currency crisis after ‘remarkable
policy mistakes committed on the monetary front’ led to output loss, devaluation, triple-digit
inflation, and IMF support (Celasun, 1998, p1). According to Celasun (1998), some academic
and policy circles blamed the Treasury for mismanaging financing, while others blamed trade
imbalances. The Undersecretariat of Treasury and Foreign Trade managed both financing and
trade and was broken up into an Undersecretariat of Treasury and an Undersecretariat of
Foreign Trade.
In 1994, state ownership was delegated to a general directorate under the reduced
Treasury. The 1994 Law on Structures and Duties of the Treasury Undersecretariat and the
Foreign Trade Undersecretariat enshrined that the Treasury was to have general directorates
including one for state economic enterprises. Its Article 2b assigned to the directorate the
right to carry out all operations required by the Treasury shareholding (Government of
Turkey, 1994).
Director general authority is inferior to that of ministers. The director general of state
economic enterprises reports to the deputy undersecretary of treasury, who reports to the
undersecretary of treasury. The six director generals from 1995, when the role was first filled,
generally moved within the Treasury bureaucracy or on to embassy roles. The current director
general, Selim Yeşilbaş, is charged with exercising state-owned enterprise ownership
functions (Undersecretariat, 2016), though ownership is shared with other agencies and
board rights are shared with sector ministers, who still appoint most of the board in the dual
ownership system that has existed since 1983-84.
In summary, state ownership was brought under dual ownership in 1983-84, with the
Undersecretariat of Treasury and Foreign Trade owning shares and appointing one board
member but sector ministers appointing the other five board members including the chair.
Authority changed from superior, to equivalent, to inferior: from an undersecretary who, due
to closeness to Prime Minister Özal, had superior informal authority (and later formal
authority as deputy prime Minister when Özal was president), to his deputy prime minister
rival, and back again; then to five undersecretaries with equivalent authority and more
horizontal careers; then to six director generals with inferior authority (reporting to deputy
undersecretaries, reporting to undersecretary ministers).
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Based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in Turkey as changing from
decentralised to dual-inferior in 1983, then as evolving within dual ownership: dual-superior
remained dual-superior for two leader changes ; then authority weakened from dual-superior
to dual-equivalent; dual-equivalent remained dual-equivalent four times with new leaders;
authority then weakened from dual-equivalent to dual-inferior; finally governance remained
dual-inferior five times, with new leaders but no change in governance configuration.
Table 21: State owners and their leaders in Turkey
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

Turkey

Pre-83

Sector ministries

Turkey

1983

Treasury & Trade

E. Pakdemirli

Future Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Turkey

1984

Deputy PM

Kaya Erdem

Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Turkey

1984

Treasury & Trade

E. Pakdemirli

Future Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Turkey

1986

Treasury & Trade

Yavuz Canevi

Undersecretary

Dual

Equivalent

Turkey

1989

Treasury & Trade

Namik Kılıç

Undersecretary

Dual

Equivalent

Turkey

1991

Treasury & Trade

Tevfik Altinok

Undersecretary

Dual

Equivalent

Turkey

1993

Treasury & Trade

Kemal Kabataş

Acting Undersec.

Dual

Equivalent

Turkey

1993

Treasury & Trade

Osman Unsal

Acting Undersec.

Dual

Equivalent

Turkey

1995

DG of SOEs

Recep Özyildiz

Director General

Dual

Inferior

Turkey

1997

DG of SOEs

Ayhan Ozer

Director General

Dual

Inferior

Turkey

1997

DG of SOEs

Ayşe Dönmezer

Director General

Dual

Inferior

Turkey

1999

DG of SOEs

M. Rasgelener

Director General

Dual

Inferior

Turkey

2004

DG of SOEs

M. Pamuksuz

Director General

Dual

Inferior

Turkey

2010

DG of SOEs

Selim Yeşilbaş

Director General

Dual

Inferior

Various sector ministers

Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

5.5.4 Russian Federation
There are many explanations for the Soviet Union’s ultimate collapse. Models by Skocpol
(1979), Evans, Rueschemeyer, and Skocpol (1985), Collins (1995), Goldstone et al. (2010), and
Hale (2014) offer routes to state breakdown including fiscal strain leading to administrative
crisis, conflict within the elites, and popular dissidence. The collapse led to the emergence of
the Russian Federation, among fifteen successor states, and to the rise of its first president,
Boris Yeltsin, and of reformers in government, including Anatoly Chubais. Chubais, born in
1955, was a reformist in Leningrad, now St. Petersburg, where he published articles criticising
state planning and gave seminars attended by, among others, future prime minister Yegor
Gaidar. Chubais organised the Leningrad branch of the Perestroyka (reconstruction) club,
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which had many influential members, including future finance minister Alexei Kudrin. As the
Soviet Union unravelled, Chubais became deputy to Anatoly Sobchak, head of Leningrad City
Council, and an advisor when Sobchak became mayor. Sobchak nurtured future Russian
politicians, including Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev.
Chubais was appointed deputy prime minister, with superior authority, so that ‘in Russia
it was Yeltsin’s close political ally, Anatoly Chubais, who put state property in private hands’
(Hale, 2014, p101). Becoming deputy prime minister was not the peak of Chubais’ career, as
he went on to gain broad responsibility for the economy, to lead Yeltsin’s challenging and
controversial but ultimately successful re-election campaign in 1996, and to become head of
Yeltsin’s presidential administration. Chubais’ appointment just preceded the December 1991
Soviet Union dissolution. The Soviet Union had a policymaking Communist Party Central
Committee and executive Council of Ministers in a ‘parliamentarist formal political system’
until Gorbachev ‘imposed the first office of the “presidency” on the USSR’ in 1990, soon
imitated by the republics (Hale, 2014, p458). Huskey (2016, p60) reports that Yeltsin had seen
Committee and Council converging as ‘Central Committee’s departments have gradually
become all but a copy of the Ministries’ and, with sector ministers having ruled by decree,
‘Gorbachev realized that curbing the power of the [sector] ministries was essential to revive
an economy that had stagnated in the late Brezhnev years’.
Although committees, if passive and overridden by ministers, existed in the Soviet
period, Chubais was the first leader of the State Committee for State Property Management
of the Russian Federation – Goskomimushchestvo (GKI). He led GKI from November 1991 until
November 1994. The GKI, under the government and led by Chubais, focused on enterprises
intended for privatisation while the Russian Federal Property Fund, subordinated to the Duma
parliament, exercised other ownership rights (Fortescue, 1994). State ownership in the
Russian Federation had changed to a dual system. Roles ultimately reversed, the GKI gaining
ownership and RFPF focusing on enterprises for privatisation and operating under the Council
of Ministers. Chubais focused on rapid privatisation, maintaining momentum, in part to make
the transition from Communist government irreversible; this was reflected in his programme
at GKI and later in his leadership of Yeltsin’s challenging re-election campaign against
Gennady Zyuganov, the Communist Party candidate. Yeltsin was by then deeply unpopular
and Zyuganov was initially far ahead in public opinion polls, but Yeltsin was not in his
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constitutionally final term and, when he had a heart attack before the runoff, he disappeared
from public view so as to not change elite expectations (Hale, 2014), avoiding overthrow.
A normative view of development might criticise Russia’s state-owned enterprises,
privatisation creating oligarchs with political influence rather than a wide citizen shareholder
base, and economic performance. However, regime protagonists’ success criteria may have
been irrevocable economic transition – Chubais’ early goal – and political transition from
communism – a goal of Yeltsin. Neither was secured in 1991, or in 1993 when the Duma was
subdued; only the ‘1996 contest proved to all that Yeltsin’s presidential pyramid was superior.
Networks increasingly peeled off Zyuganov’s pyramid as Yeltsin plied his formal and informal
presidential powers’ (Hale, 2014, p135). Privatisation was therefore rapid under Chubais, if
later part reversed after Yeltsin, under President Putin’s state capitalist agenda. The
Communist Party did not regain power after Chubais led Yeltsin’s 1996 campaign, albeit that
was hard fought, involved compromises with oligarchs, and was still close. However, while
the Russian Communist Party continues, it may now be more useful for its un-electability than
a real threat as according to Hale (p482): ‘Putin’s pro-market anticommunism, for example,
has the support of a large majority and helps keep an electorally unviable idea (communism)
institutionalized as his main opposition at the national level’.
Rapid privatisation may reflect views based on the Coase Theorem (Coase, 1937, 1960;
Stigler, 1966), that initial property allocations, even if inefficient, should be followed by sales
to more efficient owners, as they value properties more highly. From this view, privatisation
to workers, citizens, or high bidders may be chosen as a way to gain support and generate
funds, as economic efficiency should ultimately be achieved, regardless of who the first
private owners are. This philosophy is reflected in contemporary views such as that,
‘An efficient market will be most rapidly attained in Russia through the sale of industrial
assets, ideally to anyone who wants to buy them at the highest possible price, but failing
that in such a way that ownership can be freely traded as soon as privatisation has been
completed. This will not only provide useful cash receipts for the government, but, more
importantly, will sooner or later put enterprises into the hands of dedicated, committed
owners with the greatest possible incentive to exercise their ownership rights efficiently’
(Fortescue, 1994, p137).
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Chubais led GKI to adopt mass privatisation, including to: employees and managers – reducing
internal opposition and rewarding workers; citizens through vouchers – potentially producing
widespread ownership and support for privatisation in society; and high bidders – generating
cash flow for a government facing social challenges, a minimal tax base, and inflation.
However, as Coase (1960) argued, real world transaction costs may not allow efficient
bargaining. Private citizens may not value their newly acquired rights, especially in uncertain
transition conditions. Later owners may not be optimal but, as beneficiaries of partial reform
such as privatisation without effective liberalisation or regulation, may become obstacles to
further reform (Hellman, 1998; Acemoglu et al, 2005). The best managers may not have
access to capital in a country transitioning from communism without sources of capital such
as a stock market, bond market, commercial banks, and private wealth. Rapid privatisation
may be judged to have successfully ended the old paradigm, having ‘thrown off the shackles
of communism’ and removed the political and economic power of the old elite, or to have
failed to achieve a new paradigm to ‘transfer that power either to the ‘whole people’ or to a
new ‘middle class’’ and to ‘bring the Russian economy the efficiency and productivity that are
evident in Western market economies’ (Fortescue, 1994, p135).
The State Committee for State Property Management of the Russian Federation,
Goskomimushchestvo (GKI), had assumed a state owner role in 1991, in a dual system with
the Parliament’s Russian Federal Property Fund (RFPF). The GKI focused on rapid
privatisation, making Russia’s transition from communism irreversible. The first GKI leader,
Anatoly Chubais, had deputy prime minister authority, superior to ministers who might
contend ownership rights including privatisation. I classify governance under the GKI and
Chubais as dual-superior.
The GKI had five more deputy prime minister, superior authority, leaders: Vladimir
Polevanov, Sergey Belyaev, Alexandr Kazakov, Alfred Kokh, and Maxim Boiko. Although none
lasted more than a year, all but Polevanov benefited from Chubais’ support. Kokh (1998), GKI
chairman deputy prime minister in 1996-97, describes how, after Black Tuesday in October
1994 – when the Russian rouble fell 20 percent in a day – Deputy Prime Minister for the
Economy Alexandr Shokhin was replaced in a government reshuffle by Chubais, leaving a GKI
leader vacancy. Kokh describes the new leader appointment as political, made by Yeltsin, who
‘nominated Vladimir Polevanov, the governor of the far eastern Amur Region, as Chairman of
the State Property Committee and Deputy Prime Minister, even though the man had
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absolutely no specific economic qualifications for this job’ (Kokh, 1998, p73). Polevanov
criticised the hasty privatisation under Chubais and, rather than support the planned second
round of privatisation, proposed renationalisation, further alarming markets and impacting
foreign direct investment. Kokh describes how Chubais led a campaign to remove Polevanov,
accomplished after just 70 days in office. The other GKI leaders were all associates of Chubais.
According to Medvedev and Shriver (2000, p88), ‘There were many vacancies at the State
Property Committee in late 1991-early 1992, and Chubais invited numerous friends and
acquaintances, mostly from St. Petersburg, to come work with him. These included Alfred
Kokh, Pyotr Mostovoi, Sergei Belyaev, Sergei and Dmitry Vasiyev, Sergei Ignatyev, Maksim
Boiko, Aleksandr Kazakov, Andrei Illarionov, and Pyotr Filippov, among others.’ Belyaev,
Kazakov, Kokh, and Boiko became the next four GKI Deputy Prime Minister Chairmen – with
superior authority, and informal backing as Chubais remained in government or the
Presidential Administration.
In November 1997, Chubais was ousted from his finance minister position in a cabinet
reshuffle, from which he has not recovered politically. Ironically, he retained his first deputy
prime minister title for a few months, as that had been used as a pretext to remove him from
office. Prime Minister Chernomyrdin barred first deputy prime ministers – Chubais and
Nemtsov – though not deputy prime ministers, from executive ministerial posts such as
Finance: a symbol of Chubais’ superior authority was used against him. Although technically
still second only to the prime minister in the government, November 1997 marked the end of
Chubais’ period leading reform and of his informal support to all but his immediate successor
deputy prime minister GKI chairman. In March 1998, Chubais left government to chair a stateowned enterprise (Unified Energy Systems) for ten years, then lead a new state owner
(Rusnano).
Farit Gazizullin had been a hydro engineer and involved in Komsomol, the Communist
Party, and Soviet Government bodies before becoming first deputy chairman of the Tatar
ASSR Region State Planning Committee during the Soviet period (Gazprom, 2016). In the new
Russian Federation, the Tatar ASSR became the Republic of Tatarstan, and Gazizullin became
a regional deputy prime minister of the Republic of Tatarstan and chair of its State Property
Committee from 1991-95. He moved to Moscow as national GKI first deputy chairman, first
deputy state property minister, Russian Federation, in 1996. In the November 1997 cabinet
reshuffle, in which Chubais was moved out of government, Gazizullin moved into the cabinet
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as its first minister for a new Ministry of State Property, the successor to GKI. In 2000, under
new president Vladimir Putin, the Ministry was renamed the Ministry of Property Relations,
but Gazizullin remained minister. Therefore, for the period in which the owner was a Ministry,
1997-2004, it had just one minister, who had worked his way up through regional and national
owner positions. While the state owned only some of its enterprises via the Ministry, these
included a large stake in Gazprom and, soon after becoming minister, Gazizullin took a seat
on Gazprom’s board (Gazprom, 2016). The period from 1997 to 2004, under Minister
Gazizullin, is the second, dual owner led with equivalent authority, phase of Russian
Federation state ownership.
Hale (2014, p275) sees Putin as differing from Yeltsin in being more cautious, ‘leading
him [Putin] to take greater advantage of patronal presidential power to control the Russian
political environment even when he could probably win handily even in a completely free and
fair contest.’ This was evident in his first term, during which the ‘most important change he
made was in radically reducing the autonomy allowed to the sub patrons in the system and
thereby tying them more tightly into the pyramid of power he established’ (p270). Putin was
re-elected as president in March 2004, for a second and constitutionally final consecutive
term, though it turned out to not be his final non-consecutive term. Although this might have
given him lame-duck status, he was personally popular, reducing the risk of elite defections
to another rival, as he ‘cultivated a sense of inevitability’ (Hale, 2014, p276). In March 2004,
the month Putin was re-elected for his second term as president, the Ministry of Property
Relations was downgraded to fall under the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade as
a Federal Agency: initially the Federal Agency of Property Relations and since 2008 the Federal
Agency for State Property Management – Rosimushchestvo. Consequently, leader authority
was downgraded to a deputy minister, reporting to the minister for economic development,
Herman Gref. Gref had worked in the St. Petersburg City Administration with Vladimir Putin
in the mid-1990s and been first deputy minister of state property under Gazizullin in 19982000. Governance had changed from dual-equivalent to dual-inferior.
The period since March 2004 has seen five deputy ministers, each with inferior authority,
lead the Agency: Valery Nazarov (March 2004 – May 2008); Yury Petrov (May 2008 –
December 2011); Gleb Nikitin as acting head (December 2011 – June 2012); Olga Dergunova
(June 2012 – April 2016); and Dmitry Pristanskov since April 2016. Each deputy minister
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except Olga Dergunova had St. Petersburg law or city government connections, where Putin,
Medvedev, and others had worked.
Valery Nazarov may have gained some informal support by association with Putin, having
worked in the St. Petersburg City Administration, briefly as chief of the Control Directorate of
the Russian Presidential Administration – a role Putin had once held – then moving swiftly to
the position of deputy minister. Nazarov went on to head a state-owned enterprise,
Rusagroleasing. During Nazarov’s tenure, new owners emerged. There had always been
enterprises outside the GKI/Ministry/Rosimushchestvo: the central bank holding in Sberbank;
Rosneftegaz in Rosneft; sector ministries and their federal agencies in post, rail, etc. However,
new state corporations were created, mainly in 2007, outside Rosimushchestvo and not even
subject to the Federal Audit Chamber, potentially creating ‘problems with the legal
construction of State Corporations … contrasted with the OECD guidelines on Corporate
Governance of SOEs’ (Sprenger, 2010, p97).
Yuri Petrov, a St. Petersburg lawyer and law lecturer, worked for the Russian Federal
Property Fund from 2002-2008, first as its legal department head, then as its deputy
chairman, and then as acting chairman. He switched to leading Rosimushchestvo from May
2008 until December 2011. He left to join the Duma, representing the United Russia party and
being first deputy chairman of the Duma Committee on Property.
Gleb Nikitin had been St. Petersburg State Property Administration head before joining
Rosimushchestvo in 2004. When Petrov joined the Duma, Nikitin, as Petrov’s deputy, became
acting deputy minister from December 2011 to June 2012. Nikitin moved on to the Ministry
of Industry and Trade, remaining a deputy minister, becoming a first deputy minister in 2013.
Olga Dergunova stands out as the only Putin-era Rosimushchestvo leader without a St.
Petersburg law or city government background. Rather, she joined Microsoft Russia in 1994
as its thirteenth employee and managed it until 2007. She then joined state-owned bank VTB
as a member of its management board until being appointed to lead Rosimushchestvo and
hence be a deputy minister. Following disputes with ministers regarding contributions to the
state budget, including from the pace of privatisation and state-owned enterprise dividends,
Prime Minister Medvedev dismissed Dergunova from Rosimushchestvo in April 2016. She was
appointed deputy president-chairman of VTB’s management board in June 2016, with a
technical mandate to ‘oversee the comprehensive integration of IT platforms as part of the
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upcoming merger of VTB Group’ (VTB, 2016, p1). Rosimushchestvo owns the state’s stake in
VTB so she had moved from owner to one of its enterprises.
Dmitry Pristanskov was a St. Petersburg lawyer in the City Prosecutor’s Office after
graduation from 1999 until 2001, in various companies from 2001 until 2005, then in
Rosimushchestvo from 2005 until 2014, reaching the position of deputy head. After leaving
to be director of federal and regional programmes at MMC Norilsk Nickel, he was recalled to
Rosimushchestvo in 2016 as its deputy minister leader.
In summary, state ownership in the Russian Federation since 1991 has remained dual,
shared between a Committee, Ministry, then Federal Agency – and several other owners.
However, leader authority has changed, with three distinct periods. From 1991 to 1997,
leaders had superior authority as deputy prime ministers – for almost all this period, the
leader was Anatoly Chubais or four of his protégés. From 1997 to 2004, a ministry (once
renamed but unchanged) had a single minister, Farit Gazizullin, a state property management
careerist, with equivalent authority. Since 2004, Federal Agency leaders have been deputy
ministers, with inferior authority. All but one of the five deputy ministers shared PutinMedvedev backgrounds of St. Petersburg law, city administration, or both. The exception,
with a business/IT background, Olga Dergunova, was dismissed and returned to a stateowned enterprise she had worked for and acted as owner of while leading the Agency.
Current (2017) deputy minister Dmitry Pristanskov has a St. Petersburg background, business
experience, and long state ownership career in Rosimushchestvo.
Table 22: State owners and their leaders in Russia
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

Russia

Pre-91

Sector ministries

Russia

1991

GKI

Anatoly Chubais

Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Russia

1994

GKI

Vlad. Polevanov

Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Russia

1995

GKI

Sergey Belyaev

Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Russia

1996

GKI

Alex. Kazakov

Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Russia

1996

GKI

Alfred Kokh

Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Russia

1997

GKI

Maxim Boyko

Deputy PM

Dual

Superior

Russia

1997

Ministry

Farit Gazizullin

Minister

Dual

Equivalent

Russia

2004

Rosimushchestvo

Valery Nazarov

Deputy Minister

Dual

Inferior

Russia

2008

Rosimushchestvo

Yury Petrov

Deputy Minister

Dual

Inferior

Russia

2011

Rosimushchestvo

Gleb Nikitin

Deputy Minister

Dual

Inferior

Russia

2012

Rosimushchestvo

Olga Dergunova

Deputy Minister

Dual

Inferior

Russia

2016

Rosimushchestvo

D. Pristanskov

Deputy Minister

Dual

Inferior

Various sector ministers
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Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

Based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in the Russian Federation as
changing from decentralised to dual-superior governance in 1991, then as evolving within
dual ownership: dual-superior to dual-superior five times; then authority weakened from
dual-superior to dual-equivalent; then authority weakened from dual-equivalent to dualinferior; finally remaining dual-inferior four times, with new leaders but unchanged
governance configuration.

5.5.5 Indonesia
Governance was decentralised until the Asian financial crisis in 1998. Under Indonesia’s long
serving, post-independence presidents, Sukarno (1945-1967) and Suharto (1967-1998), ‘Most
state enterprises were overseen by the ministries responsible for the technical fields
concerned. Thus, state-owned plantations reported to the minister of agriculture,
telecommunications enterprises to the minister of communications, and so on’ (Clear,
Emmerson, Hefner, Murphy, & Bresnan, 2005, p206).
According to Reinhart and Rogoff (2009, p18), leading up to the 1990s Asian Crisis, the
thinking was: ‘The region has conservative fiscal policy, stable exchange rates, high rates of
growth and saving, and no remembered history of financial crises.’ It followed a period of
currency calm and financial liberalisation, which may have contributed to the subsequent
crisis ‘amidst an environment of weak regulation and poor banking supervision’ as ‘capital
inflows can on occasion be too much of a good thing’ (Kaminsky & Reinhart, 1999, p495).
There was little economic pressure for change until the Asian Crisis as ‘Indonesia’s economic
performance over the past three decades … ranked among the best in the developing world,
with real GDP growth averaging about 7 percent annually since 1970 resulting in average
income more than quadrupling in the space of a single generation’ (Harvie, 1999, p2).
However, the crisis badly affected Indonesia, ending Suharto’s presidency and leading to
International Monetary Fund and World Bank assistance. IMF first deputy managing director
Stanley Fischer (Fischer, 1998, p170) noted that Indonesia ‘requested IMF assistance at an
earlier stage [than Thailand or Korea], and at the start – in early November [1997] – the reform
program seemed to be working well. But questions about the implementation of the program
and the President’s [Suharto’s] health, as well as contagion from Korea, all took their toll.’
According to the October 1997 IMF (1998, clause 44) agreement, state-owned enterprise
oversight was to move from sector ministries, a privatisation board was to be established,
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non-viable enterprises were to close, and a review in collaboration with the World Bank would
swiftly ‘result in a comprehensive program to improve fiscal efficiency and restructure stateowned enterprises and strategic industries’ to ‘be completed in six months.’ Governance
changed from decentralised to central.
IMF loan conditionality dictated centralisation, privatisation, and regulation – of which
centralisation made the greatest progress. By May 2000, there were ‘144 SOEs under the
management of the Ministry of Investment and State-Owned Enterprises’, the main
exceptions being banks; smaller local government enterprises; and state oil and gas monopoly
Pertamina – ‘given its special status’ according to a later state-owned enterprises deputy
minister (Tjager, 2000, p9). Although some banks were transferred to the Ministry of Finance,
this was to promote their restructuring and central state ownership may exclude banks, as it
does for example in China, to separate state lenders from borrowers. The OECD (2016a, p27)
classifies Indonesia as having been ‘centralised under one agency or ministry … In Indonesia,
a dedicated Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises exercises the state ownership function.’
Suharto appointed Tanri Abeng in March 1998 as the first minister of state-owned
enterprises, with equivalent authority. Abeng was born in 1942 to a poor, rural family. He
studied in the US under an American Field Service exchange program and, after university in
Indonesia, returned to the US to complete an MBA. This local-US mix led to a career in
multinationals: Union Carbide in Indonesia and Singapore, Heineken Indonesia CEO and then
chair while being CEO of Bakrie & Brothers, a local conglomerate. He held other positions,
including B.A.T. Indonesia chair, including as a Jakarta Stock Exchange commissioner and on
the National Education Board (Abeng, 2016). Abeng made a limited move into politics to
represent the government political party, Golkar, in the Supreme Deliberative Council. In
January 1998, during the economic crisis, he was appointed to the National Economic
Resilience Council to advise President Suharto on economic policy (ibid).
By October 1998, the government had a master plan for enterprise reform, restructuring,
and privatisation, and plans for each enterprise (Harvie, 1999). The ‘objectives for the new
Ministry at that time were twofold: to sell share packages of several enterprises in order to
generate revenues for the state budget – which was one of the conditions for IMF and World
Bank financing; and to “reform” the state enterprise sector’ (Tjager, 2000, p6). While
centralisation made great progress, privatisation proved limited by economics and politics.
The master plan ‘announced their intention to privatise all but a few selected enterprises out
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of the present number of 150 state-owned enterprises over the next decade, starting with an
aggressive sales plan during the next three years … by March 1999 the privatisation program
had fallen behind schedule largely because market conditions remained unfavourable’
(Harvie, 1999, p13). Clear et al. (2005, p206) suggest that: ‘state ownership worked in the
interest of the civilian and military bureaucracies that held power during the late Sukarno
years and throughout the Suharto presidency, providing them with sources of income, both
personal and institutional, that helped hold the political regime together.’
Prior to the crisis, capital account opening and interest rate liberalisation had led external
financing to change from mainly foreign direct investment to short-term inflows to firms,
repayment of which put firms at the centre of the crisis. Domestic banks ‘faced mounting loan
defaults as high domestic interest rates and the economic slowdown affected the ability to
service their obligations’ (Harvie, 1999, p10), let alone to finance much privatisation.
Transferring ownership within the state, from ministries to the new central State-Owned
Enterprises Ministry, proved easier than from state to private ownership.
Creating the IMF-dictated Ministry and appointing US-educated Abeng its initial leader
may be seen as adopting a ‘worldwide model constructed and propagated through global
cultural and associational processes’ (Meyer, Boli, Thomas, & Ramirez, 1997, p144-145).
Indonesian politics and regional economics were unstable, and this aspect of globalisation is
an accelerated example of what Riain (2000, p188) describes as a ‘politically contested
process, in which different state-market models of interaction come into conflict locally,
nationally, and transnationally.’
Abeng remained minister of state-owned enterprises under Habibie, whom Suharto
quickly swore in as his successor to pre-empt his own ousting. However, according to
Vatikiotis (1998, p232), ‘Confused and abrupt, the end to Suharto’s long rule left Indonesia
with a host of problems but no stable or powerful leadership to resolve them’ so ‘students
almost immediately demanded his [Habibie’s] resignation and elections and continued their
protests.’ Although many officials survived in cabinet, including Abeng, power shifted towards
the military and the Muslim ulama of learned scholars. Habibie became president on
Suharto’s resignation but lacked full support in his own party, Golkar, a faction of which voted
with the opposition against his accountability speech to parliament the following year. The
speech was rejected by 355 votes to 322 and, though a narrow defeat, Habibie withdrew his
candidacy for the forthcoming presidential elections; these were won by Abdurrahman Wahid
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who became president from October 1999. Wahid was already president of the Nahdlatul
Ulama, an independent Islamic organisation, and had founded the National Awakening Party
(PKB) in 1998, which had taken 12 percent of the vote in the legislative elections in June 1999.
Golkar backed Wahid against Megawati Sukarnoputri and her PDI-P, which had won 33
percent of the vote. Wahid was elected president by parliament, not directly, with 373 votes
to Megawati’s 313 votes, though to quell resulting riots she became vice president. Wahid
formed a government of national unity, in which the minister for investment and state
enterprises was a PDI-P member, Laksamana Sukardi (Smith, 2001). According to Smith (2001,
p14), however, though the cabinet supported ‘the economic direction taken by the Wahid
administration’, there was ‘lingering concern over party and personality conflict … evidenced
in the sackings of two ministers, Laksamana Sukardi and Jusuf Kalla, the former on
unsubstantiated claims of corruption. The replacements were Rozy Munir as minister for
investment and state-owned enterprises and Luhut Panjaitan as minister for trade and
industry.’
Despite the weak position in parliament of Wahid’s party, the new cabinet ‘defied all
expectations of either a multi-party or a non-partisan technocratic cabinet and opted for an
executive mostly drawn from his [Wahid’s] party and supporters’ (Smith, 2001, p14).
According to Clear et al. (2005, p207), ‘Wahid wanted to use the state enterprises to help
build a war chest for the 2004 elections, and Sukardi was soon replaced by the leader of the
Nahdlatul Ulama [Wahid]. The first serious effort at state enterprise reform thus collapsed
before it got started.’ Wahid moved ministers, merged some ministries, and abolished others,
including the Ministry of Investment and State-Owned Enterprises. State ownership remained
centralised but was downgraded to be an Echelon I unit, under the Ministry of Finance, with
then deputy minister for state-owned enterprises Nyoman Tjager becoming its director
general, with inferior authority. Governance had changed from central-equivalent to centralinferior.
This authority downgrade was for less than a year. The reshuffle had been an important
event in the political contest between Wahid and his vice president and successor, Megawati
Sukarnoputri, daughter of President Sukarno. In July 2001, parliament impeached Wahid and
removed him from office; he was succeeded as per the constitution by Vice President
Sukarnoputri who was to serve the remainder of the presidential term to 2004. Sukarnoputri
reappointed Laksamana Sukardi as minister in a re-promoted Ministry of State-Owned
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Enterprises – if not also of Investment as it had been before. Ownership remained central and
authority had quickly returned to minister equivalent level, having moved from equivalent to
inferior back to equivalent within a politically turbulent year.
Sukarnoputri was able to complete the presidential term in office begun by Wahid, to
October 2004, but was then defeated in elections by Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, a retired
army officer who went on to serve the maximum two five-year terms to October 2014. During
his tenure, ‘Key position in economic ministries were awarded both to pro-market and
protectionist groups’ according to Liddle and Mujani (2005, p119). Yudhoyono appointed four
ministers of state-owned enterprises during his ten years as president: Dr Sugiharto (October
2004-May 2007); Sofyan Djalil (May 2007- October 2009); Mustafa Akubakar (October 2009
– October 2011); and Dahlan Iskan (October 2011- October 2014). Sugiharto had been CEO of
Medco Group, chair of Pertamina – the largest state-owned enterprise and ironically one of
the few large state-owned enterprises not under the Ministry, and head of the Indonesian
Muslim Brotherhood. Djalil had been information and communication minister before leading
the ministry of state-owned enterprises. He left cabinet for Yudhoyono’s second term but
returned under President Widodo as coordinating minister for economic affairs, if only from
October 2014 to August 2015, before becoming head of the National Development and
Planning Agency, again as a minister. He therefore had minister authority before and during
his time leading the central state owner; he left government, returned briefly in a superior
role, then returned to minister level. Akubakar, a former World Bank consultant, had been
acting governor of Aceh province since 2005 (when his predecessor was indicted for
corruption after Aceh took the brunt of the December 2004 Asian Tsunami) and chair of the
Indonesian Bureau of Logistics, which he reformed after his predecessor there was also
indicted. Dahlan Iskan had been Indonesia’s State Electricity Company CEO before being
promoted to lead its Ministry owner. All four ministers had either a peak at minister authority
or, in Djalil’s case, uneven progress. All are categorised as having equivalent authority.
Current (2017) President Joko Widodo, a member of the Indonesian Democratic Party of
Struggle chaired by Megawati Sukarnoputri, appointed Rini Soemarno to be minister of stateowned enterprises after her career in private business and as minister of industry and trade
in 2001-2004 under Sukarnoputri. She led Widodo’s transition team and was the first cabinet
member confirmed by the new administration. She was reappointed in the 2016 cabinet
reshuffle.
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In summary, ownership in Indonesia changed from decentralised to central during the
Asian crisis of 1998 and has remained central. Central owner leaders have been cabinet
ministers, with equivalent authority – except for a period of less than one year in 2000-01.
During that brief interregnum, the central owner became a unit under the Ministry of Finance,
led by a director general who had been a deputy minister. For most of the ministers, the role
was the peak of their political career. The exception, Sofyan Djalil, had a largely minister
equivalent career with a period out of office and a short period with superior authority before
returning to equivalent level. Since the Asian crisis and IMF-inspired policy change of 1998,
except for brief inferior authority in 2000-2001, state ownership has remained categorised as
central and authority as equivalent.
Based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in Indonesia as changing from
decentralised to central-equivalent in 1998, then as evolving within central ownership:
central-equivalent to central-equivalent twice; then authority weakened briefly from centralequivalent to central-inferior; then authority quickly strengthened back from central-inferior
to central-equivalent; finally remaining central-equivalent five times, with new leaders but
unchanged governance.
Table 23: State owners and their leaders in Indonesia
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

Indonesia

Pre-98

Sector ministries

Indonesia

1998

M. of Inv. & SOEs

Tanri Abeng

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

1999

M. of Inv. & SOEs

Laksamana Sukardi

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

2000

M. of Inv. & SOEs

Rozy Munir

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

2000

DG of SOEs

Nyoman Tjager

Director General

Central

Inferior

Indonesia

2001

Ministry of SOEs

Laksamana Sukardi

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

2004

Ministry of SOEs

Dr Sugiharto

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

2007

Ministry of SOEs

Sofyan Djalil

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

2009

Ministry of SOEs

Mustafa Akubakar

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

2011

Ministry of SOEs

Dahlan Iskan

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Indonesia

2014

Ministry of SOEs

Rini Soemarno

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Various sector ministers

Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

5.5.6 South Africa
State ownership was decentralised until 1999. Seidman (1999, p420) describes how South
Africa was changing from being unique: ‘For fifty years, it stood in the annals of social science
as a monument to racial inequality’. Apartheid had been ‘gradually constructed following the
Nationalist Party’s election victory in 1948’ (p421) but the ‘thrilling release of political
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prisoners, the end of apartheid’s strict racial segregation, the first democratic elections’ were
allowing ‘re-invention of South Africa as a more-or-less ordinary society’ (p420) albeit scarred
by its past. Enterprise restructuring began under apartheid, after foreign loans were cut off in
1985, with a 1987 White Paper on Privatisation and Deregulation, leading to the creation of
a Department of Privatisation though not of state ownership just prior to democratisation
(Mokwena, 2012). There was much to privatise as the ‘post-apartheid government inherited
well over 300 state-owned enterprises. A startling 50 percent of South African fixed capital
assets were in state hands when the Mandela government took office in 1994’ (Jerome, 2006,
p6). Privatisation was slow, with few visible results, leaving most intended objectives
unrealised, due to half-hearted government (Jerome, 2006).
According to the OECD (Balbuena, 2014), state ownership across much of southern Africa
followed similar reform paths: firstly deregulation, restructuring, and some privatisation;
secondly a refocus on efficiency and effectiveness with some re-nationalisation; thirdly
gradual opening with some private participation; and fourthly ‘rationalising state ownership,
establishing clear ownership policies underpinned by a coordinated ownership function, and
supported by sound corporate governance principles and practices’ (p8). South Africa was at
the second stage until 1999 as, according to the Treasury (1998, p24), there were ‘about 800
public entities and agencies ranging from large, well-known operations like Eskom and S.A.A.
to smaller operation and institutions … they are generally accountable to a Board appointed
by an appropriate Minister.’ This constituted decentralised ownership.
One apartheid feature had been the forced movement of people based on race yet one
person who had been forcibly moved became a post-apartheid minister. Jeff Radebe, born in
1953, served a prison sentence on Robben Island with Nelson Mandela. He remained close to
Mandela, even chairing his Eightieth Birthday Committee in 1998. Radebe had been ‘a senior
member of the exiled ANC when he was captured inside South Africa in the mid-1980s while
working underground’ (Buntman, 2003, p149) and he was active in the ANC's political
department. He was head of the department by the time he left prison (Presidency of South
Africa, 2016). Radebe became minister of public works in Mandela’s first post-apartheid
government in 1994 and is South Africa’s longest serving cabinet minister, having served in
every post-apartheid cabinet.
Radebe proposed replacing the ineffective Office of Privatisation with a ministry level
actual owner – the Department of Public Enterprises: Minister Jeff Radebe proposed
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upgrading the Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) as a National Government Department
(DPE, 2015). However, only some enterprises were transferred from ministries to the DPE:
electric utility Eskom; transport companies SA Express and Transnet, including South African
Airways and Spoornet; Alexkor in mining, Denel in defence, and South Africa Forestry
Company Limited (DPE, 2017). The DPE does not own other major enterprises: Telkom SA,
Industrial Development Corporation, South African Post Office, Rand Water, South African
Broadcasting Corporation (SABC), etc. By turnover, the DPE owns around half of top nonfinancial state-owned enterprises in South Africa (Jerome, 2006); this constitutes dual
ownership.
Radebe himself became the first DPE minister, from 1999 to 2004. Had Mandela
remained president, rather than stepping down after a single term, close association may
have given Radebe superior authority. However, while the DPE decision was made under
Mandela, Thabo Mbeki enacted it. Radebe’s career remained horizontal, at minister level.
Although Radebe, with apartheid-era credentials and relationships, was able to half-centralise
ownership, many minister peer biographies indicated similar informal authority. I classify his
authority as equivalent.
Division of state ownership between the DPE and other ministries was reflected in the
establishment of an Interministerial Cabinet Committee (IMCC) on the Restructuring of State
Assets to ‘ensure a consistent approach to restructuring across government and address
perceived market uncertainties about government’s restructuring priorities’ (Jerome, 2006,
p9). The IMCC produced ‘An Accelerated Agenda Towards the Restructuring of State Owned
Enterprises Policy Framework’, issued by Radebe (2000, p1). It proposed a restructuring
programme; this involved not just privatisation but options including redesigning
management within enterprises, attracting equity partnerships, divestment in whole or part,
and turnaround initiatives. Rather than consistency, it covered a wide policy range. Radebe
even suggested that as implementation unfolded, areas may require revisiting to meet goals
as broad as: efficiency yet growth in employment; targeting foreign investors to access
globally competitive technology yet promoting empowerment by broadening local
ownership; and achieving a reduction in public borrowing. The policy framework was to
provide consensus for all stakeholders, leaving it unfocused.
Restructuring was to happen in one electoral cycle: ‘completion of the restructuring
programme was scheduled for the end of 2004’ (Jerome, 2006, p10). However, Jerome (2006,
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p14) concludes that the programme achieved little, ‘characterised by a series of fits and starts
… [privatisation] has not generated as much revenue as expected … and also delivered very
little in the area of black economic empowerment.’ Jerome attributes this to the political
situation: ‘This approach to restructuring and privatisation has been shaped by the political
need to maintain the Tripartite Alliance of the African National Congress, South African
Communist Party and the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU)’ (p12).
The DPE minister changed with changes of government, or rather, in South Africa, with
changes of president as, since the end of the apartheid era, there has been a stable governing
coalition of the African National Congress and its allies – the South African Communist Party
and the Congress of South African Trade Unions. Since Nelson Mandela stood down after one
term as the first post-apartheid president of South Africa, the president role has not been
without controversy. In 2004, when Thabo Mbeki was re-elected for his second term, he
formed a new cabinet. Jeff Radebe moved from Public Enterprises to Transport. He later
became minister for health, for justice and constitutional development, and as minister in the
presidency is leading the National Development Programme (Presidency of South Africa,
2016). Radebe, having been in every post-apartheid cabinet, is the longest standing cabinet
minister – but reached no higher.
Radebe’s successor as minister of public enterprises was Alexander Erwin. Erwin was a
trade union leader during apartheid, including as general secretary of the Federation of South
African Trade Unions (FOSATUA). He became deputy minister of finance then minister of
trade and industry from 1996-2004 under Mandela and in Mbeki’s first cabinet. Erwin became
minister of public enterprises during Mbeki’s second cabinet, from 2004 to 2008.
After being re-elected, Mbeki swiftly removed deputy president Jacob Zuma in 2005,
after Zuma was implicated in a corruption scandal, splitting support in the ANC. By that time,
Mbeki was losing popularity and in his constitutionally final term, encouraging elite defections
(Hale, 2014), especially after he announced in 2006 that he would not use the ruling party
majority in Parliament to change the constitution to allow him to stand again. In 2007, Mbeki
and Zuma contested the ANC Party presidency, a form of elite primary, which Mbeki lost to
Zuma despite being the incumbent ANC Party president and president of South Africa. Zuma’s
corruption charges were quashed on procedural grounds, clearing the way for a presidential
challenge. He led the ANC National Executive Committee to declare Mbeki unfit to lead South
Africa, leading Mbeki to resign in September 2008, and Erwin to resign with him along with
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other ministers, though many others offered themselves for re-appointment. Erwin reached
no higher in politics than minister and now chairs Ubu Investment Holdings. I classify Erwin’s
authority as equivalent
The National Assembly voted in ANC deputy president Kgalema Motlanthe as president
of South Africa for the short remainder of Mbeki’s term. Brigitte Mabandla, formerly minister
of justice and constitutional development, briefly became his minister of public enterprises,
from September 2008 until May 2009. She was a member of the ANC National Executive
Committee until 2012 but so were many other ministers. I classify Mabandla’s authority as
equivalent.
In 2009, the ANC-led National Assembly elected Zuma as president of South Africa. He
appointed Malusi Gigaba as minister of public enterprises. Gigaba had been head of the ANC
Youth League from 1996 and became deputy minister of home affairs in 2004 before
becoming DPE minister in 2009, moving on to be minister of home affairs in 2014. I classify
Gigaba’s authority as equivalent.
Although Zuma initially said he would serve only a single term, he was the ANC Party
president and the ANC’s only candidate in 2014 when re-elected for a second and
constitutionally final term as president of South Africa. For his second term, he appointed
Lynne Brown as DPE minister. Brown had risen through the Western Cape province
government to become its premier in 2008, though she held the office for less than a year
before the ANC lost the provincial 2009 Western Cape election. She was out of government,
in the Western Cape provincial opposition, until becoming DPE minister in 2014. I classify
Brown’s authority as equivalent.
Table 24: State owners and their leaders in South Africa
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

South Africa

Pre-1999

Sector ministries

South Africa

1999

DPE

Jeff Radebe

Minister

Dual

Equivalent

South Africa

2004

DPE

Alexander Erwin

Minister

Dual

Equivalent

South Africa

2008

DPE

Brigitte Mabandla

Minister

Dual

Equivalent

South Africa

2009

DPE

Malusi Gigaba

Minister

Dual

Equivalent

South Africa

2014

DPE

Lynne Brown

Minister

Dual

Equivalent

Various sector ministers

Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

In summary, since 1999, state ownership in South Africa remains dual: some large
enterprises are owned via the Department of Public Enterprises; others of varying size and
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roughly equal total sales remain under sector ministries. Authority remains equivalent to
ministers, with all five ministers of public enterprises being in the cabinet. Based on the
empirical literature, I categorise governance in South Africa as changing from decentralised
to dual-equivalent in 1999, then as remaining dual-equivalent four times with new leaders
but unchanged governance configuration.

5.5.7 China
China had decentralised state ownership until 2003. This was the first year of new president
Hu Jintao and his government led by Wen Jiabao, during a period in which the presidency was
for five years, renewable once. Expectations may have been that the president and
government were to be in power for the next decade.
China’s state-owned enterprises have reformed since Chairman Mao’s ‘socialist economy
in which private ownership of productive assets was gradually eliminated between 1952 and
1958’ (Bian, 2002, p92). When ‘reforms started in late 1979, SOE’s dominated China’s
industrial sectors in every aspect’ (Lin, Cai, & Li, 1998, p422). Reform required producing to
plan but allowed selling surpluses on the market and ‘state-owned enterprises were allowed
to keep some fraction of their profits, where before all profits had to be remitted to the state’,
which led to increased productivity (Groves, Hong, McMillan, & Naughton, 1994, p183). In
1994, when state owned enterprises in aggregate were barely profitable, their obligation to
transfer profits to the state was abolished. However, profit helped a nascent managerial
labour market to incorporate incentives and so under-performing firms were more likely to
have new mangers appointed (ibid). Lau, Qian, and Roland (2000, p120) describe ‘continued
enforcement of the existing plan while simultaneously liberalizing the market’ as a ‘Paretoimproving economic reform, that is, reform achieving efficiency without creating losers.’ The
approach provided an effective incentive to become more profitable, which gradually
improved productivity so that ‘the profit motive appears everywhere. Even large state-owned
industrial firms are pushing themselves towards the market’ (McNally, 2002, p92).
However, profits then declined at some enterprises, despite productivity gains, partly as
monopoly rents dissipated (Lin et al., 1998) as liberalisation allowed the entry of enterprises
into each other’s markets and expansion by competing town and village enterprises (TVEs).
The retention of all profits, without remittance to the state, also enabled increased spending
on wages, excess capital investment, and support of heavy burdens of pensions, social138

welfare costs, and redundant workers (ibid). In some cases, such as energy and transport,
price controls also limited enterprise revenues and profits. The government stated a
commitment to privatisation, but such burdens made it ‘extraordinarily difficult to implement
a privatisation program large enough to seriously undermine the state’s economic role’
(Megginson & Netter, 2001, p5). While reforms encouraged greater independence, there was
‘very limited progress … in establishing effective corporate governance institutions’ (McNally,
2002, p92). As the approach achieved productivity incentives and independence but created
new profitability, remittance, and governance problems, the stage was set to reduce
enterprise independence via ownership centralisation.
Ownership changed from decentralised to central. In 2003, premier Wen Jiabao issued a
decree, adopted by the State Council, China’s government, ‘to establish a State-owned assets
supervision and management system that suits the needs of socialist market economy, better
run State-owned enterprises, push forward the strategic adjustment to the layout and
structure of the State economy, develop and expand the State economy, and realize the
preservation of and increase in the value of State-owned assets’ (Jiabao, 2003, Article 1). It
created the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) of the
State Council. The OECD (2016a, p28) classifies China as a ‘centralised model’ as ‘SASAC is
authorised by the State Council to perform investor responsibilities on behalf of the state in
110 non-financial central SOEs’.
According to Naughton (2015, p47-48), before SASAC was established, ‘central
government state firms had been operating without a real owner for almost five years, since
premier Zhu Rongji had abolished most of the industrial ministries in 1998. State firms simply
carried on as before, embedded in a web of interests and traditional bureaucratic
relationships.’ Naughton described how SASAC helped enterprises contribute to
development, punctuating the transformation process as a turning point for institutional
consolidation. Some 196 major enterprises were placed under SASAC – virtually all except the
banks, which are intentionally kept separate from the enterprises they finance. The national
SASAC even had some oversight of provincial SASACs, owners of smaller SOEs.
The first SASAC leader had equivalent authority. Li Rongrong, born in 1944, progressed
from being a factory worker during the Cultural Revolution, to become factory director,
through the bureaucracy and Party, and later state economic and trade commission secretary,
one level below minister, under the Foreign Trade and Economic Co-operation Ministry. In
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2003, Rongrong was appointed to lead the new SASAC. Rongrong has been SASAC’s longest
serving minister, from 2003 to 2010. He was also a member of the 16 th and 17th Communist
Party of China Central Committees from 2002 to 2012 (ChinaVitae, 2016) – government and
Party being parallel, intertwined organisations. However, Li Rongrong’s career peaked at the
position of minister: having retired from government service in 2010, he is a vice chairman of
the China Centre for International Economic Exchanges (CCIEE, 2016), a think tank and
consultancy with part-government funding and close government and Party links. He won
Singapore’s Business China Awards 2015 Business China Excellence Award, as ‘Under his
leadership, SASAC adapted and promoted Singapore’s best practices in corporate governance
and integrated these practices with China’s realities’ (Xinhuanet, 2015, p1). This reflects
progress by SASAC but also limiting state and Party realities. One limitation was that, despite
SASAC owning most large non-financial SOEs, it did not receive dividends, since they did not
have to pay any, which left SASAC without funding from below to aid independence from
organisations above. Rongrong’s authority was equivalent to the ministers sitting with him on
the State Council and Central Committee.
Based on Premier Jiabao’s decree, SASAC aimed to improve corporate governance and
to restructure enterprises according to principles prominent in Li Rongrong’s leadership:
sectoral concentration; market leadership; and restructuring via capital markets (Naughton,
2015). Rongrong was successful in reducing the number of top-level enterprises under SASAC
towards his target of 100 by 2010, if mainly via mergers: from 196 in 2003 at SASAC’s creation,
to 122 in 2010, since reduced to 110 (OECD, 2016a). However, pressure to achieve this target,
instead of making enterprises fewer and more focused, led them to become fewer but more
diverse. Aiming to be one of the 100 survivors induced mergers, reducing enterprise numbers
but increasing their scope. Allowing enterprises to retain any profit they generated increased
incentives and independence when profits were low. Once profits were high in core
businesses, retention financed diversification across sectors, including into sectors where
enterprises lacked market leadership. Diversification acted against Rongrong’s principles, so
SASAC encouraged policy change, achieving a partial victory with enterprises required to pay
dividends from 2007, albeit at a low rate and to the Finance Ministry rather than to SASAC,
leaving SASAC without its own source of finance and investment.
SASAC leaders do not have superior authority and are answerable to the government and
Party. Morck, Yeung, and Zhao (2008, p344) describe how appointment rights are divided
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between SASAC under the government, led by its minister, and the Organization Department
of the Communist Party, led by a Politburo member: ‘CEOs of the largest 53 national SOEs are
appointed directly by the Communist Party of China’s Organizational Department. The other
senior management positions are mostly appointed by the State-Owned Assets Supervision
and Administration Commission (SASAC).’ SASAC ministers do not outrank large SOE Chairs,
who often have ministerial rank in the Chinese system (Naughton, 2015). The Party and
influential SOE executives limit appointments but also limit the risk of SASAC becoming a
competing pyramid of patronage (Hale, 2014). While ownership is highly centralised, leader
authority is only equivalent to ministers.
The formal authority structure in China is distinctly different from that in many other
emerging nations, given the continuing role of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and its
parallel structure to that of the government. The National People’s Congress is the de jure
supreme organ of state power (NPC, 2016). The five-year National People’s Congress from
2013 to 2018 had 2987 members. The NPC is unicameral, though there is also a deliberative
People’s Political Consultative Conference to represent various social groups. The Congress
elects a president as head of state, currently (2017) Xi Jinping, who also holds two influential
positions – as CCP general secretary and as chairman of the Central Military Commission. The
Congress also appoints a vice president. The president appoints a premier, currently Li
Keqiang, who chairs the State Council. The State Council, the highest executive organ of state
power and state administration, is composed of a premier, vice-premiers, state councillors,
and ministers in charge of ministries and commissions, the auditor-general and secretarygeneral. The State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State
Council is a special organisation directly under the State Council (PRC, 2015). Major ministries
also come under the State Council and the ministers themselves sit on the State Council
alongside the chairman of SASAC.
SASAC’s chairman also sits on the Central Committee of the Communist Party (SASAC,
2016), which currently has 205 members, alongside ministers. The Central Committee elects
a general secretary, the de jure most powerful position in the CCP, and therefore in China, a
role which is combined with the presidency. The Central Committee also elects a twenty-fiveperson Politburo, to which the Politburo Standing Committee is formally accountable. The
Central Committee is also the parent of the Organization Department of the Communist
Party, which manages appointments, including to some state-owned enterprises as part of
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central lists of around 5000 key positions and of names – or nomenklatura in Russian, which
had been a key part of Soviet Communist rule. The Organisation Department head, Zhao Leji,
is a member of the Politburo, though not of its Standing Committee, and a member of the
Central Committee. The head of the Organisation Department therefore has greater authority
than SASAC chairmen and sector ministers.
The five chairmen of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission (SASAC) of the State Council since its founding in 2003 have all had ministerequivalent authority in the government and in parallel have been members of the Chinese
Communist Party’s Central Committee or, more recently, of its Central Commission for
Discipline Inspection. Prior to their appointments, the five SASAC chairmen to date were:
secretary of the State Economic and Trade Commission, one level below minister; secretary
of the General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine; chairman of
China National Petroleum Corporation, one of the largest state owned enterprises; and –
following their predecessor’s investigation, arrest, and imprisonment for corruption and
abuse of power – two members of the anti-corruption Central Commission for Discipline
Inspection (SASAC, 2016).
Rongrong was succeeded as SASAC chairman by Wang Yong, secretary of the General
Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine and once SASAC deputy
chairman. According to Naughton and Tsai (2015, p68), Li Rongrong ‘brought long experience
and high ambitions to his post. His successor, Wang Yong … focused on the creation of large,
internationally prominent SOEs.’ Wang Yong was rewarded in 2013 with the decennial change
in Chinese politics, promoted to be one of five state councillors and hence a member of the
State Council Standing Committee; this was a promotion as the Standing Committee meets
weekly while the State Council, which includes ministers and SASAC’s chairman, meets only
every six months. He has also been a special envoy for President Xi Jinping. However, his
position in the Party remains equivalent to minister-level peers.
SASAC’s Chairman under the new decennial regime led by Xi Jinping was initially Jiang
Jiemin, chair of one of the largest state-owned enterprises, China National Petroleum
Corporation (CNPC), before moving up, at least de jure, to head its owner from March 2013 –
until his detention by the Central Commission on Discipline Inspection (CCDI) and his removal
in September 2013. According to Lam (2015), the CCDI detained for investigation close to 300
officials and businesspeople who either worked under former Politburo Standing Committee
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member Zhou Yongkang or were Zhou’s relatives. These ‘arrests climaxed in September
[2013] with the detention of Jiang Jiemin, a former president of CNPC, who had been
appointed chairman of SASAC barely six months earlier. One of the best-known figures in
China’s oil industry, Jiang was charged with “serious disciplinary violations”, a euphemism for
corruption’ (Lam, 2015, p107). Jiang was expelled from the Party in 2014 and jailed for 16
years in 2015. His career peaked at SASAC and I categorise his authority as equivalent.
Zhang Yi, SASAC chairman from 2013 to 2016, was a member of the Central Commission
on Discipline Inspection that detained Jiang. Zhang remains at SASAC, as secretary of its Party
Committee (SASAC, 2016), representing the CPP. SASAC Chair has been his highest role and I
categorise his authority as equivalent.
Xiao Yaqing became SASAC chairman in 2016, and deputy to Zhang in its Party Committee
(SASAC, 2016). Xiao is also a member of the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection,
suggesting a reaction to Jiang’s arrest, concern for discipline in enterprises under SASAC, or
both. I categorise his authority as equivalent.
Equivalent rather than superior authority may have limited effectiveness. According to
Naughton and Tsai (2015, p67), ‘SASAC has achieved remarkable changes in the structure,
organisation, and performance of China’s central government-run enterprises. Twenty years
ago, China’s state sector was in profound crisis … Chinese political leadership, which in the
1990s viewed the SOEs as a problem to be fixed, now increasingly views the same firms as
convenient instruments that can help in the achievement of national goals.’ However, more
could have been achieved with greater authority: ‘the leadership of SASAC, and especially Li
Rongrong, initially approached the state sector with a much more ambitious agenda that
could have resulted in a more profound transformation of the state sector … with authority
over personnel subordinate to the Communist Party, there were limits to what SASAC could
achieve directly. Ironically, though, these limitations helped keep SASAC focused on its
reformist ideals early in life’ (Naughton and Tsai, 2015, p67).
In summary, state ownership in China remains centralised since SASAC was created in
2003. Although the career histories of SASAC chairmen and their goals have changed,
authority remains equivalent to that of ministers. The state sector has been brought out of
crisis, but reform might have been still greater if superior rather than equivalent authority
had complemented central ownership. SASAC was created at the start the decade of Hu
Jintao’s presidency, 2003-2013, and SASAC chairmen during that time were previously
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secretary of the State Economic and Trade Commission and secretary of the General
Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine – both also under the State
Council. Xi Jinping became president in 2013. During this time, a SASAC chairman was
formerly chair of one of the most prominent enterprises but, after his detention by the
Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, his two successors have been from the Central
Commission for Discipline Inspection itself. Ownership and authority are unchanged since
2003: central-equivalent.
Based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in China as changing from
decentralised to central-equivalent in 2003, then as evolving within central ownership:
central-equivalent to central-equivalent four times, with new leaders but unchanged
governance configuration.
Table 25: State owners and their leaders in China
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

China

Pre-2003

Sector ministries

China

2003

SASAC

Li Rongrong

Minister

Central

Equivalent

China

2010

SASAC

Wang Yong

Minister

Central

Equivalent

China

2013

SASAC

Jiang Jiemin

Minister

Central

Equivalent

China

2013

SASAC

Zhang Yi

Minister

Central

Equivalent

China

2016

SASAC

Xiao Yaqing

Minister

Central

Equivalent

Various sector ministers

Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

5.5.8 Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan had decentralised state ownership until 2006. According to Hale (2014, p249),
Kazakh president, Nursultan Nazarbayev, had ‘sustained high popularity, has shown no signs
of preparing to step down soon [in 2014], and has accordingly presided over tight elite
network coordination around a single-pyramid system’ and ‘over a massive consolidation of
the country’s assets under control of his closest associates, including relatives. One
noteworthy development was the emergence of the massive holding company Foundation
for National Well-Being Samruk-Kazyna, which controlled huge shares of the country’s
economy’ estimated to be ‘as much as 45 percent of the country’s GDP’ as the highly
centralised state owner of enterprises (Hale, 2014, p250).
Ownership changed from decentralised to central in 2006 under Samruk – a holding
company with a long-term outlook, described as a Sovereign Wealth Fund. Samruk was
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owned by the Ministry of Economy as its shareholder and in turn owned major state
enterprises, including the national oil company, as well as some smaller enterprises.
Samruk’s leader, Sir Richard Evans, was a foreign businessman with connections to
Kazakhstan via a JV between British Aerospace, the firm he had chaired, and the Kazakh
government – now represented by Samruk. Evans, born in 1942, rose through Britain’s
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation, engineering company Ferranti, and British Aircraft
Corporation – which merged into British Aerospace (BAe). He became the CEO of BAe in 1990
and chair from 1998 to 2004. Evans also joined the United Utilities board in 1997 and became
chair in 2001, was a NatWest Bank director, and chancellor of the University of Central
Lancashire.
In 2001, while Evans chaired BAe, Kazakhstan decided to complement its ailing national
carrier, Air Kazakhstan, with a new airline, Air Astana, as a joint venture with Evans’ BAe.
Astana city was the new capital and the airline was to be similarly new rather than a reform
of the old. Air Astana prospered, as did Astana, while Air Kazakhstan declared bankruptcy. Air
Astana took over Air Kazakhstan’s international routes. Evans met Kazakhstan’s president,
Nursultan Nazarbayev, prior to and during the establishment of the Air Astana JV and the
president and prime minister pressed Evans to chair a new Sovereign Wealth Fund, Samruk,
to be Kazakhstan’s state owner of enterprises – including of Air Astana (Ellis, 2008).
Samruk launched in 2006, with ownership of Kazakhstan’s big five enterprises – in oil,
rail, telecoms, energy, and air – and a collection of smaller enterprises. The leading banks
were not state-owned. According to an interview with Evans (Ellis, 2008), centralisation was
to lead to proper management controls (audit, risk management, informational systems, and
other tools) that a good company should have in order to run business effectively for the
shareholder.
This agenda may, however, have been somewhat impeded by Evans’ authority, as an
outsider reporting to the economy minister as Samruk’s shareholder. Evans’ position – as
leader of a holding company, Samruk, owned by the Economics Ministry – was one level
below his minister. Though Evans claimed access to higher levels, with governance vested in
a committee chaired by the prime minister, he acknowledges that his boss was the minister
of economy, as shareholder (Ellis, 2008). Regarding Samruk as an intermediary between
government and enterprises, he is reported as saying government found it very difficult to
understand that Samruk is the shareholder, so it no longer had direct access to and control of
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the enterprises. He had to remind the finance, economics, and energy ministers, the prime
minister, and even the president (Ellis, 2008).
President Nazarbayev cited Singapore’s state owner, Temasek, as a model for Samruk.
There were differences as Singapore’s size and few natural resources caused Temasek to
diversify internationally while Kazakhstan presented ample domestic opportunity. Evans
suggests that differences between Kazakhstan and Singapore were bigger than first thought
(Ellis, 2008). Kazakh enterprises, unlike in Singapore, did not engage in the external
commercial world. Putting himself, a foreigner, as Samruk’s leader sent a message that
Kazakhstan was not a closed society, needed outside help, and would need to find more
foreign expertise.
There were governance similarities and differences between Samruk and Temasek.
Suppiah Dhanabalan, the leader of Temasek from 1996 to 2013, was a senior politician, one
of four candidates to succeed Lee Kuan Yew as Singapore’s prime minister. The PM position
went to Goh Chok Tong in 1990 before returning to the Lee family under Lee Hsien Loong in
2004 after a power struggle in which Temasek and its patronage potential may have been
important (Barr, 2014). Temasek’s CEO since 2004, Ho Ching, had been a CEO of a subsidiary,
Singapore Technologies, but her informal authority benefited from being the wife of Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong and so also daughter-in-law of founding Prime Minister Lee Kuan
Yew (Barr, 2014). In Kazakhstan, Timur Kulibayev, a businessman and son-in-law of President
Nazarbayev, became Samruk deputy chair, under Evans, as well as chair of its largest
subsidiary – national oil company KazMunaiGas – and of another subsidiary – KEGOC, the
electricity grid. Deputy Prime Minister Sauat Mynbayev became CEO of Samruk. So, while
Temasek’s chair was a senior politician and its CEO was the daughter-in-law of Singapore’s
founding prime minister, Samruk’s CEO was a senior politician and its deputy chair was the
son-in-law of Kazakhstan’s founding president. Samruk also had a foreign CFO, Ulf Wokurka,
from Deutsche Bank. The initial Samruk board – including Evans, Kulibayev, Mynbayev, and
Wokurka – therefore mixed foreign business and finance executives alongside Kazakhs.
Kazakhstan had been in the Soviet Union, and is close to Russia in culture, administration,
geography, and economy distances (Ghemawat, 2001) so Russia could have been a model to
follow. However, according to Evans there was a wish not to be seen to be repeating Russia’s
experience (Ellis, 2008), where oligarchs emerged as sources of power and influence. Rather,
according to Wokurka, the goal was to create the foundation for future post-oil wealth
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generations (ibid). To reflect this long-term wealth outlook, Samruk was labelled a sovereign
wealth fund, rather than an agency as in Russia, despite both being under their national
economy ministries. Samruk established itself as the central state owner. Under Evans, it
began to professionalise management and practices and to appoint enterprise executives,
despite the fact that there was limited change in the thinking at senior government levels and
barely any further down the bureaucracy (Ellis, 2008).
Kazakhstan experienced economic progress but also oil price dependence and global
financial system vulnerability: ‘2000-2007 could be characterised for Russia and Kazakhstan
as an era of rapid real GDP growth and speedy catching up with the pre-transition level’
(Kalyuzhnova, 2011, p53). However, it was ‘characterised by high investment levels in
Kazakhstan’ albeit with ‘substantial international leveraging’ so that in ‘2006 total debt to
gross national income was 103%’ (ibid, p62). In 2008, during the global financial crisis, Samruk
was merged with the national development fund, Kazyna, to form Samruk-Kazyna. According
to President Nazarbayev, the merger was to continue centralisation: ‘To combine all public
assets, I signed a decree merging of two largest state holdings Kazyna and Samruk and create
the new fund - National Welfare Fund Samruk-Kazyna’ (Interfax, 2008, p1). An additional
seven state-owned enterprises or stakes were transferred in, along with an additional
USD5bn capitalization from the National Fund (ibid) to aid Samruk-Kazyna’s role in macroeconomic stabilization (Kalyuzhnova & Nygaard, 2009; Peyrouse, 2012) and to ‘enhance the
competitiveness and sustainability of the national economy and to ameliorate potential
negative impacts from changes in the world markets on economic growth’ (Kalyuzhnova &
Nygaard, 2011, p69).
Prime Minister Karim Massimov became the chairman of Samruk-Kazyna in 2008; Kazyna
CEO Kairat Kelimbetov became its CEO; and Kulibayev moved from the position of deputy
chair of Samruk to deputy CEO of Samruk-Kazyna. The merger produced a sustained change
in leadership, from foreign businessman to successive prime ministers of Kazakhstan, starting
with Massimov. According to Peyrouse (2012), Massimov ‘is the very embodiment of the
alliance between the [president’s] family, the oligarchs, and the technocrats’ with President
Nazarbayev seeing him as competent, respected, and – as ethnic Uyghur not Kazakh – not
aspiring to the presidency. Sir Richard Evans, Samruk’s leader since its founding in 2006,
became an independent director of Samruk-Kazyna – as did Kazyna head Alexander Mirtchev
(Samruk-Kazyna, 2016). Governance had changed from central-inferior with Samruk’s leader
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reporting to the economy minister, to central-superior with the economy minister among
cabinet colleagues reporting to the prime minister leader of Samruk-Kazyna.
Kairat Kelimbetov, head of the presidential administration, was appointed SamrukKazyna CEO and according to Peyrouse (2012, p364), ‘Kelimbetov is seen as a direct rival of
the Kulibayev-Massimov-Marchenko trio, since he competes with the president’s second sonin-law [Timur Kulibayev] and the prime minister [Massimov] for control of Samruk-Kazyna on
behalf of the president himself.’ Any such check on Massimov reduced in April 2011, when
Kulibayev became CEO. However, Kulibayev was associated with the oil sector, with SamrukKazyna’s oil subsidiaries, and with Western Kazakhstan. Oil workers in the western town of
Zhanaozen, working at Ozenmunaigas – a subsidiary of KazMunaiGas and therefore of
Samruk-Kazyna – took strike action over pay in March 2010; this was followed by riots in May
2011, and by a demonstration in December 2011. Police opened fire, killing 16 protestors and
injuring 64, leaving the Kazakh government ‘reeling from the impact of the biggest wave of
social unrest in post-Soviet times’ (Salmon, 2012, p73). Kulibayev took much of the blame –
resigning as Samruk-Kazyna CEO, to be replaced by deputy prime minister Umirzak Shukeyev.
Massimov was moved to be head of the presidential administration in September 2012,
replaced as prime minister by Serik Akhmetov.
Akhmetov moved quickly to also lead Samruk-Kazyna, being appointed just ten days later
(Tengrinews, 2012). Governance changed from central-superior to remain central-superior,
under a new leader but with no change in configuration. The Samruk-Kazyna merger was
effectively reversed in May 2013 through the creation of Baiterek National Management
Holding to hold Kazyna’s national development institutions, though Samruk-Kazyna retained
its name and state-owned enterprises in a much more centralised structure than state
ownership in Russia. A notable exception was the major banks, which were not state-owned
in Kazakhstan – though when some banks were nationalised during the global financial crisis,
they were owned by Samruk-Kazyna until privatisation.
Massimov returned to the role of prime minister on 2 April 2014 and, reinforcing a view
that state-owner leadership is tied to the head of government, returned to lead SamrukKazyna a week later, on 9 April 2014 (Samruk-Kazyna, 2016). Governance had again changed
from central-superior to remain central-superior. Massimov was reassigned to head the
National Security Committee on 8 September 2016.
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First deputy prime minister Bakhytzhan Sagintayev became prime minister and, 20 days
later, leader of Samruk-Kazyna, retaining superior authority leadership at the central state
owner. Sagintayev had also been minister of economic development and trade and first
deputy chairman of the ruling Nur Otan Democratic Party led by President Nazarbayev.
Governance once more changed without changing the central-superior configuration.
In summary, Samruk was created in 2006 by the president and prime minister as the
central state owner. Its leader was foreign businessman Sir Richard Evans, reporting to the
economy minister, so one level below a minister. Evans centralised governance – separating
ownership from ministers; professionalising management; and appointing technocrats to
lead enterprises – before being succeeded by the prime minister during the global financial
crisis in 2008. State ownership in Kazakhstan has remained highly centralised. The OECD
(2016a, p27) categorises state ownership in Kazakhstan as ‘centralised with exceptions
(holding company model)’. Authority, however, changed in 2008 from a foreign businessman
who reported to the minister of economy to be each successive prime minister. Although the
prime minister has since changed, changed back, and changed again, the position of state
owner leader moved rapidly to follow the prime minister role.
Based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in Kazakhstan as changing
from decentralised to central-inferior in 2006, then as evolving within central ownership:
authority strengthened with governance changing from central-inferior to central-superior;
then governance remained central-superior three times, with new leaders but unchanged
configuration.
Table 26: State owners and their leaders in Kazakhstan
Country

Date

Owner

Leader

Title

Kazakhstan

Pre-06

Sector ministries

Kazakhstan

2006

Samruk

Sir Richard Evans

Chairman

Central

Inferior

Kazakhstan

2008

Samruk-Kazyna

Karim Massimov

Prime Minister

Central

Superior

Kazakhstan

2012

Samruk-Kazyna

Serik Akhmetov

Prime Minister

Central

Superior

Kazakhstan

2014

Samruk-Kazyna

Karim Massimov

Prime Minister

Central

Superior

Prime Minister

Central

Superior

Various sector ministers

Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

Bakytzhan
Kazakhstan

2016

Samruk-Kazyna

Sagintayev
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5.5.9 Mexico
Mexico still has decentralised ownership. Among the nine selected cases, ownership remains
decentralised only in Mexico, though there are other decentralised cases in Latin America:
‘Argentina, Colombia and Mexico have developed SOE ownership strategies aligned with the
OECD’s definition of a “decentralised model”’ (OECD, 2013, p3). Nor is decentralised
ownership limited to Latin America (OECD, 2012, 2014, 2016a). Almost all enterprises are
owned by sector ministries. In ‘Mexico’s decentralised ownership model, each SOE is
overseen by the ministry corresponding to its sector of operation’, the ‘board president is
usually the head of the relevant Ministry’, and board members ‘are directly appointed by the
head of each Ministry’ (OECD, 2013, p10). One notable exception to sector ownership is
Pemex, the national oil company, which is directly under the control of the president
(Williams, 2014). Regulation is decentralised, with enterprises’ own regulatory framework
generally taking precedence over ‘public administration and SOE general laws’, in turn taking
precedence over general commercial company law (OECD, 2013, p12). In the OECD (2016b)
Working Party on State Ownership and Privatization Practices, Mexico is just represented by
its Finance and Public Credit Secretariat, led by the finance secretary – analogous to the
United States’ treasury secretary. There is no main state owner.
Mexico has adopted various reforms – but not ownership centralisation. Fourcade‐
Gourinchas and Babb (2002, p557) suggest that ‘postwar economic policy in Mexico was
founded on the ideal of industrial development promoted by a strong state,’ which delivered
growth and low inflation in a stabilizing development period. The 1970s saw increased
government spending and foreign debt so that ‘as in many other developing countries, the
Third World debt crisis of the 1980s generated the conditions leading to Mexico’s adoption
of free-market reforms’ (ibid, p557). However, the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party’s
focus was less on state ownership than on trade liberalisation, leading to North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) membership in 1994. Kehoe and Ruhl (2010, p2) contend that
‘following its opening to trade and foreign investment in the mid-1980s, Mexico’s economic
growth had been modest at best’ attributed to ‘an inefficient financial system, lack of rule of
law, and rigidities in the labour market’ (p21). However, Hanson (2010, p22) finds many
possible explanations for why Mexico isn’t richer, so that ‘Mexico’s underperformance is
over-determined’ but ‘what is most striking about Mexico’s recent experience is that the
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country has tried so hard but achieved so little.’ His list of potential reforms does not include
state ownership, though he notes that ‘Mexico’s economic structure suggests the country is
deep in the world of second best, meaning that models based on a single distortion may be a
poor guide to how future reform would change economic outcomes in the country.’
Identifying why only Mexico is decentralised among the nine cases, if not in its region or
among emerging economies globally, is hampered by the natural difficulty in establishing why
an event did not happen – rather than why it did in other cases. According to Baz, Capelo,
Centeno, and Estrada (2010), Mexico had three development policy frameworks since 1956:
ideology shifted from a state-led, closed economy; briefly to a more Washington Consensus
opening in 1982-84; followed by a period of macroeconomic stabilisation, decentralisation
and political competition. The years 1982 to 1984 saw some deregulation and privatisation in
some sectors but a lack of regulation and creation of private monopolies, notably in telecoms.
Political and economic reform then slowed.
While ideology changed, one constant in Mexico’s political system is that since
constitutional reform in 1933, the presidential term is a single six-year term without the
possibility of re-election. This may affect incentives to change state ownership since by the
time change is designed and implemented and has had a chance to yield benefits the
president may well have left office. Term limits were applied even when the long-ruling
Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) lost the presidency to the Partido Acción Nacional
(PAN) in 2000 and won it back in 2012.
The career histories of Pemex executives appear not to be clearly determined but rather
to be the result of the autonomous decisions of Mexican presidents. The last four presidents
– Ernesto Zedillo (PRI), Vicente Fox (PAN), Felipe Calderón (PAN), and Enrique Peña Nieto (PRI)
– each replaced Pemex’s director general on taking office, suggesting that it is a political
appointment. They also each changed the director general once in their six-year presidency,
making Pemex executive tenure even briefer than that of presidents.
President Zedillo’s first appointee, Adrian Lajous Vargas, a technocrat from within
Pemex, left after disagreeing with the energy secretary, a minister. While Vargas reported
directly to the president, rather than to the energy secretary, the secretary may have had
influence, having previously been head of the Office of the President for Zedillo. A feasible
reason to retain decentralised ownership and presidential control of Pemex is the use of funds
for political ends. Vargas’ replacement, former PRI senator Rogelio Montemayor Seguy, was
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Pemex director general during the contested campaign to retain the presidency, which the
PRI ultimately lost to the first PAN president. In 2002, a court in Mexico City authorized his
arrest (Justia, 2004), and he was extradited from the USA, having been charged with diverting
government funds in order to influence the Mexican presidential election in 2000
(McWilliams, 2004).
PAN president Fox appointed Raúl Muñoz Leos – an outsider DuPont executive, then an
insider, Luis Ramirez Corzo – former director of Pemex Exploration and Production.
PAN president Calderón initially appointed Jesús Reyes Heroles, who had been a PRI
energy secretary but backed Calderón against the PRI. However, Calderón replaced Heroles
with a technocrat insider, former Pemex CFO Juan José Suárez Coppel.
PRI president Enrique Peña Nieto appointed the head of his campaign’s International
Affairs Office, Emilio Lozoya Austin, though he had had a finance career in the central bank,
Inter-American Investment Corporation, World Economic Forum, and private investment
funds. However, Peña Nieto replaced him with Dr José Antonio González Anaya, a former
World Bank economist and Stanford professor who had worked in the Finance and Public
Credit Ministry.
In summary, Mexico is the only country among my nine cases to retain decentralized
ownership, though some other countries in Latin America and in other regions remain
decentralized. Executives are appointed by sector ministers with the notable exception of the
largest enterprise, Pemex – the president directly appoints its director general. It is difficult
to establish why Mexico remains decentralized, even after varied ideologies and political
parties, though the single presidential term may deter long-term reform. The Pemex case
suggests autonomous decisions to appoint executives with varied careers – technocratic or
political, outsiders or insiders. Presidents may prefer to retain manual control and patronage
at the largest enterprise and sector ministers may similarly enjoy decentralized ownership of
the other state enterprises.
Based on the empirical literature, I categorise governance in Mexico as still decentralised.
Table 27: State owners and their leaders in Mexico
Country

Date

Owner

Mexico

To present day

Sector ministries

Leader

Title

Various sector ministers
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Ownership

Authority

Decentralised

5.6 Results
The empirical study categorises state owners and their leaders in each case. The country
tables can be consolidated into a single table with the data referenced by country. For
example, India is referenced IN1 for its many changes within traditional decentralised, IN2 for
its change from decentralised (to dual-inferior), and IN3+ for further changes. This pattern is
maintained across the cases, with country codes for Brazil (BR), Turkey (TR), Russia (RU),
Indonesia (ID), South Africa (ZA), China (CN), Kazakhstan (KZ), and Mexico (MX), followed by
the number 1 for many changes within decentralised, and (except for Mexico) number 2 for
the changes from decentralised to other governance configurations, and number 3+ for
further changes. Each change also has its eight-digit code.
Table 28: Governance of state ownership in emerging economies (QCA data)
Ref
IN1
IN2
IN3
IN4
IN5
IN6
IN7
BR1
BR2
BR3
BR4
TR1
TR2
TR3
TR4
TR5
TR6
TR7
TR8
TR9
TR10
TR11
TR12
TR13
TR14
TR15

Country
India
India
India
India
India
India
India
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey

Date
Pre-1957
1957
1958
1961
Since 1961
1961
2016
Pre-1979
1979
1985
2011
Pre-1983
1983
1984
1984
1986
1989
1991
1993
1993
1995
1997
1997
1999
2004
2010

From
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior

To
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior

Continues overleaf
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Times
Many
1
1
1
Many
1
1
Many
1
Many
1
Many
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Code
10001000
10000010
00100001
00010000
00000000
00000000
00000000
10001000
10000000
00000000
00000000
10001000
10000010
00100010
00100010
00100001
00010001
00010001
00010001
00010001
00010000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000

Table continued from previous page
Ref
RU1
RU2
RU3
RU4
RU5
RU6
RU7
RU8
RU9
RU10
RU11
RU12
RU13
ID1
ID2
ID3
ID4
ID5
ID6
ID7
ID8
ID9
ID10
ID11
ZA1
ZA2
ZA3
ZA4
ZA5
ZA6
CN1
CN2
CN3
CN4
CN5
CN6
KZ1
KZ2
KZ3
KZ4
KZ5
KZ6
MX1

Country
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
China
China
China
China
China
China
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Mexico

Date
Pre-1991
1991
1994
1995
1996
1996
1997
1997
2004
2008
2011
2012
2016
Pre-1998
1998
1999
2000
2000
2001
2004
2007
2009
2011
2014
Pre-1999
1999
2004
2008
2009
2014
Pre-2003
2003
2010
2013
2013
2016
Pre-2006
2006
2008
2012
2014
2016
n/a

From
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Inferior
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Decentralised
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Decentralised
Central-Inferior
Central-Superior
Central-Superior
Central-Superior
Decentralised
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To
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Inferior
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Central-Inferior
Central-Superior
Central-Superior
Central-Superior
Central-Superior
Decentralised

Times
Many
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Many
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Many
1
1
1
1
1
Many
1
1
1
1
1
Many
1
1
1
1
1
Many

Code
10001000
10000010
00100010
00100010
00100010
00100010
00100010
00100001
00010000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
10001000
10000101
01010101
01010101
01010100
01000101
01010101
01010101
01010101
01010101
01010101
10001000
10000001
00010001
00010001
00010001
00010001
10001000
10000101
01010101
01010101
01010101
01010101
10001000
10000100
01000110
01100110
01100110
01100110
10001000

The table above references all sixty-nine changes categorised in the empirical study (with
some references referring to many owner/leader changes with no governance change). These
can be summarised further when there is no governance change.
Table 29: Governance of state ownership in emerging economies (summarised)
Ref
IN1
IN2
IN3
IN4
IN5-7
BR1
BR2
BR3-4
TR1
TR2
TR3-4
TR5
TR6-9
TR10
TR11-15
RU1
RU2
RU3-7
RU8
RU9
RU10-13
ID1
ID2
ID3-4
ID5
ID6
ID7-11
ZA1
ZA2
ZA3-6
CN1
CN2
CN3-6
KZ1
KZ2
KZ3
KZ4-6
MX1

Country
India
India
India
India
India
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
China
China
China
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Mexico

Date
Pre-1957
1957
1958
1961
Since 1961
Pre-1979
1979
Since 1985
Pre-1983
1983
1984
1986
1989-1993
1995
Since 1997
Pre-1991
1991
1994-1997
1997
2004
Since 2008
Pre-1998
1998
1999-2000
2000
2001
Since 2004
Pre-1999
1999
2004
Pre-2003
2003
Since 2010
Pre-2006
2006
2008
Since 2012
n/a

From
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Inferior
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Decentralised
Dual-Equivalent
Decentralised
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Decentralised
Central-Inferior
Central-Superior
Decentralised

To
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Dual-Superior
Dual-Superior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Inferior
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Central-Inferior
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Equivalent
Decentralised
Central-Equivalent
Central-Equivalent
Decentralised
Central-Inferior
Central-Superior
Central-Superior
Decentralised

Times
Many
1
1
1
Many
Many
1
Many
Many
1
2
1
4
1
5
Many
1
5
1
1
4
Many
1
2
1
1
5
Many
1
4
Many
1
4
Many
1
1
3
Many

Code
10001000
10000010
00100001
00010000
00000000
10001000
10000000
00000000
10001000
10000010
00100010
00100001
00010001
00010000
00000000
10001000
10000010
00100010
00100001
00010000
00000000
10001000
10000101
01010101
01010100
01000101
01010101
10001000
10000001
00010001
10001000
10000101
01010101
10001000
10000100
01000110
01100110
10001000

The data can be further summarised by the number of changes from each governance
condition to each governance outcome across all nine cases. The diagonal represents
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equilibria, where governance is unchanged, while the other cells represent where governance
did change. The first six applications of the TOSMANA programme to the data (QCA1-6) were
by category. QCA1-3 were for ownership categories: decentralised, dual, central. QCA4-6
were for authority categories: inferior, equivalent, superior. Data can be totalled for each
condition.
Table 30: Change from governance condition to outcome by category (QCA1-6)
Ownership
To \ From
Decentralised
Dual
Central
Total

QCA1
Decentralised
Many
5
3
Many

QCA2
Dual
0
Many
0
Many

QCA3
Central
0
0
17
17

Authority
To \ From
Inferior
Equivalent
Superior
Total

QCA4
Inferior
Many
1
1
Many

QCA5
Equivalent
4
19
0
23

QCA6
Superior
0
3
10
13

QCA adapted to real world imperfection via consistency values. The consistency value for
each condition is the proportion found of each outcome. Consistency values for each
condition therefore add up to precisely 1. In a deterministic world, each condition would have
one outcome and all consistency values would be either 1 or 0. Real world consistency values
vary between 0.00 and 1.00; values lower than 0.75 should not be accepted as consistent
according to Schneider & Wagemann (2010). Following the literature, I label outcomes with
a consistency value below 0.75 as inconsistent and with a consistency value of 0.75 or higher
as consistent. An outcome never found (consistency 0.00) is labelled as empty.
Traditional decentralised ownership persisted for long periods prior to reforms that
prompted changes of governance to other configurations (and persists to the present in
Mexico). The empirical study notes many changes from decentralised to decentralised in each
case and so in total; whereas there were few changes from decentralised ownership to other
configurations (one in each of the other eight cases, though more could have been found if
ownership had later regressed to decentralised and then changed from decentralised again).
My study is interested in decentralised ownership as an equilibrium but also in reforms
that change governance from decentralised ownership to other configurations. My truth
table of consistency values for each ownership condition therefore has two columns for the
decentralised ownership condition (QCA1/QCA1*). The first column includes the many
changes from decentralised ownership to decentralised ownership, with consistency not
quite 1 for the decentralised ownership equilibrium and not quite 0 for the other category
outcomes (and 0 for the central-superior configuration outcome). The second column
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excludes changes from decentralised ownership to decentralised ownership, to focus on the
reforms from decentralised ownership to other outcomes.
Table 31: Truth table consistency values by condition category
Ownership

QCA1

QCA1*

QCA2

QCA3

Authority

QCA4

QCA5

QCA6

To \ From

Decentralised

Decentralised

Dual

Central

To \ From

Inferior

Equivalent

Superior

Decentralised

<1

0.000

0.000

Inferior

<1

0.174

0.000

Dual

>0

0.625

1.000

0.000

Equivalent

>0

0.826

0.231

Central

>0

0.375

0.000

1.000

Superior

>0

0.000

0.769

Total

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

Total

1.000

1.000

1.000

•

QCA1 excluding changes from decentralised ownership to decentralised ownership

The ownership truth table (left) shows all three equilibria as consistent, with inconsistent
changes from decentralised ownership in the first and second columns (even if decentralised
ownership outcomes are excluded), and empty changes from dual to decentralised or central
and from central to decentralised or dual. Ownership did change from decentralised in all
cases except one, then remained stuck as dual or as central equilibria.
Decentralised ownership does not have an authority category and so decentralised
ownership is excluded from my truth table by authority (right). The authority truth table has
all three equilibria consistent; from inferior to equivalent and to superior inconsistent; from
equivalent to inferior inconsistent and to superior empty; and from superior to inferior empty
and to equivalent inconsistent. QCA4-6 are included for robustness but analysing authority
alone does not reveal much. Authority could go around in circles (superior-equivalentinferior-superior) based on QCA4-6 alone.
Table 32: Consistent/inconsistent/empty equilibria and changes by category
Ownership
QCA1
To \ From
Decentralised
Decentralised
Consistent
Dual
Inconsistent
Central
Inconsistent
Consistent based on consistency valued ≥0.75

QCA1*
Decentralised

QCA2
Dual
Empty
Inconsistent
Consistent
Inconsistent
Empty
* Excluding to decentralised ownership

QCA3
Central
Empty
Empty
Consistent

Authority

QCA4

QCA5

QCA6

To \ From

Inferior

Equivalent

Superior

Inferior

Consistent

Inconsistent

Empty

Equivalent

Inconsistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

Empty

Consistent

Superior
Inconsistent
Consistent based on consistency valued ≥0.75
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Therefore, a parsimonious model based only on ownership could explain the empirical
study ownership findings well. Ownership is initially decentralised and consistently but not
immutably remains decentralised, with rare inconsistent reforms to either dual or central.
Once it becomes dual or central, ownership is at an immutable endpoint. International Policy
Organisation focus on ownership categories may be valid (World Bank 2014, OECD 2015a).
A parsimonious model based only on authority would be less able to explain the empirical
study authority findings. Authority tends not to change, all three categories being consistent
equilibria. However, when it does change it can weaken from superior to equivalent and from
equivalent to inferior or strengthen from inferior to equivalent or to superior. Based solely on
authority, there would not appear to be immutable authority endpoints.
Studying configurations (QCA1 as decentralised is both a category and one of the seven
configurations and QCA7-12 are the other six) provides deeper insights into the evolution of
the corporate governance of state owners of enterprises in emerging economies. The
parsimonious ownership model may be valid, but authority analysis suggests it is incomplete.
The same empirical study data can be summarised by the seven governance configurations
(decentralised, dual-inferior, dual-equivalent, dual-superior, central-inferior, centralequivalent, central-superior). Each of the seven configurations can be a condition changed
from and an outcome changed to, producing a seven-by-seven grid with the diagonal being
seven equilibria and all other cells representing changes from one governance condition to
another governance outcome.
Table 33: Governance change by condition configuration (QCA1, 7-12)
\ From
To
Decentralised
Dual-Inferior
Dual-Equivalent
Dual-Superior
Central-Inferior
Central-Equivalent
Central-Superior
Total

Decentralised
Many
1
1
3
1
2
0
Many

DualInferior
0
Many
0
0
0
0
0
Many

DualEquivalent
0
3
8
0
0
0
0
11
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DualSuperior
0
0
3
7
0
0
0
10

CentralInferior
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2

CentralEquivalent
0
0
0
0
1
11
0
12

CentralSuperior
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3

Each condition configuration again produces a consistency value for each configuration
outcome, totalling 1. For the decentralised ownership condition, there are again two columns.
The first, including the many changes from decentralised to decentralised, shows consistency
close to but less than 1 for decentralised to decentralised ownership and close to but more
than 0 for changes to each other configuration (and exactly 0 for from decentralised
ownership to the central-superior configuration). The second column excludes decentralised
to decentralised ownership to focus on reforms that end decentralised ownership.

0.000
0.273
0.727
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.300
0.700
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.500
0.500
1.000

QCA11

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.083
0.917
0.000
1.000

QCA12

CentralSuperior

QCA10

CentralEquivalent

QCA9

CentralInferior

0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

QCA8

DualEquivalent

\ From
To
Decentralised
<1
n/a
Dual-Inferior
>0
0.125
Dual-Equivalent
>0
0.125
Dual-Superior
>0
0.375
Central-Inferior
>0
0.125
Central-Equivalent
>0
0.250
Central-Superior
0
0.000
Total
1.000
1.000
* Excluding changes to decentralised

QCA7

DualInferior

QCA1*

Decentrali
sed

Decentrali
sed

QCA1

DualSuperior

Table 34: Consistency values by governance condition

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
1.000

Only two equilibria have consistency values of 1, dual-inferior and central-superior, and
I consider them to be opposites and optimal for comparative case study in the next chapter.
Table 35: Consistent/inconsistent/empty equilibria and changes by configuration
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QCA12

CentralSuperior

QCA11

CentralEquivalent

Empty
Incon.
Incon.
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty

QCA10

CentralInferior

Empty
Consis.
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty

QCA9

DualSuperior

QCA8

DualEquivalent

\ From
To
Decentralised
Consis.
Dual-Inferior
Incon.
Incon.
Dual-Equivalent
Incon.
Incon.
Dual-Superior
Incon.
Incon.
Central-Inferior
Incon.
Incon.
Central-Equivalent
Incon.
Incon.
Central-Superior
Empty
Empty
* Excluding changes to decentralised

QCA7

DualInferior

QCA1*

Decentrali
sed

Decentrali
sed

QCA1

Empty
Empty
Incon.
Incon.
Empty
Empty
Empty

Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Incon.
Incon.

Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Incon.
Consis.
Empty

Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Consis.

Consistent/inconsistent/empty equilibria and configuration changes reveal much more
than the more parsimonious analyses by category. Patterns emerge of how decentralised
ownership is consistent but occasionally changes (QCA1), inconsistently when decentralised
to decentralised changes are excluded (QCA1*). Dual ownership is immutable and QCA7-9
show how authority evolves within dual towards dual-inferior. Central ownership is
immutable and QCA10-12 show how authority evolves within central to stronger authority.
Authority evolution depends on ownership and is in opposite directions. Analysing
ownership categories is parsimonious and valid but analysing owner-authority configurations
is richer and more informative.

5.6.1 Changes from decentralised ownership
The results for the first part of the story, during and from traditional decentralised ownership,
show that decentralised ownership is a consistent equilibrium, with inconsistent changes to
all other configurations except to central-superior. The changes remain inconsistent even if
the many decentralised to decentralised changes are excluded (QCA1*) and even if the
outcome configurations are amalgamated into ownership or authority categories.
Figure 2: Decentralised equilibrium and changes from decentralised

Ownership Decentralised

Dual

Central

Authority
0.38

Superior

Equivalent

>>0.75 <<0.25

Inferior

0.13

0.25

0.13

0.13

Governance remains decentralised for long periods, to the present in the case of Mexico.
However, it then changes inconsistently, supporting the first part of my first hypothesis, that
governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to other configurations. The discussion
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focuses on why there may be so much inconstancy, such apparent agency. It also discusses
why, if not simply an artefact of moderate-N data, the change from decentralised ownership
to the central-superior configuration is empty, why no cases of this change are found.

5.6.2 Evolution within dual and central ownership
The results for the second part of the story, after partial reforms from decentralised to dual
ownership or full reform from decentralised to central ownership, show both partial-reform
and full-reform immutable equilibria. There is no gradual centralisation found, where
governance evolves from decentralised to dual to central ownership. Rather, dual ownership
is an immutable endpoint, with no path either back from dual to decentralised ownership or
forward from dual to central ownership. Likewise, however, central ownership is also an
immutable endpoint, with no path jumping back from central to decentralised ownership or
sliding back from central to dual ownership. Dual-superior and dual-equivalent configurations
are inconsistent equilibria and central-inferior is empty, not an equilibrium at all. The
consistent equilibria are dual-inferior, central-equivalent, and central-superior.
Figure 3: Evolution within dual and within central ownership

The cases support the hypothesis that governance evolves via structure within dual
ownership to inferior authority and within central ownership to greater authority.

5.6.3 Complete Analysis
The results for the two parts of the story can be combined to give an overall picture of how
state ownership in emerging economies evolves, based on the data for these cases – which
collectively account for about half of emerging economy land, population, economies, and
stock markets.
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Governance begins with traditional decentralised ownership by sector ministries. It
remains decentralised for long periods, with new ministers and ministries but no category
change. Reforms from decentralised ownership are rare and display considerable agency.
Governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to either dual or to central ownership;
and to inferior, equivalent, or superior authority. No consistent outcome configuration or
even outcome category is found. In fact, all but one outcome configuration – central-superior
– is found, which may be an artefact of moderate-N research or a finding with implications.
Governance then evolves with far more structure. Partial reform, from decentralised to
dual, is to an ownership equilibrium. Dual ownership neither regresses to decentralised nor
progresses to central ownership. The World Bank (2014) view that governance can be
gradually centralised, if central ownership is not feasible in the short term, is not supported.
Rather, authors suggest partial-reform equilibria may be perpetuated not by powerless losers
from reform unwilling to suffer transition costs but by powerful winners from partial reform
enjoying economic rents (Hellman, 1998) and political power (Acemoglu et al., 2005).
Although ownership remains dual, authority tends to weaken, with dual-inferior being the
only consistent equilibrium. Full reform, from decentralised to central, is also to an ownership
equilibrium. Central ownership neither regresses to decentralised nor slips to dual. Although
ownership remains central, authority tends to strengthen, with central-equivalent and
central-superior being the consistent equilibria.
Figure 4: Equilibria and changes
Ownership Decentralised
Authority

Superior

Equivalent

Inferior
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Dual

Centralised

The first hypothesis is supported. Governance changes inconsistently from decentralised
to (all but one) other configurations, whereas governance evolves via path-dependent
structure (shown by consistent equilibria) within dual ownership to inferior authority (dualinferior being the consistent equilibrium) and within central ownership to greater authority
(central-equivalent and central-superior being the consistent equilibria).
QCA focuses on necessary and sufficient conditions for outcomes. Time is not a factor in
QCA but is of interest for my discussion. A timeline can illustrate how decentralised ownership
was traditional but eventually changed in each case except Mexico – to a wide range of other
governance configurations (all except from decentralised to central-superior).
Figure 5: Governance timeline

Within dual ownership, it illustrates how unstable dual-superior is, authority weakening
to dual-equivalent quickly in India and Turkey and fairly quickly in Russia, while dualequivalent is also an inconsistent equilibrium but less unstable, usually weakening to dualinferior (though South Africa remains dual-equivalent for now). Dual-inferior is the consistent
equilibrium for dual ownership, sustained for very long periods (since 1961 in India, 1979 in
Turkey, and 2004 in Russia).
Within central ownership, by contrast, weaker authority is unstable, with central-inferior
found for only one year (in Indonesia) or two (in Kazakhstan), then changing to centralequivalent (in Indonesia) or central-superior (in Kazakhstan). Central-equivalent is a
consistent if not immutable equilibrium (Indonesia 1998-2000/since 2001, China since 2003)
and central-superior is immutable (Kazakhstan since 2008). The timeline illustrates that a gap
has formed between dual ownership with weak authority and central ownership with strong
authority: there are no cases left with dual-superior or central-inferior governance.
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5.7 Chapter discussion and predictions
Dual ownership with inferior authority may be optimal for disintermediation, as the easiest
configuration for politicians to bypass to appoint themselves, allies, or clients to state-owned
enterprise executive positions. Central ownership with greater authority may be optimal for
intermediation, as the hardest configurations for politicians to bypass. Why these two optima
may be consistent equilibria while other configurations are inconsistent equilibria (or even
empty for central-inferior) is discussed here, along with predictions; political development
consequences are discussed in the final chapter.

5.7.1 Agency versus structure
Why do we find agency in changes from decentralised ownership? Decentralised ownership
is traditional, and traditions can be difficult to change. Sector ministers may expect their
ministries to own the enterprises in their sector, both in order to fulfil their mandate and as
a right or perk of their position. Individual sector ministers may have limited political power,
but they may form a class with shared interests in maintaining sector minister privileges.
Together they might form the majority in cabinet. Ministers of economy, health, or education
and the prime minister may not have sectors with state-owned enterprises, but they may
have had sectors or expect to have sectors in future if they rotate among roles and their allies
may have sectors. There may be a strong constituency for traditional decentralised
ownership. It is a consistent equilibrium.
Decentralised ownership, however, is not immutable. In all but one of the nine cases,
governance changed from decentralised ownership. It took considerable time, from change
in 1957 in India to potentially some future date for still decentralised Mexico. These are rare
events, if critical for the corporate governance of state ownership in emerging economies.
Rare events may require exceptional agency. Change from decentralised ownership to
other governance configurations has been instigated by a determined future prime minister
with enough informal authority to split the ruling party (Morarji Desai), a presidential
candidate credited with an economic miracle (Antônio Delfim Netto), a new prime minister
who went on to end military dictatorship by becoming civilian president (Turgut Özal), the
first president of a newly independent country ending communism (Boris Yeltsin), a
beleaguered president seeking international help in economic crisis (Suharto), a minister
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close to President Mandela in the first post-apartheid government (Jeff Radebe), a new
government expected to be in power for a decade (President Hu Jintao/Prime Minister Wen
Jiabao), and the first president of a newly independent country (Nursultan Nazarbayev).
These were far from ordinary politicians and often extraordinary times.
Had these agents placed themselves as state owner leaders, then they could all have
been classified as having superior authority. However, they did not. Desai did. Delfim Netto
appointed an economist aide. Özal gave power to a close political ally, as did Yeltsin. Suharto
brought in a businessman with international experience. Radebe did take the position but his
patron, Nelson Mandela, gave up his. Jiabao promoted a state economic and trade
commission secretary. Nazarbayev brought in a foreign businessman who reported to the
minister of economy. We do not yet know what Mexico will do if it changes from
decentralised ownership. The authority of these first state owner leaders is inconsistent,
some superior, some equivalent, some inferior, with no authority category being found
consistently.
The agents also changed ownership inconsistently from decentralised to dual or to
central. Some changed ownership to give the new state owner unrivalled central ownership
(Indonesia, China, Kazakhstan). Others changed ownership to more limited dual ownership
(India, Brazil, Turkey, Russia, South Africa). Changes from decentralised ownership were
therefore inconsistent, showing considerable agency, in both the ownership outcome and the
authority outcome, and therefore also in the owner-authority configuration outcome. Actors
powerful enough to move away from traditional decentralised ownership, disenfranchising
many sector ministers, may demonstrate considerable agency and inconsistent outcomes.
In fact, governance is found to have changed from decentralised to all but one of the six
owner-authority configurations. The exception may simply be an artefact of moderate-N
cases. However, change directly from decentralised ownership to central-superior
governance could also be post-hoc theorised. Hale (2014) explains how regime survival can
be threatened by competing pyramids of power. To be a threat, the person at the top of a
competing pyramid may well need to have superior authority, as a deputy prime minister or
above. They may also need to offer enough patronage opportunities to gather elites under
them, which central ownership might materially contribute to.
Reform can be traumatic. Evolution from traditional decentralised ownership may be, as
Hellman (1998, p203) suggests, ‘expected to make things worse before they get better’,
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expending political capital and causing short-term elite, economic, and political instability for
long-term benefit. There may be resistance and resentment from newly disenfranchised
sector ministers and jealousy and antagonism towards the newly enfranchised state owner
leader. The rare and critical moment of change from traditional decentralised ownership may
seem an overly regime-risking time to give a superior authority leader central ownership of
state-owned enterprises and risk creating a competing pyramid.
Less dramatic evolutions within dual ownership and within central ownership display far
greater structure. Replacing one leader with another in the same authority category may even
be routine. That three of the six other owner-authority configurations are consistent
equilibria is perhaps not surprising, inertia being normal, new traditions being formed.
However, the other three configurations are inconsistent or even empty equilibria and there
are no changes from dual or from central ownership. There is change and there is structure.
There is no change from partial-reform dual ownership. This supports the views of partial
reform authors such as Hellman (1998) and Acemoglu et al. (2005) that further reforms may
be blocked by the economic or political winners of partial reform. In my case, partial reform
leaves ownership fragmented. Fragmented ownership may be easier to disintermediate by
politicians seeking to appoint themselves, their allies, or their clients to enterprise executive
positions, a chain of causality analysed in the next chapter. Even dual ownership has a main
owner and the main owner has a leader. However, if the dual owner leader has inferior
authority then the de jure owner may be easy to bypass to appoint executives with political
ties. This view of dual-inferior being ideal for disintermediation and therefore supported by
rent-seeking politicians can be tested in the next chapter by the prevalence of executives with
political ties.
Trivedi argues that ineffectiveness ‘does not attract very talented and highly trained
professionals, which in turn leads to the perpetuation of its ineffectiveness’ (Trivedi, 1985,
p97). This seems likely: leading a dual owner should be less appealing than leading a central
owner. Ownership could affect the evolution of authority for this reason alone, as central
ownership attracts stronger leaders than dual ownership, and stronger leaders maintain and
consolidate central ownership while weaker authority leaders are unable to consolidate
ownership, which remains dual. There need not be any deeper logic or strategy.
However, there are prominent state-owned enterprises in many emerging economies,
and the trend towards a Washington Consensus with privatisation and liberalisation
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diminishing their role has slowed or even been reversed by renewed interest in state
ownership under a state capitalism banner. Enterprises are of interest to regime politicians
and simple state owner job appeal need not be the explanation of governance evolution in
an arena of contested politics.
While agents changing from decentralised to dual ownership may initially appoint
themselves or allies as initial state owner leaders, with any authority category, evolution
within dual then tends to weaken authority. It is as though the regime undermines its own de
jure state owner to make patronage easier. Rather than de facto ownership being contended,
regime politicians struggling to bypass the de jure state owner to appoint political executive
clients; rents are easiest to generate under dual-inferior governance. There may be
development consequences, assessed in the next two chapters, so I leave the rents-versusdevelopment debate to the final discussion chapter.
Agents changing from decentralised to central ownership may initially appoint weaker
leaders (central-inferior or central-equivalent) and not risk enfranchising superior authority
leaders of new central owners while disenfranchising sector minsters. The competing pyramid
risks may be too high at this traumatic time. However, evolution may then strengthen
authority, helped as Trivedi suggested by job appeal, but also if the regime reinforces the de
jure owner to make individual patronage harder and instead focus on collective development.
While ownership may be contended under central-inferior governance, regime
politicians exploiting inferior authority to bypass the central owner and appoint themselves,
allies, or clients to derive rents from enterprise executive positions, development may be
easiest to generate under central-equivalent or especially central-superior governance. With
powerful governance, there would then be fewer enterprise executives with political ties and
more technocrats.
The next chapter explores, describes, and explains the next step in the chain of causality,
from distinct governance equilibria to degree of executive politicisation.

5.7.2 Predictions
This chapter’s analysis leads to predictions for each governance condition, which can be
applied to emerging economies including the nine cases in this study.
With eight of the nine countries having changed from decentralised ownership, the ninth
– Mexico – may be hardest to predict. Decentralised ownership is a consistent if not
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immutable equilibrium and change to other governance configurations among the other eight
cases was spread widely over fifty years between 1957 and 2006. Changes from decentralised
ownership are rare and inconsistent. Ownership in Mexico may be expected to remain
decentralised, though change could be to any configuration (or perhaps any except centralsuperior).
Of the other eight cases, seven are at consistent equilibria, making South Africa the
exception at an inconsistent equilibrium: dual-equivalent. It may be the most likely of the nine
cases to change governance, and the prediction would be to evolve within dual ownership to
dual-inferior. For example, the current minister of state-owned enterprises, Pravin Gordhan,
has twice been minister of finance. If he was appointed a third time and took state-owned
enterprises with him to be a level below his ministry, governance would become dual-inferior.
Similar change happened in India, Russia, and Turkey.
The other seven cases at consistent equilibria may be expected to change leaders from
time to time but to retain their current governance configurations. Dual-inferior is so far
immutable and is the configuration in Brazil, India, Russia, and Turkey. Central-superior is also
so far immutable and is the configuration in Kazakhstan. Central-equivalent is consistent if
not quite immutable and is the configuration in China and Indonesia. The prediction would
be to retain their current governance, for change to be more likely in China or Indonesia (than
the other five), and to change authority without changing ownership.
Any change seems least likely from the so far immutable dual-inferior and centralsuperior configurations (in Brazil, India, Turkey, Russia, and Kazakhstan). Change could be rare
if possible, with decentralised ownership (Mexico) or equivalent authority (dual-equivalent
South Africa, or central-equivalent China or Indonesia). There are no cases left at the least
stable configurations, dual-superior or central-inferior, making governance changes less
likely. The overall predictions for decentralised, dual, and central owners are as follows:
1.

Decentralised ownership is consistent but not immutable, changing with
inconsistent agency to almost any other configuration (except to centralsuperior). Mexico was the only one of the nine cases still decentralised in 2017.
The prediction would be for Mexico to remain decentralised (with a small chance
of reform and then hard to predict, inconsistent outcomes).

2.

Dual-inferior is an immutable equilibrium. The prediction is for dual-inferior
governance to remain unchanged. Brazil, India, Russia, and Turkey had dual168

inferior governance in 2017. Dual-equivalent and dual-superior governance are
inconsistent equilibria, with paths to weaker authority. The prediction is for
ownership to remain dual and for authority to remain or weaken. South Africa,
with dual-equivalent authority in 2017, could remain dual-equivalent or weaken
authority to dual-inferior. No cases remain dual-superior.
3.

My thesis is for central ownership to be immutable but authority within it to
strengthen. Central-superior is immutable. Central-equivalent is consistent but
not immutable. Central-inferior is inconsistent and very unstable. Kazakhstan had
central-superior governance in 2017 and the prediction is to remain centralsuperior. China and Indonesia had central-equivalent governance and the
prediction is that they will remain central-equivalent or that authority will
strengthen to central-superior. No cases remain central-inferior.

How have these predictions worked up to 2019? Mexico had a change of president, as it
does every six years, to Andrés Manuel López Obrador, but no change from traditional
decentralised ownership. The national oil company, Pemex, is directly under the president
and a new president led to a new director general, Octavio Romero Oropeza, fitting the
pattern of enterprise appointments seen previously. The prediction of no change is followed.
Brazil has a new secretary of the Secretariat of Coordination and Governance of State
Enterprises, Fernando Antonio Ribeiro Soares, an economics professor, but the same
governance. India has had no evolution, with IAS Officer Seema Bahuguna still secretary of
the Department of Public Enterprises under the Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public
Enterprises. Russia’s Rosimushchestvo has a new leader, Vadim Vladimirovich Yakovenko,
former chief federal inspector for the Moscow region, but the same governance. Turkey has
a new director general of state-owned enterprises, Mehmet Kaya, but the same governance.
All four dual-inferior cases have no change in governance.
The dual-equivalent case, South Africa, has a new minister of public enterprises. Pravin
Gordhan was a member of parliament immediately before appointment but also a former
finance minister in 2009-2014 and 2015-2017 and member of the National Executive
Committee. He has equivalent formal authority as a minister, as his predecessors did. He has
not achieved posts higher than minister, and been dismissed twice, so informal authority may
also be equivalent. However, his informal authority, while in the same category as his
predecessors, may be breaking a slow within-category decline. South Africa has so far resisted
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the tendency for dual ownership to see authority weaken. Gordhan’s appointment resists that
tendency, with no change in governance configuration, at least not yet.
The central-equivalent cases, China and Indonesia, have had no evolutions. The same
owners and owner leaders remained in place from 2017 to 2019.
The central-superior case, Kazakhstan, saw much more change. It changed prime
minister to Askar Mamin on 21 February 2019, quickly followed on 7 March 2019 by his
appointment to lead Samruk-Kazyna. This continues the pattern since 2008 of the prime
ministers leading the central state owner. Governance remains central-superior.
Kazakhstan then had its first change of president since independence, with Nursultan
Nazarbayev retiring and being succeeded by Senate Chairman Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, per
the constitution, confirmed by election, with Dariga Nazarbayeva succeeding Tokayev in the
Senate and being next in line should Tokayev resign. This first change of president may test
my theory that the central-superior equilibrium is immutable, being the level of exceptional
juncture where strong agency might be expected. So far, agents or events in my cases have
been strong enough only to change ownership from decentralised, not from dual or central,
but sufficiently strong agents might change dual or central ownership category. A new regime
might be dramatic enough, if indeed this is a new regime as Nazarbayev still has a key role.
The new prime minister, Mamin, had been CEO of one prominent state-owned
enterprise, national rail company Kazakhstan Temir Zholy, then chair of three: Kazakhstan
Temir Zholy, Kazatomprom, and Kazakhstan Engineering. Mamin was replaced by the defence
minister (so also with political ties) as chair of Kazakhstan Engineering but Kazatomprom has
a new technocrat chair (a British mining engineer), and Kazakhstan Temir Zholy has a new
technocrat chair (a German rail engineer). This suggests that Mamin moved from helping
disintermediate the state owner (by being appointed to chair enterprises himself) to being
state owner leader and helping it intermediate to appoint mostly technocrats, depoliticising
the elite social group of prominent state-owned enterprise executives. This is the subject of
my next chapter.
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Chapter 6: Elite politicisation
6.1 Introduction
Executives with evident political ties could pose principal-agent problems for state owners.
Do regime politicians act in their individual self-interests to appoint themselves, their allies,
or clients with political ties to the executive positions at prominent state-owned enterprises?
Or does the regime act in its collective interest to appoint mostly technocrats to head the
supervisory and management boards of their prominent state-owned enterprises? What does
executive politicisation (in the most similar systems except for their state owner governance)
suggest about whether the governance of state owners of enterprises in emerging economies
can be a collective action solution to the potential principal-agent problem?
Regime is a collective noun, though a regime need not act collectively. This chapter
studies how state ownership institutions affect the proportion of state-owned enterprise
executives versus technocrats, to indicate political patrons acting in self-interest versus the
regime acting in its collective interest. Theory predicts that regime members will want to
pursue self-interests, yet to also value collective goals, especially regime survival. Institutions
can affect the commitment to and thus the occurrence of collective action.
Even in the most similar systems, the balance of individual self-interest versus collective
goals may be moderated by state ownership institutions. My theory is that the corporate
governance of state ownership of enterprises varies in emerging economies and affects stateowned enterprise executive politicisation, measured by the prevalence of executives with
evident political ties. This chapter investigates how politicisation develops through
differential appointment mixes and dismissal rates (and hence tenure), to discuss elite social
development.
This second empirical chapter also extends the chain of causality from the previous
chapter, in which changes from traditional decentralised ownership led to distinct governance
equilibria with dual or central ownership, to associate these equilibria with executive
politicisation. This paves the way for the next chapter to extend the chain of causality further
from politicisation to enterprise performance, to discuss economic development. The
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collective action solution presented here also informs my discussion of political development
in the final chapter.
My method for the chapter is comparative case study. Cases are chosen, from among the
nine countries studied in the previous chapter, to be the most similar systems except for their
state ownership governance. Their enterprises are then selected to be in strategic sectors and
to be prominent within those sectors and are paired in the two cases to mitigate the risk of
sector bias, excluding enterprises if they have no peer in the other case. The enterprises are
selected for the high-level regime attention that they attract and for the status of their
executives within an elite social group, i.e. in a position to affect economic development via
their enterprises.
Enterprise-level case selection results from exploratory research. It aims to fit into the
hypothesis by focusing on enterprises of greatest interest to high-level regime members, who
could act individually in self-interest or collectively toward regime goals. Case selection is
necessarily restricted to mitigate the risk that enterprises fall outside the focus of high-level
regime rent-seeking and/or collective action. However, it is sufficient for descriptive research
to illustrate ownership patterns and for explanatory research to establish whether opposite
state ownership governance is associated with significantly different executive politicisation.
The first purpose this chapter serves in my thesis is to study whether the corporate
governance of state ownership of enterprises in emerging economies affects social
development via differential politicisation of the elite social group of state-owned enterprise
executives, and potentially via isomorphism into broader society.
The second purpose for this chapter is to extend the chain of causality. The previous
chapter studied state ownership evolution. This chapter associates state ownership, in the
most similar systems of the previous chapter except for distinct governance configurations,
with enterprise executive politicisation. The next chapter then takes this politicisation as its
independent variable, to further extend the causality chain to investigate economic
development. The whole chain is used to discuss political development in the final chapter.
Therefore, this chapter aims to make its own contribution to knowledge of social
development and to have a central position in my causality chain from policy making and
governance evolution, via elite society development, to economic development. Ultimately,
the three empirical chapters support a discussion of how regimes choose among alternative
equilibria for regime survival strategies, and thus affect political development. This chapter is
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both a distinct element of my thesis, regarding social development, and the central empirical
section of my overall thesis about social, economic, and political development.
The chapter consists of three studies: an exploratory study of the phenomena, a
descriptive study of state ownership in the two most similar systems of the nine in the
previous chapter except for their different state ownership governance configurations, and
an explanatory study associating these governance differences with significantly different
executive politicisation. The chapter concludes with discussion of the chapter theme – social
development – and of the role of the chapter in my overall thesis. It discusses how, in
otherwise similar systems, institutions may be usually disintermediated, bypassed by patrons
acting in their own self-interest by appointing political executives, or owners may usually
intermediate to appoint more technocrats.
The previous chapter identified what happens to state ownership governance over time.
This chapter starts to unravel why. The previous chapter identified how after ending
traditional decentralised ownership, governance tends towards alternate equilibria, with dual
ownership having inferior authority as its only stable equilibrium, a dual-inferior
configuration. Central ownership had two equilibria, central-equivalent and central-superior,
which can be combined into central ownership with greater (than inferior) authority and so
distinguished from the dual-inferior equilibrium both on ownership and authority dimensions.
Both dual-inferior and central with greater authority equilibria, as endpoints evolved to, are
distinct from traditional decentralised ownership, as the origin evolved from. Dual-inferior
and central-superior can be considered opposite endpoint equilibria and so make an
attractive pair for comparative case study of effects of governance on politicisation.

6.2 Principal-agent problems versus collective action solutions
This chapter aims to contribute to corporate governance, political economy, and postcommunist politics literatures, as well as being the central empirical chapter in my overall
thesis. All three literatures and international policy organisation reports address principalagent problems with good reason. State-owned enterprises often have weak threats of
competition or insolvency and their multiple objectives may leave them more vulnerable to
rent seeking. However, some authors also study corruption of principals and collective action
among them. It is to this collective action strand of literature that I find this chapter
contributing, while the next chapter focuses back on the increase in principal-agent problems
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that occurs when collective actions fails to persuade regime politicians to forgo the
opportunity to appoint political executive clients.
Acemoglu et al. (2005) have argued that the most common reasons for nations to fail is
that they have extractive institutions. This could be due to principal-agent problems, well
studied in both corporate governance and political economy literature. Prominent stateowned enterprise executives could be contracted to work in the interests of the State yet act
in self-interest. They form an elite social group, whose politicisation could affect society more
broadly through normative, mimetic, and coercive isomorphism (Dimaggio and Powell, 1983).
The risk associated with agents who do not always act in the interests of principals, such
as the State, has led authors to be interested in how institutional contexts affect
appointments (Evans, 1995). Recruitment is also said to depend on whether the state can best
be described as a limited access order, where elites tend to have political ties to the regime
as this is the natural state, or as a more open access order in which recruitment is more based
on merit than on connections (North et al., 2005). My interest in executives is not new.
Corporate governance-oriented management literature has long advocated studying the
upper echelons of organisations (Hambrick and Mason, 1984). State-owned enterprise
executives have already been categorised heuristically as commissars versus technocrats
(Hafsi and Koenig, 1988), or by their technical, military, and political backgrounds (Musacchio
and Lazzarini, 2014a), and based on political ties in career information (Sun, Mellahi, Wright,
and Xu, 2015). My heuristic categorisation of executives into political executives with evident
political ties versus technocrats aligns with this literature.
However, nonmarket strategy literature has recently advocated that ‘researchers need
to distinguish between different forms of state ownership: ownership by ministries, by state
investment funds and asset management companies, by state enterprises, etc’ and ‘focus
should be shifted from the mere fact of state ownership to the politically motivated
intervention in ﬁrms’ corporate governance that is likely to affect performance’
(Okhmatovskiy, 2010, p1021). Yet state owners appear to be rather neglected, which may be
valid if they are not policy instruments: if governance is invariant (similar systems would then
be expected to have similar governance) or if governance has insignificant effects (including
on executive politicisation).
International policy organisations can share academic concerns about principal-agent
problems. The OECD (2015a, p12) warns of corporate governance difficulties deriving from
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the ‘complex chain of agents (management, boards, ownership entities, ministries, the
government and the legislature), without clearly and easily identifiable, or with remote,
principals.’ Its report suggests conflicts of interest and decisions not in the best interests of
the enterprise and the public. Similarly, the World Bank (2014) is concerned by the distinct
interests of owners as principals and of managers as agents, with the principal-agent
relationship requiring owners to set goals and delegate responsibility to ‘an agent whose
private incentives are likely to differ from those of the principal’ (p13).
Political economy literature, however, does not always see corruption as a principalagent problem. Persson et al. (2013) question whether anti-corruption reforms fail due to
these widely studied principal-agent problems. Rather than assume that the principals are
free from corruption themselves, and that the problem lies with the agents, the authors argue
that in thoroughly corrupt regimes corruption better resembles a collective action problem,
demanding ‘radically different solutions’ (p 450). Even with perfect information and if less
corruption would benefit society, the authors expect monitoring and punishment regimes to
be ineffective if corruption is widespread, so that the individual rewards from corruption of
principals are high and risks low.
The authors’ analysis is particularly relevant to my thesis as they study multiple equilibria
situations in emerging economies. They see rational actors following strategies that depend
on how many others in the same society are corrupt, given their inability to change the game.
Their proposition that actors understand the gains from erasing corruption but ‘cannot trust
that most other actors will refrain from corrupt practices’ (p 457) is directly relevant to the
question of why I find opposite governance equilibria.
My theory is that there is either weak or strong trust among politicians that their peers
will allow state owners to appoint technocrats. There is weak trust if the state owner is easy
to disintermediate, many politicians bypassing the de jure owner to appoint executives with
political ties. Despite a collective interest in depoliticization, there is little incentive for
individual politicians to refrain from appointing political executives, sometimes themselves
and otherwise their allies or clients, and from impeding dismissals.
Conversely, there is strong trust if the state owner is hard to disintermediate, standing
between regime politicians and enterprise executives. Many politicians may then support the
state owner as an effective intermediary, and support punishment of peers’ corrupt action, if
corrupt action is more exceptional. Individual regime members may forgo self-interested
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rent-seeking opportunities if peers do so as well. Collective action benefits from appointing
technocrats will be broader if the state owner has centralised ownership and the risk of
punishment will be greater if the state owner leader has equivalent or even superior authority
to the perpetrator (and so few others appoint executives with political ties). Trying to bypass
your prime minister carries more risk than trying to bypass a deputy minister.
These literatures and my theory give a mixed view. The principal-agent literature usually
focuses on the agents. It recognises the rent-seeking risks of agents with political ties and can
advocate depoliticisation. However, the collective action literature focuses on principals. It
expects anti-corruption efforts to fail if they focus on agents without finding a collective action
solution to potentially corrupt principals. It expects multiple equilibria, and this is what I find.
Both problems may be correct. There will be principal-agent problems with any elite
social group de jure serving the state, including state-owned enterprise executives. They will
have self-interests and may act on them. Political economy is concerned with executive
politicisation and social development, and nonmarket strategy research, including that in the
next chapter, is interested in how executive politicisation affects enterprise performance as
a factor in economic development.
However, simple anti-corruption reforms at enterprises, such as changing contracts and
introducing monitoring systems, may be ineffective if state owners, despite contracting and
monitoring, are often disintermediated by politicians. Executives with political ties and rent
opportunities may be obliged and incentivised to act corruptly. Research should also be
interested in the incentives facing politician principals, acting in their individual self-interest
to appoint themselves or their allies or clients versus acting in their collective interest to
appoint more technocrats. Collective action requires credible institutions to create trust and
enforcement. My theory is that politicians may undermine state owners if their peers also do,
so risks are low, rather than forgo individual benefits, while the regime members may act
collectively to support a credible institution once established.
Outcomes therefore do not require differential assumptions about unobservable selfinterest or politician inclinations to corruption versus altruism but on what Persson et al.
(2013) describe as whether individuals can trust most other actors to refrain from corrupt
practices. The corporate governance of state owners of enterprises in emerging economies
may determine whether individual politicians usually do not or do trust their peers to refrain,
in a vicious or virtuous circle, with distrust or trust increasingly self-fulfilling.
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6.3 Research hypothesis
The theory for the chapter comes in two parts, to be tested by descriptive and explanatory
research. First, for the corporate governance of state ownership of enterprises to affect
development, governance must vary as the independent variable. Ideally, to mitigate the risk
of extraneous factors affecting the dependent variable, governance would vary even in the
otherwise most similar systems. I therefore identify which, from among the nine cases studied
in the previous chapter, are the most similar systems.
Identifying that governance configurations can vary even in otherwise as similar systems
as possible would support a view of governance as an independent variable, a potential
instrument for policy making. If, instead, owner-authority configurations do not vary in similar
systems, so systems appear to determine configurations, this would encourage a view that
state ownership is predetermined by systems and is not an instrument for policy making.
Research should then shift from state ownership to the systems that determine them.
The descriptive research therefore first identifies the most similar systems, from the nine
cases in the previous chapter, and then verifies that they have distinct owner-authority
configurations. It does so through closer investigation of the ownership patterns of the
selected enterprises and verification of the authority of the main state owner leader. The
descriptive research investigates and verifies the independent variable of governance.
For corporate governance to influence social development, there also needs to be a
mechanism for the independent variable of governance to affect the dependent variable of
executive politicisation. Based on the literature and interviews, I theorise that state owners
can be modelled as intermediaries between the regime political layer and the state-owned
enterprise layer. The political layer consists of those regime politicians who could potentially
act as patrons to appoint state-owned enterprise executives with political ties or could act
collectively to empower state owners to appoint executives. The state owners layer consists
of federal agencies, state corporations, holding companies, and sovereign wealth funds that
are the de jure top-level state owners. The enterprise layer consists of state-owned
enterprises such as oil and gas, transport and communications, and energy enterprises.
The model has two idealised forms: intermediation or disintermediation. In the
intermediation form, political layer politicians act as principals with state owner leaders as
their agents. The state owner leaders then act as principals with enterprise layer executives
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as their agents. The intermediation model therefore has three layers and two principal-agent
relationships: politician principals - owner agents / principals - enterprise executive agents. In
the disintermediation form, state owners are cut out, so politicians directly act as principals
for enterprise executive agents. The disintermediation model collapses from three to just two
layers and from two to just one principal-agent relationship: politician principals - enterprise
executive agents.
Figure 6: State owner intermediation versus disintermediation

With traditional decentralised ownership, each ministry (and its minister) may have its
own state owner and its own sector enterprises (and executives). There may be no collective
action problem to resolve and the main issue may be how effective the principal-agent
relationship is in delivering ministry (and minister) goals. However, the previous chapter
found decentralized ownership to be the origin for governance, never returned to once left,
with ownership then remaining either dual or central.
Central ownership has one state owner for most enterprises. The regime may act
collectively as patrons to the central owner agent, its de jure right to make appointments and
dismissals complemented with de facto power if led with enough authority. The central owner
would then act as the single main patron for most executive agents. Politicians could
sometimes act in their own self-interest, bypassing the state owner to appoint executive
clients, but more by exception than as a rule, with more risks for politicians and political
executives. The state owner could offer a collective action solution, if it has de jure rights to
appoint most executives and its leader has enough de facto authority to be trusted to say no.
My theory is that credible collective action via intermediation is easier if ownership is
central rather than dual, and if state owner authority is superior or equivalent to ministers
who may contend executive appointments and dismissals, rather than inferior. Dual
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ownership implies no central owner for collective action to focus on, leaving several smaller
owners to be targeted by individual politicians seeking to disintermediate owners and to
patronise executives with political ties. Inferior authority state owner leaders may not be
credible as a collective action solution if they are unable to withstand pressure from
politicians to make politically tied appointments and unable to dismiss enterprise executives
protected by political ties. Based on this view, I would expect to find central-superior
governance to be the optimal configuration for intermediation, while dual-inferior
governance would be the most vulnerable to disintermediation.
Figure 7: State owners intermediate as a collective action solution

In summary, politicians acting in self-interest may individually bypass state owners to
appoint enterprise executives with political ties, including themselves, their allies, and their
clients. I expect dual ownership and inferior authority to facilitate disintermediation and be
associated with a high proportion of political executives and so relatively few technocrats.
Alternately, the regime acting in its collective interest may facilitate state owner
intermediation. I expect central ownership and equivalent or especially superior authority to
more often result in intermediation, associated with fewer political executives and so more
technocrats. My second hypothesis is therefore that:
Second hypothesis: State ownership governance varies even in similar systems, with
more executive politicisation under dual-inferior than under central-superior
governance
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6.4 Exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory research
My method for comparative case study began with exploratory research, including interviews
in the field. This helped to clarify the research hypothesis, method, measures, and coding. It
verified the most similar system case selection, provided state-owned enterprise selection,
and established governance patterns and executive coding as the bases on which to draw
descriptive and explanatory conclusions.
I then conducted descriptive research, to increase knowledge of the cases. The research
describes and thereby categorises state ownership as decentralised, dual, or central (with
dual and central found) and the authority of the leader of the main state owner as inferior,
equivalent, or superior to that of ministers (with inferior and superior found).
The descriptive research categorisation is based on whether there is one owner of most
of the selected enterprises, as this may affect collective action, and on the authority of the
main state owner leader relative to ministers, as they may contend rights to appoint
executives. It aims to verify the two cases’ owner-authority configurations. Coding is into one
of seven configurations. Ownership is coded into one of three categories, consistent with
international policy organisation definitions (OECD, 2012). It is decentralised if ownership is
largely under sector ministries, the traditional way for states to own enterprises. It is dual if
ownership is divided among several state owners, none owning most enterprises. It is central
if there is one owner of most state-owned enterprises.
If ownership is decentralised, then there is no main state owner, so no authority
category. Otherwise, if ownership is dual or central, then there is a main state owner, the
state owner has a leader, and the leader has authority categorised as inferior, equivalent, or
superior. Authority is categorised as inferior if the leader has authority inferior to that of
ministers, for example a deputy minister or below. Authority is categorised as equivalent if
the leader has authority equivalent to that of sector ministers, for example by the leader also
being a cabinet minister. Authority is categorised as superior if authority is superior to that of
ministers, for example a deputy prime minister or above. Authority is generally formal, though
informal authority is also relevant. Coding therefore results in a taxonomy with seven feasible
configurations: decentralised, dual-inferior, dual-equivalent, dual-superior, central-inferior,
central-equivalent, or central-superior (see figure 1).
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Finally, I conducted explanatory research to connect ideas and to understand cause and
effect. The goal was to relate the opposite owner-authority configurations verified in the
descriptive research as the independent variable with enterprise executive politicisation as
the dependent variable, and then to explain how such politicisation comes about through
differential appointment mixes and rates of dismissal. Archival sources, including enterprise
annual reports, established the head of each enterprise supervisory board and enterprise
management board, labelled respectively the chair and the CEO regardless of actual title. I
heuristically categorise each of these enterprise executives either as a political executive if
biographical analysis indicates clear political ties, or otherwise as a technocrat.
The explanatory study researches how the elite social group of prominent state-owned
enterprise executives divides into political executives versus technocrats. How did it come
about? It assesses changes, via differential appointment mixes and rates of dismissal (and
therefore tenure). It is essentially a population study, analytically equivalent to considering
appointments as births, dismissals as deaths, and tenure as life expectancy, all as explanations
of demography. It studies this elite social group to gain knowledge of social development.

6.4.1 Exploratory phase
The exploratory research formulated the problem for clearer investigation. It aimed to
discover ideas about state ownership configurations as patterns of state ownership, to select
state-owned enterprises most likely to attract high-level regime attention, to code stateowned enterprise executive politicisation, and to develop thoughts about state owner
intermediation between the regime and the enterprises versus state owner disintermediation
by political patrons directly appointing state-owned enterprise executives.
The overall exploratory research design was flexible enough to consider the varied
aspects of the problem: how should cases be selected for comparison? How should
enterprises and their executives be selected for description and for explanation? How can
ownership be clearly illustrated and categorised, the main state owner identified, and the
authority of the main state owner leader categorised? How can political executives versus
technocrats be heuristically categorised via biographical analysis? What drives executive
politicisation populations: differential appointments and/or dismissal rates?
Non-probability sampling, with judgement about cases and purposive sampling of
enterprises and executives, was an important part of the exploratory research. However, once
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these exploratory questions were answered, early in the research process, the research
design for describing and explaining became more rigid (with cases, enterprises, and
executives selected, categorisations established, archival including biographical sources
determined, etc.) to protect against potential bias and to maximise reliability. The exploratory
research was less structured, but the descriptive research and explanatory research were
structured. The descriptive and explanatory research had pre-planned designs for analysis,
based on the full data specified in the exploratory research.
The exploratory research resulted in insights and a hypothesis. The hypothesis associates
state ownership governance with politicisation of the elite social group of prominent stateowned enterprise executives. Governance was coded as owner-authority configurations and
executives were heuristically categorised via their biographies. Only the exploratory stage
was flexible, so that facets of owners, enterprises, and executives could be studied as they
arose in initial research and interviews. The descriptive stage was much more comparative in
design and made use of the archival resources available, and the explanatory study was
quantitative and based almost entirely on archival data. The research objective was
formulated, methods designed for collecting data, sample collected, executive names and
biographies collected and categorised, and data made ready to process, analyse, and report.
The descriptive research aimed to obtain accurate information on state ownership and
authority in the cases compared. The method was to identify from archival sources, including
company annual reports and websites, the de jure ownership structure for the enterprises
selected in the exploratory phase. Where there are intermediary holding companies,
ownership is traced back to the highest level of the State that has de jure ownership, which
proved to be a federal agency, a holding company, state corporations, the central bank,
regional administrations, a sovereign wealth fund, and a ministry. The description was of
these ultimate state owners, intermediate holding companies, and the selected state-owned
enterprises.
Ownership was illustrated to study its patterns and the average equity ownership of the
selected enterprises was calculated for each state owner. Neither case had remained under
traditional decentralised ownership by sector ministries, so average ownership of the
selected enterprises by the main state owner is the metric used to categorise whether state
ownership was dual if less than half versus central if more than half. Each owner’s average
equity ownership is calculated by totalling its percentage equity stakes in the selected
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enterprises and dividing by the total number of selected enterprises, so that part ownership
is reflected. Where ownership is via a holding company, the ultimate state owner’s equity
stake is based on its ownership of the holding company times the holding company’s
ownership of the enterprise. For example, a fifty percent ownership of a holding company
that had a fifty percent ownership of a selected enterprise would be considered a twentyfive percent ownership of the enterprise.
The explanatory research, conducted after descriptive research verified the opposite
owner-authority configurations as the independent variable, connects ideas and aims to
understand cause and effect. I wanted to explain how the corporate governance of state
owners of enterprises may affect state-owned enterprise executive politicisation. It studies
the selected state-owned enterprises’ executives, supervisory board chairs and management
board CEOs, categorised heuristically via biographical analysis and coded as either political
executives or otherwise as technocrats. The data are all archival. The explanatory research
investigates whether the political executive (and therefore also technocrat) proportion is
significantly different between the cases, and how the different proportions result from
differential appointments and rates of dismissal. It is a population study.

6.5 Results
6.5.1 Exploratory research results
The method for comparative case study began with exploratory research, including interviews
in the field. This helped to clarify my research hypothesis, method, measures, and coding. The
exploratory research is of the cases, enterprises, and executives.
The previous chapter studied and categorised the evolution of governance of state
ownership in nine countries: Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Russia, South
Africa, and Turkey. To extend the chain of causality from state owner governance in the
previous chapter to executive politicisation in this chapter, the exploratory research included
verifying case selection from among these nine. The criteria were that the comparative case
study was to be of the two most similar systems except for their state owner-authority
governance configurations.
The previous chapter established a taxonomy of owner-authority configurations. It also
identified the year in which governance reached current (2017) configurations, except for in
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Mexico, where governance has not yet changed and remains traditional decentralised
ownership by sector ministries. In the other eight cases, the current governance
configurations were reached many years ago, with the most recent configuration change
being in Kazakhstan in 2008, so that enough subsequent annual reports are available to
analyse executive politicisation. Case selection was therefore not restricted by the year in
which governance reached its current owner-authority configuration. All nine cases involved
a time frame long enough for sufficient data to be collected.
Table 36: Year current governance established
Ownership:

Decentralised

Dual

Central

Authority
Superior

Equivalent

Kazakhstan 2008

Mexico

South Africa 1999

Indonesia 2001
China 2003

India 1961
Brazil 1979
Turkey 1995
Russia 2004

Inferior

The need for variation in the independent variable discouraged comparing pairs with the
same owner-authority configurations: China versus Indonesia or any pair from India, Brazil,
Turkey, and Russia. It encouraged comparing a pair with as dissimilar as possible ownerauthority configurations while being otherwise the most similar systems.
No two countries are identical, but the most similar systems should be close to each
other. Closeness need not only be thought of as sharing common borders but also low
distance in culture, administration, geography, and economy (Ghemawat, 2001). Relevant
literature (Weinthal & Luong 2001; Greene, 2014) and interviews suggest Russia and
Kazakhstan as the most similar systems. They do share a long common border. They also have
a widely spoken common language and other cultural integration from Russian Imperial and
Soviet Union periods. Kazakhstan has a Turkic majority but a substantial ethnic Slav minority
while Russia has an ethnic Slav majority but a substantial ethnic Turk minority. They have
evolving but still Soviet-legacy-derived administrations. Both are natural resource-rich,
especially from petrochemicals and minerals. Both are large Eurasian countries with a low
population density. The economies have similar per capita gross domestic products and
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economic reliance on their natural resource endowments, and they are two founding
members of the Eurasian Economic Union. Russia and Kazakhstan are close in shared culture,
previously unified administration, location and physical geography, and level and mix of
economy. Greene (2014, p74) goes as far as to advocate testing hypotheses on ‘Russia and
the resource-rich Central Asian Soviet successor states – which, because of near identical
initial conditions, provide a particularly effective laboratory for evaluating divergent
outcomes.’ Had their state owner governance been the same configuration, comparison
would not work but, with in some ways opposite governance, I judged that they meet the
criteria very well.
Mexico and Brazil might have been the next most similar systems, both being in Latin
America, oil-rich, and having different state ownership: decentralised versus dual-inferior.
However, they have different languages, heritages, administrative histories, and are on
different continents. Mexico is yet to change from traditional decentralised ownership and
my thesis suggests that it could follow many initial paths and that dual ownership would tend
to lead towards dual-inferior governance (the same configuration as Brazil, India, Turkey, and
Russia) while central ownership would tend to lead to central-equivalent or central-superior
configurations (like China, Indonesia, and Kazakhstan). If Mexico adopts central ownership,
Mexico and Brazil may eventually provide a comparative case study to parallel this study.
My research is intended to be of use in policy making, especially by countries such as
Mexico that have not yet changed decentralised state ownership and may embark on an initial
reform as other countries have, leading to stable equilibria as in Brazil, India, Turkey and
Russia or as in China, Indonesia, and Kazakhstan.
Having suggested the most similar system country case selection, the exploratory
research also identified strategic sectors and prominent state-owned enterprises within
them. Russia and Kazakhstan are the most similar systems, so have similar economies and
strategic sectors, including oil and gas, mining and energy, transport and communications,
and banks. The exploratory research identified a list of prominent state-owned enterprises in
Russia and their nearest Kazakh peers, from which to select enterprises to study.
Kazakhstan has many prominent enterprises that are peers for Russia’s selected
enterprises, but also some differences. Kazakh mining company Tau-Ken Samruk is relatively
new, with limited history to provide data. Kazakhstan has no equivalent of Russia’s energy
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holding company, Rosseti, though its electricity grid operator, KEGOC, is a peer of Rosseti’s
subsidiary, Federal Grid. Kazakhstan has lower rainfall and so no equivalent of Rushydro.
While Russia has three leading state-owned banks, Kazakhstan's main banks were private,
Halyk Savings Bank (a peer for Sberbank) and Kazkommertsbank (a peer for VTB since
acquired by Halyk), while state-owned KazAgroFinance is far smaller and less prominent, even
relative to Kazakhstan’s smaller population, than its prominent agricultural bank peer
Rosselkhozbank.
Table 37: Strategic sector prominent SOEs in Russia and Kazakh peers
Oil & gas
Gazprom
Rosneft
Transneft

NC KazMunaiGas
KazMunaiGas EP
KazTransOil

Mining & Energy
Alrosa
Atomenergoprom
Federal Grid

Transport &
Communications
Aeroflot
Kamaz
Rostelecom

Inter RAO UES

Russian Post

Rosseti

Russian Railways

Rushydro
Tau-Ken Samruk
Kazatomprom
KEGOC

Air Astana
Kazakhstan Engineering
Kazakhtelecom

Samruk-Energy

KazPost

Banks
Rosselkhozbank
Sberbank
VTB

KazAgroFinance
Halyk Savings Bank*
Kazkommertsbank*

Kazakhstan Temir Zholy
* Not state-owned, closest privately-owned Kazakh peers for Sberbank and VTB

It is possible that including the three state-owned Russian banks but excluding the private
Kazakh banks and non-prominent KazAgroFinance would introduce sector bias, as might
including six Russian mining and energy enterprises but only three Kazakh peers. The subset
of explored enterprises in the table above that do have prominent state-owned Kazakh peers
forms the selected enterprises in the table below for descriptive and explanatory research.
Table 38: Selected state-owned enterprise peers in Russia and in Kazakhstan
Oil & gas
Gazprom
Rosneft
Transneft

Mining & Energy
Atomenergoprom
Federal Grid
Inter RAO UES

Transport & Communications
Aeroflot
Kamaz
Rostelecom
Russian Post

NC KazMunaiGas
KazMunaiGas EP
KazTransOil

Kazatomprom
KEGOC
Samruk-Energy

Russian Railways
Air Astana
Kazakhstan Engineering
Kazakhtelecom
KazPost
Kazakhstan Temir Zholy
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The selected enterprises are therefore all state-owned, prominent, have the same sector
mix in each country case, and have archival executive data available for the full period (20092017) since Kazakhstan reached its current central-superior governance configuration (2008),
Russia having reached its current dual-inferior governance configuration even earlier (2004).
Each of these twenty-two enterprises, over the nine years (2009-2017) of my study, had
two executives, Chair and CEO (except Atomenergoprom having only a director general
fulfilling both chair and CEO roles). Therefore, as part of the exploratory research, at each of
the twenty-two enterprises, in each of the nine years, each of the executives was coded as a
political executive or otherwise as a technocrat, creating the dependent variable data for the
explanatory research.

6.5.2 Descriptive results
The descriptive research aimed to provide a conclusive research study which describes the
characteristics of state ownership in Russia and in Kazakhstan. It includes research related to
who the state owners of the prominent enterprises are, their percentage ownership of each
enterprise (in some cases via holding companies), and their average ownership of the set of
state-owned enterprises (treating each enterprise as equal). It verified the literature-based
state ownership categorisation of Russia and Kazakhstan made in the previous chapter and
confirmed which is the leading state owner, who its leader is, and how to categorise authority.
The previous chapter categorised state ownership governance as dual-inferior in Russia
and as central-superior in Kazakhstan. The descriptive research supports a view that Russia
and Kazakhstan have moved away from traditional decentralised ownership, to dual
ownership in Russia where there is no single owner of most prominent enterprises and to
central ownership in Kazakhstan where there is a single owner of most prominent enterprises.
The main state owner in Russia is confirmed to be Rosimushchestvo, the Federal Agency
of State Property Management. Its head is a deputy minister, and therefore categorised as
having authority inferior to ministers. The main state owner in Kazakhstan is confirmed to be
Samruk-Kazyna, a sovereign wealth fund. Its head is the prime minister of Kazakhstan, and
therefore categorised as having authority superior to that of ministers. The descriptive
research both verifies owner-authority configurations and confirms that they are different.
The most similar systems, Russia and Kazakhstan, meet the criteria for explanatory
comparative case study.
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Figure 8: State owners of selected enterprises in Russia (January 2017)
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Figure 9: State owners of selected enterprises in Kazakhstan (January 2017)

The research also describes key features of state ownership in the cases compared. The
pattern of state ownership in Russia is not organised by sector. Various state owners have
stakes in oil and gas, including Rosimushchestvo having the majority stake in Gazprom but
Rosneftegaz, a holding company legacy of the Soviet-era Oil and Gas Ministry, having the
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majority stake in Rosneft and a direct and an indirect stake in Gazprom. State corporation
sectoral holding companies share sectoral ownership with Rosimushchestvo. Russian regional
governments have stakes in Alrosa, a regional mining company. Bank of Russia, the central
bank, controls Sberbank while Rosimushchestvo owns VTB and Rosselkhozbank. Various
intermediate holding companies further complicate an already disorganised and fragmented
ownership pattern.
In Kazakhstan, almost all ownership of the prominent state-owned enterprises is under
a single central owner, Samruk-Kazyna. Samruk-Kazyna’s internal management structure also
has directorates for each strategic sector. Sector directorates suggest de facto involvement
beyond de jure ownership in sector enterprises. Indeed, when Samruk-Kazyna did own banks,
between financial crisis-period bank nationalisations and later privatisations, Samruk-Kazyna
had a banks directorate. The description of state ownership in Kazakhstan is far more
centralised and far more organised than in Russia. The descriptive research verifies opposite
governance configurations and illustrates how different the cases are. It supports their being
attractive cases for comparative case study as suggested by the previous chapter and used in
comparative case studies (Weinthal and Luong, 2001; Kalyuzhnova and Nygaard, 2009).
The descriptive research verified ownership classification. Both Russia and Kazakhstan
long ago moved away from traditional decentralised ownership under sector ministries
(Russia in 1991 and Kazakhstan in 2006). The ownership category was therefore going to be
classified as either dual or central, depending on whether or not there is one owner of most
selected enterprises. Russia has many state owners for the selected enterprises, including the
Federal Agency for State Property Management (Rosimushchestvo), state corporations,
holding companies, the central bank, and regional owners. Although Rosimushchestvo is the
state owner with the highest average equity stake in the state-owned enterprises, its average
ownership is less than half. State ownership in Russia is therefore categorised as dual and
authority, based on the leader of Rosimushchestvo, a deputy minister of the economy, is
categorised as inferior. The owner-authority configuration for Russia is empirically verified to
be dual-inferior.
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Table 39: State owner average equity in state-owned enterprises in Russia (2017)
State Owner

Equity stake

Rosimushchestvo

39.6%

Rosatom

5.9%

Rossvyaz

5.9%

Roszeldor

5.9%

Rosneftegaz

5.7%

Rostec

3.1%

Bank of Russia

2.9%

Region of Sakha

1.9%

VEB

0.3%

Others

28.8%

Equity stake distribution

Ownership of the state-owned enterprises in Russia is divided among the leading state
owner, Rosimushchestvo, all the other state owners collectively, and all the non-state owners
collectively including private individuals, private domestic and foreign firms, and stock market
free floats. There is no owner of most prominent state-owned enterprises.
In contrast, Kazakh ownership is centralised under sovereign wealth fund SamrukKazyna. Even if privately-owned banks Halyk and Kazkommertsbank (since acquired by Halyk),
less prominent KazAgroFinance, and newer Tau-Ken Samruk are included (for comparison
with Russia’s Sberbank and VTB, Rosselkhozbank, and Alrosa), Samruk-Kazyna owns far more
than half of the enterprises including these banks in Kazakhstan. If the private banks are
excluded, its average ownership of just the state-owned enterprises is even greater.
Other state owners, the Ministry of Agriculture and the central bank, own little and nonstate owners own the private banks and some stock market free floats while nearly half of
the national airline belongs to British Aerospace. However, their collective stakes are far less
than half and state ownership in Kazakhstan is verified as categorised as central, most
ownership being under Samruk-Kazyna, whose leader is the prime minister of Kazakhstan.
Authority is categorised as superior to that of sector ministers and the owner-authority
configuration is verified as central-superior. Governance is confirmed as being different in the
most similar systems, dual-inferior in Russia versus central-superior in Kazakhstan.
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Table 40: State owner average equity in peer enterprises in Kazakhstan (2017)
State Owner

Equity stake1

Samruk-Kazyna

69.7%

KazAgro

6.7%

National Bank

0.7%

Others

23.0%

Equity stake distribution

1 including Halyk Savings Bank and Kazkommertsbank
State Owner

Equity Stake2

Samruk-Kazyna

79.6%

KazAgro

7.7%

National Bank

0.8%

Others

11.9%

2 excluding Halyk Savings Bank and Kazkommertsbank

Categorisation of authority at Samruk-Kazyna is based on its leader, the prime minister,
but a fuller description shows that the supervisory board he leads includes a deputy head of
the presidential administration, three influential independent directors from the EBRD and
the former supervisory board heads of Samruk and of Kazyna until their merger in 2008, a
presidential aide, the minister of economy, and the CEO head of Samruk-Kazyna’s
management board. The prime minister has superior authority, and his board is influential.
Table 41: Supervisory Board of Samruk-Kazyna (Kazakhstan August 2017)
Bakytzhan Sagintayev
Bakhyt Sultanov
Baron Olivier Descamps
Alexander Mirtchev
Sir Richard Evans
Alikhan Smailov
Kuandyk Bishimbayev
Umirzak Shukeyev

Prime minister of Kazakhstan
Deputy head of presidential administration
Independent director, former EBRD managing director
Independent director, president & founder of Krull Corp. USA
Independent director, former chair of BAE Systems
Presidential aide
Minister of national economy
Samruk-Kazyna chairman (CEO)

The head of Rosimushchestvo is a deputy minister of economy, with inferior authority,
but there is another state owner in Russia with a supervisory board that closely resembles
that of Samruk-Kazyna. Vnesheconombank (VEB), the state development bank, is headed by
the Russian prime minister, supported by a first deputy prime minister, three deputy prime
ministers (a difference between VEB and Samruk-Kazyna), a presidential aide, the finance
minister, the minister of economy, and the CEO head of the VEB’s management board.
Therefore, if VEB had been the main state owner rather than state lender, then authority in
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Russia would have been categorised as superior and the main state owner supervisory boards
would have been very similar in Russia and in Kazakhstan
Table 42: Supervisory board of Vnesheconombank (Russia August 2017)
Dmitry Medvedev
Igor Shuvalov
Arkady Dvorkovich
Dmitry Kozak
Alexander Khloponin
Andrey Belousov
Anton Siluanov
Maxim Oreshkin
Sergey Gorkov

Chairman of the Russian government (prime minister)
First deputy chairman of the Russian government
Deputy chairman of the Russian government
Deputy chairman of the Russian government
Deputy chairman of the Russian government
Presidential aide
Finance minister of the Russian Federation
Minister of economic development of the Russian Federation
Vnesheconombank CEO

. However, VEB is primarily a state lender rather than an owner, with minimal ownership
of the enterprises. Lenders do not generally have de jure rights to appoint executives. For
governance in Russia to become the same as Kazakhstan’s central-superior configuration, VEB
would not only need to absorb Rosimushchestvo (for authority to resemble Samruk-Kazyna’s)
but also some other state owners, such as the state corporations, to centralise ownership.
This is a potentially interesting scenario for policy making but counterfactual. At present
(2017), the state-owned enterprises divide almost equally between those majority controlled
directly or indirectly by Rosimushchestvo, collectively by other state owners of which VEB has
the least average equity stake, and other non-state owners. VEB is led with superior authority
but it has very little ownership at present. Rosimushchestvo is led with inferior authority and
is clearly the main state owner, albeit not owning most of the enterprises.
My descriptive study of state ownership of enterprises in Russia and in Kazakhstan
verifies that they have opposite governance configurations, dual-inferior versus centralsuperior, making these otherwise most similar systems ideal comparative case studies for
explanatory research.

6.5.3 Explanatory results
The first part of my explanatory research studies the population of the selected state-owned
enterprise executives, the chairs of the supervisory boards and the CEOs of the management
boards. The executives were categorised heuristically via biographical analysis in the
exploratory research as either political executives, based on evident political ties, or
otherwise as technocrats. The explanatory study aims to quantify and explain a significant
difference in the proportion of political executives (and so of technocrats) between the two
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cases, due to differential appointment mixes and dismissal rates (and therefore tenure),
analogous to births and deaths (and life expectancy) in a population.
The total population for study is 396 observations: two executives, at each of twentytwo enterprises (eleven in each country), in each of nine years from 2009 to 2017 inclusive.
Executive data for the period is 100 percent available and the period is chosen to be
immediately after Kazakhstan adopted its current state ownership governance (2008). Earlier
data would have been under different governance in Kazakhstan.
In the combined case, the 396 observations divided almost equally into 203 political
executive observations (51 percent) versus 193 technocrat observations (49 percent).
However, the observations divided very unequally in each case, with the dual-inferior
governance case of Russia having far more political executive observations (73 percent) and
few technocrats (27 percent) and the central-superior governance case of Kazakhstan having
fewer political executives (29 percent) and far more technocrat observations (71 percent).
Table 43: Executive observations (2009-2017)
Russian

Kazakh

Combined

Political executives

145

58

203

Technocrats

53

140

193

Observations

198

198

396

Political executive

0.73

0.29

0.51

Technocrat

0.27

0.71

0.49

Executive

1.00

1.00

1.00

Enterprises majority (if not always fully) owned by Rosimushchestvo had proportionally
even more political executive observations (81 percent) and fewer technocrats (19 percent)
than other Russian state owners. The difference in politicisation between the cases cannot
simply be explained by politicisation at enterprises majority owned by the other owners.
Table 44: Russian executive observations 2009-2017
Rosimushchestvo

Other owners

Russian

Political executives

87

58

145

Technocrats

21

32

53

Observations

108

90

198

Political executive

0.81

0.64

0.73

Technocrat

0.19

0.36

0.27

Executive

1.00

1.00

1.00
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Rather, the difference in politicisation between the cases is a consequence of different
appointment mix proportions and dismissal rates. The data are archival, based as far as
possible on annual reports, and an executive is coded as dismissed and a replacement
appointed when the executive is in office in one annual report and a new executive is in their
office in the next annual report. With data for 2009-2017, dismissals are therefore from
executive offices in the 2009-2016 annual reports and appointments are to offices in the
2010-2017 annual reports. As no office was left vacant, the number of executives appointed
is the same as the number of executives dismissed.
Appointments in the combined case divided fairly evenly between political executives
(46 percent) and technocrats (54 percent). In Russia, however, the proportion of political
executive appointments was higher (63 percent) and so that of technocrats lower (37
percent). In Kazakhstan, the proportion of political executive appointments was lower (35
percent) and so that of technocrats higher (65 percent).
Table 45: Executive appointments 2010-2017
Russian

Kazakh

Combined

Political executives

20

18

38

Technocrats

12

33

45

Appointments

32

51

83

Political executive

0.63

0.35

0.46

Technocrat

0.37

0.65

0.54

Appointed

1.00

1.00

1.00

Dismissals in the combined case also divided fairly evenly between political executives
(39) and technocrats (44), as the populations divided almost evenly and the dismissal rates
(dismissals/executive-year) were similar for political executives (22 percent) and for
technocrats (25 percent). However, the Russian dismissal rate was lower for political
executives (13 percent) than for technocrats (31 percent), while the Kazakh dismissal rate was
higher for political executives (42 percent) than for technocrats (23 percent).
The dismissal rate (dismissals/executive-year) is analogous to a death rate in populations
and its inverse (executive-years/dismissal) is average tenure in office and analogous to life
expectancy.
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Table 46: Executive dismissals 2009-2016
Russian

Kazakh

Combined

Political executives

127

52

179

Dismissals

17

22

39

0.13

0.42

0.22

Technocrats

49

124

173

Dismissals

15

29

44

Dismissal rate

0.31

0.23

0.25

Executives

176

176

352

Dismissals

32

51

83

0.18

0.29

0.24

Dismissal rate

Dismissal rate

The difference in dismissal rates therefore translates into different average tenures. In
the combined case, political executives might expect on average to survive in office longer
than technocrats (4.6 years versus 3.9 years). In Russia, political executives survive in office
for even longer (7.5 years) and technocrats for even less time (3.3 years) while Kazakh political
executives were less secure (2.4 years) than technocrats (4.3 years).
Table 47: Executive tenure 2009-2016
Average tenure

Russian

Kazakh

Combined

Political executive

7.5

2.4

4.6

Technocrat

3.3

4.3

3.9

Executives

5.5

3.5

4.2

The direct explanation for the different population observations in Russia versus
Kazakhstan is that they are due to these differences in appointment mixes and dismissal rates
(and therefore tenure), analogous to birth proportions and death rates (and life expectancy),
associated with differences in the governance of state ownership in the otherwise most
similar systems.
What about trends? There was almost no change in executive politicisation from 2009 to
2017 in the combined case (with a slow increase in politicisation in Russia and a slow decrease
in Kazakhstan), with almost as many political executives dismissed and appointed. This
stability can be explained by considering the equilibrium for executive politicisation, at which
appointments (births) would equal dismissals (deaths) for each executive category.
In the combined case, slightly less than half of all appointments were political executives,
but they were slightly less likely to be dismissed each year (and so had longer average tenure).
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The equilibrium point, at which population mix would stabilise, can be calculated by assuming
this political executive appointment proportion (0.46) and these dismissal rates for political
executives (0.22) and for technocrats (0.25) were to continue indefinitely.
Figure 10: Appointments and tenure (combined case)

Let the equilibrium political executive proportion be Y, political executive appointment
proportion be A, dismissal rate for political executives be B, and dismissal rate for technocrats
be C. Then as a share of the population, political executive dismissals is YB and technocrat
dismissals is (1-Y)C, so political executive and technocrat dismissals is YB+(1-Y)C.
Appointments will be the same if all vacated offices are filled, also YB+(1-Y)C, so political
appointments is A(YB+(1-Y)C). For equilibrium, political dismissals = political appointments,
YB = A(YB+(1-Y)C) and so YB = AYB+AC-AYC. Collecting Y terms on the left Y(B-AB+AC) = AC
and Y = AC/(B-AB+AC) is the stable proportion.
For the combined case, Y = 0.46*0.25/(0.22-0.46*0.22+0.46*0.25) = 0.49 approximately.
Without rounding A, B, and C to two decimal places, Y = 0.50, half political, half technocrats.
The equilibrium executive proportion for the combined case is 50/50 political
executives/technocrats. The combined case, at 51/49, is already close to equilibrium if
appointment proportions and dismissal rates remain constant.
Russia, however, had a much higher proportion of political executive appointments, a
lower dismissal rate (higher tenure) for political executives, and a higher dismissal rate
(shorter tenure) for technocrats.
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Figure 11: Appointments and tenure (Russia)

Russian A = 0.63, B = 0.13, and C = 0.31. Y = 0.63*0.31/(0.13-0.63*0.13+0.63*0.31) = 0.79.
Russia’s equilibrium is 79/21 political executives/technocrats if past patterns of appointments
and dismissal rates continue. Observations were 73/27 but Russia was drifting towards more
political executives during the period, with more political appointments than dismissals, and
executive politicisation will continue to increase, towards about 79 percent, if appointment
mixes and dismissal rates remain at these Russian levels.
Kazakhstan, by contrast, had a lower proportion of political executive appointments, a
higher dismissal rate (shorter average tenure) for political executives, and a lower dismissal
rate (higher average tenure) for technocrats.
Figure 12: Appointments and tenure (Kazakhstan)
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Kazakh A = 0.35, B = 0.42, and C = 0.23. Y = 0.35*0.23/(0.42-0.35*0.42+0.35*0.23) = 0.23.
Kazakhstan’s equilibrium is 23/77 political executives/technocrats. Observations were
0.29/0.71 but with Kazakhstan drifting towards more technocrats. Depoliticisation would
continue, towards only about 23 percent political executives, if appointment and dismissal
rates remain at these Kazakh levels.
In summary, my explanatory research finds higher executive politicisation in Russia than
in Kazakhstan. The study attributes the difference to differential appointment proportions
and dismissal rates. For the combined case, slightly fewer political executive appointments
than technocrat appointments are countered by slightly lower political executive dismissal
rates (longer average tenure) than technocrat dismissal rates, leading towards an equilibrium
with equal proportions of political executives and technocrats. In Russia, however, the high
proportion of political executive appointments, their lower dismissal rate (higher tenure), and
higher technocrat dismissal rate explain higher executive politicisation. If maintained, these
factors suggest further politicisation in Russia. In Kazakhstan, the lower proportion of political
executive appointments, their higher dismissal rate (lower tenure), and lower technocrat
dismissal rate explain lower executive politicisation. If maintained, these factors suggest
further depoliticisation in Kazakhstan.
Table 48: Executive politicisation
Politicisation

Russian

Kazakh

Combined

Observations

0.73

0.29

0.51

Equilibrium

0.79

0.23

0.50

The difference in politicisation of the elite social group of selected state-owned
enterprise executives is a consequence of their appointments and dismissals (and therefore
tenure). Since average tenure is over four years, executives tend to be in office in several
consecutive annual reports and appear in the data several times. They may also be executives
in more than one enterprise. The 396 observations are of 93 individuals. For the set of all
observations, the proportions are significantly different (t= -9.713, sig. (2-tailed) = 0.000).
Even based on individuals to reflect clustering, rather than on the larger set of all
observations, the difference in executive politicisation between the two cases is significant
(t= -2.618, sig. (2-tailed) = 0.01).
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Table 49: Individual executives (Russia v Kazakhstan, 2009-2017)
Group Statistics
Country
Russia
Kazakhstan

N
43
50

Mean
.40
.66

Std Error Mean
.075
.068

t
-2.618
-2.611

df
91
87.965

Sig. (2-tailed)
.010
.011

Independent Samples Test
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not assumed

6.6 Chapter summary and discussion
This chapter’s research produced descriptive and explanatory findings. First, by verifying that
owner-authority configurations can vary, even in the otherwise most similar systems, it
supports a view of the corporate governance of state ownership as a policy instrument, rather
than as something predetermined by system characteristics. Second, in the otherwise most
similar systems, it associates different owner-authority governance configurations with
significantly different enterprise executive politicisation, as measured by the proportion of
political executives versus technocrats and explained by differential appointment mixes and
dismissal rates.
The combination of these findings supports a view of the corporate governance of state
ownership as a policy instrument that affects politicisation of prominent state-owned
enterprise executives, an elite social group, and hence social development directly.
Politicisation of this elite social group may indirectly, via normative, mimetic, or coercive
isomorphism, affect broader social groups including lower layers of management, executives
at other state-owned enterprise executives, and politicisation in private firms – helping to
legitimise oligarchs. The findings support the hypothesis that state ownership governance
varies even in similar systems, with more executive politicisation under dual-inferior than
under central-superior governance.
The findings also extend the chain of causality. The last chapter showed how, after
inconsistent changes from decentralised ownership, governance evolves to distinct equilibria,
including the opposite endpoints studied in this chapter: dual-inferior and central-superior.
By associating these opposite governance configurations with significantly different executive
politicisation, this chapter extends the effect of inconsistent initial agency, via structured
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governance evolution to distinct equilibria, where appointment mixes and dismissal rates
drive significantly different executive politicisation, and hence to elite social development.
Furthermore, this chapter’s dependent variable, politicisation, provides the independent
variable for the next chapter to study politicisation and enterprise performance trends, a
factor in economic development in emerging economies, where state-owned enterprises
remain prevalent.
This chapter investigates why executive politicisation differs significantly, by contrasting
appointment mixes and dismissal rates (and therefore tenure), to inform a discussion of how
state ownership may act as a policy instrument. Both appointment mixes and dismissal rates
affect politicisation of the executive population. My intent is to inform a final chapter
discussion of policy and hence ultimately of political development.
In the combined case, appointment mix and dismissal rates drive the population of
executives towards a 50/50 equilibrium of political executives and technocrats. However, the
dual-inferior governance case had a higher proportion of political executives appointed and a
lower rate for political executives to be dismissed (longer tenure) than in the central-superior
governance case. These factors led the populations to diverge, with the dual-inferior
governance case executives significantly more politicised.
What does this indicate about my theory that governance can be a collective action
solution? Does it suggest that there can be weak or strong trust that other politicians will
allow state owners to appoint technocrats, creating risk-reward situations that tolerate or
discourage the appointment and protection of political executives? The dual-inferior case is
consistent with a view of weak trust, with fragmented state owners easy to disintermediate,
politicians bypassing the main owner led with inferior authority and the other owners to
appoint mostly political executives and to protect their clients in office.
There may well still be collective interest in depoliticisation but little individual interest,
as political peers widely appoint and protect their own clients. Why refrain from appointing
themselves or their own allies or clients, and then from using influence to increase tenure by
reducing dismissals by an inferior authority state owner leader, when many peers are gaining
patronage by doing so?
However, the central-superior case is more consistent with strong trust. The state owner
is hard to disintermediate as it owns the great majority of enterprises and is led with superior
authority, increasing risks of punishment and potential consequences. It is harder to bypass
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your prime minister than to bypass a deputy minister. Politicians may also expect greater
collective benefit from economic development, from supporting the central state owner and
its leader as an institution and policy instrument, if its ownership is broad and its leader is
credible.
The findings support a view that the corporate governance of state ownership of
enterprises in emerging economies varies between even the most similar systems among
those of my previous chapter. I also find significantly more executive politicisation in the case
with dual-inferior governance, due to both a higher proportion of appointments being of
political executives and their lower rate of dismissals, than in the case with central-superior
governance. These findings provide empirical support for my second hypothesis, that state
ownership governance varies even in similar systems, with more executive politicisation
under dual-inferior than under central-superior governance.
The main two contributions of this research are therefore the following:
Firstly, to the best of my knowledge, it is the first comparative case study of the corporate
governance of state owners of enterprises in emerging economies to associate governance
equilibria with executive politicisation. State owners are an often-omitted institution in
political economy and for good reason. My research finds that state owners may be
disintermediated, with my three political-owners-enterprises layers collapsing to a two-layer
political-enterprises model. I categorise governance as dual-inferior in Russia, but Russia is far
from the only country with this governance category. The previous chapter also categorised
Brazil, India, and Turkey as having dual-inferior governance. Indeed, although South Africa
has so far managed to maintain dual-equivalent governance, the previous chapter found the
dual-inferior configuration to be the stable equilibrium for the whole dual ownership
category. Many other countries have dual ownership (OECD 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016a) and
the previous chapter suggests that they should have or be on their way towards having dualinferior governance. State owners may be safely neglected in corporate governance and
political economy research if they are disintermediated.
However, even in my most similar systems the governance of state owners was verified
as varying from one extreme of dual-inferior to the opposite central-superior configuration.
Rather than owners being neglected in the literature, this comparative study encourages the
treatment of governance as an institution and policy instrument. This chapter suggest that
state owners can offer effective intermediation and that enterprises can be significantly
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depoliticised. The case study is of central-superior governance in Kazakhstan, as the most
similar system to Russia except for the most opposite governance. However, the previous
chapter found central ownership to have two stable equilibria, central-equivalent and centralsuperior, both with authority above that found in the dual-inferior equilibria such as in Russia.
Central ownership with at least equivalent authority was found in China and Indonesia as well
as in Kazakhstan. Some other countries have central ownership (OECD 2012, 2013, 2014,
2016a) and the previous chapter suggests they should have or evolve to equivalent or
superior authority. State owners should not be neglected if their governance is a policy
instrument with significant effects on an elite social group and potentially broader effects on
social development.
This chapter therefore contributes to knowledge of a neglected institution, state owners,
its governance, and governance association with politicisation of the elite social group of
prominent state-owned enterprise executives. Through isomorphism, their politicisation may
affect their subordinate managers and employees, other state-owned enterprise executives,
and legitimise private firm politicisation by oligarchs. The corporate governance of state
owners of enterprises can therefore affect whether emerging economies are more limited
access orders (where appointments and tenure depend on political ties) or more open access
orders. North et al. (2005, p7) conclude that, ‘In a real sense, the problem of explaining the
transitions from natural states to open access orders is the most important question in
economic history.’ This chapter contributes by adding to knowledge of this limited versus
open access problem.
Persson et al. (2013, p466) conclude that ‘we still need to answer the question of how to
change the basic “modus operandi” of a society’s institutions from “particularismpersonalism-partiality” to “universalism-impersonalism-impartiality”.’ My study addresses
the question via one of society’s institutions, state owners, by finding a significant difference
in politicisation, political executives versus technocrats, that fits the authors’ division into
personalism versus impersonalism. The authors say, ‘we need to know how societies can
break out of “social traps” such as the one of corruption’ (p466). I contribute a comparative
case study that builds upon their view of corruption as a horizontal collective action problem
among principals, rather than just a vertical principal-agent problem between the state
owners and state-owned enterprise executives, adding to knowledge of how the corporate
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governance of state owners of enterprises, through a collective action solution to the problem
of trust among principals, can affect social development.
Secondly, this chapter contributes a view of institutions – state ownership and authority
– and association with the prevalence of political ties, that extends my previous chapter and
paves the way for subsequent chapters to extend forward to economic development and to
discuss political development. Corporate governance literature often takes executive
politicisation to be its independent variable, as does my next chapter. While the association
of executive political ties with enterprise performance is of standalone interest, it is of greater
interest in the context of a chain of causality, leading towards greater understanding and
potential for policy making. This chapter contributes a central position in my overall thesis. It
builds upon the evolution of governance in the previous chapter, extends the chain to
associate governance with politicisation, and thereby provides an understanding of
politicisation to take forward in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7: Political ties & performance
7.1 Introduction
Does politicisation affect enterprise performance? Does performance affect politicisation?
This empirical chapter addresses the question of how political ties are associated with
enterprise performance trends as part of economic development. The chapter challenges and
contributes to the nonmarket strategy literature stream focused on political ties, political
economy literature interested in institutions for development, and post-communist politics
literature interested in the region. Contrary to some nonmarket strategy views of political ties
as a resource that enterprises exploit, the chapter finds a negative association between
political ties and enterprise performance trends, once data are limited to executives in office
year-on-year. However, it finds this ‘forward’ causality may be obscured in some institutional
settings by ‘reverse’ causality, performance affecting politicisation, as executives with
political ties tend to be appointed to already high performing enterprises.
This chapter extends the causality chain from the previous chapter, which found
significant differences in politicisation, to enterprise performance. To address alternate
explanations of performance and reverse causality, I present two studies. The first simply
studies appearances based on executive political ties and enterprise performance levels,
while the second formally models how political ties are associated with enterprise
performance trends. In the second study, I pair models with and without mitigating reverse
causality risk and model four definitions of politicisation. Together the two studies address
my third hypothesis:
Third hypothesis: Executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource
when governance is weak and so reverse causality is strong, but political ties
negatively impact enterprise performance trends
The first study is a deliberately simple comparison. It graphs average performance levels
of enterprises by executive category by country. As in the previous chapter, executives are
the supervisory board chair and the management board CEO, two different people in all but
one of the enterprises. Interviews suggest they are the most influential executives. As which
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position is the most influential can vary among enterprises and over time, I consider both in
the analysis.
Executive categorisation is again based on biographical analysis, either as political
executives with evident political ties or otherwise as technocrats. The first study intentionally
does nothing to mitigate the reverse causality risk identified in political ties literature: that
performance can affect who are appointed or dismissed as executives. It considers whether,
as suggested in some nonmarket strategy literature, executive politicisation appears to be a
resource associated with performance levels. I make use of the first study to critically analyse
political ties literature methodologies and to discuss political executive legitimization based
on perceptions.

7.2 Forward and reverse causality
The second study uses formal models and aims to investigate forward causality and mitigate
reverse causality risks with four pairs of models. The pairs are based on all executives in odd
number models versus only executives in office year-on-year in even number models,
executives appointed or dismissed being excluded from the even number models to mitigate
reverse causality. The four pairs evaluate enterprise politicisation based on who is categorised
as a political executive: the chair, the CEO, the chair and the CEO, the chair or the CEO. The
chair and the CEO definition is the intersection of the first two politicisation definitions and
the chair or the CEO is the union of the first two definitions.
Table 50: Model specifications
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Executives
All
In Office
All
In Office
All
In Office
All
In Office

Politicised
Chair political executive
Chair political executive
CEO political executive
CEO political executive
Chair and CEO political executives
Chair and CEO political executives
Chair or CEO political executive
Chair or CEO political executive

Depoliticised
Chair technocrat
Chair technocrat
CEO technocrat
CEO technocrat
Chair or CEO technocrat
Chair or CEO technocrat
Chair and CEO technocrats
Chair and CEO technocrats

Political ties may be a social capital resource, as suggested in some nonmarket strategy
literature. Ties may provide a bridge between enterprises and regime members which allows
the former to access state resources. Ties may also buffer enterprises from political and other
threats to protect enterprise resources. In post-communist politics literature, bridging comes
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from being part of the system, from power networks and from informal governance
(Ledeneva, 2013). Buffering in Russian is having a ‘krisha’ or roof above the enterprise. These
could explain how, according to my first study, enterprises with political executives appear to
perform as well as enterprises with technocrats, at least in Russia.
However, reverse causality is an alternative explanation. Political executives may use
their political ties to get appointments to already high-performing enterprises. In contrast,
technocrats may be appointed to turn around low-performing enterprises (Peng et al., 2003).
Appointing political executives to already high-performing enterprises raises the performance
level found at enterprises with political executives, without it being their achievement.
Conversely, appointing technocrats to low-performing enterprises depresses their average
performance, without it being their fault. Dismissals also affect performance averages. If
executives are dismissed for performance, removing below-average executives from their
category leaves above average survivors, making their category look better. Dismissing
executives who achieved above-average performance leaves below average survivors,
making their category look worse. In each of these four situations (making
appointments/dismissing executives at above/below current average performance levels),
there is an effect on average performance levels.
Table 51: Effect of appointments/dismissals on performance levels
Appoint/dismiss

Above/below current performance

Average performance level

Appoint

Above current performance

Inflates

Appoint

Below current performance

Deflates

Dismiss

Above current performance

Deflates

Dismiss

Below current performance

Inflates

By restricting even-numbered models to executives in office year-on-year, I exclude
these dismissal and appointment effects, aiming to mitigate reverse causality and to focus on
who delivers the better performance trend while in office year-on-year.
My thesis is about development in emerging economies and is directly interested in
economic development and so in the contribution to economic development made by
enterprise financial performance. To add to knowledge of political and social development, it
is also helpful to understand when regimes would sacrifice financial performance for other
goals. What does performance mean to a regime? Regimes are interested in survival (North
et al, 2005), which may depend on elite support, motivated by rents or by self-fulfilling
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expectations of regime survival driven by popularity (Hale, 2014), helped by economic
development, the topic of my discussion chapter. Regimes could sacrifice state-owned
enterprise financial performance, so that elites can extract rents, or otherwise benefit from
enterprise performance for economic development. Enterprise performance is of general
interest to the regime but may be limited by sacrifices that the regime is prepared to make or
at least to tolerate. I conceptualise enterprise financial performance as the dependent
variable, as a direct factor in economic development and a factor in the chain of causality
from governance, via elite social development, to economic development, informing a view
of political development.
For the first study, the performance level measure is EBITDA margin: earnings before
interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization divided by sales. I measure performance as
EBITDA margin for theoretical reasons and reliability. EBITDA has advantages over other
common numerators such as net income or EBIT. Sales has advantages over other common
denominators such as assets or equity. For the second study, the dependent variable is
EBITDA margin change year-on-year. Longitudinal change has advantages over cross-sectional
comparison. Year-on-year has advantages over shorter periods for longitudinal study. I
consider operating cash flow before interest and tax as an alternative measure. Each choice
can be defended.
Hillman (2005, p471), studying performance effects of politicians on boards, suggests
sales rather than total assets as a denominator as sales ‘provides a less biased performance
measure for cross-sectional comparison across firms with varying levels of asset intensity’.
State-owned enterprises have varying levels of asset intensity. Selecting sales as a less biased
denominator makes performance a margin. My first study is of EBITDA margin levels.
Hillman also notes that her ‘study is cross-sectional, which limits the ability to discern
causality’ (p477). By contrast, Peng et al. (2003) study whether outside directors help improve
firm performance in Russia through year-on-year performance change. Year-on-year change
is prevalent in nonmarket strategy literature and all firms provide annual reports. Shorter
periods are more suited to studying shocks than development. I compare performance
change year-on-year, the standard in much literature. My second study aims to discern
causality through year-on-year EBITDA margin change.
Some studies use net income as the numerator. Net income is in the income statement
after costs including interest, corporation tax, and non-controlling interests. Non-controlling
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interests are income attributable to minority shareholders in subsidiaries that are not fully
controlled. It is relevant when equity is the denominator, such as in return on equity (RoE),
so long as equity is defined to be equity attributable to owners of the company, having
deducted equity attributable to non-controlling interests. Non-controlling interests are not
relevant where the denominator is sales (or total assets), which fully consolidate subsidiaries.
Profit after tax (PAT), before non-controlling interests, is therefore a more consistent
numerator than net income if the denominator is sales (or total assets).
Corporation tax is negative for private firm and state-owned enterprise PAT but positive
for the state as tax collector. Tax at wholly state-owned enterprises is neutral for the state, a
cost for the enterprise but revenue for the state. Although the state may well be interested
in generating the profit before tax (PBT) from which either taxes or dividends could be
extracted, only private firms are interested in whether extraction is via tax to the state or
dividends to shareholders. The state receives both as tax collector and shareholder. At part
state-owned enterprises, state-owners part incur tax, but the state collects all tax, so tax is
net positive for the state. Considering tax incurred and collected, tax is neutral to the state at
wholly state-owned enterprises or positive if part state-owned, yet is negative for enterprise
PAT. For the state, profit before tax (PBT) is as relevant or more relevant than PAT.
The interest line between EBIT and PBT consists of interest earned and incurred;
dividends received from investments; and share of associate company income. These have
different relationships to equity, total assets, and sales. All three are consistent with equity
denominators as equity increases with interest-earning assets, book value of investments,
and associate company equity, and is net of liabilities including debt. Debt does not affect
total assets, so interest incurred in the numerator would be inconsistent with a total asset
denominator. Performance would depend on capital structure. Enterprises with high debt and
therefore interest would seem to be underperforming enterprises equally well-run by their
executives but carrying lower debt. Likewise, executives at enterprises with investments and
associates would seem to produce higher margins, even if their consolidated operations did
not. None of interest-earning assets, investments, associates, or debt affects sales so the
whole interest line is inconsistent with a sales denominator. EBIT is more consistent than PBT
as the numerator when sales is the denominator and EBIT margin (operating profit margin) is
a traditional and popular measure of performance given its consistency and so comparability.
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Depreciation and amortisation (D&A) including natural resource depletion is a non-cash
charge for asset value erosion through time, use, and extraction. D&A depends on the initial
cost of assets, their residual values at the end of their useful lives, and length of useful lives,
as it should. However, D&A also depends on asset revaluations and impairments that may be
endogenous if different executive categories write asset values up versus down. Some
selected enterprises made revaluations and impairments that severely distort their tangible
assets, total assets, and equity and hence their D&A, EBIT, PBT, PAT, and net income.
Revaluations and impairments were in opposite directions even at similar enterprises,
especially at the electricity grids of Russia versus Kazakhstan.
Brenes et al. (2016) compare performance based on EBITDA, an income statement
measure that is frequently used in financial research and that is unaffected by D&A and hence
by revaluations and impairments. EBITDA is more reliable than EBIT as the numerator when
D&A is unreliable. EBITDA margin change has the additional benefit over EBITDA growth of
being unaffected by currency translation, from Russian roubles and Kazakh tenge to any
common currency such as US dollars, at different rates in different years. EBITDA margin is
another increasingly popular measure of financial performance, given its consistency,
comparability, and immunity from revaluation and impairment policy distortions and its
closer (than EBIT margin) approximation to cash flow.
With a sales denominator to compare enterprises with varying asset intensity, EBITDA
numerator for theoretical relevance and measurement reliability, and year-on-year change
as standard in the literature, I measure performance trends as EBITDA margin change yearon-year.
The third hypothesis is that executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy
resource due to reverse causality, as reverse causality makes political ties look like a
successful nonmarket strategy when in fact they are not, as political ties in fact have a
negative impact on enterprise performance trends. My thesis builds on corporate governance
literature including in nonmarket strategy, political economy, and post-communist politics.
Given the contrasting perspectives of these literatures, I was unsure what findings to expect.
I found different answers from the first study of performance levels and second study formal
models and within the second study from models of all executives versus models that mitigate
reverse causality by restricting study to those executives in office year-on-year.
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Literature provides reasons to believe that executives do affect enterprise performance.
For example, upper echelon theory ‘states that ... performance levels – are partially predicted
by managerial background characteristics’ (Hambrick and Mason, 1984, p193), classified
heuristically here via biographical analysis as political executives if careers are as, or closely
associated with, politicians or otherwise as technocrats (Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2014a; Sun
et al., 2015). Hambrick (2007, p334) adds that, ‘to understand why organizations do the things
they do, or why they perform the way they do, we must consider the biases and dispositions
of their most powerful actors – their top executives.’ However, this leaves open the question
of whether politicisation should be positively, neutrally, or negatively associated with
enterprise performance trends.
Some corporate governance literature in nonmarket strategy and especially its political
ties stream leads to positive expectations. Rather than treat political ties as agency theorybased cronyism, corruption, rent-seeking, etc., it applies a resource-based view (RBV) or
resource-dependence theory (RDT) to see political ties as a resource that enterprises exploit
to bridge the gap between the enterprise and state resources or to buffer the enterprise from
political and other predation. The RBV analyses firms from the resource rather than the
product side (Wernerfelt, 1984). By asking not what resources a firm needs for its strategy
but what strategy makes best use of its resources, it ‘was conjectured that this perspective
would throw a different light on strategic options, especially those open to diversified firms’
(ibid, p179). Political ties could provide a resource to exploit and so RBV is one of the main
theories that scholars draw upon to explore the link between nonmarket strategy and
organisational performance (Mellahi et al., 2016). Resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and
Salancik, 1978) sees resources less as assets to exploit than that ‘firms’ survival and growth
hinge on accessing requisite resources from external parties’ (Mellahi et al., 2016, p151),
hence dependence on the resources that political ties may access, and technocrats may not.
For example, Peng and Luo (2000, p488) investigate political ties and firm performance
in an emerging economy and find ‘personal ties with government officials possessed by a
firm’s top managers are positively associated with firm performance’. Fisman (2001, p1096)
concludes that ‘a large percentage of a well-connected firm’s value may be derived from
political connections’, judged by share price falls after political upheaval, though he notes
that ‘well-connected firms may not earn higher profits ... because of the resources they may
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be required to devote to rent-seeking activities’ (p1095), suggesting more share price
exposure to negative events than positive financial benefits in normal times.
Hillman (2005) also takes an RDT perspective and finds heavily regulated industries with
greater government dependence have more politicians on the board. Her findings suggest
that stock market investors expect political ties to be a resource as she finds firms ‘with
politicians on board are associated with better market-based performance’ (p464) as
measured by market capitalisation and their market-to-book ratio, especially if heavily
regulated. However, she finds her hypothesis ‘that politicians on the board will be associated
with superior [financial] performance’ (p472) receives mixed support, so stock market
perceptions and actual accounting measure outcomes may differ.
Hillman’s study is ‘cross-sectional, which limits the ability to discern causality’, so
‘whether firms with politicians on their boards improve performance as a result of specific
appointments is not answered’ (p477). It is difficult to explain why market-based measures
should, but accounting measures should not reflect politicians on the board, unless politicians
were only recently appointed, or market-based perceptions are wrong about future financial
benefits. This research explores the difference between perceptions, based on performance
levels and on models that do not mitigate reverse causality, versus findings from models that
do aim to mitigate reverse causality.
Nonmarket strategy research does not always find the positive associations expected by
RBV and RDT. Peng et al. (2003) ask whether technocrats improve performance but find that
‘evidence offers little support for the hypotheses’ that ‘outside directors and new managers
are positively related to firm performance’ so question ‘whether the underlying theory is
appropriate, whether there are methodological problems, or whether there are institutional
factors in Russia’s transition economy that need to be accounted for’ (p348). Mellahi et al.
(2016) review literature on nonmarket strategy links to organization performance to identify
mechanisms and outline a research agenda. They find that ‘a majority of empirical studies
(102 out of 163) reported a positive association between nonmarket strategies and
organizational performance’ (p147). However, one-third found mixed, insignificant, or
negative relationships. They see the relationship as equivocal and links as elusive.
Some literatures expect a negative association between politicisation and performance.
Rulers have long relied on elites and elites received patronage rents in a predatory, natural
state where rule of law is second to rule of man (Evans, 1995; North et al., 2005). Such political
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economy literature leads to the expectation that political ties will have an impact on
enterprise performance via rent-seeking activity. As an elite social group, political executives
might then have an impact on broader economic development through isomorphism
externalities (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). International policy organisation reports
consistent with such political economy literature presume that political ties are negative for
enterprise performance (World Bank, 2014; OECD 2005b, 2015a).
Other literatures consider both the potential benefits and risks of politicisation. For
example, corporate governance research with an interest in post-communist politics by
Okhmatovskiy (2010, p1020) adopts a more nuanced political embeddedness approach,
recognising ‘both advantages and constraints associated with ties to the government’.
My critical comparison of contradictory literatures led to a clear research hypothesis for
this chapter. Executive political ties often appear in much if not all nonmarket strategy to be
seen as a resource. However, some studies do not investigate causality or identify but do not
mitigate reverse causality. By contrast, some political economy literature and international
policy organisation reports presume political ties negatively impact enterprise performance
trends. Post-communist politics may take a more nuanced view. Aiming to reflect and
integrate these diverse perspectives via interdisciplinary study, my third hypothesis is that
executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource, due to reverse causality,
but political ties actually have a negative impact on enterprise performance trends.
My second study draws on empirical literature on executives and enterprise
performance for its empirical methodology using econometrics analysis, then adapts the
method to mitigate reverse causality. Peng et al. (2003) study Russian executives and
performance change. I follow much of the authors’ method, then compare models based on
all executives with equivalent models based only on executives who remain in office year-onyear. I apply four politicisation definitions.
Peng et al.’s independent variables relate to executives on firm supervisory and
management boards. At the time of their study, only some firms adopted such two-tiered
boards, whereas all but one of my enterprises had both a supervisory board chair and
management board CEO, my two executives. The authors use biographical analysis to make a
binary categorisation of executives into insiders (pre-privatisation managers and employees)
versus outsiders (representing post-privatisation new owners). I make a similar biographical
analysis-based binary categorisation, into political executives and technocrats.
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For robustness, Peng et al. (2003) analyse eight models, with varied definitions of outside
board members on the supervisory and executive board, new managers as CEO and other
top-level directors. My second study also analyses eight models for robustness, a pair without
and with mitigating reverse causality for each of the four politicisation definitions. The four
definitions are based on whether 1) the chair is a political executive, 2) the CEO is a political
executive, 3) the chair and the CEO are both political executives versus either the chair or the
CEO a technocrat, and 4) either the chair or the CEO a political executive versus both the chair
and the CEO technocrats. This and/or logic ensures that each enterprise in each year can only
be in one category: politicised or depoliticised.
Peng et al. (2003) consider asset values to be unreliable, as do I, so they did not control
for assets. Their study was in a single country, Russia, whereas my study is of Russia and
Kazakhstan, so I initially control for country. However, country is stepwise excluded in the
regressions, consistent with a similar-systems view. The authors survey a short period (19951996) compared to this study (2010-2017), so I also control for years, though years are also
stepwise excluded from the regressions, consistent with a view that politicisation has similar
effects over time.
In the absence of archival data in early post-soviet Russia, Peng et al. (2003) had to rely
on self-reported changes in profits and return on investment whereas this study benefits from
a 99 percent complete set of annual reports. Russia suffered from high inflation during their
survey years and, unable to make accurate constant price calculations, their questionnaire
used a seven-point Likert scale and so they used maximum-likelihood estimation of ordered
probit models. This study has a continuous dependent variable, EBITDA margin change, and
so uses OLS.
Peng et al. (2003) found that evidence offered little support for their hypotheses that
outside board members and new managers are positively related to enterprise performance,
raising interesting questions about their theory, method, or local institutions in Russia. They
expected agency theory to apply in any empirical setting, so suggested researchers focus on
institutions and method.
My previous chapter associated state ownership institutions with significantly different
politicisation and my first study in this chapter, of performance levels by executive category
and country, suggests that political executives appear to perform as well as technocrats, at
least in Russia, with its governance, if not in Kazakhstan.
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My second study in this chapter focuses on improving method. Four of my models do not
mitigate reverse causality while the other four models are identical except for restricting
performance changes to those enterprises where the relevant executives remained in office
year-on-year. Its findings suggest that while institutions affect appointments and dismissals
and so politicisation, it is politicisation that significantly affects enterprise performance trends
once executives are in office, with politicisation being negative for performance trends.
However, reverse causality can obscure these performance trends and should be mitigated.
The first study of this chapter summarises average performance levels per year for each
executive category and country. It intentionally does nothing to mitigate reverse causality, so
offers no analysis to indicate whether levels are due to the faults and achievements of
executives while in-office versus due to the effects of appointments and dismissals.
Table 52: Average performance levels (EBITDA margin percentage)
Russian
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Average

Kazakh

Combined

Political

Technocrat

Executive

Political

Technocrat

Executive

Political

Technocrat

Executive

25.7
23.0
20.7
21.2
25.0
24.3
24.3
24.8
22.6

35.8
39.0
31.1
32.0
25.4
25.4
23.4
23.0
31.7

27.2
24.6
24.0
24.6
25.1
24.7
24.1
24.5
24.8

23.5
25.5
21.8
19.0
18.0
18.7
16.3
13.0
19.0

28.0
24.2
25.5
26.4
25.2
25.8
27.3
28.9
26.8

25.9
24.6
24.3
24.0
23.9
24.9
24.8
24.6
24.6

24.9
23.7
21.0
20.5
23.6
23.4
22.5
21.8
21.6

24.6
25.9
33.4
34.4
35.1
37.2
32.3
30.8
33.0

26.5
24.6
24.2
24.3
24.5
24.8
24.5
24.5
24.7

Two executives are categorised at each of twenty-two enterprises in each of eight years.
Of these 352 potential executive observations, more than 99 percent of annual reports were
available, with 348 actual observations.
Table 53: Executive categories
Russian
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Observations

Kazakh

Combined

Political

Technocrat

Executive

Political

Technocrat

Executive

Political

Technocrat

Executive

17
18
15
15
15
15
17
18
130

3
2
7
7
7
7
5
4
42

20
20
22
22
22
22
22
22
172

10
6
7
7
4
3
5
6
48

12
16
15
15
18
19
17
16
128

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
176

27
24
22
22
19
18
22
24
178

15
18
22
22
25
26
22
20
170

42
42
44
44
44
44
44
44
348
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Average tenure was 4.5 years. Although some executives appear in annual reports only
in one year and hence are not in office year-on-year and are excluded from my second study’s
even-numbered models, many executives were in office for consecutive periods and a few
were at more than one enterprise. The 348 executive observations are of 100 individuals,
categorised as political executives or otherwise as technocrats. I therefore cluster based on
individuals for my regressions.
The table below presents the first study of this chapter’s means, standard deviations, and
correlations for the independent variable (political executive = 0, technocrat =1), country and
year controls, and the EBITDA margin percent dependent variable. It confirms that the
significant difference in executive politicisation by country that was found in the previous
chapter applies also to the subset of enterprises analysed in this chapter.
Table 54: First study means, standard deviations, and correlations (N=348)
Mean
1. Executive Technocrat
0.49
2. Country (RU=0, KZ=1)
0.51
3. Year (2010=0)
3.53
4. EBITDA margin (%)
27.74
** p < 0.01 (2-tailed); * p < 0.05 (2-tailed)

(SD)
(0.50)
(0.50)
(2.28)
(15.84)

1
0.48
0.07
0.13

2

3

-0.02
-0.01

0.12

4

**
*

The table below presents for the second study of this chapter the means, standard
deviations, and correlations for the independent variable of whether the chair or CEO is
categorised as a technocrat, the chair or CEO is in office year-on-year, country and year
controls, and the EBITDA margin change dependent variable. The second study is based on a
sample of 152 enterprise-years. Margin change is for seven years, change 2010-2011 to
change 2016-2017, at the same twenty-two enterprises. Of the 154 potential observations,
99 percent were available, providing 152 available observations.
Table 55: Second study means, standard deviations, and correlations (N=152)
Mean
(SD)
1. Chair Technocrat
0.54
(0.50)
2. CEO Technocrat
0.49
(0.50)
3. Chair in Office YoY
0.58
(0.46)
4. CEO in Office YoY
0.80
(0.40)
5. Country (R=0, KZ
=1)
0.57
(0.50)
6. Year (2011=1)
4.04
(2.01)
7. Margin change (%)
-0.42
(4.28)
** p < 0.01 (2-tailed); * p < 0.05 (2-tailed)

1

2

0.62
0.04
-0.11

**

0.47
0.04
0.13

**

-0.06
-0.16
0.54
0.02
0.07

3

*

0.45

**

-0.14
0.06
0.11

4

5

6

-0.02
0.03

0.12

7

**
-0.20
0.09
0.00

*

The chair and the CEO being technocrats is significantly (p<0.001) correlated, executives
tending to be the same category. The chair and CEO surviving in office year-on-year is
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significantly correlated, executives tending to be dismissed together. The significant
difference in executive politicisation between cases is found both for the chair and the CEO.
Kazakh CEOs tend to be technocrats and CEOs remaining in office is negatively correlated with
technocrats and Kazakhstan.
In line with methodologies common in the literature, my studies treat each enterprise
equally. Enterprises are selected from strategic sectors and for being relevant to elite,
economic, and political development. The selected enterprises directly employ around 2.4
million people in Russia and over 0.3 million people in Kazakhstan, i.e. about the same
percentage of total Russian employment (3.3 percent) and Kazakh employment (3.8 percent).
Although all the figures for Russia are naturally larger than for Kazakhstan, EBITDA margins
are almost identical. While there are reasons to expect there to be a positive scale effect on
the relationship between company size and margin (Peng et al., 2003), which would favour
Russian enterprises, Kazakhstan has significantly more technocrat executives.
Table 56: Information on the selected enterprises (2017)
Country

Enterprise

Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia
Russia

Aeroflot
Atomenergoprom
Federal Grid
Gazprom
Inter RAO UES
Kamaz
Rosneft
Rostelecom
Russian Post
Russian Railways
Transneft
Average
Air Astana
Kazatomprom
KEGOC
NC KazMunaiGas
Samruk-Energy
Kazakhstan Engineering
KazMunaiGas EP
Kazakhtelecom
KazPost
Kazakhstan Temir Zholy
KazTransOil
Average

Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan

Employees
('000)
39
91
22
467
48
36
302
170
390
740
114
220
5
26
5
90
18
6
n/a
24
20
136
7
34
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Sales
(USDbn)
9.14
12.81
4.15
112.23
15.72
2.67
103.10
5.23
3.03
38.60
15.16
29.26
0.77
1.03
0.47
14.73
0.68
0.26
2.94
0.65
0.14
2.81
0.68
2.29

EBITDA
(USDbn)
0.93
5.12
2.17
25.15
1.64
0.18
24.05
1.66
0.18
7.67
7.00
6.89
0.09
0.17
0.22
2.01
0.24
0.00
0.80
0.24
0.01
0.66
0.34
0.43

EBITDA margin
(%)
10.23
39.99
52.19
22.41
10.41
6.91
23.33
31.72
6.08
19.87
46.17
24.48
11.72
16.30
47.56
13.64
35.17
0.19
27.18
37.58
7.74
23.66
49.58
24.57

The enterprises will also affect many more employee family members and almost all the
population are state-owned enterprise customers. Many other firms are competitors,
customers, suppliers, and sub-contractors. Politicisation externalities may be much broader
than the scale of the employee, revenue, and EBITDA figures suggest.
To help extend the chain of causality, state-owned enterprises are drawn from the
previous chapter’s enterprises. The banks are then excluded as, although the Russian state
owns its leading banks, their large Kazakh peers are privately-owned. Rosetti and RusHydro
are excluded as they lack Kazakh peers. Russia’s Alrosa is excluded as its Kazakh mining peer
is too new to have data. These exclusions leave eleven enterprises in Russia matched with
eleven Kazakh peers in the same sectors, to mitigate the risk of sector bias.
Table 57: Selected state-owned enterprises (Russian and Kazakh peers)
Oil & gas
Gazprom
Rosneft
Transneft

Mining & Energy
Atomenergoprom
Federal Grid
Inter RAO UES

Transport & Communications
Aeroflot
Kamaz
Rostelecom
Russian Post

NC KazMunaiGas
KazMunaiGas EP
KazTransOil

Kazatomprom
KEGOC
Samruk-Energy

Russian Railways
Air Astana
Kazakhstan Engineering
Kazakhtelecom
KazPost
Kazakhstan Temir Zholy

I saw no particular reasons to expect the exclusions to bias results. It was not possible to
check as the excluded banks do not have EBITDA margins. Banks therefore have two reasons
for exclusion: lacking peers and lacking equivalent data. There was a reason to believe
including Rosseti, RusHydro, and Alrosa without Kazakh peers could have distorted the
results. Given that the previous chapter and correlation table indicate significant politicisation
differences, a sector difference between Russia and Kazakhstan would be expected to cause
politicisation sector bias. I aimed to minimise this by pairing enterprises. Exclusion is intended
to prevent distortion of results.
The first study in this chapter simply shows average performance levels for 2010-2017
by executive category and country to suggest how, without a formal model, politicisation may
appear to affect performance.
The second study of this chapter is of formal models. The method of estimation is
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). The models have politicisation as their independent variable,
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country and year controls, and EBITDA margin change as their dependent variable. It tests
eight models as four pairs. The four vary in their politicisation definitions based on who is
categorised as a political executive: chair, CEO, chair and CEO, chair or CEO. The pair for each
definition tests all executives (odd-number models) and is restricted to executives surviving
in office year-on-year (even-number models) to mitigate reverse causality. I want to estimate
β, the effect of politicisation on enterprise performance trends, using the following empirical
model:
Ycit = β Politicisationit + αt + γc + εit
The independent variable is enterprise i politicisation in time t (in country c). Executives
consist of the supervisory board head, considered the chair regardless of actual title, and
management board head, likewise considered the CEO. There are therefore two executives
per enterprise. The sole exception, Atomenergoprom, has a unitary board led by a director
general, whom I consider to be both the chair and the CEO. The chair and the CEO in each
year are taken from enterprise annual reports published in that year. Each executive was
coded either 0 as a political executive, if biographical analysis indicates political ties, or
otherwise 1 as a technocrat. There are twenty-two enterprises. I base enterprise politicisation
on the code for the chair for models 1 and 2; the CEO for models 3 and 4; the chair and the
CEO (0 if both chair and CEO are political executives otherwise 1) for models 5 and 6; and the
chair or CEO (0 if either chair or CEO are political executives otherwise 1) for models 7 and 8.
All executives are included in odd-number models. Only executives in office year-on-year are
included in the even-number models. There are two countries and for the country control,
Russia is coded 0, and Kazakhstan is coded 1. There are seven years and for the year control,
change from 2010 to 2011 is coded year 1, through to change from 2016 to 2017 as year 7.
In my first study, I measure performance of each enterprise in each year 2010 to 2017 as
EBITDA margin, based on archival information sourced from enterprise annual reports. In
some cases, enterprises report EBITDA or even EBITDA margin. Otherwise, I calculate it from
adjusted earnings before interest and tax (EBIT), depreciation and amortisation (D&A), and
sales revenue. Taking D&A as a positive number, EBITDA can usually be simply derived by
adding EBIT and D&A. EBITDA margin is EBITDA divided by sales:
EBITDA - D&A = EBIT
therefore EBITDA = EBIT + D&A
EBITDA margin = (EBIT + D&A) / sales
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Although EBITDA derived as EBIT plus D&A may appear to be affected by accounting
policies that impact D&A, one major attraction of EBITDA as a performance measure is that it
is not affected. D&A does impact EBIT but adding D&A back neutralises any impact. EBITDA is
the lowest income statement line before D&A, and so is the measure that includes most costs
yet excludes revaluation and impairment consequences. The source of all data is archival,
usually from annual reports. Executive category is based on biographical analysis, including
from enterprise websites. The dependent variable in my first study is performance level,
measured as EBITDA margin, sourced from annual reports directly or through calculation. The
dependent variable in my second study is performance trend, measured as EBITDA margin
change year-on-year, from the same source, based on consecutive annual reports.
Table 58: Independent and dependent variables and their sources
Variable
Chair
CEO
Executive
Political executive
Technocrat
Sales
EBIT
D&A
EBITDA
EBITDA margin
Performance level
Performance change

Definition
Head of the supervisory board
Head of the management board
Chairs and CEOs
Executive with evident political ties
Executive without evident political ties
Annual reported revenues
Earnings before interest and tax
Depreciation and amortisation
Earnings before interest, tax, deprec. & amortisation
EBITDA / sales
EBITDA margin
EBITDA margin change year-on-year

Source
Annual reports
Annual reports
Annual reports
Annual reports/websites
Annual reports/websites
Annual reports
Annual reports
Annual reports
Annual reports
Annual reports
Annual reports
Annual reports

EBITDA margin is my performance measure, though I considered alternative measures
for robustness. Some authors use perceptual data, including management views of
performance (Peng et al., 2003) and market views via share prices (Hillman, 2005). Share
prices, while archival, are market perceptions rather than accounting measures of
performance. My first study suggests that perceptions can mislead, as reverse causality is not
mitigated. Share prices and accounting measures are found in studies of politicians on boards
to lead to different results (Hillman, 2005) and politicians may affect share prices while not
improving accounting measures (Fisman, 2001). Asking executives to rate their own
performance also seems to risk that political executives and technocrats could self-report
their own achievements differently, so accounting measures may be more reliable and were
99 percent available.
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Relying on archival accounting measures left the three financial statements. Like Peng et
al. (2003), I found tangible asset values (and hence depreciation) unreliable, so rejected
income statement measures below EBITDA (EBIT, PBT, PAT, net income). Unreliable tangible
asset values also make total assets and equity unreliable, so I did not rely on the statement
of financial position (balance sheet). The third financial statement, cash flow, has much to
recommend it. Cash flow is unaffected by revaluations and impairments that distort the
balance sheet and the income statement below EBITDA. Cash flow statements divide into
three sections: operating, investing, and financing. Financing cash flow does not measure
performance but rather what financing is needed given performance. Investing cash flow is a
strategic choice, to be optimised for future benefit rather than minimised for current cash
flow. Investing cash flow is included with operating cash flow in free cash flow, used in
valuation but generally in long-term discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation, where investment
benefits are realised over time, rather than in year-on-year trend analysis such as this.
Operating cash flow (OCF) is a standard measure for year-on-year performance analysis.
The commonly used price-cash flow (PCF) ratio uses operating cash flow as its numerator.
OCF would be an alternative to EBITDA but second best. I do not rely on it, though I do
evaluate it for robustness. As a cash flow measure, OCF is unaffected by many accounting
policies, including the treatment of tangible assets, depreciation and amortisation. Unlike
EBITDA though, it is affected by working capital changes, interest and tax and so is more
volatile in ways not linked to the causal story. Whether working capital changes should be
considered performance is debatable. Working capital should be managed effectively but is
often volatile, depending not only on underlying business activities but the timing of receipts
and payments and susceptible to manipulation by executives to change year-end
appearances. One of the main benefits of income statement measures is that revenues and
costs are recorded according to the revenue recognition principle and matching principle so
revenues are recorded when earned rather than whenever payments are received, and costs
are recorded in the same period as the revenues they relate to rather than whenever paid. I
evaluate performance based on EBITDA because it is the cleanest reflection of performance.
The other reason why I did not rely on operating cash flow is that OCF is post-interest
and tax. Post-interest numerators such as OCF (or PBT, PAT, and net income) are inconsistent
with pre-interest denominators (such as sales). Post-interest numerators divided by preinterest denominators produce measures that depend on capital structure as well as
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operating performance. EBITDA and sales are pre-interest while OCF is post-interest, so
EBITDA margin (EBITDA/sales) is consistent while OCF margin (OCF/sales) is inconsistent,
which may explain why OCF margin is not commonly used in financial markets while EBITDA
margin is.
Tax as an outflow is relevant for private owners but not for states, for which tax is an
inflow as tax collector. Tax is net positive for the state at private or part state-owned
enterprises and neutral if fully state-owned (enterprise tax outflows matched by state tax
inflows), while OCF treats tax as an outflow. EBITDA is more relevant to states than OCF.
OCF and EBITDA are often similar, driven by the same cash sales and cash costs, so should
be highly correlated. Where they differ (due to working capital, interest, and tax), EBITDA is a
better measure than OCF. Analysis should expect the same outcome due to the same cash
sales and cash costs or different outcomes for undesirable reasons. However, another
financial statement measure is desirable for robustness, and while the only other statement
I consider reliable, cash flow, and its OCF measure, should be correlated yet inferior, there is
a way to moderate its weaknesses. Just as EBITDA improves on EBIT when depreciation and
amortisation are unreliable (by being before depreciation and amortisation), operating cash
flow can be measured before interest and tax. The measure is operating cash flow before
interest and tax (OCFBIT), divided by sales (so OCFBIT margin).
Indeed, state-owned enterprises in Kazakhstan under Samruk-Kazyna report operating
cash flow both ways. Their consolidated statement of cash flow states both their cash
generated from operations, before interest and tax (so OCFBIT), then income taxes paid and
interest received and paid, resulting in net cash flow from operating activities (OCF). The
example of Kazatomprom in 2013 to 2014 below shows that despite moderate OCFBIT growth
(+8 percent), tax payments fell sharply (-57 percent), causing a large increase in OCF (+26
percent). OCFBIT can be volatile due underlying business activity and working capital. OCF can
be volatile due to underlying business activity, working capital, interest and tax.
Table 59: Kazatomprom Statement of Cash Flow
(in millions of Kazakhstani tenge)
Cash flows from operating activities
Income tax paid
Interest paid
Net cash generated from operating activities
Source: Kazatomprom financial statements

2014
58,552
(4,748)
(7,330)
46,474
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2013
54,407
(10,971)
(6,599)
36,837

Note
OCFBIT +8%
Tax -57%
Interest +11%
OCF +26%

All companies provide OCF but only some Russian state-owned enterprises provide
OCFBIT. This may reflect the difference in governance: where there is a central owner with
superior authority leader in Kazakhstan the accounting is consistent and well suited to the
interests of the state (OCFBIT as well as OCF), while where there is dual ownership and the
dual owner is led with inferior authority in Russia the accounting is inconsistent and less well
suited (often only OFC reported though OCFBIT can be calculated from OCF, interest and tax).
In the income statement, EBITDA is the lowest reliable line. I could have measured
EBITDA growth rather than EBITDA margin change. EBITDA growth is desirable for economic
development but has problems as a performance measure. While EBITDA margin change is
always negative if margins fall, EBITDA growth is positive if margins become negative then fall
further and excessively high if margins rise slightly from a low base. EBITDA growth also
suffers from currency translation effects if the two years are translated at different rates, so
the choice of measurement currency matters, while EBITDA margin change does not suffer as
both EBITDA and sales in any year are translated at the same rate and margin calculated.
EBITDA margin change is more reliable and meaningful than EBITDA growth.
Revenue is never negative and revenue growth is of interest for development, though
economic development is usually measured as gross domestic product (GDP), as value added
(a function of revenue times margins), rather than simply revenue. Replacing the EBITDA
margin change dependent variable with revenue growth in the best fit model (chair or CEO
political and in office year-on-year) finds politicisation and country stepwise excluded, leaving
only year significant for revenue growth (with negative coefficient). That revenue growth
slowed may be statistically significant but does not inform a view of politicisation.
Insignificantly different revenue growth by executive category leaves margin change
differences to contribute differentially to economic development. Revenue growth, like
EBITDA growth, suffers from currency translation effects while EBITDA margin does not.
I focus my second study and discussion on EBITDA margin change. I reject perceptual
measures including share prices in favour of accounting measures, reject the statement of
financial position (balance sheet) and prefer the income statement to the volatile cash flow
statement (though testing OCFBIT as second best for robustness), and within the income
statement reject measures below EBITDA, prefer EBITDA margin change to EBITDA growth,
and found revenue growth to provide no additional insights.
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7.3 Political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource
My first study is simply of average margin by year, executive category, and country. Executive
categories can change over the study period within enterprises, when an executive is
dismissed and a new executive in the other category is appointed. The first study does not
therefore suggest causality. It does not measure enterprise performance under constant
office holders but rather aims to suggest how perceptions of political executive and
technocrat performance may have changed over the study period. It is observation more than
analysis but used for critical analysis of literature and for discussion.
Figure 13: Russian enterprise average performance levels

EBITDA margin (%)

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Technocrat

36

39

31

32

25

25

23

23

Political executive

26

23

21

21

25

24

24

25

The first study indicates that, at least for Russia, enterprises with political executives have
come to perform about as well as enterprises with technocrats. If study ended there, then my
research could do no more than to add to what Mellahi et al. (2016, p147) suggest: ‘results
add weight to the verdict over the years on the equivocal relationship between nonmarket
strategy and performance’.
Equivocal performance and elusive links might legitimise political executives. Buckley and
Reuter (2019, p244), studying Russian region administrations, suggest that ‘principals may
want to reward both political and economic competence, but we have no reason to assume
that economic competence and political effectiveness are traits that are positively
correlated’. If political executives perform, or appear to perform, as well as technocrats, then
principals need not sacrifice patronage for performance. This is consistent with Peng et al.
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(2003) finding that outside board members and new managers are insignificantly related to
enterprise performance, so why appoint them?
However, my first study finds very different appearances in Kazakhstan. Average
performance levels had been similar but diverged, so the technocrat average margin became
more than double the average margin for enterprises with political executives. Again, no
causality is indicated as executives in Kazakhstan were also dismissed and appointed, but
these perceptions would tend to delegitimise political executives and suggest that principals
would need to choose between patronage or performance.
Figure 14: Kazakh enterprise average performance levels
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19
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It would be possible, and would even seem reasonable, to attribute different trends to
the institutional differences identified in the previous chapter. Institutions matter. The
previous chapter indicated that differences in state ownership are associated with
significantly different politicisation. State owners may be small organisations but are large
enough to make executive dismissals and appointments.

7.4 The impact of political ties on performance trends
The second study in this chapter aims to better understand whether, as suggested by this first
study, state owners directly affect enterprise performance, dismissing and appointing but also
having a significantly different effect on how executive categories perform while in office.
Alternatively, state owners could indirectly affect enterprise performance trends, as
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suggested by interviews, dismissing and appointing executives but having an insignificantly
different effect on how executive categories perform while in office. The contrasts in this first
study would then be attributed not to different forward causality but to reverse causality:
dismissal and appointment effects in different institutional environments.
This first study does not distinguish between supervisory board chairs and management
board CEO executives. It is intended to portray a simplistic perception of executives in
general. The second study in this chapter does distinguish between chairs and CEOs, to better
indicate where policy might focus. The eight models are organised into four pairs. Each pair
has an odd-number model based on all executives, with no attempt to mitigate reverse
causality, and an even-number model based only on executives in office year-on-year. The
first pair, models 1 and 2, base politicisation on the category of the chair. The second pair,
models 3 and 4, base politicisation on the category of the CEO.
As indicated in the correlation table, executives tend to be the same category and to be
dismissed together. The strong correlations are consistent with a view that top executives
affect their organisations, starting with each other. The chair may appoint a similar CEO as
the supervisory board has the de jure right to appoint the management board. The CEO may
appoint the chair if the CEO has de facto power over supervisory board appointments. A third
party such as the state owner or political patron may appoint both at the same time. An event
such as poor enterprise performance may lead both to be dismissed together. These and
other explanations may combine.
The third pair, models 5 and 6, base politicisation on the chair and CEO being political
executives, the intersection of executive politicisation. To be exhaustive and exclusive,
enterprises are considered politicised only if both the chair and CEO are political executives
and depoliticised if either the chair or CEO are technocrats. This aims to simulate the
possibility that if an enterprise had one executive for patronage and one for technocrat
expertise then the technocrat drives performance. Only if both were political executives
would the enterprise be considered politicised in models 5 and 6.
Conversely, the fourth pair, models 7 and 8, base politicisation on the chair or CEO being
categorised as a political executive, the union of executive politicisation. To be exhaustive and
exclusive, enterprises are considered politicised if either the chair or CEO are political
executives and depoliticised only if both the chair and CEO are categorised as technocrats.
This aims to simulate the possibility that if an enterprise had one executive with political ties
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and one technocrat then the political executive drives performance. This results in more
enterprises being considered politicised: one political executive and one technocrat would be
considered depoliticised in models 5 and 6 and politicised in models 7 and 8.
The definitions are exhaustive (all enterprises have a category), exclusive (no enterprise
is in both categories), and distinguish between chair, CEO, and chair/CEO combinations. The
key result is the difference between EBITDA margin trend for enterprises categorised as
depoliticised and categorised as politicised. This estimate of the effect of depoliticisation has
a consistently positive sign, supporting a view that depoliticisation improves performance
trends, so political ties are negatively associated with enterprise performance trends. The
magnitude, based on the best fit model 8, is just over two percent EBITDA margin per annum.
Table 60: OLS estimation of formal models
Unmitigated
Supervisory board chair
Politicised
Depoliticised - Politicised
F-stat
N
Executive board CEO
Politicised
Depoliticised - Politicised
F-stat
N
Chair AND CEO
Politicised
Depoliticised - Politicised
F-stat
N
Chair OR CEO
Politicised
Depoliticised - Politicised
F-stat
N
+ p<0.10
* p<0.05

Model 1
-0.96
1.16
2.71
152
Model 3
-0.64
0.64
0.81
152
Model 5
-0.86
0.88
1.49
152
Model 7
-0.74
0.98
1.87
152

P
(0.06)
(0.08)
(0.10)
P
(0.06)
(0.23)
(0.37)
P
(0.06)
(0.14)
(0.22)

Mitigated
+
+

+

+

p
(0.16)
(0.14)
(0.17)

Model 2
-1.08
1.90
4.35
124
Model 4
-0.83
1.14
1.97
108
Model 6
-0.81
1.45
2.77
114
Model 8
-0.99
2.08
5.74
118

p
(0.08)
(0.03)
(0.04)

+
*
*

p
(0.15)
(0.12)
(0.16)
p
(0.16)
(0.08)
(0.10)

+
+

p
(0.16)
(0.03)
(0.02)

*
*

Based on the F-statistic for overall model significance, all even-number models that aim
to mitigate reverse causality fit better than their odd-number unmitigated counterparts. No
unmitigated model is significant even at the 10 percent level while only one of the four
mitigated models is not (based only on the CEO, model 4). One mitigated model is significant
at the 10 percent level based on the chair and CEO (model 6), and two at the 5 percent level
based on the chair (model 2) and based on the chair or CEO (model 8). The results might
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explain why research that does not mitigate reverse causality, including Peng et al. (2003),
and reviews of research that often will not including Mellahi et al. (2016) find equivocal
relationships between nonmarket strategy and performance.
Figure 15: Model fit (F-statistic)

Model fit being better in even-number models encourages a view that reverse causality
should be mitigated and being best in model 8 encourages a view that enterprise politicisation
is best modelled when either the chair or the CEO is a political executive versus when both
the chair and the CEO are technocrats.
Figure 16: EBITDA margin trend (%) point estimates by model (1-8)
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In the best-fit model (model 8), the performance trend for politicised enterprises is about
negative one percent per annum, depoliticised about positive one percent per annum, and so
the difference between depoliticised and politicised enterprises just over two percent per
annum. The next best-fit model, mitigated and based on chairs (model 2), has similar point
estimates. While the point estimates vary between the models, their signs are robust to all
eight model specifications: depoliticised enterprises have better trends, politicisation is
negative for enterprise performance trends.
Some executives have less time to influence performance, some more, with average
executive tenure being 4.5 years. The 348 executive-years in the first study concern 100
individual executives. Long tenure executives appear in more consecutive annual reports, so
the estimations naturally reflect their greater potential impact on performance. An executive
appearing in only one annual report provides one data point in the first study and second
study odd-number models but was not in office year-on-year and so is excluded from the
even-number models. As tenure increases, executives appear in more annual reports and
contribute more data.
Standard errors are robust and are clustered by executive. The mean number of
executives per cluster depends on tenure, with longer tenure increasing clustering. Intra-class
correlation differed among the models, affecting the variance inflation factor and clustering
adjustment to standard errors. Residuals were close to normally distributed, requiring only
small adjustments to produce robust heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors.
Figure 17: Regression standardised residuals (model 8) heteroskedasticity low
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The reason why EBITDA is chosen as the dependent variable has been explained to be
reliability, being unaffected by interest (affected by capital structure) and tax (paid by
enterprises to the state), depreciation and amortisation (affected by revaluations and
impairments), and consistent with sales as the denominator. However, it is useful to present
results for alternative measures for robustness, even if second or third best for purpose.
OCF and OCFBIT were available for all enterprises in almost all years. Based on the best
fit (model 8) chair or CEO definition, point estimates for margin trend had the same sign for
EBITDA, OCFBIT and OCF. For each dependent variable, politicised enterprises had negative
trends and the benefits of depoliticisation were positive. The results are robust to change in
the dependent variable from EBITDA to OCFBIT or OCF margin trend.
Table 61: OLS estimates of margin trend robust to dependent variables
Chair OR CEO

EBITDA

p

OCFBIT

p

OCF

p

Politicised

-0.99

(0.16)

-0.65

(0.30)

-0.37

(0.44)

Depoliticised - Politicised

2.08

(0.03)

*

2.54

(0.10)

2.00

(0.33)

F-stat

5.74

(0.02)

*

1.55

(0.22)

0.26

(0.61)

N
+ p<0.10

118

115

+

115

* p<0.05

However, while the signs are the same, the standard errors are not. EBITDA is immune
to the effects of working capital volatility seen in OCFBIT. EBITDA and OCFBIT are immune to
the effects of volatile cash interest and tax seen in OCF. The overall model for EBITDA is
significant (based on its F-statistic) and the benefits of depoliticisation are significant at the 5
percent level. The higher volatility of OCFBIT make its standard errors larger, though the
benefits of depoliticisation are still significant at the 10 percent level. For OCF, volatility
becomes too great, so that the signal is drowned in the noise. There are good reasons for the
performance of firms to be measured traditionally from the income statement, with its
revenue recognition principle and cost matching principle, far more often than from the
volatile cash flow statement.
Sectoral factors and other important factors such as country and year can affect
performance. I mitigate sectoral factors via enterprise selection by pairing enterprises in
Russia and Kazakhstan. The previous chapter and correlation table in this chapter indicate
significantly different executive politicisation by country. If enterprises were not paired, each
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country would have different sectors and different executive politicisation. Politicisation
would then have been expected to correlate with sector due to enterprise selection.
I control for sector as some sectors could be more affected by enterprise politicisation
than others. Russia and Kazakhstan are natural resource-rich, reflected in each having oil and
gas sector state-owned enterprises, while any emerging economy could have transport and
communications sector and energy sector enterprises. However, each sector was individually
stepwise excluded as a control from model 8, with or without country and year controls.
Sector controls reduced model fit and are excluded.
I controlled for country to reflect two possible ways for country institutions including
state ownership to significantly affect enterprise performance trends. Institutions could
indirectly affect enterprise performance trends via executives. Institutions could directly
affect performance trends, not only via executives, if they have deeper effects. Regressions
stepwise excluding country is consistent with a view that country institutions only significantly
affect enterprise performance trends indirectly, via executive dismissals and appointments.
I also controlled for year as politicisation (or sector or country) effects could change over
time. Year is stepwise excluded if EBITDA margin change is the dependent variable but not if
revenue growth is the dependant variable. EBITDA margin change is relatively unaffected by
currency translation as the EBITDA numerator and sales denominator are for the same year,
translated at the same exchange rate, and only then is change calculated. Revenue growth is
affected by currency translation, as year and prior year revenues are translated at different
exchange rates. EBITDA margin change is both theoretically and empirically better for
isolating politicisation effects, indicated by stepwise exclusion of year when EBITDA margin
change is the dependent variable but not when revenue growth is the dependent variable.
The method used deals with endogeneity/reverse causality by restricting data in the
even-number models to executives in office year-on-year, excluding data when an executive
is dismissed, and a new executive appointed. All the mitigated even-number models fit better
(have higher F-statistic) than their unmitigated odd number counterparts, due to the effects
of dismissals and appointments.
Some political ties literature recognises reverse causality risks alongside forward
causality. For example, Peng et al. (2003, p350) state that ‘following poor performance, firms
typically add outsiders to their boards … it is precisely poor firm performance that has led to
increased outside investment, and hence, the introduction of outside board members, who
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may facilitate more restructuring’. The authors hypothesise that ‘When incumbent
management fails to deliver desirable performance, performance is likely to improve when
new managers are brought in’ (p349). New executives may restructure and improve
performance as hypothesised but poor performance may also have led to the new executives
having been appointed. Causality can work in both directions.
Peng et al.’s survey questionnaire has periods that overlap, allowing forward and reverse
causality effects. For the independent variable, they asked if ‘Since privatisation … has there
been a new general director (the Russian term for CEO)? (a) yes and (b) no’ and if other top
managers were replaced since privatisation (p359). Privatisations had been 2 to 61 months
before the questions were asked. For the dependent variable, they asked ‘In the past 12
months, what has been the approximate percentage change in …’ (p359). There is a risk that
any new general director or other top managers were appointed part way through this past
12-months period, if appointed after privatisation that was more than 12 months before, and
they certainly were if after privatisation that was less than 12 months before. Executives may
then have caused performance changes post-appointment, forward causality, but preappointment performance changes may have caused executive changes, reverse causality.
For example, if a manager changed 6 months before the question was asked, then they could
have affected performance in the 6 months after appointment but been selected because of
prior performance including during the 6 months before appointment.
The authors might have avoided this overlap risk by changing their question from ‘Since
privatisation …’ to ‘Between privatisation and 12 months ago…’, ensuring any manager
change was more than 12 months ago, so before performance change in the last 12 months.
To mitigate reverse causality risk, the second study in this chapter compares models
based on all executives and even-numbered models restricted to executives in office year-onyear. For all four politicisation definitions (chair, CEO, intersection, union), models mitigating
reverse causality fit better as measured by the F-statistic, supporting the authors’
endogeneity view and encouraging using methods that mitigate reverse causality.
Financial market analysts often decompose reported changes into what they variously
refer to as recurring, like-for-like, underlying, adjusted, or organic performance trends and
residual non-recurring effects. Peng et al. (2003) suggest that country institutions may affect
findings and the previous chapter and correlation table associate country with significantly
different executive politicisation, resulting from appointment mixes and dismissal rates. I
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therefore decompose margin changes into in-office executive performance trends versus
residual appointment and dismissal effects.
Russian political executives tended to be appointed to high margin enterprises (29
percent), perhaps as patronage, then to impact margins while in office, and to be dismissed
from lower margin enterprises (24 percent) than those they were appointed to. Technocrats
were, in contrast, appointed to lower margin enterprises (26 percent), improved margins
while in office, and were dismissed from higher margin enterprises (34 percent), often
replaced by political executives.
Figure 18: Dismissed versus appointed executive margins (2010-2017)
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Margin
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Appoint
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Appoint
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Margin
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Appoint
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Appoint
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15
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Kazakh political executives were appointed to low margin enterprises (15 percent), then
impacted margins while in office, and were dismissed from low margin enterprises (19
percent). Technocrats were appointed to on average 25 percent margin enterprises,
improved margins while in office, and were dismissed from similar margin enterprises (26
percent).
While in-office performance trends were similar (country is stepwise excluded), the cases
had different appointment mixes and dismissal rates, which may reflect country institutions.
Appointment and dismissal effects are calculated by decomposing the margin changes by
country and executive category into dismissal, in-office performance, and appointment
effects.
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Table 62: Margins by dismissed, surviving, appointed executives (2010-2017)
Russian
Political execs
Technocrats
From
To
From
To
Dismissed
24.4
33.6
Survivors
23.4
22.5
27.1
28.2
Appointed
29.2
25.7
t
0.18
1.37 + 1.18
-0.40
F
0.03
1.82
1.40
0.16
N
112
113
38
37
+ p<0.10; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01 (one-tailed)

Kazakh
Political execs
From
To
18.7
23.4
22.3
15.2
-1.80 * -2.65 **
3.25
7.01
42
38

Technocrats
From
To
25.6
26.1
26.5
25.2
-0.17
-0.41
0.03
0.17
112
116

Dismissals change executives in a category from the set of dismissed and surviving
executives to just the surviving sub-set. In Russia, dismissals slightly reduced political
executive margins and greatly reduced technocrat margins (by dismissing some high margin
executives from each set, especially high margin technocrats). In Kazakhstan, dismissals
greatly increased political executive margins and slightly increased technocrat margins (by
dismissing lower margin executives, especially low margin political executives).
When executives survive in office year-on-year, executives do not change but their
average margin changes year-on-year. In both Russia and Kazakhstan, political executive
survivor margins fell while technocrat survivor margins increased, indicating different
performance trends.
Appointments change executives in a category from just the executives surviving in office
from the previous year to a larger set of these surviving plus the newly appointed executives.
In Russia, appointments increased political executive margins but reduced technocrat
margins. In Kazakhstan, appointments reduced political executive margins and reduced
technocrat margins slightly.
Table 63: Margin change by dismissed, surviving, appointed executives (2010-17)

2010
Dismissed
Surviving
Appointed
2017
Per annum
Dismissed
Surviving
Appointed
Total per annum

Russian
Political Exec
25.7
-1.7
-6.3
7.1
24.8

Technocrats
35.8
-3.7
5.0
-14.1
23.0

Kazakh
Political Exec
23.5
15.8
-11.3
-14.9
13.0

Technocrats
28.0
-0.4
1.7
-0.3
28.9

-0.2
-0.9
1.0
-0.1

-0.5
0.7
-2.0
-1.8

2.3
-1.6
-2.1
-1.5

-0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
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This decomposition helps reconcile the first and second studies of this chapter. The first
study showed Russian margins converged despite the second study finding a negative
association between politicisation and performance trends. Russian political executive
margins were almost stable (-0.1 percent per annum), as dismissal effects (-0.2 percent) and
negative survivor trends (-0.9 percent) were almost obscured by high margin appointments
(+1.0 percent). Russian technocrat margins collapsed from 35.8 percent in 2010 to 23.0
percent in 2017 (-1.8 percent per annum), in part due to high margin dismissals (-0.5 percent
per annum) and despite positive survivor trends (+0.7 percent per annum), due to especially
low margin appointments (-2.0 percent per annum).
The first study showed Kazakh margins diverged. Kazakh political executive margins
collapsed (-1.5 percent per annum), despite low margin dismissals, due to negative survivor
trends (-1.6 percent), and very low margin appointments, while Kazakh technocrat margins
increased slightly (+0.1 percent per annum), despite slightly high margin dismissals, due to
positive survivor trends (+0.2 percent), despite slightly low margin appointments.
Survivor trends (negative for political executives, positive for technocrats) were obscured
in Russia because dismissal and appointment effects were greater. Survivor trends (also
negative for political executives, positive for technocrats) were visible in Kazakhstan because
dismissal and appointment effects cancelled each other out. This reconciliation helps explain
why executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource, due to reverse
causality, despite political ties impacting enterprise performance trends, forward causality.

7.5 Ceteris paribus policy effects
I conclude the chapter by assessing how regimes might estimate ceteris paribus policy effects,
extrapolated over several years. To extrapolate, regimes could make three assumptions:
policy persists, changing policy changes politicisation, and politicisation affects performance
trends. These are my three empirical chapter findings.
The first empirical chapter found stable owner-authority equilibria, including dualinferior in Russia since 2004 and central-superior in Kazakhstan since 2008. Regimes might
extrapolate indefinitely, if policy is immutable, but margins cannot diverge indefinitely. Years
need to be limited for estimates to be meaningful and be supported by evidence to be
credible. My ceteris paribus estimate is based on seven years, given my 2010-2017 evidence.
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The second empirical chapter found significantly different executive politicization. Russia
averaged 73 percent political executives versus 27 percent technocrats in 2010-2017 while
Kazakhstan averaged almost the reverse, 29 percent political executives versus 71 percent
technocrats. The politicisation difference is 44 percent of executives.
The third empirical chapter found significantly different annual performance trends once
reverse causality is mitigated. The point estimates ranged from 1.1 percent based on CEO
politicisation (the only mitigated model not overall significant based on F-statistic), to 1.5
percent for chair and CEO (significant at the <10 percent level), and about 2 percent for the
most significant (<5 percent) models (1.9 percent based on chair politicisation and 2.1 percent
for the chair or CEO being political executives). The reconciliation considering all chairs and
CEOs individually found performance trends differed by 1.6 percent in Russia and 1.9 percent
in Kazakhstan.
Based on this evidence, I estimate what regimes could ceteris paribus extrapolate based
on three assumptions: policy persists for at least seven years, changing policy changes
politicisation by 44 percent, and politicisation affects performance trends by 1.5-2.0 percent
per annum.
Effect also depends on revenues affected. 2010-2017 average aggregate revenue of the
selected enterprises was USD348bn in Russia and USD30bn in Kazakhstan. Regimes might
assume state ownership has externality effects (via isomorphism) on other state-owned
enterprises and on private firms, more broadly affecting economic development.
Regimes could estimate direct economic effects by multiplying:
1. Years to extrapolate policy effects on politicisation (seven)
2. Politicisation difference (44 percent)
3. Performance trend difference (1.5 to 2.0 percent per annum)
4. Aggregate enterprise revenue (USD348bn in Russia, USD30bn in Kazakhstan)
For Russia, I estimate the ceteris paribus benefit of policy change (so based on an
assumed change from Russia’s 27 percent technocrats to 71 percent as found in Kazakhstan).
For Kazakhstan, I estimate ceteris paribus benefits of current policy (with 71 percent
technocrats, assuming Kazakhstan could have only 27 percent if it followed Russian policy).
Both estimates are therefore shown as positive; the benefit of policy change for Russia and
the benefit of current policy for Kazakhstan.
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The ceteris paribus estimate is seven years times 44 percent politicisation difference
times 1.5-2.0 annual performance trend difference times revenue affected (USD348bn in
Russia and USD30bn in Kazakhstan). The estimate is larger for Russia given its larger
population, economy, and hence enterprises but both ceteris paribus estimates are about one
percent of nominal gross domestic product.
Table 64: Ceteris paribus extrapolation of potential policy effects
Years assumed
Politicization (%)
Politicization difference (%)
Annual performance trend
lower estimate (% per annum)
higher estimate (% per annum)
Revenue affected (USDbn)
Years x policy x trend x revenue
lower estimate USDbn
higher estimate USDbn
GDP (2017) USDbn
lower estimate (% of GDP)
higher estimate (% of GDP)

Russia
7
73
44

Kazakhstan
7
29
44

1.5
2.0
348

1.5
2.0
30

16.1
21.4
1579
1.0
1.4

1.4
1.8
159
0.9
1.2

Political challenges would need to be overcome to depoliticise enterprises and benefits
would be low in the short term as trends are cumulative, here based on seven years after
policy change at the selected enterprises. However, medium-term benefits could be even
greater if policy change depoliticises via isomorphism other state-owned enterprises and
private firms in the broader economy. As with many policy choices, a question for discussion
is what could motivate regimes to overcome political challenges, for cumulative benefits at
the directly affected enterprises and for broader elite, economic, and political development.
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Chapter 8: Discussion
My thesis is that the corporate governance of state owners of enterprises affects elite,
economic, and political development in emerging economies. Research into state owners is
limited, relative to their regime masters or the enterprises they own, despite prevalent state
ownership in emerging economies and new owners including sovereign wealth funds. This
leaves policy views to be challenged both theoretically and empirically. Building on political
economy, post-communist politics, and corporate governance literatures, the thesis studies
the origins and then evolution of state owner variation, how their governance relates to
executive politicisation, and how this politicisation relates to enterprise performance trends.
Based on nine case studies in emerging economies (representing around half of emerging
economy land, population, GDP, and stock markets), state ownership is found to change
inconsistently from traditional ‘decentralised’ ownership by sector ministries, to fragmented
‘dual’ or to concentrated ‘central’ owners and to varied ‘authority’ of the main owner leader.
This apparent agency is followed by path-dependent structure, with ownership fixed but
authority weakening if ownership became dual versus strengthening if central, leading to
distinct governance endpoints. This chapter discusses political development consequences.
Investigating the most similar systems, except for their state owner governance, I find
significantly different executive ‘politicisation’, based on biographical analysis of enterprise
supervisory board chair and management board CEO ‘executives’, attributable to different
appointment mixes and dismissal rates. Where governance is weak, ‘political executives’ are
prevalent, exposing enterprises to principal-agent problems. However, strong governance
offers the regime a collective action solution, with technocrats prevalent instead. Executive
politicisation has direct consequences for elite social development at these prominent stateowned enterprises and may, via isomorphism, politicise other state-owned enterprises and
even legitimise private firm oligarchs. However, this chapter discusses how elite politicisation,
in a more limited access order, can still be a viable regime survival strategy.
Upper echelon theory expects executives to affect performance, ‘forward causality’.
Nonmarket strategy literature can see executive political ties as positive resources for
enterprises to exploit, while political economy authors often see ties as negative corruption,
and post-communist politics can take a nuanced view. Enterprises whose executives have
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evident political ties, ‘political executives’, can appear to perform as well as enterprises led
by ‘technocrats’ if weak governance strengthens ‘reverse causality’. Contrary to how
executives affect performance (my forward causality), reverse causality is how performance
affects executives: already high performing enterprises appoint many political executives,
while low performers appoint more technocrats, perhaps as patronage versus challenges.
While in office, however, political executives are associated with negative (and technocrats
with positive) enterprise performance trends. Politicisation is negative for performance while
performance is positive for politicisation. Econometric models untangling forward from
reverse causality indicate depoliticisation benefits to enterprise performance trends,
contributing to economic development. Development popularity may affect elite
expectations, offering an alternative regime survival strategy.
This chapter discusses how these studies inform views of development in emerging
economies. One path has fragmented owners led with weak authority, prevalent executive
politicisation in a limited access order, and political ties that appear to be a resource but in
fact hinder elite, economic, and political development. Yet this chapter discusses it as a viable
regime survival strategy based on rents. The other path has central owners led with stronger
authority, prevalent technocrats in a more open access order, and stronger enterprise
performance trends. This chapter discusses sacrificing rents for a regime survival strategy
based more on popularity and hence elite expectations, via a state ownership policy more
conducive to elite, economic, and political development.
This final chapter summarises how this thesis extends interdisciplinary theoretical and
empirical knowledge at the intersection of political economy, post-communist politics, and
corporate governance. It highlights key findings of agency and structure, principal-agent
problems and collective action solutions, and forward causality obscured in some institutional
settings by reverse causality. It discusses the main theoretical and empirical contributions to
the relevant literature in these fields and policy implications and it considers external validity,
limitations, and potential future research. It concludes by answering the research question.

8.1 Key findings
The overall research question of whether the corporate governance of state ownership of
enterprises affects development in emerging economies led to three linked propositions: that
governance does affect elite, economic, and political development through a chain of
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causality as governance evolves to distinct endpoints, associated with significantly different
executive politicisation, associated with significantly different enterprise performance trends.
These propositions are reflected in hypotheses, linked by the dependent variable of one being
the independent variable of the next, tested in the previous three empirical chapters:
First hypothesis: Governance changes inconsistently from decentralised to other
configurations, whereas governance evolves within dual ownership to inferior
authority and within central ownership to greater authority
Second hypothesis: State ownership governance varies even in similar systems, with
more executive politicisation under dual-inferior than under central-superior
governance
Third hypothesis: Executive political ties appear to be a nonmarket strategy resource
when governance is weak and so reverse causality is strong, but political ties
negatively impact enterprise performance trends

8.1.1 Agency when traditional ownership ends
The first hypothesis is tested by reconstructing case studies (representing about half of
emerging economies by land, population, economies, and stock markets) into data for
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), applying a taxonomy of seven governance
configurations (see figure 1). Traditional decentralised ownership by sector ministries is found
to be a consistent if not immutable equilibrium: it tends to persist but has rare changes to
other governance configurations (eventually in all but one of the nine cases).
The analysis finds inconsistent agency when governance does eventually change from
traditional decentralised ownership: governance changes to all the six other owner-authority
configurations except one. The exception, no change to central-superior governance, may be
an artefact of moderate-N study or post-hoc theorised to be regimes avoiding creating an
owner of most enterprises led by a powerful politician – and hence competing pyramid risk,
at least while disenfranchising sector ministers by ending their decentralised ownership. With
this exception, changes from traditional ownership suggest free will and can be seen as critical
junctures at which agents initiate governance variation.
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8.1.2 Structure towards new governance equilibria
The analysis then finds structure in evolution within fragmented dual ownership. Ownership
remains dual, rather than regressing to decentralised or progressing to central, so dual
ownership is a partial-reform equilibrium. Authority tends to weaken, with dual-superior and
dual-equivalent governance found to be unstable (inconsistent equilibria) while dual-inferior
is the stable (consistent), so far even immutable endpoint of evolution within dual ownership.
It also finds structure in evolution within central ownership, which remains central rather
than regressing to decentralised or to dual ownership, so central ownership is a full-reform
equilibrium. Central-inferior governance quickly decays (it is not an equilibrium at all, the set
of central-inferior to central-inferior evolutions is empty), inferior authority leaders being
swiftly replaced by stronger authority leaders. Central-equivalent and central-superior are
stable (consistent equilibria), with authority greater than in the dual-inferior equilibrium
within dual ownership.
Authority evolution depends on ownership, and heads in path-dependent opposite
directions: weakening if dual, strengthening if central.

8.1.3 Principal-agent problems when governance is weak
The second hypothesis is tested through comparative case study of the most similar systems
from the QCA study, except for having as different as possible governance, an application of
Mill’s method of difference. Even in my most similar systems, governance does vary, dualinferior governance in Russia contrasting with central-superior governance in Kazakhstan.
Otherwise, their ‘near identical initial conditions, provide a particularly effective laboratory
for evaluating divergent outcomes’ (Greene, 2014, p74). The hypothesis is tested by
comparing executive politicisation, operationalised through heuristic categorisation based on
biographical analysis of the supervisory board chair and management board CEO ‘executives’
of prominent state-owned enterprises into ‘political executives’, with evident political ties, or
otherwise as ‘technocrats’.
Weak governance is associated with prevalent political ties. In the dual-equivalent
governance case (Russia), ownership is fragmented and the main owner leader is a deputy
minister with authority inferior to that of ministers. Some 73 percent of executive
observations are categorised as political executives, and even more at enterprises under the
main state owner, Rosimushchestvo – the Federal Agency of State Property Management.
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State owners may de jure own enterprises, but prevalent political ties bypass owner principals
to link regime politicians directly to executive agents, risking principal-agent problems.

8.1.4 Collective action solutions when governance is strong
In the central-superior governance case (Kazakhstan), ownership is highly centralised (under
sovereign wealth fund Samruk-Kazyna and organised by sector) and the main owner leader is
the prime minister, with authority superior to that of ministers. Only 29 percent of executive
observations are categorised as political executives, a significantly lower proportion than in
the dual-inferior governance case. Strong state owners may present a credible collective
action solution to depoliticise enterprises.
I study enterprise politicisation mechanics via a population study, with appointments
analogous to births, dismissals to deaths, and tenure to life expectancy. In Kazakhstan’s strong
governance case, only 35 percent of appointees are political executives and their dismissal
rate at 42 percent per annum is so high that their average tenure of 2.4 years is about half
that of technocrats. Political executives are soon gone. This contrasts with Russia’s weak
governance case, where 63 percent of appointees are political executives and their 13 percent
dismissal rate is so low that average tenure of 7.5 years is more than double that of
technocrats. Political executives appear more often and stay.

8.1.5 Reverse causality explains equivocal findings and elusive links
A study of average performance levels in the weak governance case (Russia) found enterprises
with political executives appear to perform as well as those with technocrats, which may help
legitimise politicisation at state-owned enterprises and also, via isomorphism, oligarchs at
private firms. This finding could simply add to corporate governance literature’s equivocal
findings relating political ties to performance and leave links elusive. However, reverse
causality was found. Political executives tend to be appointed to already high performing
enterprises, perhaps as patronage, while technocrats tend to be appointed to turn low
performing enterprises around. This reverse causality (performance affecting politicisation) is
strong enough to obscure forward causality (politicisation affecting performance), leaving
appearances equivocal and links elusive.
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8.1.6 Political ties negatively associated with enterprise performance trends
The third hypothesis further extends the chain of causality by making the dependent variable
of the previous study (politicisation) its new independent variable. To investigate and mitigate
reverse causality required formal models and econometric analysis. Model pairs don’t/do aim
to mitigate reverse causality by restricting performance data to enterprises with executives
in office year-on-year. For robustness, I test four enterprise politicisation definitions based on
the chair, the CEO, the chair and the CEO, the chair or the CEO being categorised as political
executives. The eight models therefore consist of four pairs.
The models restricted to executives in office year-on-year have better fit (F-statistic) for
all four politicisation definitions. For forward causality (politicisation affecting performance)
to be more evident, reverse causality (performance affecting politicisation) should indeed be
mitigated. The best fit models, based on chair politicisation (model 4) and especially on chair
or CEO politicisation (model 8), have significant negative coefficients for politicisation and
enterprise performance trends. Once reverse causality is mitigated, political ties are found to
negatively impact enterprise performance trends.
These findings show that methods can be designed to mitigate reverse causality risk.
Institutions, such as state ownership (associated with significantly different proportions of
political executives) do matter in emerging economies and should not be so neglected. With
method improved and institutions accounted for, authors (Peng et al., 2003) need not
question whether agency theory applies in emerging economies: political ties negatively
impact enterprise performance trends. Furthermore, there is an opportunity for collective
action solutions to support economic development, with potential ceteris paribus benefits
estimated to be in the order of 1% of GDP.

8.2 Main contributions
The four main contributions of this research are the following:
First, to the best of my knowledge it is the first deep study of its kind into state owners
of enterprises in emerging economies. State owners may be neglected in political economy
literature if seen as invariant, central owner institutions such as sovereign wealth funds being
relatively new; in post-communist politics if seen as ineffective, routinely bypassed by regime
members that are a greater focus of post-communist politics; and in corporate governance
literature if seen as irrelevant, given equivocal relationships and elusive links in nonmarket
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strategy. Corporate governance literature also focuses more on developed markets and
private firms, despite growing emerging economies and interest in state capitalism. Second,
it presents theoretical analysis of agency and structure in governance evolution, principalagent problems and collective action solutions in executive politicisation, and reverse
causality and forward causality in enterprise performance trends. Third, this study offers indepth empirical analysis of governance evolution (breaking old traditions, forging new ones),
enterprise politicisation (significant differences, population dynamics), and performance
trends (equivocal appearances, econometric insights). Finally, it suggests how regimes may
see alternative survival strategies and how international policy organisations may improve
their guidance. Altogether it adds to our knowledge of how the corporate governance of state
owners of enterprises in emerging economies affects elite, economic, and political
development.

8.2.1 Theoretical contributions
This study aims to make insightful contributions to political economy, post-communist politics
and corporate governance literature through interdisciplinary study, with policy implications.
Political economy, especially the New Institutional Economics, is interested in how
political regimes develop. North et al. (2005, p7) see explaining the transition from natural
states to open access orders as ‘the most important question in economic history’. Evans
(1995) also seeks to understand how institutional context affects elite recruitment. Hellman
(1998) and Acemoglu et al. (2005) study economic and political causes of partial-reform
equilibria. Persson et al. (2016), seeing corruption as not only a principal-agent problem,
assuming incorruptible principals, seek a credible collective action solution among principals.
This thesis offers a partial answer. It finds agency in changes from traditional ownership
by sector ministries, attributing inconsistent outcomes to the strength of actors needed to
disenfranchise sector ministers, changing well established traditions. It then finds structure in
governance evolution, to path-dependent equilibria. The new equilibria are proposed as
being optimal for regime survival: either via rents, if owners are easy to bypass to appoint
mostly executives with political ties; or via development, if owners are hard to bypass and
most executives are technocrats in the kind of more open access order that North et al. seek
to explain. The corporate governance of state owners of enterprises is an institution that
affects elite social group recruitment and tenure, contributing to Evans’ interest in predatory
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versus developmental states. The easy-to-bypass partial-reform equilibrium conforms to
Hellman’s economic winners-take-all view and Acemoglu et al.’s view of political power to
block fuller reform, locking in a rents-based regime survival strategy, while the hard-to-bypass
full-reform equilibria offer a credible collective action solution for regimes to survive via
development popularity. These alternate strategies offer a limited access order versus more
open access elite social development, and hence affect regime political development, of
interest in political economy and post-communist politics.
Corporate governance literature includes a nonmarket strategy strand focused on
political ties and firm performance. Some authors such as Peng et al. (2003) find insignificant
links between executive characteristics and firm performance and so question agency theory,
methods, or institutional factors, and suggest reverse causality. Other authors such as Hillman
(2005) find positive associations between politicians on the board and performance, in crosssectional analysis of market-based performance if not in accounting measures, though her
cross-sectional study did not claim to identify causality. A review by Mellahi et al. (2016) finds
inconclusively equivocal results and elusive links: they suggest researchers complement
management lenses such as the resource-based view (RBV) and resource dependence theory
(RDT) with other theories to ‘develop a multi-theoretical framework for improving our
understanding of the effects of nonmarket strategy on organizational performance’ (p143).
This study is interdisciplinary, as Mellahi et al. recommend. It conforms to Peng et al.’s
view of reverse causality, that performance affects who the executives are, and answers their
question: agency theory need not be questioned, but rather complemented by collective
action theory; method does need to mitigate reverse causality, and can do so by limiting data
to executives in office year-on-year; institutional factors are important, affecting whether
reverse causality is strong enough to obscure forward causality; political ties are negatively
associated with enterprise performance trends. This does not conform to Hillman’s view of
politicians on the board, though her findings based on accounting measures were
inconclusive, she did not mitigate reverse causality, and her study was in the United States
while this is in emerging economies, so further research would be needed to clarify why my
findings disagree.
Post-communist politics literature is interested in emerging economies in general and
post-soviet states such as Russia and Kazakhstan in particular (Weinthal and Luong, 2001;
Kalyuzhnova, 2011; Greene, 2014). Okhmatovskiy (2010), while writing in management,
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studied links between state-owned enterprises and private firms in Russia and suggests that
researchers distinguish between different forms of state ownership. Buckley and Reuter
(2019) study in-office performance and dismissal rates in Russian regional administrations.
They suggest political principals may want both political ties and economic competence but
have no reason to believe these traits positively correlate. Ledeneva (2013) finds informal
governance and power networks limit Russia’s modernisation. Hale (2014) examines regime
survival strategies and suggests that regimes attract elites directly via personal ties and rents
or indirectly secure elite support via self-fulfilling expectations of regime survival through
popularity (while noting a particular risk that elite factions form around competing pyramids
of patronage).
My comparative cases and econometric analysis, set in the most similar systems, two
post-communist fragments of the former Soviet Union, are of general interest in political
economy and corporate governance and especial interest in post-communist politics. The
findings conform to Okhmatovskiy’s view that ownership matters. This study extends Buckley
and Reuter’s view (once the kind of reverse causality these authors study is mitigated), from
their seeing no reason for political and economic competences to correlate, to my study
finding a negative association between political ties and enterprise performance trends. It
finds Russia’s weak governance and prevalent political ties impede state-owned enterprise
performance trends, as Ledeneva suggests, but also offers a collective action solution, as seen
in neighbouring Kazakhstan. Above all, this thesis provides institutional mechanisms for (and
conforms to) Hale’s insightful regime survival strategy analysis. This chapter discusses how
weak governance and high rents or strong governance and more popular elite, economic, and
political development can be alternative regime survival strategies, per Hale, with a valley of
sub-optimal strategies between that is difficult to transition through.
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Figure 19: Regime survival strategies (without competing pyramid risk)

I leave to further research which strategy is the optimum for regime survival, and
whether central-superior governance is risky given Hale’s competing pyramid risk concerns,
cutting a ragged corner off the otherwise u-shape regime survival strategies arc (figure 19).
Competing pyramid risk potentially explains why decentralised ownership was found to
change directly to all but central-superior governance (figure 2) and why central-equivalent
governance is also a (consistent equilibrium) endpoint (figure 3) rather than evolving to
stronger central-superior governance.

8.2.2 Empirical contributions
This thesis provides empirical evidence of state ownership and authority in emerging
economies collectively representing around half of all emerging economies by land,
population, economy, and stock markets. To the best of my knowledge this data is unique.
The OECD (2005a, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016a) produces occasional regional ownership
surveys with considerable detail and decentralised, dual, and central ownership classifications
but no global survey, systematic tracking of ownership evolution over time, or assessment of
how de facto authority complements de jure ownership. Scholarship remains very limited on
state owners and the first empirical chapter aims to add breadth and depth to knowledge of
their governance. The thesis also demonstrates the usefulness of qualitative comparative
analysis (QCA) to study changing owner-authority configurations.
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Scholars have heuristically categorised the elite social group of state-owned enterprise
executives via biographical analysis (Hafsi and Koenig, 1988; Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2014a)
but this thesis associates this executive politicisation with the corporate governance of state
owners. Such strong politicisation variation being found, even in the otherwise most similar
systems, encourages the use of Mill’s method of difference via comparative case study and a
view that the chain of causality runs from governance via politicisation to performance. The
population study identifies both appointment mixes and dismissal rates (and hence tenure)
as driving politicisation, which may be of use in futher empirical research.
Third, the thesis presents a method to mitigate reverse causality: limiting data to
executives in office year-on-year. Political ties research identifies reverse causality risks (Peng
et al., 2003; Hillman, 2005) but empirical studies often highlight reverse causality risk without
mitigating it. Some recent research investigates reverse causality, via performance effects on
dismissals in administrations (Buckley and Reuter, 2019). The empiricial finding of models all
having better fit when mitigating reverse causality indicates that restricting data to improve
method is a sacrifice worth making.

8.2.3 Implications for policy
With state ownership of enterprises rather neglected in academic literature, the void is filled
by international policy organisation reports, which may be normative and subjected to
empirical testing. OCED guidelines (2005b, 2015a) provide perhaps the most detailed
international blueprint for state ownership. The OECD (2012) also provides a categorisation
of ownership into decentralised, dual, and central, though it does not categorise authority.
The World Bank (2014) provides a tool kit that complements the OECD reports but includes
advice that if full reform to central ownership is not immediately possible then ownership can
be put on a gradual path towards centralisation, which may be wishful thinking.
My research conforms to the OECD implied view that central ownership is first best, over
dual ownership, at least for development if not necessarily for regime survival. It adds to this
ownership dimension an authority dimension that is not strictly necessary according to my
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), as both fragmented dual ownership and central
ownership are equilibria, but which informs a view of why that is so. Contrary to World Bank
advice, gradual centralisation is not found, and my study offers an explanation that authority
weakens under dual ownership to a dual-inferior governance configuration in which the
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owner is as easy to bypass as possible. This suits regimes that depend on rents to directly
attract elites and the self-interest of regime members, if not their collective interest in
development. I find much in the international policy organisation reports that conforms well
with my findings but that this partial-reform equilibrium trap appears to be a risk that policy
advice could forewarn about.

8.3 External validity, limitations, and future research
8.3.1 Generalising governance evolution
The first external validity question is whether inconsistent changes from traditional
(decentralised) ownership then path-dependent evolution to new equilibria is generalisable.
I offer two answers, one narrow and one broad.
The narrow answer is to generalise to state ownership in emerging economies rather
than just the nine cases. The number of cases balances depth for internal validity, as advised
by Hancké (2009), against breadth for external validity. Selection also helped with data
availability, as larger economies generally have more empirical literature and information
sources, increasing internal validity.
The cases represent approximately half of emerging economies by land, population,
economy, and stock markets – so even findings restricted to the nine cases would be halfway
to general by these measures. However, the study is moderate-N, given over 100 emerging
economies in the world. OECD reports indicate that governance varies in many other cases in
Asia (OECD 2010, 2016a), the Middle East and North Africa (OECD, 2012), Latin America
(OECD, 2013), and Southern Africa (OECD, 2014): decentralised, dual, and central ownership
all being common. This variation supports a view that governance can escape from traditional
decentralised ownership throughout the emerging world, not just in large economies.
I selected cases from all regions with emerging economies to mitigate the risk that
governance patterns were local, predetermined by low cultural, administrative, geographic,
or economic distances (Ghemawat, 2001). Finding that my two most similar systems, Russia
and Kazakhstan, evolved to opposite equilibria supports a view that such similarities do not
predetermine governance.
While selecting cases by size supports internal validity in half of emerging economies
(based on land, population, economy, and stock markets), this broad internal validity comes
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at the risk of external validity: whether findings apply only to large emerging economies or do
generalise to all sizes. I have no reason to believe smaller emerging economies lack rentversus-development trade-offs, but smaller countries may differ in detail. For example, is
collective action easier in smaller settings? However, Persson et al. (2013) suggest corruption
resembles more of a collective action than a principal-agent problem, and their study is
among smaller emerging economies that have not found collective action solutions easy.
Although my study treats each case equally, cases do vary on my four size measures.
Governance differs in the two largest (based on average percentage of emerging market land,
population, economy, and stock markets), China and India: central-equivalent versus dualinferior. Governance also differs in the two smallest on these measures, Turkey and
Kazakhstan: dual-inferior versus central-superior. The central ownership cases (China,
Indonesia, Kazakhstan) rank 1st, 5th, and 9th of nine in terms of their average percentages
on the four measures, as spread out as possible. The sole decentralised case, Mexico, ranks a
middling 6th. While selecting to maximise relevance is a limitation, there is no suggestion that
size affects governance and hence external validity, though further research could beneficially
aim to replicate this study in smaller emerging economies.
The broader answer is to suggest that inconsistent outcomes might be expected when
strong traditions are broken, while path-dependent structure may be expected when
traditions are already broken, leading to new equilibria that become new traditions. This
study would then be a case of a general principle: hard changes require strong agency, so
expect inconsistent outcomes; subsequent evolution requires less agency, so expect more
structure until new equilibria are reached.
One logical corollary would be that even dual-inferior and central-superior equilibria may
not be immutable. All they require is sufficiently strong agents to change what became new
traditions. These equilibria should change rarely (dual-inferior has persisted since 1961 in
India) but if they do then the strong agents needed suggest they could change inconsistently,
to many other governance configurations, rather than consistently to one outcome. Further
research might explore how the new equilibria do change, if any cases can be found.

8.3.2 Deeper and broader politicisation
The comparative study of politicisation finds political ties are prevalent when governance is
weak, posing principal-agent problems, while technocrats predominate when governance is
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strong, a collective action solution. The study is limited to executives at prominent stateowned enterprises, questioning whether governance affecting politicisation is generalisable
to lower levels within state-owned enterprises, to less prominent state-owned enterprises,
and to private firms – deepening and broadening effects on social development.
My study is of supervisory and management board heads, the chair and CEO respectively,
together my enterprise executives. Top executive experience, values, and personalities may
have great influence on organisational performance (Hambrick, 2007) but performance may
still depend on whether their politicisation is generalisable down the organisation hierarchy.
Peng et al. (2003) study one further level down, to board members, but at the time of
their study almost all firms in Russia had unitary boards, so the CEO and other managers were
needed to show correlation. By the time of this study, all but one of the twenty-two selected
enterprises had separate supervisory and management boards. Chair and CEO politicisation
do correlate. A common cause (such as patronage) could politicise both, and/or politicising
one (such as the chair) could politicise the other (such as the CEO). In either case, politicisation
by common cause or from one to the other executive does generalise at least to both
executives, and potentially deeper in the enterprises.
Dimaggio and Powell (1983) describe isomorphic processes – coercive, mimetic, and
normative – that tend to make organizations similar. Coercion, from formal and informal
pressures, could deepen politicisation or depoliticization. Even without coercion, lower level
appointments and dismissals may mimic executive appointments and dismissals, especially in
state-owned enterprises where low bankruptcy and competition threats may reduce pressure
to select on merit. The authors suggest that professionalisation creates normative pressures
and technocrat executives may influence recruitment norms throughout their enterprises.
Such literature and correlated chair and CEO politicisation suggest social effects deeper
within enterprises. The authors’ main focus though is isomorphism among organisations.
Coercive, mimetic, and normative isomorphism may be strong within the general pool of
state-owned enterprises, beyond the prominent enterprises studied. State owners may own
other enterprises and coerce these as well, prominent enterprises may be mimetic role
models for less prominent enterprises to copy and professionalising prominent enterprises
may set state-owned enterprise norms.
Generalisation from state-owned enterprises to private firms may be weaker but not
absent. Ownership is different by definition but may overlap through part-owners and the
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authors include within coercive isomorphism ‘cultural expectations in the society within
which organizations function’ (Dimaggio and Powel, 1983, p150) that state-owned enterprise
politicisation could affect. The authors also suggest models ‘may be diffused unintentionally,
indirectly through employee transfer or turnover, or explicitly by organizations such as
consultancy firms and trade associations’ (p151). Executives may circulate in a general pool
of state-owned and private firm boards. Consultancies, associations, banks, lawyers, and
advisors may carry practices learned in state-owned enterprises to private firms. Norms may
also drive isomorphism. Politicised state-owned enterprises might legitimise private firm
oligarchs, while state-owned enterprise technocrats might promote more general business
professionalisation. This study is limited to prominent state-owned enterprises and further
research could usefully study whether less prominent enterprises are indeed similarly
affected by state owners (or by their prominent enterprise peers) and whether state-owned
enterprise politicisation spills over into the private sector and legitimises prevalent oligarchs.
The broader generalisation is that the comparative study is a case of what Persson et al.
(2013, p450) propose: ‘As a collective action problem, systemic corruption reveals radically
different characteristics than predicted by principal-agent theory. As such, it also demands
radically different solutions.’ They do not assume incorruptible principals, trying but often
failing to hold executives to account, but rather the failure is of collective action among
principals. Politicians have self-interests in rents and collective interest in development,
leaving ‘strategic interaction that takes the form of a multiple-equilibrium coordination
problem’ (p456), requiring shared expectations that peers will tend to refrain from corrupt
practices to make effective state ownership a credible collective action solution. The authors
call for research on how to change the mode of operation of society’s particular, personal,
and partial institutions to universal, impersonal, and impartial. They ask how can we break
out of social traps? Yet ‘how revolutionary change in institutions can be achieved has
attracted surprisingly little attention among social scientists’, limiting knowledge of how to
transition to a less corrupt equilibrium (Persson et al., 2013, p466). This study is one such case
and may be generalisable if the answer is that broad de jure institutions are necessary but not
sufficient for collective action, which also requires de facto authority to enforce de jure rights.
This study is limited to one collective action solution and domain, effective state ownership.
Further research could seek other collective action solutions to systemic corruption.
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8.3.3 Political ties and performance
The econometric study, concerning whether politicisation appearing to be a nonmarket
strategy resource is due to reverse causality, yet political ties actually impact performance
trends, may be generalisable beyond state-owned enterprises.
Nonmarket strategy literature often takes a positive view of political ties, as resources to
bridge between enterprise and state to access state resources and buffer enterprises from
state and other predation, examples of the Resource Based View (RBV) or Resource
Dependence Theory (RDT). Political economy literature often takes a negative view of political
ties as rent-seeking corruption. Post-communist politics that takes a particular interest in
political ties can take a more nuanced view, seeing both positives and negatives.
However, while often positive about political ties as a resource in theory, empirical
nonmarket strategy research is equivocal. Mellahi et al. (2016, p147) review the empirical
literature and find ‘the nature of the link remains elusive’, adding to a view of an ‘equivocal
relationship between nonmarket strategy and performance’. They conclude that ‘we still have
very limited knowledge about how the process in which the rent-generating buffering
activities predicted by RBV and RDT interacts with subsequent rent appropriation to impact
on performance across different institutional contexts’ (p163) and ‘we know little about
proactive strategies for addressing corruption’ (p165). They argue that reverse causality may
be general in nonmarket strategy: ‘agency studies support a reverse causality between
nonmarket strategy and performance … rather than nonmarket strategies leading to positive
financial performance’ (p161).
My argument is that profits encourage patrons, their allies, and clients to target
enterprises for patronage, while low performance is less attractive and encourages
appointing technocrats to improve performance. In general, if performance increases
politicisation then studies that recognise but do not mitigate reverse causality (Peng et al.,
2003; Hillman, 2005) may find associations between politicisation and performance neutral
or positive even if forward causality is actually negative. Further research could investigate
how performance affects appointments and dismissals at private firms, modifying methods
to mitigate reverse causality, to resolve beyond state-owned enterprises the equivocal results
and elusive links found in corporate governance literature (Mellahi et al., 2016).
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8.3.4 Regime survival strategies
While this study indicates which configurations are governance endpoints, theorised to be
local maxima for regime survival, it does not indicate which is the global maximum. Dualinferior governance may disintermediate state owners, maximise political executives, and so
attract elites via rents (at the cost of development). Central-superior may intermediate,
maximise technocrats, bind elites via development-led expectations (at the cost of rents) and
also be a local rents-plus-development maximum. Central-equivalent may be second best for
intermediation, depoliticisation, and development, yet be a local maximum for rents plus
development minus competing pyramid regime survival risk. But what is the global maximum
for regime survival? What strategy would a survival-maximising regime choose?
This question calls for further research into regime survival rates. A hypothesis, based on
the presumption that rents are momentary and development is cumulative, could be that
weak governance is optimal for short-term regime survival while strong governance is optimal
long-term. Both extreme disintermediation/intermediation strategies should outperform
other governance configurations. Competing pyramid risk may slightly modify the pattern.
This study does not assess whether regimes should end decentralised ownership in the
first place. There are many cases among emerging economies where decentralised ownership
persists (OECD 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016a). Further research could include similar comparative
case studies of executive politicisation and enterprise performance trends in similar systems
except governance being decentralised versus other configurations. Enterprises under
decentralised ownership could have many political executives, appointed by sector ministers
whose ministries have at least de jure ownership, or many technocrats, if sector ministers are
held accountable for sector enterprise performance. This study does not provide an answer
but does suggest a methodology, with comparative case study followed by econometric
analysis with reverse causality mitigated by studying performance trends for enterprises with
executives in office year-on-year. A future research hypothesis could revolve around
executive politicisation and principal-agent problems versus collective actions solutions preand post-changes from decentralised ownership or comparing decentralised ownership (for
example in Mexico) with other governance (for example dual-inferior in Brazil). If ownership
cannot be centralised, should it remain decentralised, or should dual ownership be
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introduced as the World Bank suggests, despite this study indicating that governance would
evolve to dual-inferior rather than ownership gradually centralising?
To overcome the limitations (both theoretical and empirical) would require additional
time and resources beyond the scope of this PhD but they do offer potential avenues for
further research.

8.4 Conclusion
Between political regimes and state-owned enterprises, there are state owners. State owners
may be neglected in literature for good reason if they are invariant, impotent, or irrelevant.
But what if they are not?
This research examines the evolution of state ownership of enterprises in emerging
economies. It finds governance eventually changes from traditional ownership of enterprises
by sector ministries. These first changes are characterised by inconsistent agency, almost free
choices. Ending any tradition, such as sector ministry ownership, requires agents strong
enough to choose (almost any) new governance.
Ownership can change from sector ministries to be fragmented or be more centralised.
Contrary to World Bank (2014) reports, fragmented ownership does not then gradually
centralise but rather remains stuck, as expected by authors who see economic or political
winners from partial reform blocking full reform. More centralised ownership is also an
equilibrium. Ownership remains fragmented or remains centralised.
What does then change is the authority of the leader of the main state owner. When
ownership is fragmented, authority tends to weaken, to become inferior to ministers.
Fragmented ownership and inferior authority make state owners impotent. Regime
politicians can easily bypass owners to appoint enterprise executives, many with political ties.
Weak governance is associated with a more personalised, limited access order. When
ownership is centralised, however, authority tends to strengthen, to become equivalent or
superior to that of ministers. Central owners led with authority superior to that of ministers
may create a competing pyramid of power, and central-superior governance is the politically
risky exception not initially found when disenfranchising sector ministers. Strengthening
authority under central ownership may be limited to equivalent to ministers. Central
ownership and strong authority make owners potent: owners intermediate between the
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regime and enterprises to appoint more technocrats in a more open access society. Through
inconsistent agency then greater structure, state ownership affects elite social development.
Enterprises with political executives have weaker average performance trends than
where technocrats head supervisory and management boards. Political ties may well help
enterprises to access state resources and buffer enterprises from state and other predation,
but benefits are more than offset by impacts, including any corrupt rent-seeking or simple
lack of technical expertise. The negative performance trend may be obscured where political
executives tend to be appointed to already high performing enterprises, making them appear
to perform highly in cross-sectional analysis, while technocrats tend to be appointed to turn
around low performing enterprises. This reverse causality may legitimise enterprise
politicisation and explain why nonmarket strategy literature can find political ties associated
neutrally or even positively with performance. Governance affects economic development,
through a chain of causality, although reverse causality can give a false impression.
The end result of the research is that reforms from traditional sector ministry ownership
show inconsistent agency, followed by path-dependent structure, leading to distinct
equilibria. One equilibrium, with fragmented ownership and inferior authority, makes state
owners easy to bypass to politicise enterprises, providing a regime survival strategy based on
rents to directly attract elites, at the cost of development. The other equilibrium, with
centralised ownership and authority equivalent or superior to that of ministers, makes the
central state owner an effective intermediary, providing a collective action solution for the
regime to work together to focus on development. More open social development and
stronger economic development offers an alternative political development strategy, binding
elites less via rents and more through self-fulfilling expectations of the popular regime’s
survival.
The corporate governance of state owners of enterprises can indeed affect social,
economic, and political development in emerging economies.
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